
S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

---------------------None
---------------------

34107170354129534250305078839280136194--3333331
57%Trs27%34%s49%Tlmno51%Tlmno18%31%o24%28%o37%mo55%Tlmno51%Tgh25%26%47%Tgh28%37%Te--100%Tbc33%bcegh

mos

18202245242592871009539274918019566254235-490-4902
31%50%t49%t34%32%57%Tjpq51%jpq58%Tjpq53%jpq48%jp30%32%54%Tfi55%Tfi38%52%Td45%-100%Tac-48%acdfijp

qt

4756571032282128714186049216880149--1493
7%19%Trt13%11%13%20%Tkq16%12%15%9%15%12%18%T14%12%14%15%78%Tab--15%ab

214195263985-79175241338--384
4%4%4%7%jn2%4%2%5%4%6%j-4%3%5%3%5%Td2%20%Tab--4%abd

-3--22-----22--223--35
-1%--2%Tlmn1%-----1%g*--**2%Tab--*

-1----1-----1---11--16
-*----1%-----*---**--*

---------------------7
---------------------

---------------------8
---------------------

---------------------9
---------------------

---------------------10+
---------------------

1.582.02Trt1.86t1.751.732.13Tjknp1.91j1.98jpq1.97jpq1.831.611.732.01Tfi1.97fi1.711.97Td1.853.25Tab2.00T1.001.91adfijMean
qpqt

0.800.830.780.900.930.790.790.760.780.820.740.910.790.770.790.810.810.500.000.000.81Standard deviation
0.090.040.040.090.090.060.060.060.060.100.090.060.040.040.070.040.040.040.000.000.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
S1. How many children do you have between the ages of 6 and 17 years old in your household that you have parental, carer or guardian responsibility for?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

---------------------None
---------------------

144189687677112714352763421386349312072141731603331
32%34%31%32%36%33%25%29%41%32%55%Tjk29%40%Tk55%Tdef32%27%35%e95%30%37%Tb33%bek

213277101112107170142339414223661022214222410112842054902
47%50%46%48%49%50%51%47%45%49%35%50%l47%35%50%g50%g50%g5%49%48%48%gl

75743737274768101255124205418320-94531493
16%13%17%16%12%14%21%17%12%15%8%17%Tj9%8%14%18%Tdg10%-16%12%15%dj

23141494913231128819198-2711384
5%u2%6%qru4%2%3%3%7%2%4%1%4%4%1%3%4%4%-5%2%4%u

121-12---3-31--31-2235
***-**---*-**--1%*-***

-1---1---1-1--1---1-16
-*---*---*-*--*---*-*

---------------------7
---------------------

---------------------8
---------------------

---------------------9
---------------------

---------------------10+
---------------------

1.96r1.862.00ru1.911.821.892.022.021.751.911.561.97Tjl1.78l1.561.89g2.02Tdfg1.84g1.051.97Ta1.811.91agjluMean

0.840.780.880.800.750.800.780.870.750.820.710.810.790.710.800.820.790.230.840.770.81Standard deviation
0.040.030.060.060.050.040.150.130.080.030.080.030.060.080.050.040.060.070.030.040.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
S1. How many children do you have between the ages of 6 and 17 years old in your household that you have parental, carer or guardian responsibility for?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

---------------------None
---------------------

562615227755221211227722599821805574945285123331
29%34%37%32%35%13%43%32%35%33%33%33%30%f47%Tfh17%28%35%29%36%47%33%f

101371644227081835941532314414118614314112495100114902
52%48%46%49%44%64%36%54%lp29%49%l47%49%52%48%45%54%Tb46%53%43%41%48%l

36104191282536710122103443721883743263721493
18%13%13%15%16%23%11%11%31%Tkmnp14%15%15%14%g5%28%Tgh14%16%14%16%9%15%gs

3325327-4223029811-27118712-384
1%4%3%4%5%-8%3%5%4%4%3%4%g-9%Tgh4%3%4%5%-4%gt

-3-31-1--3221-3111-135
-*-**-2%--**1%*-1%**1%-3%*

-1-1-----11---1---1-16
-*-*-----**---*---*-*

---------------------7
---------------------

---------------------8
---------------------

---------------------9
---------------------

---------------------10+
---------------------

1.921.901.831.921.922.101.891.852.051.901.921.891.92g1.592.31Tgh1.951.881.951.911.711.91gMean

0.720.830.790.810.860.621.010.730.940.810.830.800.780.590.900.780.800.800.880.880.81Standard deviation
0.050.030.060.030.070.180.140.090.160.030.030.050.050.030.050.050.050.060.060.170.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
S1. How many children do you have between the ages of 6 and 17 years old in your household that you have parental, carer or guardian responsibility for?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

---------None
---------

1301559259183190213123331
37%g29%34%32%34%31%26%33%33%g

17026115383255306434474902
48%49%54%48%48%50%54%48%48%

47853124789791391493
13%16%12%16%14%16%12%15%15%

823-292020532384
2%4%-4%4%3%7%3%4%h

-3-313-335
-*-***-**

-1----1-16
-*----1%Ta-*

---------7
---------

---------8
---------

---------9
---------

---------10+
---------

1.811.97Th1.781.911.881.932.031.901.91hMean

0.740.840.650.810.800.790.920.800.81Standard deviation
0.040.040.120.030.030.030.100.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
S1. How many children do you have between the ages of 6 and 17 years old in your household that you have parental, carer or guardian responsibility for?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

421896801013Unweighted base

421916801013Weighted base

41181653968Effective base

104188416
25%21%13%4%

103571447
25%18%10%4%

62285498
15%11%13%5%

32757509
7%14%8%5%

519726210
13%10%11%6%

516835911
12%8%12%6%

115608612
2%8%9%8%

-106410313
-5%9%10%

-35210714
-2%8%11%

-33911615
-1%6%11%

11715416
2%1%1%15%

--414017
--1%14%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
S2. Age of Child
Base: All respondents answering
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1601913263452893041591503536755933099349901930Unweighted Base

------8676---16286761626
------54%Tijklmn51%Tijklmn---52%Tdef9%8%8%defijklmn

------7374---14773741477
------46%Tijklmn49%Tijklmn---48%Tdef8%7%8%defijklmn

----7876----154-78761548
----27%Tghklmn25%Tghklmn----26%Tcef-8%8%8%cefghklmn

----6072----132-60721329
----21%Tghklmn24%Tghklmn----22%Tcef-6%7%7%cefghklmn

----7279----151-727915110
----25%Tghklmn26%Tghklmn----25%Tcef-8%8%8%cefghklmn

----7977----156-797715611
----27%Tghklmn25%Tghklmn----26%Tcef-8%8%8%cefghklmn

--8084-----165--808416512
--25%Tghijmn24%Tghijmn-----24%Tcdf--9%8%9%cdfghijmn

--8695-----182--869518213
--26%Tghijmn28%Tghijmn-----27%Tcdf--9%10%9%cdfghijmn

--8779-----167--877916714
--27%Tghijmn23%Tghijmn-----25%Tcdf--9%8%9%cdfghijmn

--7387-----161--738716115
--22%Tghijmn25%Tghijmn-----24%Tcdf--8%9%8%cdfghijmn

8597------183---859718316
53%Tghijkl51%Tghijkl------52%Tcde---9%10%9%cdeghijkl

7594------170---759417017
47%Tghijkl49%Tghijkl------48%Tcde---8%9%9%cdeghijkl
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
S2a. Age of Children
Base: Total number of children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

421896801013Unweighted base

421916801013Weighted base

41181653968Effective base

17100339559Male
40%52%50%55%

2591341449Female
60%48%50%44%

--15Prefer to self-describe
--**
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
S2b. Gender of Child
Base: All respondents answering
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1601913263452893041591503536755933099349901930Unweighted Base

-191-345-304-150191345304150-990990Male
-100%Thjln-100%Thjln-100%Thjln-100%Thjln54%51%51%49%-100%Tb51%bhjln

160-326-289-159-160326289159934-934Female
100%Tgikm-100%Tgikm-100%Tgikm-100%Tgikm-45%48%49%51%100%Ta-48%agikm

--------24----6Prefer to self-describe
--------1%1%----*
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
S2b. Gender of Children
Base: Total number of children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

41188668674Unweighted base

41190670718Weighted base

40180641651Effective base

4225122Year 1
10%11%8%3%

11356037Year 2
27%19%9%5%

10288341Year 3
23%15%12%6%

2217452Year 4
4%11%11%7%

5224951Year 5
11%12%7%7%

3197661Year 6
8%10%11%8%

2116967Year 7
5%6%10%9%

1105283Year 8
2%5%8%12%

-45189Year 9
-2%8%12%

-33494Year 10
-1%5%13%

--1849Year 11
--3%7%

----Year 12
----

--45P1
--1%1%

-367P2
-2%1%1%

1154P3
2%1%1%*

-4-3P4
-2%-*

-192P5
-*1%*

1-47P6
2%-1%1%

--56P7
--1%1%

-324S1
-1%*1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
S3. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: All with children aged 6-15
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

41188668674Unweighted base

41190670718Weighted base

40180641651Effective base

--612S2
--1%2%

-1510S3
-1%1%1%

--16S4
--*1%

2296Prefer not to say
5%1%1%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
S3. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: All with children aged 6-15
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3263452893041591506755933097747991577Unweighted Base

----4740--87474087Year 1
----30%Tijkl27%Tijkl--28%Tde6%5%6%deijkl

----6667--1336667133Year 2
----42%Tijkl45%Tijkl--43%Tde9%8%8%deijkl

--45443131-89627675151Year 3
--16%Tkl14%Tkl19%Tkl21%Tkl-15%Te20%Te10%9%10%ekl

--7071---141-7071141Year 4
--24%Tghkl23%Tghkl---24%Tce-9%9%9%ceghkl

--6064---124-6064124Year 5
--21%Tghkl21%Tghkl---21%Tce-8%8%8%ceghkl

--7377---150-7377150Year 6
--25%Tghkl25%Tghkl---25%Tce-9%10%10%ceghkl

59541719--11436-7673150Year 7
18%Tghij16%Tghij6%gh6%gh--17%Tcd6%c-10%9%10%cdghij

58881---1471-5988148Year 8
18%Tghij26%Tghijl*---22%Tcd*-8%11%Tb9%bcdghij

8267----150--8267150Year 9
25%Tghij19%Tghij----22%Tcd--11%8%10%cdghij

6171----133--6171133Year 10
19%Tghij21%Tghij----20%Tcd--8%9%8%cdghij

2740----67--274067Year 11
8%Tghij12%Tghij----10%Tcd--3%5%4%cdghij

------------Year 12
------------

----61--7617P1
----4%Tijkl1%--2%Tde1%**a

---177-1147815P2
---*4%Tijkl5%Tijkl-*5%Tde1%1%1%de

--3421-735510P3
--1%1%kl1%kl1%-1%e1%e1%1%1%e

--34---7-347P4
--1%1%Tkl---1%Te-*1%*

--38---11-3811P5
--1%3%Tghkl---2%Tce-*1%1%e

--56---11-5611P6
--2%Tkl2%Tkl---2%Tce-1%1%1%e

2342--56-6511P7
1%1%1%1%--1%1%-1%1%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
S3. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Total children aged 6-15

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3263452893041591506755933097747991577Unweighted Base

54----9--549S1
2%Tij1%----1%Tcd--1%1%1%

145----19--14519S2
4%Tghijk1%ij----3%Tcd--2%Ta1%1%ad

88----16--8816S3
2%Thij2%Tij----2%Tcd--1%1%1%d

61----7--617S4
2%Tijk*----1%Td--1%**a

4454-389391120Prefer not to say
1%1%2%1%-2%1%2%1%1%1%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
S3. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Total children aged 6-15

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 2Child 1

12339Unweighted base

10295Weighted base

12325Effective base

9275Yes
90%93%

118No
10%6%

-1Don't know
-*

-1Prefer not to say
-*
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 11
S4. Is ... in full time education?
Base: All with children aged 16-17
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-1716-17FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(f)(b)(a)(T)

160191353160191353Unweighted Base

154174330154174330Yes
96%T91%93%96%T91%93%

6152161521No
4%8%6%4%8%6%

-11-11Don't know
-1%*-1%*

-11-11Prefer not to say
-1%*-1%*
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 12
S4. Is .. in full time education?
Base: Total children aged 16-17

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 1

317Unweighted base

275Weighted base

303Effective base

95Year 11
35%

110Year 12
40%

40Year 13
15%

-Year 14
-

1S4
*

11S5
4%

6S6
2%

11Prefer not to say
4%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 13
S5. Which school year is ... in?
Base: All with children aged 16-17 in full-time education
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-1716-17FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(f)(b)(a)(T)

154174330154174330Unweighted Base

48641134864113Year 11
31%37%34%31%37%34%

73571317357131Year 12
47%Tm33%40%47%Ta33%40%am

203050203050Year 13
13%17%15%13%17%15%

------Year 14
------

-11-11S4
-1%*-1%*

69156915S5
4%5%5%4%5%5%

-77-77S6
-4%Tn2%-4%Tb2%

76137613Prefer not to say
5%3%4%5%3%4%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 14
S5. Which school year is ... in?
Base: Total children aged 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1541743263452893041591503306755933099289731907Unweighted Base

------4740---87474087Year 1
------30%Tijklmn27%Tijklmn---28%Tdef5%4%5%defijklmn

------6667---1336667133Year 2
------42%Tijklmn45%Tijklmn---43%Tdef7%7%7%defijklmn

----45443131--89627675151Year 3
----16%Tklmn14%Tklmn19%Tklmn21%Tklmn--15%Tef20%Tef8%8%8%efklmn

----7071----141-7071141Year 4
----24%Tghklmn23%Tghklmn----24%Tcef-8%7%7%cefghklmn

----6064----124-6064124Year 5
----21%Tghklmn21%Tghklmn----21%Tcef-6%7%7%cefghklmn

----7377----150-7377150Year 6
----25%Tghklmn25%Tghklmn----25%Tcef-8%8%8%cefghklmn

--59541719---11436-7673150Year 7
--18%Tghijmn16%Tghijmn6%ghmn6%ghmn---17%Tcdf6%cf-8%8%8%cdfghmn

--58881----1471-5988148Year 8
--18%Tghijmn26%Tghijlmn*----22%Tcdf*-6%9%Tb8%bcdfghijmn

--8267-----150--8267150Year 9
--25%Tghijmn19%Tghijmn-----22%Tcdf--9%7%8%cdfghijmn

--6171-----133--6171133Year 10
--19%Tghijmn21%Tghijmn-----20%Tcdf--7%7%7%cdfghijmn

48642740----11367--75104180Year 11
31%Tghijkl37%Tghijkl8%ghij12%ghij----34%Tcde10%cd--8%11%9%bcdghij

7357------131---7357131Year 12
47%Tghijklm33%Tghijkl------40%Tcde---8%6%7%cdeghijkl

2030------50---203050Year 13
13%Tghijkl17%Tghijkl------15%Tcde---2%3%3%cdeghijkl

---------------Year 14
---------------

------61---7617P1
------4%Tijklmn1%---2%Tdef1%**a

-----177--1147815P2
-----*4%Tijklmn5%Tijklmn--*5%Tdef1%1%1%de

----3421--735510P3
----1%1%kl1%kl1%--1%Tef1%e1%1%1%

----34----7-347P4
----1%1%Tkl----1%Tef-***

----38----11-3811P5
----1%3%Tghklmn----2%Tcef-*1%1%e
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 15
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Total children aged 6-15 or aged 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1541743263452893041591503306755933099289731907Unweighted Base

----56----11-5611P6
----2%Tkl2%Tkl----2%Tcef-1%1%1%e

--2342---56-6511P7
--1%1%1%1%---1%1%-1%1%1%

--54-----9--549S1
--2%Tij1%-----1%Tcdf--1%**

--145-----19--14519S2
--4%Tghijkmn1%ij-----3%Tcdf--2%Ta1%1%ad

--88-----16--8816S3
--2%Thijm2%Tijm-----2%Tcdf--1%1%1%d

-161----17--628S4
-1%2%Tijk*----*1%Td--1%**

69------15---6915S5
4%Tghijkl5%Tghijkl------5%Tcde---1%1%1%de

-7------7----77S6
-4%Tghijkln------2%Tcde----1%Tb*

764454-313893161733Prefer not to say
5%Thikl3%h1%1%2%1%-2%4%Tcde1%2%1%2%2%2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 15
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Total children aged 6-15 or aged 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

79434433978718317016116471631863553251345124841884853271000Unweighted base

58401498687216117217218281911423353531724825161904853271002Weighted base

7842342195861801671581617062182348320130491464180466309955Effective base

--46------1729---4617296182246Year 1
--9%Tst------21%Tlmnopq32%Tlmnop---27%Tghi3%6%3%4%7%T5%ghilmno

qpqs

--74------3737---74373711293474Year 2
--15%Tst------45%Tlmnopq41%Tlmnop---43%Tghi8%7%6%6%10%Tb7%ghilmn

qopqst

--78----21221619--4335384015323178Year 3
--16%Tst----12%Tnopq12%Tnopq20%Tnopq21%Tnopq--12%Thi21%Tghi8%8%8%7%9%8%hinopqs

t

--95----4846----95-484614552695Year 4
--19%Tst----28%Tjknopq26%Tjknop----27%Tfhi-10%9%7%11%8%9%fhijkno

qpqst

--72----3636----72-363618371772Year 5
--14%Tst----21%Tjknopq20%Tjknop----20%Tfhi-7%7%9%8%5%7%fhijkno

qpqst

--85----3847----85-384717511685Year 6
--17%Tst----22%Tjknopq26%Tjknop----24%Tfhi-8%9%9%11%Ta5%8%afhijkn

qopqst

-841--29301412---6025-434125421885Year 7
-21%Trt*--18%Tjklmpq17%Tjklmp8%jkpq6%jkpq---18%Tfgi7%fi-9%8%13%Ta9%6%9%afijkpq

qrt

-70---27411----691-284113391870Year 8
-17%Trt---17%Tjklmpq24%Tjklmp1%----20%Tfgi*-6%8%7%8%5%7%fgijklm

qpqrt

-71---3932-----71--393215431271Year 9
-18%Trt---24%Tjklmpq19%Tjklmp-----21%Tfgi--8%6%8%a9%Ta4%7%afgijkl

qmpqrt

-65---2936-----65--293613371565Year 10
-16%Trt---18%Tjklmpq21%Tjklmp-----19%Tfgi--6%7%7%8%5%6%fgijklm

qpqrt

-84-20261819----4737--384519293684Year 11
-21%Trt-29%Tjklmno36%Tjklmn11%jklm11%jklm----33%Tfgh11%Tfg--8%9%10%6%11%b8%bfgjkl

omrt

551-3619------55---36196183255Year 12
94%Trs*-52%Tjklmno26%Tjklmn------39%Tfgh---7%Td4%3%4%10%Tbc6%bdfghk

polmnors

4--818------26---818491326Year 13
6%Trs--12%Tjklmno25%Tjklmn------18%Tfgh---2%3%2%2%4%3%ghlmnor

oqs
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

79434433978718317016116471631863553251345124841884853271000Unweighted base

58401498687216117217218281911423353531724825161904853271002Weighted base

7842342195861801671581617062182348320130491464180466309955Effective base

---------------------Year 14
---------------------

--5------32---532--55P1
--1%s------4%Tlmno2%---3%Tghi1%*--2%Tb1%

--10-----163--1864-4610P2
--2%Ts-----1%7%Tlmnopq3%--*5%Tghi1%1%-1%2%1%s

--7----132---4233-517P3
--1%s----1%2%3%n---1%h1%1%1%-1%*1%

--4----22----4-221124P4
--1%----1%1%----1%Th-**1%*1%*

--4----13----4-13-4-4P5
--1%----1%2%T----1%Th-*1%-1%-*

--11----56----11-5614511P6
--2%Ts----3%Tno3%Tno----3%Tfhi-1%1%*1%2%1%s

--6--1221---33-33-426P7
--1%s--*1%1%1%---1%1%-1%1%-1%1%1%

-2---11-----2--112--2S1
-1%---1%1%-----1%--**1%Tb--*

-10---73-----10--7336110S2
-3%Tr---4%Tlmq2%-----3%Tfgi--1%1%2%1%*1%r

-10---46-----10--4614510S3
-3%Tr---3%Tlm4%Tlm-----3%Tfgi--1%1%*1%2%1%r

-4---4------4--4-1134S4
-1%Tr---3%Tlmn------1%Tg--1%Td-**1%*

---15------7---152317S5
---2%ln8%Tjklmno------5%Tfgh---*1%1%1%*1%

----3------3----31-23S6
----5%Tlmnoq------2%Tgh----1%1%-1%*

--498--121561688189-332417023826083245170498Primary
--100%Tst--*1%91%Tnopq93%Tnopq100%Tlmnop99%Tmnop-1%92%Thi99%Tghi49%50%44%51%52%50%hinopq

qqst

-401-21261581681312--4832925-19220692202107401Secondary
-100%Trt-30%jklm36%jklm98%Tjklmp98%Tjklmp8%jk6%jk--34%fg98%Tfgi7%f-40%40%49%Ta42%a33%40%afgijk

qqlmqrt
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

79434433978718317016116471631863553251345124841884853271000Unweighted base

58401498687216117217218281911423353531724825161904853271002Weighted base

7842342195861801671581617062182348320130491464180466309955Effective base

58--3621------58---36216183458Sixth Form/ Further
100%Trs--53%Tjklmno30%Tjklmn------41%Tfgh---7%Td4%3%4%10%Tbc6%bdfghjEducation

poklmnors

---312122-143418528313Prefer not to say
---5%Tkn1%1%1%1%1%-1%3%1%1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%rs
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3866131852012453682943858437074019070302438179115784201000Unweighted base

44955221723221633628**45*86842617262166128144420115**5764241002Weighted base

375594180196238356284182804687081846829141917411553400955Effective base

24221112715---46-2620-422155252146Year 1
5%4%5%5%3%4%---5%Tn-4%9%Tkl-1%5%f8%Tfg32%4%5%5%fkn

314320101231-7-67-4232-537293433174Year 2
7%s8%9%4%5%9%s-15%n-8%n-6%l15%Tkl-2%8%fg14%Tefg18%7%7%7%fgkln

37411720132811-761334411023413285078Year 3
8%7%8%9%6%8%5%2%-9%Tn2%5%20%Tkl2%4%5%20%Tefg18%5%12%Tb8%befkn

47472225202735-87264292135129-504595Year 4
11%9%10%11%9%8%11%11%n-10%Tn4%9%13%l4%4%12%f14%Tfg-9%11%9%fn

32401418192122-67252182163618-423072Year 5
7%7%6%8%9%6%8%5%n-8%Tn3%7%8%3%6%8%9%-7%7%7%n

404521192024-7-771622211943201483785Year 6
9%8%10%8%9%7%-16%n-9%n2%9%10%l2%7%10%g10%g9%8%9%8%gln

38461820163117-775747524497-533285Year 7
8%8%8%9%7%9%4%16%n-9%n8%10%Tj3%8%9%d11%Td4%-9%8%9%djn

22481111183024-642617234277-462470Year 8
5%9%Tv5%5%8%9%v7%9%n-8%n3%8%Tj3%3%12%Tdeg6%3%-8%6%7%djnv

28431117142951-665579530279-472471Year 9
6%8%5%8%7%9%17%2%-8%n9%8%4%9%11%Tde6%4%-8%6%7%n

33311518112015-598507819307-432165Year 10
7%6%7%8%5%6%3%11%n-7%n13%Tj7%3%13%Td7%7%4%-8%5%6%jn

40441326202574-721070410373231533084Year 11
9%8%6%11%9%7%26%9%n-9%n17%Tjk10%Tj2%17%Tde13%Tde7%d2%5%9%7%8%djn

2135101121141--55124211224181-332155Year 12
5%6%q5%5%10%Tqtuv4%3%--6%Tn20%Tjk6%j1%20%Tdef8%Tde4%d1%-6%5%6%djn

12146641042-215211511101-131326Year 13
3%3%3%3%2%3%13%4%-2%8%Tjk3%j*8%Tde4%d2%*-2%3%3%dj

---------------------Year 14
---------------------

3212-2--5--23--212-55P1
1%*1%1%-1%--6%Tm--*1%--1%1%11%-1%Tb1%m

461324--10--64-154-4610P2
1%1%1%1%1%1%--11%Tmo--1%2%-*1%2%-1%1%1%m

343--4--7--61-141-337P3
1%1%1%--1%--8%Tm--1%*-*1%1%-1%1%1%m
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 17
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3866131852012453682943858437074019070302438179115784201000Unweighted base

44955221723221633628**45*86842617262166128144420115**5764241002Weighted base

375594180196238356284182804687081846829141917411553400955Effective base

321111--4-121111-1414P4
1%*1%1%**--5%Tm-2%*1%2%**-8%1%**

32112---4--41-121-224P5
1%*1%1%1%---5%Tm--**-***-*1%*

565-42--11--101-541-9211P6
1%1%2%s-2%s1%--13%Tmo--1%1%-2%1%1%-2%*1%m

43-412--6--51-321-436P7
1%*-2%*1%--7%Tm--1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%1%m

2-11----2--2--11---22S1
*-1%*----3%Tm--*--**---1%*

464-32--10-1721522-6410S2
1%1%2%-2%1%--12%Tmo-1%1%1%1%2%1%1%-1%1%1%m

562224--10--10--73--4610S3
1%1%1%1%1%1%--12%Tmo--1%--3%Tde1%--1%2%1%m

222-12--4-13-13---414S4
**1%-**--5%Tm-2%*-2%e1%Te---1%**

432221--7-25-232--337S5
1%1%1%1%1%*--8%Tm-3%Tj1%-3%Tde1%1%--1%1%1%m

121--2--3-22-211--223S6
***--1%--4%Tm-2%Tjk*-2%Tde**--***

23526311911610116182247420831417687923516214262236498Primary
52%48%55%50%47%48%28%49%55%50%13%43%l82%Tkl13%28%g53%fg81%Tefg95%45%56%Tb50%bfgkl

173227779684142162127337323333632161172351257144401Secondary
39%41%35%42%39%42%56%47%31%40%53%Tj46%Tj17%53%Tde57%Tde39%d18%5%45%Ta34%40%adj

2137101122164--55144311424191-352258Sixth Form/ Further
5%7%q5%5%10%Tqstuv5%13%--6%n23%Tjk6%j1%23%Tdef8%Tde4%d1%-6%5%6%djnEducation

4931361-21011021372-6613Prefer not to say
1%2%1%*2%2%3%-2%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%-1%2%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 17
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19576114584615612506133837679286290369302280264167226241000Unweighted base

19376513885415812**49*6433*83867729126938331326126717823524**1002Weighted base

1867281378101491147583280064827427935328927025216021722955Effective base

6366408-2423735118261082185246Year 1
3%5%4%5%5%-4%6%7%4%5%4%3%7%Tfh3%3%8%Tbe5%2%7%5%

1457116318344756511813283013151526174Year 2
7%7%8%7%11%k22%9%6%22%Tkmp7%8%6%5%7%10%h5%6%8%11%Tde6%7%

185557022-1011256512618391918271216378Year 3
9%7%4%8%14%Tk-20%Tk16%Tk7%7%8%9%7%10%6%7%10%7%7%11%8%kr

187598417139475662629323428201828195Year 4
9%10%6%10%11%8%6%14%13%9%10%9%11%8%11%11%8%10%12%5%9%

125996312135260462416253016241121-72Year 5
6%8%6%7%7%11%6%8%6%7%7%8%6%7%10%6%9%6%9%-7%

166438213134471572615432615212423185Year 6
8%8%2%10%Tr8%10%7%7%12%8%8%9%6%11%Th8%6%8%13%Te10%4%8%hr

166412739-15377612228232926201816-85Year 7
8%8%9%9%6%-2%8%9%9%9%8%10%6%9%10%8%10%7%-9%g

155296112-46257482024241824161213170Year 8
8%7%6%7%8%-8%10%8%7%7%7%9%6%6%9%6%7%6%5%7%

205016551125326050192719212716815171Year 9
10%7%12%Tq6%7%13%9%4%8%7%7%7%10%Tg5%7%10%Tc6%4%6%4%7%g

16461349614--58372416281916191413165Year 10
8%6%9%6%3%10%9%mp--7%m5%8%6%7%6%6%7%8%5%4%6%mq

1466186512-55271572425272524201216484Year 11
7%9%13%Tq8%8%-10%8%5%8%8%8%9%7%8%9%8%7%7%19%8%q

10431341722214842121617191314614555Year 12
5%6%10%Tq5%5%14%4%3%4%6%6%4%6%4%6%5%5%3%6%22%6%q

6184223112-23151091157854-26Year 13
3%2%3%3%2%5%2%2%-3%2%3%3%3%1%3%3%3%2%-3%

---------------------Year 14
---------------------

-4141--1-441-5--131-5P1
-1%1%*1%--2%-*1%*-1%T--*2%1%-1%

19-10-----10631621512-10P2
1%1%-1%-----1%1%1%*2%1%1%2%1%1%-1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 18
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19576114584615612506133837679286290369302280264167226241000Unweighted base

19376513885415812**49*6433*83867729126938331326126717823524**1002Weighted base

1867281378101491147583280064827427935328927025216021722955Effective base

24151--1-63321321-3-7P3
1%1%1%1%1%--2%-1%*1%1%*1%1%*-1%-1%

-4-41-1--3312112-11-4P4
-1%-1%1%-2%--***1%**1%-1%1%-*

-3-4-----421112121--4P5
-*-1%-----1%****1%*1%1%--*

29110-----11651551125111P6
1%1%1%1%-----1%1%2%*1%1%**1%2%5%1%

-6-6-----6421321221-6P7
-1%-1%-----1%1%1%*1%1%*1%1%*-1%

-2-21--1-1111-11---12S1
-*-*1%--2%Tk-****-**---5%*

282811---9553423222-10S2
1%1%1%1%1%8%---1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%

2829-----108254152-3-10S3
1%1%1%1%-----1%1%1%2%f1%*2%1%-1%-1%

-423-----44--41-32--4S4
-*1%*-----1%1%--1%*-1%1%--*

16-71--1-6512322122-7S5
1%1%-1%1%--2%-1%1%*1%1%1%1%*1%1%-1%

1212-----3212112-11-3S6
1%*1%*-----***1%**1%-**-*

8938646446946263922401336146108217166107141991359498Primary
46%50%34%52%Tr59%Tk51%54%61%67%k48%50%50%40%57%Th53%h41%53%e56%e57%Te38%50%ehkr

84300733245241821103472711181301321161289966789401Secondary
43%39%53%Tq38%33%31%38%32%29%41%T40%41%48%Tfg34%37%49%Tbcd37%37%33%37%40%bgq

11451444722215143141619191317614558Sixth Form/ Further
6%6%10%Tq5%5%14%4%3%4%6%6%5%6%5%6%5%6%3%6%22%6%qEducation

2111121-1--107243545-2113Prefer not to say
1%1%1%1%1%-2%--1%1%1%2%1%1%2%2%-1%3%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 18
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

33953426786531599819191000Unweighted base

34852325**791530613799231002Weighted base

3245102575250757677878955Effective base

2123-40243734346Year 1
6%4%-5%5%6%Te3%5%5%

2338163415247074Year 2
7%7%5%8%8%9%5%8%7%

3140162395047478Year 3
9%8%4%8%7%8%5%8%8%

3441279546468995Year 4
10%8%10%10%10%10%7%10%9%

2044463445636972Year 5
6%8%15%8%8%9%Te4%7%7%

3046263325557985Year 6
9%9%9%8%d6%9%de7%9%8%d

3640172465548185Year 7
10%8%4%9%9%9%5%9%9%

1941156374186270Year 8
5%8%3%7%7%7%9%7%7%

2339256394476571Year 9
7%8%7%7%7%7%8%7%7%

25332452937115465Year 10
7%6%8%6%5%6%14%Ta6%6%ae

28412594933107484Year 11
8%8%9%7%c9%ce5%13%8%8%ce

1931434271464955Year 12
5%6%18%4%c5%c2%8%5%6%ce

518-18151262126Year 13
2%3%-2%3%2%7%Ta2%3%a

---------Year 14
---------

5--542-55P1
1%Tg--1%1%*-1%1%

61-10310-1010P2
2%g*-1%d*2%Td-1%1%g

33-424-77P3
1%1%-1%*1%-1%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 19
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

33953426786531599819191000Unweighted base

34852325**791530613799231002Weighted base

3245102575250757677878955Effective base

12-434-44P4
**-1%1%1%-**

-3-313134P5
-1%-**1%2%**

36195511011P6
1%1%4%1%1%1%2%1%1%

24-645-66P7
1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%

2--212-22S1
1%--***-**

27-1086-1010S2
1%1%-1%2%1%-1%1%

53-1086-1010S3
1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%

-4-331144S4
-1%-*c**1%**c

32-655-77S5
1%*-1%1%1%-1%1%

12-221-33S6
**-***-**

1802521241225734827470498Primary
52%48%47%52%Td49%57%Tde34%51%Tb50%b

139210831121822640361401Secondary
40%40%31%39%c41%c37%51%Ta39%40%c

1933436291665258Sixth Form/ Further
6%6%18%5%c5%c3%8%6%6%ceEducation

1911068-1313Prefer not to say
*2%4%1%1%1%-1%1%h
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 19
S3/S5. What school year is ... currently in?
Base: Child selected least full aged 6-15 or 16-17 in full-time education

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

421896801013Unweighted base

421916801013Weighted base

41181653968Effective base

154-None (0)
2%3%1%-

104911694Less than 6 hours (3)
25%25%17%9%

9451762206 to 11 hours (8.5)
21%24%26%22%

165018028811 to 22 hours (16.5)
37%26%26%28%

42312721622 to 30 hours (26)
10%12%19%21%

21767177Over 30 hours (34)
6%9%10%17%

-21018Don't know
-1%1%2%

13.1013.3815.5018.62Mean

8.999.929.8410.05Standard deviation
1.390.730.380.32Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 20
Q1. Please think about how much of their personal time your child spends online across a typical week. This includes time using social media and messaging, watching films,
TV programmes and videos online, playing games online, on video calls, searching for information online and doing homework. Please do not include any time they spend online
at school. This could be using a mobile phone, laptop, tablet (like an iPad), computer, games console or Smart TV. Please think about weekdays and weekends, either at home
or anywhere else. How many hours in a typical week would you say your child spends online?
Base: All respondents answering
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1601913263452893041591503536755933099349901930Unweighted Base

---12233-1465611None (0)
---*1%1%2%Tl2%Tl-*1%2%Tef1%1%1%e

910312951494438196110082135126262Less than 6 hours (3)
6%5%10%8%18%Tklmn16%klmn28%Tijklmn25%Tiklmn5%9%f17%Tef27%Tdef14%13%14%efklmn

223464598885524356124173952262214486 to 11 hours (8.5)
14%18%20%17%30%Tklmn28%Tklmn33%Tklmn29%klmn16%18%29%Tef31%Tef24%22%23%efkn

47598796818736371061841687325127953111 to 22 hours (16.5)
29%31%27%28%28%29%23%25%30%27%28%24%27%28%28%

3444828849531118791711022917620338122 to 30 hours (26)
21%gh23%gh25%Tghij26%Tghij17%h17%h7%12%22%c25%Tcd17%c9%19%21%20%cgh

423952701825118811224319123142265Over 30 hours (34)
26%Tghijl20%Tghij16%ghij20%Tghij6%8%7%5%23%Tcd18%Tcd7%6%13%14%14%cdghij

65102-323121235181332Don't know
4%Tijk3%jk3%Tjk1%-1%1%2%j3%Td2%d1%2%2%1%2%dj

21.44Tghijl20.23Tghij18.90Tghij19.94Tghij14.27gh15.06gh11.6412.4520.79Tcde19.41Tcd14.67c12.0316.6217.3717.00cdghijMean

9.989.689.9610.079.129.449.079.129.8110.029.299.0910.1310.1110.13Standard deviation
0.800.710.560.540.540.540.720.750.530.390.380.520.330.320.23Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 21
Q1. Please think about how much of their personal time your child spends online across a typical week. This includes time using social media and messaging, watching films,
TV programmes and videos online, playing games online, on video calls, searching for information online and doing homework. Please do not include any time they spend online
at school. This could be using a mobile phone, laptop, tablet (like an iPad), computer, games console or Smart TV. Please think about weekdays and weekends, either at home
or anywhere else. How many hours in a typical week would you say your child spends online?
Base: Total number of children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.
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S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

---------------------None (0)
---------------------

231854413132626172072652375963286925122Less than 6 hours (3)
4%8%17%Tst5%5%8%8%15%nopq14%pq21%Tnopq22%Tnopq5%8%15%hi22%Thi12%12%14%a14%a8%12%ahinopq

st

1070151131330254853332526541015712311540114842396 to 11 hours (8.5)
17%17%30%Tst18%16%18%14%28%nop29%nop40%Tnopq27%n17%16%29%Thi33%Thi25%22%21%23%25%24%hins

191111472026395451552027469410647130162601379629311 to 22 hours (16.5)
32%28%30%28%32%24%32%30%30%25%30%30%28%30%27%27%31%31%28%29%29%

81007111154441333051026876315939635985719122 to 30 hours (26)
13%25%Trt14%15%18%k27%Tjklq24%jk19%k16%k6%11%17%f26%Tfgi18%f9%19%18%18%20%17%19%fkr

18804021202938131669416729156883266560152Over 30 hours (34)
30%Trs20%Tr8%29%Tjklmo25%Tjklm18%klm22%Tjklm7%9%7%10%27%Tfg20%Tfg8%9%14%16%14%13%18%15%fglmr

2103338--3--783-10626917Don't know
4%r2%r1%4%mn4%mn5%Tmn--1%--5%Tfg2%1%-2%1%1%1%3%2%r

21.43Tr19.97Tr14.5521.13Tjkl20.93Tjkl19.88Tjkl20.49Tjkl15.35k15.36k12.3014.0021.06Tfg20.21Tfg15.36f13.2017.1317.6517.0416.9818.2917.42fgjkMean
mmmmlmr

10.289.979.2310.489.939.999.879.219.338.729.6210.139.899.269.2210.0510.0510.0010.0410.0410.04Standard deviation
1.180.480.441.071.030.760.760.730.731.031.210.730.530.510.800.450.450.730.460.560.32Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 22
Q1. Please think about how much of their personal time your child spends online across a typical week. This includes time using social media and messaging, watching films,
TV programmes and videos online, playing games online, on video calls, searching for information online and doing homework. Please do not include any time they spend online
at school. This could be using a mobile phone, laptop, tablet (like an iPad), computer, games console or Smart TV. Please think about weekdays and weekends, either at home
or anywhere else. How many hours in a typical week would you say your child spends online?
Base: Child selected least full

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.
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D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

---------------------None (0)
---------------------

556629262640539105378423275142-7448122Less than 6 hours (3)
12%12%13%11%12%12%17%7%10%12%4%11%19%Tkl4%9%11%21%Tefg-13%11%12%gkl

1011384457488989221996169646481205861311062396 to 11 hours (8.5)
22%25%20%25%22%26%30%19%26%23%10%23%l29%Tl10%17%27%Tfg29%fg38%23%25%24%fgl

138154716755100817242452321258238213050817012229311 to 22 hours (16.5)
30%28%32%29%25%29%30%35%27%29%37%29%27%37%d29%29%25%54%29%28%29%

78113364247663122115511146331159873211068519122 to 30 hours (26)
17%20%16%18%22%19%12%24%24%18%18%20%15%18%21%19%16%9%18%20%19%

747839353641359134171152017595620-9160152Over 30 hours (34)
16%14%17%15%17%12%11%11%11%16%28%Tjk16%j9%28%Tde21%Tde12%10%-16%14%15%dejq

983634-3213116-196--9817Don't know
2%1%1%3%1%1%-5%m2%1%2%j2%j-2%d3%Td1%--2%2%2%

17.5817.2917.7417.4218.1016.7814.9118.3517.2117.4721.76Tjk17.89Tj14.6421.76Tde19.56Tde16.86d14.6614.3217.4817.3617.42djMean

10.149.9810.2610.0410.369.709.808.999.5810.159.6010.009.649.6010.259.729.895.4110.149.9310.04Standard deviation
0.520.400.750.710.670.511.821.361.050.351.160.370.701.160.600.460.741.630.420.490.32Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 23
Q1. Please think about how much of their personal time your child spends online across a typical week. This includes time using social media and messaging, watching films,
TV programmes and videos online, playing games online, on video calls, searching for information online and doing homework. Please do not include any time they spend online
at school. This could be using a mobile phone, laptop, tablet (like an iPad), computer, games console or Smart TV. Please think about weekdays and weekends, either at home
or anywhere else. How many hours in a typical week would you say your child spends online?
Base: Child selected least full

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

---------------------None (0)
---------------------

1710151163027183907241243953242820413122Less than 6 hours (3)
9%13%3%13%Tr19%Tk17%14%28%Tkp10%11%11%14%9%10%17%Tgh9%10%11%17%Tde10%12%hjkr

361932121640-131611198169625896765662495762396 to 11 hours (8.5)
19%25%15%25%Tr25%-26%25%33%23%25%21%21%25%24%21%23%27%24%25%24%r

55224392514461020824621966911207190875449229311 to 22 hours (16.5)
28%29%28%29%28%52%21%31%24%29%32%Ti22%34%Tf31%f22%34%Tb32%b30%b21%8%29%bfi

48136351552218661691186858716056543046419122 to 30 hours (26)
25%Ts18%25%Tq18%14%11%16%10%18%20%T17%23%Tj21%18%19%21%20%17%20%14%19%

3610833117212104513091593557543435274010152Over 30 hours (34)
18%14%24%Tq14%13%m20%20%m6%15%15%13%20%Tj13%15%17%13%13%15%17%39%15%jq

310792-2--1514155254-2117Don't know
2%1%5%Tq1%1%-3%--2%2%i*2%1%1%2%2%-1%4%2%iq

19.46Ts16.8721.60Tq16.7815.52m18.8217.57m12.8116.7617.80Tmp17.0818.60Tj17.9517.4917.0917.8817.4616.9517.0821.5017.42mpqsMean

10.0010.009.559.9610.2210.2811.069.1110.219.979.6510.789.429.8010.779.429.599.9310.8712.4810.04Standard deviation
0.720.360.810.340.822.971.601.161.780.350.370.630.560.510.620.570.590.760.732.500.32Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 24
Q1. Please think about how much of their personal time your child spends online across a typical week. This includes time using social media and messaging, watching films,
TV programmes and videos online, playing games online, on video calls, searching for information online and doing homework. Please do not include any time they spend online
at school. This could be using a mobile phone, laptop, tablet (like an iPad), computer, games console or Smart TV. Please think about weekdays and weekends, either at home
or anywhere else. How many hours in a typical week would you say your child spends online?
Base: Child selected least full

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

---------None (0)
---------

3971-10569845116122Less than 6 hours (3)
11%13%-13%13%14%7%12%12%

8013110192122161132252396 to 11 hours (8.5)
23%25%36%24%23%26%Tde17%24%24%

9215142341591802626729311 to 22 hours (16.5)
26%29%16%29%30%29%33%29%29%

76958151991191217919122 to 30 hours (26)
21%18%28%19%18%19%15%19%19%

61756109806819133152Over 30 hours (34)
17%14%21%14%c15%c11%24%Ta14%15%ace

65-77341317Don't know
2%1%-1%c1%c1%5%Ta1%2%aceg

18.3016.9019.8916.99c17.32c16.3519.95Ta17.2117.42aceMean

10.3010.0510.179.9510.079.6810.2110.0010.04Standard deviation
0.560.441.890.350.440.401.170.330.32Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 25
Q1. Please think about how much of their personal time your child spends online across a typical week. This includes time using social media and messaging, watching films,
TV programmes and videos online, playing games online, on video calls, searching for information online and doing homework. Please do not include any time they spend online
at school. This could be using a mobile phone, laptop, tablet (like an iPad), computer, games console or Smart TV. Please think about weekdays and weekends, either at home
or anywhere else. How many hours in a typical week would you say your child spends online?
Base: Child selected least full

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

411836761013Unweighted base

411866761013Weighted base

40175649968Effective base

1794463885Smartphone
42%51%68%87%

28117397533Tablet or iPad
68%63%59%53%

2098375604Games console
48%53%55%60%

1461287595PC or laptop
34%33%43%59%

1571309461Smart TV
37%38%46%45%

2489Other type of device
6%2%1%1%

--11Don't know
--**
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 26
Q2. Which, if any, of the following devices do your children use to go online?
Base: All respondents whose child use the internet
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1601913263442873021561473536745893039299841919Unweighted Base

15418030231719219465643366233861297137551474Smartphone
96%Tghij94%Tghij93%Tghij92%Tghij67%gh64%gh42%44%95%Tcd92%Tcd66%c43%77%77%77%cdghij

75691711422061741191071453143802265714921065Tablet or iPad
47%m36%52%km41%72%Tiklmn58%kmn76%Tiklmn73%Tiklmn41%47%65%Tef75%Tdef61%Ta50%55%aefkmn

5813511027813022256831943883521393547181073Games console
36%71%Tghjln34%81%Tghijlmn45%l74%Tghjln36%56%hjln55%c58%c60%Tc46%38%73%Tb56%bchjln

102137192209110138404424040424884444528976PC or laptop
64%Tghij72%Tghijkl59%Tghij61%Tghij38%h46%gh26%30%68%Tcde60%Tcd42%c28%48%54%Tb51%bcdghj

65761341601241407767141295264144400443844Smart TV
41%40%41%47%43%46%49%46%40%44%45%48%43%45%44%

-25546--21010-91322Other type of device
-1%2%1%1%2%--1%1%c2%c-1%1%1%

------11---2112Don't know
------1%1%---1%Tde***
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 27
Q2. Which, if any, of the following devices do your children use to go online?
Base: Total children who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

5838033567771521621241354258146317259100385432158382282821Smartphone
100%Trs95%Tr67%95%Tjklm95%Tjklm94%Tjklm95%Tjklm72%k74%k52%64%95%Tfg95%Tfg73%f58%79%82%83%78%85%Tb81%bfgjkl

mr

261863363130847512910160626215923112230426896270208574Tablet or iPad
45%46%68%Tst44%37%52%p44%76%Tlnopq56%np74%Tlnopq68%nopq41%48%65%Thi71%Thi63%Td51%50%55%63%Tbc57%dhinpq

st

292273002257531368414135578018922592193391105285196586Games console
50%57%60%31%71%Tkmoq33%79%Tjkmoq49%oq78%Tjkmoq43%63%koq52%56%64%Tfhi53%40%75%Te55%58%59%58%ekmoq

422422164760100101688833391082031567224928784264191539PC or laptop
72%Tr60%Tr43%67%Tjklm74%Tjklmn62%Tjklm59%jkm40%48%41%43%71%Tfgh61%Tfg44%42%51%55%44%54%c57%c53%cfgkmr

o

211532502931646477934746601291709321723480234139452Smart TV
37%38%50%Tst40%39%40%37%45%51%no59%Tnopq51%39%39%48%hi54%Thi45%45%42%48%42%45%hns

-78--4236---69-7849115Other type of device
-2%2%--2%1%2%3%---2%3%i-1%1%2%a2%a*1%a

--1-------1---1-1--11Don't know
--*-------1%T---1%-*--**

3.032.982.912.783.16kmoq2.833.15Tkmoq2.833.10koq2.692.922.982.992.972.812.803.10Te2.772.953.07Tc2.95ceMean no. of mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 28
Q2. Which, if any, of the following devices do your children use to go online?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

36945118318617627527356969056599166562463531579478341821Smartphone
81%81%83%80%81%81%97%73%80%81%91%Tj82%77%91%Tde86%Tde79%78%62%82%79%81%

26431012114311519692451490254161332515326312112305268574Tablet or iPad
58%56%55%61%53%57%32%51%59%58%41%57%l62%l41%54%58%g60%g82%53%62%Tb57%bgl

27531113613912918217284949135414137351522611279340245586Games console
60%56%61%59%59%54%61%58%57%58%57%56%63%57%53%58%63%f62%58%57%58%q

22431510911611619910193847243388107431712171016288249539PC or laptop
49%57%Tv49%49%54%58%Tstv36%39%44%55%To71%Tjk53%50%71%Tde60%Tde48%50%42%50%58%Tb53%bev

210242107103901528164238519326107191122141025246205452Smart TV
46%43%48%44%42%45%30%34%49%45%31%44%l49%l31%39%48%fg51%fg33%42%48%45%fgl

866234-3-12-132-94117715Other type of device
2%1%3%1%1%1%-5%Tn-1%-2%1%-3%Te1%1%5%1%2%1%

-1---1---1--1----11-1Don't know
-*---*---*--1%k----9%*-*

2.972.942.992.952.902.972.562.612.892.99To2.902.933.032.902.952.923.033.162.873.06Tb2.95bMean no. of mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 29
Q2. Which, if any, of the following devices do your children use to go online?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

1596261246891281142462968956123522930325722120414919422821Smartphone
81%81%89%Tq80%81%m89%87%m70%89%m81%m82%79%84%78%81%84%d76%82%82%85%81%dmq

994527149810163237254673791721602241721561589813113574Tablet or iPad
51%59%Tt51%58%64%49%66%57%78%Tk55%55%58%59%58%54%59%59%54%56%49%57%k

1214437450798924392748739817014624017614215711413614586Games console
62%57%53%59%62%n72%49%60%81%Tkmnp57%58%57%54%62%Th56%54%58%63%58%53%58%

12239684450116103646244223721471642091471581469010917539PC or laptop
62%Ts51%60%52%73%Tk85%74%Tk71%Tk73%Tk50%55%50%61%Tf54%46%60%Tbc54%50%47%65%53%bfks

9134560388837263317366320120126177140124131789812452Smart TV
47%45%43%45%52%Tk60%53%51%52%43%47%T41%46%46%44%47%48%43%42%48%45%k

2122122-1-113862392426-15Other type of device
1%2%2%1%1%-2%-3%2%1%2%1%1%3%Tgh1%1%1%2%-1%

1--11--1--1-1--1----1Don't know
1%s--*1%Tk--2%Tk--*-*--*----*

3.062.942.972.953.35Tk3.553.30Tk3.153.75Tkm2.882.992.873.06f2.992.853.072.962.942.863.002.95kMean no. of mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 30
Q2. Which, if any, of the following devices do your children use to go online?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

2814342563243347766755821Smartphone
79%82%92%79%c81%c77%83%81%81%ce

2132931546731337637537574Tablet or iPad
60%56%54%58%T58%61%Te46%58%57%

2133031646131335647539586Games console
60%57%57%58%58%58%59%58%58%

1892801641929631439500539PC or laptop
54%53%58%52%55%ce51%50%54%53%

1642311237226029229423452Smart TV
46%44%43%47%T49%T47%T36%45%45%

57-1110931215Other type of device
1%1%-1%2%2%3%1%1%

-1-11--11Don't know
-*-**--**

3.012.943.042.963.04Te2.962.782.972.95Mean no. of mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 31
Q2. Which, if any, of the following devices do your children use to go online?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

411836761013Unweighted base

411866761013Weighted base

40175649968Effective base

732249597Snapchat
16%17%37%59%

1380373759Tiktok
31%43%55%75%

1769209Twitch
2%4%10%21%

-33785Vimeo
-2%6%8%

-22848Fruitlab
-1%4%5%

-22736Recast
-1%4%4%

-43339The Sponsor Hub
-2%5%4%

31155558852YouTube
76%83%83%84%

1460331711Whatsapp
35%32%49%70%

527194515Instagram
13%15%29%51%

119134392Facebook (including
2%10%20%39%messenger)

11181231Twitter
3%6%12%23%

321926Other
7%1%3%3%

358-Don't know
7%3%1%-
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 32
Q3. Which, if any, of the following apps or sites do your children use?
Base: All respondents whose child uses the internet
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1601913263442873021561473536745893039299841919Unweighted Base

1291752613092392371301203055734762507598411604YouTube
81%92%Tghijln80%90%Tghijln83%78%83%82%86%d85%d81%83%82%85%Tb84%bdi

1341322672521781565936268521334956385761218Tiktok
84%Tghijkm69%ghi82%Tghijkm73%Tghij62%ghi52%gh38%g24%76%Tcd77%Tcd57%c31%69%Ta59%63%acdghi

1341452622671321343131280531266625595771139Whatsapp
84%Tghij76%Tghij80%Tghij78%Tghij46%gh44%gh20%21%79%Tcd79%Tcd45%c20%60%59%59%cdghij

12813222318410874281926140818247487409898Snapchat
80%Tghijklm69%Tghijk68%Tghijk53%Tghij38%ghi25%g18%13%74%Tcde61%Tcd31%c16%52%Ta42%47%acdghij

1301331831686153191526535211434393369765Instagram
81%Tghijklm70%Tghijkl56%Tghij49%Tghij21%gh18%g12%10%75%Tcde52%Tcd19%c11%42%Ta38%40%acdghij

8788116120435419151762379734265277544Facebook (including
54%Tghijkl46%Tghijkl36%Tghij35%Tghij15%18%g12%10%50%Tcde35%Tcd16%c11%29%28%28%cdghijmessenger)

4147627336351312891357125152167320Twitter
26%Tghij25%Tghij19%ghij21%Tghij13%12%8%8%25%Tcd20%Tcd12%8%16%17%17%cdghij

164735722746111964108733089184275Twitch
10%25%Tghijln11%21%Tghjln9%15%hj7%13%18%Tcd16%c12%10%10%19%Tb14%bchjl

61117291522810174637184672118Vimeo
4%6%5%8%5%7%5%7%5%7%6%6%5%7%Tb6%b

338141616476223211314071Fruitlab
2%2%2%4%6%lm5%m3%5%2%3%5%Tf4%3%4%4%f

237141416665213012293968The Sponsor Hub
1%2%2%4%5%n5%lmn4%4%1%3%5%Tf4%f3%4%4%f

23111510963526199293059Recast
1%2%3%4%3%3%4%2%1%4%f3%3%3%3%3%f

656510115511112110272653Other
4%3%2%1%3%4%3%3%3%2%4%e3%3%3%3%e

--3-4453-38812719Don't know
--1%-1%k1%k3%Tkmn2%km-*1%f3%Tef1%1%1%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 33
Q3. Which, if any, of the following apps or sites do your children use?
Base: Total children who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

5234638856731381551441336468130295277132403429159398276834YouTube
89%r86%Tr78%79%90%Tjlq86%l91%Tjklq84%l73%80%75%85%88%Tfg78%77%83%82%83%81%83%82%glr

4533137361611421351451405950124279285109406386156392249796Tiktok
76%83%Tr75%87%Tjk76%j88%Tjklnp78%j84%jk77%j73%j55%81%f83%Tf81%f63%84%Td74%82%80%75%79%adfjr

5231822259581371318796223511727018456305320119301207627Whatsapp
89%Tr79%Tr45%83%Tjklm71%Tjklm85%Tjklmn76%Tjklm51%k53%k27%38%77%Tfg81%Tfg52%f33%63%61%62%62%62%62%fgjklm

pr

442551715860114978055242311821213547276235101246166513Snapchat
76%Trs63%Tr34%82%Tjklmn74%Tjklmn71%Tjklmn56%jkl47%jkl31%29%26%77%Tfgh63%Tfg38%f27%57%Td45%53%50%50%51%dfgjkl

or

462121125757937747411816117171883421619173192144409Instagram
80%Trs53%Tr22%81%Tjklmn71%Tjklmn58%Tjklmn45%jklm27%23%22%17%76%Tfgh51%Tfg25%20%45%Td36%39%39%43%40%dfgjkl

oomr

2714397353960583536171776118713314715054127118299Facebook (including
47%Tr36%Tr19%50%Tjklmn49%Tjklmn37%Tjklm34%jlm20%20%21%18%49%Tfgh35%Tfg20%19%30%29%28%26%35%Tb29%bfgjlmmessenger)

or

95891621133622399252850613450121206984173Twitch
15%14%18%8%27%Tkmoq8%21%oq13%21%moq11%28%Tkmoq18%15%17%20%10%23%Te11%14%25%Tbc17%bceoqs

177168171831302824818356052258389337070173Twitter
29%Trs18%14%24%kl22%k19%17%16%13%10%20%23%Tg18%15%15%17%17%17%14%21%Tb17%br

41947366101315614917282029456412774Vimeo
8%5%10%Ts4%7%4%6%8%8%7%15%Tnoq6%5%8%12%Th6%9%3%8%c8%c7%chos

1540112215125923271423245261647Fruitlab
1%1%8%Tst2%1%1%1%9%Tnopq7%no6%no10%Tnopq1%1%8%Thi8%hi5%5%3%5%5%5%hinos

183411341386826211523217271044The Sponsor Hub
1%2%7%Ts2%1%2%2%8%Tnop4%8%nop9%nop1%2%6%hi9%Thi5%4%4%6%3%4%hios

1825113497742716112016624636Recast
1%2%5%Ts2%1%2%2%6%4%8%Tnop4%1%2%5%6%hi4%3%3%5%Ta2%4%as

26114224531256831110181221Other
4%2%2%5%To2%1%2%3%2%1%2%3%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%4%Tc2%

5.16Trs4.44Tr3.385.09Tjklm4.92Tjklm4.60Tjklm4.33Tjklm3.76k3.363.023.185.00Tfgh4.46Tfg3.55f3.104.113.883.883.924.163.99fgjklMean no. of Mentions
nonr
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 34
Q3. Which, if any, of the following apps or sites do your children use?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

37346118119117628424397769450626158502473791518482350834YouTube
82%83%82%82%82%84%85%81%90%82%81%85%Tj73%81%86%Td84%d75%51%83%81%82%dj

36443217419017026221347167152588156522343541515474323796Tiktok
80%78%79%81%78%77%74%72%82%79%85%j80%j72%85%82%79%75%34%82%Ta75%79%aj

26436211814713822320255153140469118401992701144360266627Whatsapp
58%65%Ttv53%63%64%t66%tv72%52%59%62%66%64%Tj55%66%70%Tde60%56%28%62%62%62%jtv

230282109121115167173051415373898737164224843315196513Snapchat
50%51%49%52%53%49%63%62%58%49%60%j53%Tj40%60%d58%Tde50%42%22%54%Ta46%51%adjm

1842248310182142131935342313027631131171723225183409Instagram
40%40%37%43%38%42%46%39%41%40%51%j41%35%51%de46%Tde38%36%22%39%43%40%

149150628757928112825121207712190117673142155299Facebook (including
33%27%28%37%Tqru26%27%29%24%33%29%34%28%33%34%31%26%33%22%24%36%Tb29%beumessenger)

7210130423269131615391006493565541067106173Twitch
16%18%14%18%15%20%T4%6%19%18%o14%14%30%Tkl14%12%14%27%Tefg69%11%25%Tb17%bfko

7499363936635515148131045613376752464109173Twitter
16%18%16%16%17%18%17%10%18%17%21%14%26%Tk21%13%15%26%Tef28%11%25%Tb17%bfk

324210221329-15672353721024334245074Vimeo
7%8%5%9%6%8%-3%6%8%4%5%17%Tkl4%4%5%16%Tefg28%4%12%Tb7%befk

1929711821-134311828121724383947Fruitlab
4%5%3%5%3%6%-3%4%5%2%3%13%Tkl2%1%4%f12%Tefg22%1%9%Tb5%bfk

22231210913--143-1826-31424283644The Sponsor Hub
5%4%5%4%4%4%--1%5%T-2%12%Tkl-1%3%12%Tefg13%1%8%Tb4%bfk

23131211310-1133-1223-3922192636Recast
5%Tru2%5%ru5%r1%3%-3%1%4%-2%11%Tkl-1%2%11%Tefg8%2%6%Tb4%befkru

101183741-21831443592213821Other
2%2%3%1%3%1%4%-3%2%5%2%2%5%d2%2%1%13%2%2%2%

3.994.003.804.163.914.063.933.554.154.014.233.924.184.234.073.834.22e3.623.774.30Tb3.99bekMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 35
Q3. Which, if any, of the following apps or sites do your children use?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

1716301247031311139522969855425423231025922422014718623834YouTube
87%T82%89%Tq81%82%89%81%79%88%82%81%86%85%80%82%85%82%81%79%91%82%

1595991186731191136413167153423422029125221520912919219796Tiktok
81%78%84%78%75%m89%74%62%95%Tkmnp79%m78%79%81%75%80%81%c77%71%82%c74%79%cm

12347995526105931452151943017718323518417716310913419627Whatsapp
63%62%68%61%66%71%63%69%64%61%63%60%67%Tf61%58%67%Tb61%60%57%72%62%

96392794297282428124383491491461811611411297912119513Snapchat
49%51%57%50%45%70%48%43%36%52%51%50%54%47%51%53%c48%44%51%74%51%c

8330577326797282915328280112122159111118100689214409Instagram
42%39%55%Tq38%50%Tk57%57%Tk44%46%39%41%38%45%f41%35%45%37%37%39%55%40%fkq

5823153242645202612235196889710581946454638299Facebook (including
29%30%38%Tq28%40%Tk44%42%k39%38%28%29%30%36%Tfg27%26%36%Tbd24%30%27%30%29%dkqmessenger)

381332015146417131212711750517839474733366173Twitch
19%17%14%17%29%Tkm34%34%Tk20%38%Tk15%17%17%19%f20%Tf12%18%17%18%15%24%17%fk

351282814149617161012312241537046504425472173Twitter
18%17%20%16%31%Tk51%35%Tk25%k30%Tk14%18%14%20%18%15%19%16%14%20%7%17%k

234810632329665155142230192125917-74Vimeo
12%Ts6%7%7%15%Tk15%19%Tk10%17%Tk6%8%5%8%8%6%8%9%5%7%-7%ks

12357401828442937815248151688-47Fruitlab
6%5%5%5%11%Tk16%16%Tk7%12%k3%5%3%6%6%f3%6%6%5%3%-5%fk

122973719256625291191620912913144The Sponsor Hub
6%4%5%4%12%Tk16%11%Tk9%k17%Tk3%4%4%3%4%6%3%5%5%5%5%4%k

102452982232282679111591059236Recast
5%3%4%3%5%16%4%4%5%3%4%3%3%3%5%4%4%3%4%9%4%

4162194-22-171295875346121Other
2%2%2%2%3%-4%4%-2%2%3%2%2%2%2%1%2%3%5%2%

4.213.954.47Tq3.914.64Tkm5.704.89Tk4.164.84Tk3.884.023.894.28Tfg3.923.804.27Tcd3.863.753.934.473.99kqMean no. of Mentions
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 36
Q3. Which, if any, of the following apps or sites do your children use?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

2824452165544350665768834YouTube
80%84%75%82%83%82%82%82%82%

2784142461441846667730796Tiktok
79%78%87%77%78%76%84%78%79%ce

2133302248634336749578627Whatsapp
60%63%81%61%64%ce60%62%62%62%

1702751639227729151462513Snapchat
48%52%57%49%52%ce47%64%Ta49%51%ac

1482081530824022535374409Instagram
42%40%56%39%c45%Tce36%44%40%40%ce

1211341023418817025274299Facebook (including
34%Tg25%36%29%35%Tce28%31%29%29%gmessenger)

708251421001159164173Twitch
20%16%18%18%19%19%12%18%17%

7776613510610510163173Twitter
22%Tg14%22%17%20%Te17%13%17%17%g

4025-64545447074Vimeo
11%Tg5%-8%10%Te9%T5%8%7%g

2417-39343524547Fruitlab
7%Tg3%-5%6%Te6%3%5%5%g

2414-37352824244The Sponsor Hub
7%Tg3%-5%6%Tce5%3%4%4%g

2310-28252343236Recast
7%Tg2%-4%5%Te4%5%3%4%g

810-1591021921Other
2%2%-2%2%2%3%2%2%

4.17g3.874.313.944.24Tce3.894.103.983.99gMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 37
Q3. Which, if any, of the following apps or sites do your children use?
Base: Child selected least full who use the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

--170------8191---1728191266680172Aged 6-7
--34%Tst------100%Tlmnopq100%Tlmno---100%Tghi17%17%14%13%24%Tbc17%bghilm

pqnopqst

-25324----172182----353-1721826619592353Aged 8-11
-6%t65%Tst----100%Tjknopq100%Tjkno----100%Tfhi-35%35%35%40%Ta28%35%afhijk

pqnopqst

-3293--161172-----335--1611727218083335Aged 12-15
-82%Trt1%--100%Tjklmpq100%Tjklm-----100%Tfgi--33%33%38%a37%Ta25%33%afgijk

pqlmpqrt

5848-7181------153---7181264978153Aged 16-17
100%Trs12%r-100%Tjklmno100%Tjklm------100%Tfgh---15%15%14%10%23%Tbc15%bfghjk

nolmnors

--89-------91---91-9114275091Male Aged 6-7
--18%Tst-------100%Tklmnop---53%Tghi-17%Te7%6%15%Tbc9%beghik

qlmnopqst

-12168-----182----182--182369550182Male Aged 8-11
-3%34%Tst-----100%Tjkmnop----51%Tfhi--35%Te19%19%15%18%efhijk

qmnopqst

-1682---172-----172---172328753172Male Aged 12-15
-42%Trt*---100%Tjklmop-----51%Tfgi---33%Te17%18%16%17%efgijk

qlmopqrt

2126--81------81----8114254181Male Aged 16-17
37%Trs7%r--100%Tjklmno------53%Tfgh----15%Te7%5%12%Tb8%befghj

qklmnoqr

--81------81----8181-12393081Female Aged 6-7
--16%Tst------100%Tjlmnop----47%Tghi17%Td-6%8%9%8%dghijlm

qnopqst

-13156----172-----172-172-3010042172Female Aged 8-11
-3%31%Tst----100%Tjklnop-----49%Tfhi-35%Td-16%20%Ta13%17%adfhij

qklnopqst

-1581--161------161--161-409229161Female Aged 12-15
-39%Trt*--100%Tjklmnp------48%Tfgi--33%Td-21%Ta19%Ta9%16%adfgijk

qlmnpqrt

3621-71-------71---71-12243571Female Aged 16-17
62%Trs5%r-100%Tjklmno-------46%Tfgh---15%Td-6%5%10%Tb7%bdfghj

pklmnoprs
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 38
Child selected to be asked about for the rest of the survey.
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

13---------22-----134Non-Binary
2%r1%---------1%Tg1%-----*1%*
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 38
Child selected to be asked about for the rest of the survey.
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

71100403126741715148-9379-138067128289172Aged 6-7
16%18%r18%13%12%22%Trsuv5%14%18%17%-13%l36%Tkl-5%18%fg33%Tefg78%14%21%Tb17%bfgklr

17018386848210171730299824699873174973195158353Aged 8-11
37%q33%q39%q36%38%qu30%26%35%35%35%12%33%l46%Tkl12%25%g39%Tfg48%Tefg17%34%37%35%fglq

148186628767118141631274262753426134141331214120335Aged 12-15
33%33%28%37%31%35%50%34%36%32%43%j37%Tj15%43%d47%Tde31%d16%5%37%Ta28%33%adj

66883333414758101302712152765565-9063153Aged 16-17
14%16%15%14%19%14%19%17%12%15%45%Tjk16%j2%45%Tdef23%Tde12%d3%-15%15%15%dej

34571915164112483-4644-4423312415091Male Aged 6-7
7%10%8%7%7%12%Tsv5%4%5%10%T-6%l21%Tkl-2%9%fg16%Tefg78%7%12%Tb9%bfgkl

8110043394754310171525123545398553110676182Male Aged 8-11
18%18%19%17%22%16%11%21%19%18%7%17%l25%Tkl7%14%19%g26%Tefg9%18%18%18%fgl

789335433361111114136141411714687317-10565172Male Aged 12-15
17%17%16%18%15%18%40%23%16%16%23%j19%Tj8%23%d24%Tde16%d8%-18%15%17%dj

32481716202927963156231532303-493281Male Aged 16-17
7%9%8%7%9%8%9%14%10%7%25%Tjk8%j2%25%Tdef11%Tde7%d2%-8%7%8%dj

374421161034-51165-4734-93834-414081Female Aged 6-7
8%8%r10%7%5%10%ru-10%13%8%-6%l16%Tkl-3%8%fg17%Tefg-7%9%8%fgklr

8983444536474613148312346334894419082172Female Aged 8-11
20%q15%20%19%16%14%15%14%15%17%5%17%l21%l5%12%20%Tfg22%fg8%15%19%17%fglqu

7091274335563518136121331712656716110755161Female Aged 12-15
15%16%12%18%16%16%10%11%20%16%20%j18%Tj8%20%d23%Tde15%d8%5%18%Ta13%16%adj

33371617191832165115821132252-403071Female Aged 16-17
7%7%7%7%9%5%10%3%1%8%n18%Tjk8%j1%18%Tde11%Tde6%d1%-7%7%7%djn

-4--22---413-121--314Non-Binary
-1%--1%v1%---*2%*-2%1%*--1%**
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 39
Child selected to be asked about for the rest of the survey.
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

311312114942312181013012045368248365235403172Aged 6-7
16%17%15%17%26%Tk22%24%28%Tk29%k15%18%15%13%21%Th15%14%19%19%17%12%17%hk

662703131954315221329523910483140127819668996353Aged 8-11
34%35%22%37%Tr34%29%30%34%41%35%35%35%30%36%40%Th31%36%38%42%Te23%35%r

682565228043415177290219104108113961068158657335Aged 12-15
35%33%37%32%27%31%31%26%22%34%32%35%40%Tfg29%30%40%Tbd30%32%27%27%33%bg

3011536115202782133105434552444040203210153Aged 16-17
15%15%26%Tq13%13%19%15%13%7%16%15%14%17%13%14%15%15%11%13%38%15%q

20681377283810763672118531818302416291Male Aged 6-7
10%9%10%9%17%Tk22%17%k15%k20%Tk7%10%7%7%14%Tfh6%7%11%13%Tbe7%7%9%fk

321471616522159715512058408061404838523182Male Aged 8-11
16%19%12%19%Tr14%11%11%13%22%18%18%20%15%21%19%15%18%21%22%e10%18%r

3912723146202511215211551566247554630322172Male Aged 12-15
20%16%16%17%12%17%10%16%6%18%17%17%21%16%15%21%Tb17%17%14%9%17%

1561166411-36270542428252026161312681Male Aged 16-17
7%8%12%7%7%-7%9%5%8%8%8%10%7%6%10%6%7%5%24%8%

126387214-38366532418293018231124181Female Aged 6-7
6%8%5%8%9%-7%12%9%8%8%8%7%7%10%7%8%6%10%5%8%

35124151533121013614011947436067424830463172Female Aged 8-11
18%16%10%18%r20%18%20%21%19%17%17%16%16%15%21%T16%18%17%20%13%17%r

2912729132232106613610351524950513527335161Female Aged 12-15
15%16%21%15%15%13%21%10%17%16%15%17%19%g13%16%19%d13%15%14%18%16%g

14521951924216149191724251422719471Female Aged 16-17
7%7%14%Tq6%6%19%8%3%2%7%7%6%6%6%8%5%8%4%8%14%7%q

1313-----422-4--211-4Non-Binary
1%*1%*-----**1%-1%T--1%1%*-*
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 40
Child selected to be asked about for the rest of the survey.
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

67811153951297164172Aged 6-7
19%15%5%19%T18%21%Tde9%18%17%b

1251821128217823620333353Aged 8-11
35%34%41%35%33%38%Tde25%36%35%

115177626117919433302335Aged 12-15
33%34%23%33%33%32%41%32%33%

47889102845719134153Aged 16-17
13%17%31%13%c16%ce9%24%Ta14%15%ace

3542-78496438791Male Aged 6-7
10%8%-10%9%10%4%9%9%

5610361521011305177182Male Aged 8-11
16%19%20%19%19%21%Te6%19%Tb18%b

639131339010218153172Male Aged 12-15
18%17%10%17%17%17%23%16%17%

2549456453397181Male Aged 16-17
7%9%16%7%c8%ce5%12%8%8%ce

3239175466547781Female Aged 6-7
9%7%5%9%T9%11%T5%8%8%

697961297710616156172Female Aged 8-11
19%15%21%16%14%17%20%17%17%d

52854126889015147161Female Aged 12-15
15%16%13%16%16%15%18%16%16%

23384463824106171Female Aged 16-17
6%7%15%6%c7%ce4%12%a7%7%ce

12-322-44Non-Binary
**-***-**
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 41
Child selected to be asked about for the rest of the survey.
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

107617512133433465836402567104761281445513286272Very confident (4)
18%19%35%Tst18%16%21%19%27%32%nopq44%Tmnopq44%Tmnopq16%20%29%hi44%Tghi26%28%29%27%26%27%hinopq

s

3324827138519811310810736379021321573280308109290191591Fairly confident (3)
57%62%Tr55%54%63%jk61%jk66%Tjk63%jk59%jk44%41%59%f63%Tf61%f43%58%59%57%59%58%58%fjkr

96244131027201315812244728206157195545119Not very confident (2)
15%15%Tr9%19%Tlm12%17%Tlm12%8%8%9%13%16%g14%g8%11%13%11%10%11%13%12%gr

5113662311-11253191249820Not at all confident
9%Trs3%r1%8%Tklmno8%Tklmno1%2%1%1%-1%8%Tfgh1%1%1%2%2%2%2%2%2%gr(1)

4432444651641321461531657277115280319149408453164422277863NET: Very/ Fairly
75%81%90%Tst72%79%82%85%q89%opq91%Topq89%q85%q75%84%i90%Thi87%i84%86%86%86%83%85%iqstconfident

147346191629231516813365231217069236452140NET: Not at all/ Not
24%Tr18%Tr9%27%Tklmn20%lm18%lm13%8%9%9%15%24%Tfgh15%g9%12%14%13%12%13%16%14%glmrvery confident

14511124-1-23417334310Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%2%-2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%

2.852.983.26Tst2.822.883.02q3.04q3.18nopq3.22Tnopq3.36Tmnop3.28Tnopq2.853.03i3.20Thi3.31Thi3.103.123.153.123.083.11hiopqMean
qst

0.820.680.630.820.770.650.620.590.620.650.750.790.630.610.700.680.680.680.670.700.68Standard deviation
0.090.030.030.080.080.050.050.050.050.080.090.060.030.030.060.030.030.050.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 42
Q4. How confident are you overall as a parent/carer that you know what your [Child selected] does online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1191545861531017132223010176871049127798143129272Very confident (4)
26%28%26%26%25%30%24%28%26%27%16%24%40%Tkl16%17%28%fg39%Tefg54%25%30%27%fgkl

26332612314113319320255449238443110381752681037358231591Fairly confident (3)
58%59%55%60%61%57%70%52%63%58%62%60%Tj51%62%61%d60%51%46%62%Ta54%58%adj

56632828283628910110951410514414-7148119Not very confident (2)
12%11%13%12%13%11%6%17%10%12%16%j13%j7%16%d18%Tde10%7%-12%11%12%dj

81371310-2118315331143-71420Not at all confident
2%s2%3%s*1%3%s-3%1%2%5%2%1%5%e4%Te1%1%-1%3%Tb2%bes(1)

382480181202186294263877723486181974822439518215501361863NET: Very/ Fairly
84%86%82%86%86%86%94%79%89%85%78%84%91%Tkl78%78%88%Tfg90%Tfg100%86%84%85%fconfident

64763529304521010119131101713624817-7862140NET: Not at all/ Not
14%14%16%12%14%13%6%21%11%14%21%j15%j8%21%de22%Tde11%8%-13%14%14%dejvery confident

9164-1---101721-72-3710Don't know
2%Tqru*3%Tqru2%u-*---1%1%1%1%1%-1%f1%-*2%1%bqu

3.113.123.073.133.093.133.183.043.133.112.913.073.31Tkl2.912.923.17Tfg3.30Tefg3.543.103.133.11fgklMean

0.670.680.730.620.650.710.530.770.630.680.720.670.650.720.710.630.660.520.640.730.68Standard deviation
0.030.030.050.040.040.040.100.110.070.020.090.020.050.090.040.030.050.160.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 43
Q4. How confident are you overall as a parent/carer that you know what your [Child selected] does online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

13257-27248118161322519175729893706552688272Very confident (4)
6%33%Tt-32%Tr30%10%38%24%38%26%28%25%27%25%29%27%24%29%29%29%27%rt

100468-59182825361350438518815223318414816910813312591Fairly confident (3)
51%61%Tt-68%Tr52%69%51%55%40%59%l56%63%T56%60%58%56%63%60%56%45%58%lrt

6644119-20-5104988529394828392717294119Not very confident (2)
34%Ts6%85%Tq-12%-11%15%13%12%13%10%14%f13%9%15%10%10%12%17%12%qs

15320-53--3151446776615220Not at all confident
7%Ts*15%Tq-3%22%--9%Tkmn2%2%1%2%2%2%2%2%1%2%9%2%qs(1)

113725-863130943522672857626322433127621823416020019863NET: Very/ Fairly
58%94%Tt-100%Tr82%78%89%79%78%86%84%89%T83%86%87%83%87%89%85%74%85%rtconfident

8148140-253510711310034455635443319337140NET: Not at all/ Not
41%Ts6%100%Tq-16%22%11%15%22%13%15%11%17%14%11%17%12%10%14%26%14%qsvery confident

2---4--4-67-2-41221-10Don't know
1%s---2%--6%Tk-1%1%-1%-1%g*1%1%*-1%qs

2.573.27Tt1.853.32Tr3.112.663.263.103.073.113.113.133.083.093.163.083.093.183.132.953.11rtMean

0.730.580.350.470.750.960.650.640.940.660.690.630.700.670.670.710.660.620.690.920.68Standard deviation
0.050.020.030.020.060.280.090.080.160.020.030.040.040.030.040.040.040.050.050.180.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 44
Q4. How confident are you overall as a parent/carer that you know what your [Child selected] does online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

89153723314120615258272Very confident (4)
25%29%27%29%Td26%33%Tde19%28%27%

2083071947332735634556591Fairly confident (3)
59%58%70%59%61%58%43%60%Tb58%b

465417758462396119Not very confident (2)
13%10%4%10%c11%c7%29%Ta10%12%ace

810-97541720Not at all confident
2%2%-1%1%1%5%2%2%ce(1)

2974612770646856149814863NET: Very/ Fairly
84%87%T96%88%T87%T91%Tde62%87%Tb85%bconfident

5464186655127113140NET: Not at all/ Not
15%12%4%11%c12%c8%34%Ta12%14%acevery confident

42-6343710Don't know
1%*-1%1%1%4%Ta1%1%ag

3.083.153.233.17Td3.133.24Tde2.793.14Tb3.11bMean

0.680.670.510.640.640.620.820.660.68Standard deviation
0.040.030.090.020.030.030.090.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 45
Q4. How confident are you overall as a parent/carer that you know what your [Child selected] does online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

35241287385010210092105485988204197107281314102283212597NET: Yes, changed
59%60%58%54%62%63%58%54%58%60%65%58%61%56%62%58%60%53%58%64%Tc59%

15102194162452385368364740901218315717756150128334Yes - it has increased
26%25%39%Tst23%30%32%n22%31%37%nq44%Tnq52%Tmnopq26%27%34%h48%Tghi32%34%29%31%38%Tbc33%hinqs

201399322265062403713124811477241251374613384263Yes - it has decreased
34%r35%Tr19%31%jkl32%jkl31%jkl36%Tjklm23%20%16%13%31%fg34%Tfg22%14%26%26%24%27%25%26%fgjkr

221511973030566676722830601231475919019879198113390No - it has stayed the
38%38%40%42%37%35%39%44%39%35%33%39%37%42%34%39%38%41%40%34%38%asame

29143135354258861313109826Don't know
3%2%3%4%1%2%3%2%3%5%2%3%2%2%3%3%2%5%Tb2%2%3%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 46
Q5. Has your confidence in knowing what your [Child selected] does online changed as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

25134512212912821714244751132425140321712541319332264597NET: Yes, changed
55%62%Tv55%55%59%64%Tstv50%51%55%60%52%58%65%52%60%56%65%60%57%61%59%v

1361965383541421182229213223971377147898173161334Yes - it has increased
30%t35%rt24%35%rtv25%42%Trtuv41%17%25%34%To21%30%45%Tkl21%27%33%44%Tefg51%30%37%Tb33%bfgklo

rt

114149684674753162621919202431995107411159103263Yes - it has decreased
25%s27%qs31%qsv20%34%Tqsuv22%9%33%30%26%30%27%j20%30%33%Tde24%21%9%27%24%26%jqs

187203929484119111939320282907228110180666237152390No - it has stayed the
41%36%42%40%39%35%40%40%45%38%45%39%33%45%39%40%33%40%41%35%38%same

1887114435-19220524165-121526Don't know
4%Tqu1%3%5%Tqu2%1%10%9%Tmn-2%3%3%2%3%1%4%2%-2%3%3%qu
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 47
Q5. Has your confidence in knowing what your [Child selected] does online changed as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

1544299949610663245224864001791822151841751658813914597NET: Yes, changed
78%Ts55%71%Tq57%67%Tk54%66%69%68%57%59%60%67%Tfg56%58%66%Tc61%c49%59%c53%59%ckqs

452872231169522261626222599981191069692497710334Yes - it has increased
23%37%Tt16%36%Tr43%Tk44%45%k40%48%k31%33%33%36%31%33%36%c34%27%33%37%33%krt

108141771853711019722417581849678797340624263Yes - it has decreased
55%Ts18%55%Tq21%24%10%21%30%20%26%26%27%31%T25%25%30%27%22%27%16%26%qs

3833339351486151810340265114861651218698879012390No - it has stayed the
20%43%Tt28%41%Tr30%46%30%27%32%40%Tmp39%39%32%43%Th38%33%36%48%Tde38%47%38%ehprtsame

4112174-23-2218347112766-26Don't know
2%1%2%2%3%-3%4%-3%3%1%1%2%3%1%3%3%3%-3%eiqs
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 48
Q5. Has your confidence in knowing what your [Child selected] does online changed as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

2073221448535037741556597NET: Yes, changed
59%61%50%61%T65%Tce61%51%60%59%

1091841028020423513320334Yes - it has increased
31%35%35%35%T38%Te38%Te17%34%Tb33%b

98138420514614227236263Yes - it has decreased
28%26%16%26%c27%c23%34%25%26%c

1381971229817623033357390No - it has stayed the
39%37%42%37%d33%37%d41%38%38%dsame

9821510962026Don't know
2%2%8%2%2%1%8%Ta2%3%aceg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 49
Q5. Has your confidence in knowing what your [Child selected] does online changed as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

15721261818372731472129376478511071214810873229Very easy (4)
26%18%25%s26%n22%23%16%18%26%n27%32%mn24%19%22%29%Th22%23%25%22%22%23%hns

29228260344490100931004239781921938125928292263188543Fairly easy (3)
50%57%52%48%54%56%58%j54%55%52%43%51%57%55%47%54%54%48%54%56%54%

974801114253632281017266160277995369444174Fairly difficult (2)
16%18%16%16%17%15%21%19%15%13%19%17%18%17%16%16%18%19%19%a13%17%a

21093143241347641110371221Very difficult (1)
3%3%2%4%1%3%2%1%2%2%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%1%1%4%Tb2%

4530038652611271271241476368115256270131366403140371261772NET: Very/ Fairly easy
76%75%78%74%76%79%74%72%81%78%75%75%76%77%77%76%77%73%76%79%76%

118489141529393532122030686631901053910156196NET: Very/ Fairly
19%21%18%20%18%18%23%20%17%14%22%20%20%19%18%19%20%20%21%17%19%difficult

31822455613363911169281712181545Don't know
5%4%4%6%6%3%3%8%Tl2%7%l3%6%3%5%5%6%Td3%6%4%5%4%d

3.042.943.06s3.023.033.022.912.963.06n3.11n3.083.022.963.023.093.013.013.043.003.023.01nsMean

0.770.700.710.790.680.710.670.680.710.700.800.740.690.700.760.710.710.730.700.720.71Standard deviation
0.090.030.040.080.070.050.050.060.060.090.100.050.040.040.070.030.030.050.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 50
Q6. How easy do you find it to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1071225058467561420190151526215559656613494229Very easy (4)
24%22%23%25%21%22%21%29%23%22%25%21%29%Tk25%19%21%28%f37%23%22%23%k

24529710913611318318185145634400108341582431008323219543Fairly easy (3)
54%53%49%58%52%54%65%38%59%o54%o56%54%50%56%55%54%50%54%56%51%54%o

66108422443654912150913630953832819678174Fairly difficult (2)
15%s19%Ts19%sv10%20%s19%s15%18%14%18%14%19%14%14%18%19%14%9%17%18%17%s

1298526-1-2111281588-71521Very difficult (1)
3%2%4%2%1%2%-2%-2%1%2%4%1%2%2%4%T-1%3%Tb2%b

353419159194160259243271646505521705021333915614457313772NET: Very/ Fairly easy
77%t75%72%83%Trtuv74%76%85%67%82%76%81%75%79%81%75%75%78%91%79%Ta73%76%a

791175029457249121709148389579137110393196NET: Very/ Fairly
17%s21%s23%sv12%21%s21%s15%20%14%20%15%20%18%15%20%20%18%9%18%22%19%sdifficult

24211212129-64352348215198-212445Don't know
5%4%5%5%6%3%-13%Tm4%4%4%5%4%4%5%4%4%-4%6%4%q

3.042.992.963.11Tuv3.002.993.063.093.093.003.092.993.073.092.983.003.063.283.042.973.01Mean

0.720.700.770.660.690.710.600.790.610.720.670.690.770.670.690.700.780.640.680.750.71Standard deviation
0.040.030.060.050.050.040.110.130.070.030.080.030.060.080.040.030.060.190.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 51
Q6. How easy do you find it to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

-22942253511612719314675538680525248617229Very easy (4)
-30%Tt3%26%Tr22%7%32%18%21%23%21%25%20%22%25%20%19%26%26%27%23%rt

-5434450065521271147437115814022216413515410012412543Fairly easy (3)
-70%Tt31%58%Tr41%46%43%42%34%56%Tlmp54%53%51%57%52%51%57%55%53%46%54%lprt

174-651094041018813411853605752594922355174Fairly difficult (2)
89%Ts-47%Tq13%25%Tk37%20%28%Tk25%16%17%18%22%Tg15%17%22%Tbc18%12%15%20%17%ckqs

21-1639-1441214561055539-21Very difficult (1)
11%Ts-11%Tq*6%Tk-2%6%Tk14%Tk1%2%2%2%3%2%2%2%1%4%-2%kqs

-77248725100637391866751723219330824418820614818519772NET: Very/ Fairly easy
-100%Tt34%84%Tr63%52%75%p59%55%79%Tlmp76%78%71%80%h77%71%76%82%e79%73%76%ehlmpr

t

196-8111350411221314613258666757645424435196NET: Very/ Fairly
100%Ts-58%Tq13%31%Tk37%22%33%Tk38%Tk17%19%20%24%Tg17%18%24%Tc20%13%18%20%19%ckqsdifficult

--122610115235346121215121097245Don't know
--8%Tq3%6%11%3%7%7%4%5%i2%5%3%5%4%4%5%3%7%4%iqst

1.893.30Tt2.283.13Tr2.842.663.08p2.772.673.04Tmp3.003.042.933.023.06h2.932.973.12Tde3.043.073.01ehmprMean
t

0.310.460.710.630.850.640.790.840.990.680.700.710.730.700.710.720.680.670.750.720.71Standard deviation
0.020.020.060.020.070.190.110.110.180.020.030.040.040.040.040.040.040.050.050.150.02Standard error
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Table 52
Q6. How easy do you find it to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

70134101911181579221229Very easy (4)
20%25%T36%24%22%26%Td11%24%Tb23%b

1982841343830633641502543Fairly easy (3)
56%54%48%55%57%T55%52%54%54%

58922135949715160174Fairly difficult (2)
16%17%8%17%18%16%19%17%17%

134-1110721921Very difficult (1)
4%Tg1%-1%2%1%3%2%2%ceg

2674182362942449450723772NET: Very/ Fairly easy
76%79%T85%79%T79%T80%T62%77%Tb76%b

7096214610410417179196NET: Very/ Fairly
20%18%8%18%19%17%22%19%19%cdifficult

1614223818123345Don't know
5%3%7%3%d2%3%d16%Ta3%4%acdeg

2.963.07Th3.313.04Td3.013.08Tde2.833.03Tb3.01bMean

0.730.680.630.690.690.680.690.710.71Standard deviation
0.040.030.120.020.030.030.080.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 53
Q6. How easy do you find it to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

3124030237449010698112466683198209111271327110299192601NET: Yes, changed
53%60%61%53%55%56%62%57%62%57%72%Tmopq54%59%59%65%i56%62%e58%61%58%59%e

14901321423353836502133377385541051444811586249It has become easier
24%22%26%19%29%22%22%21%27%26%36%Tmnoq24%22%24%31%h22%27%Te25%23%26%25%e

171501712421556862622532461251245816618462184106353It has become more
29%37%34%33%26%34%40%p36%34%31%36%30%37%35%34%34%35%33%38%32%35%difficult

261491783136666367643024681281315419418673177131381It has become neither
45%37%36%44%j44%j41%j37%39%35%37%26%44%Tf38%37%32%40%35%38%36%39%38%easier nor more

difficult

1121721637651391361911813930Don't know
2%3%3%3%1%4%2%4%3%6%1%2%3%4%3%4%2%4%3%3%3%
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Table 54
Q7. Has it become easier or more difficult to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

264337129136128209192745511364261393616126612910336263601NET: Yes, changed
58%61%58%58%59%61%66%56%52%60%59%58%64%59%56%59%64%65%58%61%59%

110139426753867102221018163681851112617134112249It has become easier
24%t25%19%29%tv25%25%26%20%25%25%30%22%31%Tk30%f18%25%f30%f45%23%26%25%fk

155198866875123111723301182637118110154683202151353It has become more
34%s36%39%s29%35%36%41%36%27%35%29%36%33%29%38%34%34%20%35%35%35%difficult

17220883898412491738316242877024117170655231151381It has become neither
38%37%38%38%39%37%34%36%44%37%39%39%32%39%41%38%32%35%40%35%38%easier nor more

difficult

191210957-4423122718147-141630Don't know
4%2%4%4%2%2%-7%4%3%2%3%3%2%3%3%4%-2%4%3%u
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 55
Q7. Has it become easier or more difficult to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

15742791509104832412349240118216022419915616410314415601NET: Yes, changed
80%Ts55%65%59%65%65%65%63%69%58%59%61%59%58%63%59%61%57%61%60%59%s

1323582404251318620317170639879606254577249It has become easier
7%30%Tt6%28%Tr27%44%27%27%19%24%25%24%23%25%25%23%23%30%24%26%25%rt

14519283268613192416289230112981251209610349879353It has become more
74%Ts25%59%Tq31%39%22%39%36%50%34%34%38%36%32%38%36%c38%c27%37%c34%35%cqsdifficult

34334413385141620103302611101021561109899758710381It has become neither
17%43%Tt29%39%Tr32%35%33%31%31%39%38%37%37%40%35%37%37%41%37%38%38%rteasier nor more

difficult

5118165-14-26215107710734130Don't know
2%1%6%q2%3%-2%5%-3%3%2%4%2%2%4%3%2%1%2%3%qs
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 56
Q7. Has it become easier or more difficult to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

2033321449034538442559601NET: Yes, changed
57%63%T49%61%T64%Te62%T53%60%59%

72148820815316811237249It has become easier
20%28%Th30%26%T29%Te27%T14%25%Tb25%bh

131184528219221631322353It has become more
37%35%19%35%36%35%39%34%35%difficult

1411891329218022429352381It has become neither
40%36%47%37%d34%36%37%38%38%deasier nor more

difficult

11711610882330Don't know
3%1%4%2%c2%1%10%Ta2%3%acdeg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 57
Q7. Has it become easier or more difficult to support your [Child selected] to stay safe online as they have become older?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

81071579125143485625382194104621321504814193282A great deal (4)
13%27%t32%Tt12%15%32%pq25%q28%pq31%pq30%pq42%Tmnpq14%28%i29%i36%Ti27%29%25%29%28%28%ipqt

3219024138416788888635467915817381229261101233158492A fair amount (3)
54%47%48%54%o51%42%52%51%47%44%51%52%47%49%47%47%50%53%48%47%49%o

126568142028242529124355355168078258252159Not very much (2)
21%16%14%20%j25%Tjmn18%j14%j15%j16%j15%j4%23%Tfgh16%16%9%17%15%13%17%15%16%fj

2144533732--896-1112191323Not at all (1)
4%r4%Tr1%7%Tjklmo4%2%4%2%1%--5%Tfg3%f2%-2%2%1%2%4%Tc2%r

3929839847531181321351426084101252277144361411149374251773NET: Great deal/ fair
68%74%80%Tst67%66%73%77%79%pq78%pq74%92%Tklmno66%75%i78%i84%Thi74%78%78%76%75%76%ipqamount

pq

157973192331312932124436261169190279164182NET: Not at all/ Not
25%r20%r15%27%Tj29%Tjklmn19%j18%j17%j17%j15%j4%28%Tfgh19%f17%f9%19%17%14%19%19%18%fjrvery much

4242754129789310211512332415251858Don't know
7%6%5%7%5%7%5%4%4%11%3%6%6%4%7%7%5%8%5%5%6%

2.833.04t3.17Tst2.782.823.11pq3.04pq3.09pq3.13pq3.17pq3.39Tlmno2.803.07i3.11i3.29Tghi3.073.103.113.093.053.08ipqtMean
pq

0.730.780.700.770.750.770.760.720.730.700.580.760.760.730.640.750.740.660.740.790.74Standard deviation
0.080.040.030.080.080.060.060.060.060.090.070.060.040.040.060.030.030.050.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 58
Q8. How much do you think you as a parent/ carer would benefit from information or guidance to understand the various tools and measures that are available to keep your
child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1161665660601067172223611199721182117648173109282A great deal (4)
25%30%25%26%28%31%24%35%25%28%17%27%33%l17%29%g26%32%g54%30%25%28%gl

210281951151031781922374142536710025123244937281209492A fair amount (3)
46%51%43%49%48%52%t69%45%43%49%40%50%46%40%43%54%Tfg46%46%48%49%49%f

8178433838402716134211093021545430-8276159Not very much (2)
18%q14%q19%q16%18%qu12%7%15%19%16%34%Tjk15%14%34%Tdef19%e12%15%-14%18%16%eq

11128375-122031643794-111223Not at all (1)
2%2%4%1%3%1%-2%2%2%4%2%2%4%3%2%2%-2%3%2%

326447151175163284263959650355661723520536115715454318773NET: Great deal/ fair
71%80%Trtv68%75%75%83%Trstuv93%81%69%76%57%77%l79%l57%72%g80%Tfg78%g100%78%74%76%fgltvamount

9290514145452818154231253323626333-9388182NET: Not at all/ Not
20%q16%q23%qu18%21%qu13%7%17%21%18%38%Tjk17%15%38%Tdef22%e14%17%-16%20%18%eqvery much

38201918812-1947344113182511-342458Don't know
8%Tqru4%9%qru8%qu4%3%-3%11%6%4%6%5%4%6%6%6%-6%6%6%qu

3.033.12Trt2.983.073.043.17Trtuv3.163.173.033.082.733.08l3.17l2.733.05g3.11g3.14g3.543.12Ta3.023.08aglMean

0.760.730.810.710.780.690.540.760.770.740.810.730.740.810.790.690.750.520.730.760.74Standard deviation
0.040.030.060.050.050.040.100.110.090.030.100.030.050.100.050.030.060.160.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 59
Q8. How much do you think you as a parent/ carer would benefit from information or guidance to understand the various tools and measures that are available to keep your
child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

6321036245583251614221192778710483878038608282A great deal (4)
32%27%26%28%36%Tkm28%51%Tkmp25%41%26%28%26%32%27%26%33%Tc30%21%26%31%28%ck

883896242772516371541533014912419216212013210111510492A fair amount (3)
45%50%T44%49%46%n45%33%56%np44%49%n48%50%46%50%51%45%49%56%Te49%39%49%n

31120221371624721439956486049443828406159Not very much (2)
16%16%16%16%10%18%9%10%7%17%Tp14%19%18%15%15%17%14%15%17%23%16%p

516914612211717531643567123Not at all (1)
3%2%6%Tq2%4%10%3%4%4%2%3%2%1%4%Tfh1%1%2%3%3%5%2%q

15159998672130941532863752222621129624520621214017518773NET: Great deal/ fair
77%78%70%78%Tr82%72%84%81%86%75%76%76%78%76%77%78%79%77%75%70%76%kamount

361363015122369416011661517553474434477182NET: Not at all/ Not
19%18%22%18%14%28%12%14%11%19%17%21%19%19%17%18%16%19%20%28%18%very much

83811407-2415145101016191014813158Don't know
4%5%8%5%4%-4%5%4%6%7%i3%4%4%6%4%5%4%5%2%6%iq

3.113.082.983.103.20Tk2.903.37Tk3.083.283.063.093.043.123.043.093.14c3.122.993.032.983.08kMean

0.780.730.850.720.780.950.790.720.770.730.750.730.740.780.700.740.730.720.760.880.74Standard deviation
0.060.030.070.030.060.280.110.090.140.030.030.040.040.040.040.040.050.060.050.180.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 60
Q8. How much do you think you as a parent/ carer would benefit from information or guidance to understand the various tools and measures that are available to keep your
child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

87155723715118818264282A great deal (4)
25%29%26%30%T28%31%T22%28%28%

1722601039627530733459492A fair amount (3)
49%49%37%50%51%50%41%49%49%

59857115808414145159Not very much (2)
17%16%25%14%15%14%18%16%16%ce

119214101141923Not at all (1)
3%2%6%2%2%2%5%2%2%e

2594151763342649550723773NET: Great deal/ fair
73%79%63%79%T79%T80%T63%77%Tb76%bamount

70939129909518164182NET: Not at all/ Not
20%18%32%16%17%15%23%18%18%cevery much

25191362126114758Don't know
7%g4%5%5%4%4%14%Ta5%6%acdeg

3.023.102.883.12T3.103.14T2.933.093.08Mean

0.760.730.910.720.720.720.840.730.74Standard deviation
0.040.030.170.030.030.030.100.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 61
Q8. How much do you think you as a parent/ carer would benefit from information or guidance to understand the various tools and measures that are available to keep your
child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Content filters
ParentalApps that canprovided byContent filters

controls orbe installed onyour mobileprovided by
settings ona child'snetworkyour internet

individual appsdevice tooperator whereservice
that can beApps that canactivelySettings oncertainprovider where

used tobe installed onrestrict accesssearch engineswebsites arethe filterParent control
restrict ora child's phoneto content oror websites toblocked unlessapplies to ALLParent controlssoftware you
monitor awhich monitormanage theirrestrict accessyou contact thethe devicesbuilt into thecan set up on a

child's use ofthe apps theyuse of thetonetwork andusing your homedevice softwareparticular
NET: ContentNET: Parentthat specificuse and for howdevice and/orinappropriateprove you arebroadbandby thedevice used to

NET: AppsFiltersControlsapplongappsonline content18 or overservicemanufacturergo online

10131013101310131013101310131013101310131013Unweighted base

10131013101310131013101310131013101310131013Weighted base

968968968968968968968968968968968Effective base

240291363256190181245199244229209I know a lot
24%29%36%25%19%18%24%20%24%23%21%

475479530514428451510460455510493I know a little
47%47%52%51%42%45%50%45%45%50%49%

21016699172265245191201193185208I have heard of this
21%16%10%17%26%24%19%20%19%18%21%but don't know anything

887820711311356815412289102I have not heard of
9%8%2%7%13%13%7%15%12%9%10%this

925935993942882878945859891924911NET: Heard of
91%92%98%93%87%87%93%85%88%91%90%

715770893769617633755658698739703NET: Know at least a
71%76%88%76%61%62%74%65%69%73%69%little
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 62
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

4934345259681381461521737281129286325153422467167430297893NET: Parent controls
83%85%91%Tst83%84%86%85%89%95%Tmnopq90%89%84%85%92%Thi89%87%89%87%88%89%88%hs

4026735546541051181121346070102225246130323376125340238703Parent control
68%66%71%65%67%65%69%65%74%74%77%66%67%70%76%67%72%65%69%71%69%software you can set

up on a particular
device used to go
online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

4027538246591101181271466169106230273130344392133366239739Parent controls built
69%68%77%Ts65%72%68%69%74%81%Tnoq76%76%69%69%77%Thi76%71%75%70%75%72%73%hsinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Parental controls or
67%75%79%t64%66%77%pq74%78%pq81%pq78%79%q66%76%i79%i79%i76%76%74%77%75%76%ipqsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

4430138252621181321231337077114252256147364404138370262770NET: Content filters
75%75%77%74%77%73%77%72%73%87%Tlmoq84%75%75%73%86%Tghi75%77%72%75%79%76%

4027334645551081221141265967100232240126326370126334238698Content filters
69%68%70%63%69%67%71%66%70%73%73%65%69%68%73%67%71%66%68%72%69%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or
Virgin Media), where
the filter applies to
ALL the devices using
your home broadband
service (also known as
home network
filtering)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 63
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

4025432545551051081051136165100214218126316341115322221658Content filters
69%63%65%64%68%65%63%61%62%76%m71%65%64%62%73%Tg65%65%60%66%66%65%provided by your

mobile network
operator (e.g. EE, 02,
etc.) where certain
websites are blocked
unless you contact the
network and prove you
are 18 or over

4229337848581221221221436868107246265137361391140367248755Settings on search
72%73%76%68%72%76%71%71%79%q85%Tmnq75%70%73%75%80%i74%75%73%75%75%74%engines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

352673744152111114116140667195227256137335376126355234715NET: Apps
60%67%75%Tst58%65%69%66%68%77%Tnpq82%Tmnopq78%q62%68%73%i80%Thi69%72%66%72%70%71%iqst

32233334374597100107121596483198228123299330114317202633Apps that can be
56%58%67%Tst52%56%60%58%62%67%q73%npq71%q54%59%65%i72%Thi62%63%60%65%61%62%iqsinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage
their use of the
device and/or apps

27230325294492106100126615575200226116281332109313195617Apps that can be
46%57%65%Tst41%55%57%q62%q58%q69%Tmopq76%Tmnopq61%q49%60%i64%i68%i58%63%57%64%59%61%iqstinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor
the apps they use and
for how long

640271091518165431933207443616432179None of these
11%10%Tr5%14%Tjkl12%l9%l11%l9%l3%5%4%13%Tfg10%f6%4%9%7%8%9%6%8%lr
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 63
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

388504193195195309243879752526431995224340018415494397893NET: Parent controls
85%91%Tsv87%83%90%s91%Tsv86%80%92%88%84%87%92%84%85%89%91%100%85%92%Tb88%bfsv

299403145154141262202756599405051584018631914315371331703Parent control
66%72%Trv66%66%65%77%Trstuv74%57%65%70%65%69%73%65%65%71%71%100%64%77%Tb69%bvsoftware you can set

up on a particular
device used to go
online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

319420153165164256202966625405291704018634315712404333739Parent controls built
70%75%T69%71%76%75%71%60%76%73%o66%72%78%l66%65%76%Tf78%fg83%69%77%Tb73%bfointo the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

329439163166174265233165650455561684520934715513424344769Parental controls or
72%79%Tsv74%71%80%sv78%82%66%76%76%74%76%77%74%73%77%77%89%73%80%Tb76%bvsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

325444148177163281202769654455471784520434316315404364770NET: Content filters
71%80%Trtv67%75%75%83%Trstuv72%57%79%o77%o73%74%82%Tk73%71%76%81%f100%69%85%Tb76%bfotv

296402136160149253192362595435001554318331714113363333698Content filters
65%72%Ttv61%68%69%74%Ttv69%48%71%o70%o71%68%71%71%64%70%70%89%62%78%Tb69%bfotvprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or
Virgin Media), where
the filter applies to
ALL the devices using
your home broadband
service (also known as
home network
filtering)

274383125150136247162359560394671523917429313715335322658Content filters
60%69%Trtv56%64%63%73%Trstuv58%48%68%o66%o64%64%70%64%61%65%68%100%58%75%Tb65%botvprovided by your

mobile network
operator (e.g. EE, 02,
etc.) where certain
websites are blocked
unless you contact the
network and prove you
are 18 or over
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 64
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

322432149173168264183262642415441704120433915812414339755Settings on search
71%78%Ttv67%74%77%t78%tv65%67%72%75%66%74%79%l66%72%75%79%g80%71%79%Tb74%btvengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

306408141165154254203156608375041733718332215815381332715NET: Apps
67%73%Ttv64%70%71%75%Ttv73%65%65%71%61%69%80%Tkl61%64%72%f79%Tfg100%66%77%Tb71%bfkt

263368123140138230172751537314481533116128713815333299633Apps that can be
58%66%Ttv56%60%64%68%Ttv63%57%59%63%51%61%71%Tkl51%57%64%fg68%fg100%57%69%Tb62%bfgltvinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage
their use of the
device and/or apps

267350127140128222182549525324371493215927813612330287617Apps that can be
59%63%57%60%59%65%T64%52%57%62%51%59%69%Tkl51%56%62%68%Tfg83%57%67%Tb61%bfinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor
the apps they use and
for how long

48312227131828367760127293112-592079None of these
11%Tqu6%10%qu11%Tqu6%5%7%16%n4%8%12%8%6%12%10%7%6%-10%Ta5%8%aqu
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 64
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

1657001047831451044593174259526723735327523024616720020893NET: Parent controls
84%91%Tt74%91%Tr91%81%91%91%95%88%87%90%87%91%T87%87%91%b92%b85%79%88%r

11057466632114435502458346321520027021019318113115717703Parent control
56%74%Tt47%73%Tr72%36%71%77%74%69%68%72%73%70%66%73%67%72%67%67%69%rtsoftware you can set

up on a particular
device used to go
online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

12459960677113635492362149721919728922719219813917015739Parent controls built
63%78%Tt43%78%Tr71%53%71%75%70%73%73%74%73%75%72%73%73%77%72%58%73%rtinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

13161975689122737502864251223520030224319621614117617769Parental controls or
67%80%Tt54%80%Tr77%60%76%76%87%76%75%79%74%78%77%74%80%78%75%65%76%rtsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

13661180687127940522663751423222129023121620413517017770NET: Content filters
69%79%Tt57%80%Tr80%76%81%80%80%75%75%78%81%Tf75%73%82%Tb76%74%72%68%76%rt

10957266630111733462558245922020126620919618912315315698Content filters
56%74%Tt47%73%Tr70%55%68%71%77%69%67%74%Tj74%Tf69%66%75%Tb70%68%65%58%69%rtprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or
Virgin Media), where
the filter applies to
ALL the devices using
your home broadband
service (also known as
home network
filtering)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 65
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

11352963592105733452154844519219724219619317311014117658Content filters
57%68%Tt45%69%Tr66%59%68%69%63%65%65%65%73%Tfg62%62%73%Tbcd64%61%60%68%65%rtprovided by your

mobile network
operator (e.g. EE, 02,
etc.) where certain
websites are blocked
unless you contact the
network and prove you
are 18 or over

12161171681119736492563050522720829222920321013017015755Settings on search
62%79%Tt51%79%Tr75%62%75%76%77%74%74%76%77%75%72%77%78%72%72%59%74%rtengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

11258569642120734552458947121519527222218819712716115715NET: Apps
57%76%Tt49%74%Tr76%57%70%84%Tkp73%69%69%72%72%70%70%71%73%70%69%60%71%rt

8753055575100427482152741319517823120117316311314415633Apps that can be
44%69%Tt39%67%Tr63%36%56%73%p63%62%61%66%65%60%63%66%61%63%61%60%62%rtinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage
their use of the
device and/or apps

8851548565103429482251040419216823719116317211213811617Apps that can be
45%67%Tt34%65%Tr65%32%60%74%Tk68%60%59%65%62%61%60%62%64%62%59%45%61%rtinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor
the apps they use and
for how long

175027496-24-73581819233118151323579None of these
9%6%19%Tq6%4%-4%6%-9%Tp8%6%7%6%10%7%6%7%10%21%8%pqs
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 65
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

29449028779522607-893893NET: Parent controls
83%93%Th100%98%T97%T99%Tde-96%Tb88%bh

23439128634424509-703703Parent control
66%74%Th100%79%T79%T83%Tde-75%Tb69%bsoftware you can set

up on a particular
device used to go
online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

24641428664448535-739739Parent controls built
69%78%Th100%83%T84%T87%Tde-79%Tb73%binto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

23244528681457546-769769Parental controls or
66%84%Th100%85%T85%T89%Tde-82%Tb76%bhsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

25641928676456547-770770NET: Content filters
72%79%Th100%85%T85%T89%Tde-82%Tb76%b

22438928621411509-698698Content filters
63%74%Th100%78%T77%T83%Tde-75%Tb69%bhprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or
Virgin Media), where
the filter applies to
ALL the devices using
your home broadband
service (also known as
home network
filtering)

21536528588402481-658658Content filters
61%69%Th100%74%T75%T78%Te-70%Tb65%bhprovided by your

mobile network
operator (e.g. EE, 02,
etc.) where certain
websites are blocked
unless you contact the
network and prove you
are 18 or over
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Table 66
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

24243128671454531-755755Settings on search
68%82%Th100%84%T85%T86%Te-81%Tb74%bhengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

23740428642442515-715715NET: Apps
67%77%Th100%80%T82%Te84%Te-77%Tb71%b

20436428574388468-633633Apps that can be
58%69%Th100%72%T72%T76%Tde-68%Tb62%bhinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage
their use of the
device and/or apps

20535428558383457-617617Apps that can be
58%67%Th100%70%T71%T74%Te-66%Tb61%binstalled on a child's

phone which monitor
the apps they use and
for how long

3923----79-79None of these
11%Tg4%----100%Ta-8%acdeg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 66
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Summary table - NET: Know at least a little

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

10721168192733254423302760695383127479171209I know a lot
16%18%23%s11%24%q17%19%14%24%mq29%moq33%Tmnoq18%18%20%31%Tghi17%24%Te24%19%21%21%emq

301952393835788587893740751651777724024978249166493I know a little
52%49%48%54%43%48%50%51%49%46%44%49%49%50%45%50%48%41%51%c50%49%c

1490941921353440301414416971281081004110266208I have heard of this
24%22%19%27%l27%22%20%24%17%17%16%26%Tf21%20%16%22%19%21%21%20%21%but don't know anything

44449652120191876114137135349254829102I have not heard of
7%11%10%8%7%13%11%11%10%9%7%7%12%10%8%11%9%13%10%9%10%this

5435744965751401521521647484142294317158431476165442303911NET: Heard of
93%89%90%92%93%87%89%89%90%91%93%93%88%90%92%89%91%87%90%91%90%

4026735546541051181121346070102225246130323376125340238703NET: Know at least a
68%66%71%65%67%65%69%65%74%74%77%66%67%70%76%67%72%65%69%71%69%little
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 67
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

7613437393310165191801113563114590586102108209I know a lot
17%24%Trstv17%16%15%30%Trstuv21%10%22%21%18%18%29%Tk18%16%20%29%Tef37%18%25%Tb21%bfkrv

224270108116108162152337419293699529140229859269224493I know a little
49%48%49%49%50%48%52%47%43%49%47%50%44%47%49%51%42%63%46%52%49%

941135143526151223169181533718698437-13571208I have heard of this
21%20%23%18%24%18%16%25%27%20%30%j21%17%30%e24%19%18%-23%Ta17%21%abut don't know anything

62402537231739783378213314721-7427102I have not heard of
14%Tqu7%q11%q16%Tqu11%qu5%10%18%8%10%5%11%10%5%11%10%11%-13%Ta6%10%aquthis

393516196198193323253979768586571955825540318015507403911NET: Heard of
86%93%Trsv89%84%89%95%Trstuv90%82%92%90%95%89%90%95%89%90%89%100%87%94%Tb90%bsv

299403145154141262202756599405051584018631914315371331703NET: Know at least a
66%72%Trv66%66%65%77%Trstuv74%57%65%70%65%69%73%65%65%71%71%100%64%77%Tb69%bvlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 68
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

22185520446212161616314659738449716137334209I know a lot
11%24%Tt4%24%Tr29%Tk14%25%24%48%Tkmnp19%21%20%27%Tf22%f16%27%Tb23%b21%14%17%21%bfkrt

8838960428683233584203171561261861601231209412413493I know a little
45%50%43%50%43%l22%46%53%lp25%50%l46%53%47%48%51%47%44%52%53%50%49%jl

60131481563041010617814360527869505735516208I have heard of this
30%Ts17%34%Tq18%19%35%20%16%17%21%21%20%19%20%22%19%21%19%22%23%21%qsbut don't know anything

26682675163453877622203938203215283102I have not heard of
13%9%19%Tq9%10%29%9%7%9%10%11%7%7%10%12%7%12%8%12%11%10%qsthis

170705113788143944613076160727425234827824423816620723911NET: Heard of
87%91%T81%91%Tr90%71%91%93%91%90%89%93%93%90%88%93%88%92%88%89%90%r

11057466632114435502458346321520027021019318113115717703NET: Know at least a
56%74%Tt47%73%Tr72%36%71%77%74%69%68%72%73%70%66%73%67%72%67%67%69%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 69
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

591256203119188-209209I know a lot
17%24%Th22%25%Td22%30%Tde-22%Tb21%bh

17526522431306321-493493I know a little
49%50%78%54%T57%Tce52%T-53%Tb49%b

73100-114807846162208I have heard of this
21%19%-14%c15%13%58%Ta17%21%acdebut don't know anything

4736-4932303369102I have not heard of
13%Tg7%-6%c6%5%42%Ta7%10%acdegthis

3074912874950458646864911NET: Heard of
87%93%Th100%94%T94%T95%Te58%93%Tb90%bh

23439128634424509-703703NET: Know at least a
66%74%Th100%79%T79%T83%Tde-75%Tb69%blittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 70
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

13851231117343633432331287076541011274711468229I know a lot
23%21%25%15%21%21%21%19%24%29%q34%Tmnoq18%21%22%32%Tghi21%24%24%23%20%23%

2719025935417582941033838781601977624326587252172510I know a little
47%47%52%50%51%47%48%55%57%47%42%51%48%56%Tfh44%50%50%45%51%52%50%

1388731618353730211611357251279788388860185I have heard of this
22%22%Tr15%23%l22%l21%l22%l17%12%20%12%23%g22%g14%16%20%17%20%18%18%18%glrbut don't know anything

53942841716151441013332914444520363389I have not heard of
9%10%8%12%5%11%9%9%8%5%11%8%10%8%8%9%9%10%7%10%9%this

5336345562771451551571687780141302324157440480171454300924NET: Heard of
91%90%92%88%95%89%91%91%92%95%89%92%90%92%92%91%91%90%93%90%91%

4027538246591101181271466169106230273130344392133366239739NET: Know at least a
69%68%77%Ts65%72%68%69%74%81%Tnoq76%76%69%69%77%Thi76%71%75%70%75%72%73%hslittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 71
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows Apple Samsung Xbox Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

861433649431004818198815665855101613117112229I know a lot
19%26%Trtv17%21%20%29%Trstuv15%17%21%23%13%21%30%Tkl13%19%22%30%Tefg23%20%26%Tb23%btv

2332771171161211561520474273237310532131242969287221510I know a little
51%50%q53%50%56%Tqu46%55%42%55%50%52%51%48%52%46%54%f48%60%49%52%50%q

87974345346351114156151422815697325311570185I have heard of this
19%17%19%19%16%18%18%24%16%18%25%j19%j13%25%d24%Tde16%12%17%20%16%18%djbut don't know anything

49402524182138770664196313319-622789I have not heard of
11%qu7%11%q10%9%6%12%16%8%8%9%9%9%9%11%7%10%-11%Ta6%9%aquthis

406517196210198319254079780566711975625541618215519403924NET: Heard of
89%93%Tv89%90%91%94%Ttv88%84%92%92%91%91%91%91%89%93%90%100%89%94%Tb91%b

319420153165164256202966625405291704018634315712404333739NET: Know at least a
70%75%T69%71%76%75%71%60%76%73%o66%72%78%l66%65%76%Tf78%fg83%69%77%Tb73%bfolittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 72
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows Apple Samsung Xbox Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

23202821949115181517916162808062766139424229I know a lot
12%26%Tt6%25%Tr31%Tk7%31%27%46%Tkp21%24%21%29%Tfg21%20%29%Tb23%22%18%16%23%krt

101397524576461932844233715711720816611613710012811510I know a little
51%51%37%53%Tr41%l46%40%49%l23%52%Tlp49%53%43%54%h52%h44%51%55%e54%e42%50%ehlpr

46119501293021010815313048557055525231414185I have heard of this
24%Ts15%36%Tq15%19%20%21%15%24%18%19%16%20%18%17%20%19%17%17%16%18%qsbut don't know anything

2655305815346273563020283420201124789I have not heard of
13%Ts7%21%Tq7%10%26%8%9%6%9%8%10%7%7%11%7%7%6%10%26%9%qsthis

170717110805143945593177462726725235928224424917021119924NET: Heard of
87%93%Tt79%93%Tr90%74%92%91%94%91%92%90%93%93%89%93%93%94%90%74%91%rt

12459960677113635492362149721919728922719219813917015739NET: Know at least a
63%78%Tt43%78%Tr71%53%71%75%70%73%73%74%73%75%72%73%73%77%72%58%73%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 73
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows Apple Samsung Xbox Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

661407222140199-229229I know a lot
19%27%Th25%28%T26%T32%Tde-24%Tb23%bh

17927421442309335-510510I know a little
51%52%75%55%T58%T54%T-55%Tb50%b

6984-92615853133185I have heard of this
19%16%-12%c11%9%67%Ta14%18%acdegbut don't know anything

4030-422724266289I have not heard of
11%g6%-5%c5%4%33%Ta7%9%acdegthis

3144972875650959253871924NET: Heard of
89%94%Th100%95%T95%T96%Te67%93%Tb91%b

24641428664448535-739739NET: Know at least a
69%78%Th100%83%T84%T87%Tde-79%Tb73%blittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 74
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows Apple Samsung Xbox Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

9881341019324336562125297692461001445611078244I know a lot
16%22%27%t15%23%20%25%q21%31%Tmoq26%28%19%23%26%27%21%27%Te29%22%23%24%eq

311852123436767978703841711561488022622671223160455I know a little
53%46%43%49%45%47%46%45%39%48%45%46%47%42%46%47%43%37%46%48%c45%c

1374921619293132351415366067299199409954193I have heard of this
23%18%18%22%23%18%18%19%19%17%16%24%18%19%17%19%19%21%20%16%19%but don't know anything

554601072418252179174346176755245741122I have not heard of
8%13%12%14%8%15%11%15%11%9%10%11%13%13%10%14%10%13%12%12%12%this

5434743860741371531461617381136292307155417470166433292891NET: Heard of
92%87%88%86%92%85%89%85%89%91%90%89%87%87%90%86%90%87%88%88%88%

4027334645551081221141265967100232240126326370126334238698NET: Know at least a
69%68%70%63%69%67%71%66%70%73%73%65%69%68%73%67%71%66%68%72%69%little
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 75
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your internet service provider (e.g. BT TalkTalk Sky or Virgin Media) where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

94149425334115452121317165621758107556114129244I know a lot
21%27%Trtv19%22%16%34%Trstuv14%11%24%25%o27%22%29%27%20%24%27%43%20%30%Tb24%bkorv

20125394107115138151741381273359327126209867249204455I know a little
44%45%q43%46%53%Tqtuv41%55%36%47%45%44%46%43%44%44%47%43%46%43%47%45%q

93995143445571416156151374115587939212469193I have heard of this
21%18%23%18%20%16%24%29%19%18%24%19%19%24%20%18%19%11%21%Ta16%19%abut don't know anything

6656343224322118101398213445421-9428122I have not heard of
15%qu10%16%qu14%11%9%7%24%Tmn10%12%5%13%T10%5%15%Tg12%10%-16%Ta7%12%aquthis

389501187202193308263778750586371955824239618015487402891NET: Heard of
85%90%Ttv84%86%89%91%Ttv93%76%90%o88%o95%87%90%95%f85%88%90%100%84%93%Tb88%bfko

296402136160149253192362595435001554318331714113363333698NET: Know at least a
65%72%Ttv61%68%69%74%Ttv69%48%71%o70%o71%68%71%71%64%70%70%89%62%78%Tb69%bfotvlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 76
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your internet service provider (e.g. BT TalkTalk Sky or Virgin Media) where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

302101422855417181618815286779172767143437244I know a lot
15%27%Tt10%26%Tr35%Tk36%35%k28%49%Tkm22%22%29%Tj28%T24%23%29%Tb26%b24%18%28%24%bjkrt

793625240156216289394307133124174138120119801108455I know a little
40%47%T37%47%Tr35%19%33%43%28%47%Tlp45%45%46%45%44%46%44%44%47%30%45%pr

5712044145273613516513547467763435040485193I have heard of this
29%Ts15%31%Tq17%17%21%13%20%14%19%20%16%17%20%20%16%19%22%20%18%19%qsbut don't know anything

308130892139631018930244543243018356122I have not heard of
15%10%22%Tq10%13%24%19%9%9%12%13%10%9%12%14%9%11%10%15%24%12%qsthis

166692110775138939593074759426624734227323924016320019891NET: Heard of
85%90%T78%90%Tr87%76%81%91%91%88%87%90%91%88%86%91%89%90%85%76%88%r

10957266630111733462558245922020126620919618912315315698NET: Know at least a
56%74%Tt47%73%Tr70%55%68%71%77%69%67%74%Tj74%Tf69%66%75%Tb70%68%65%58%69%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 77
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your internet service provider (e.g. BT TalkTalk Sky or Virgin Media) where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

661588234139211-244244I know a lot
19%30%Th29%29%Td26%34%Tde-26%Tb24%bh

15823120387272298-455455I know a little
45%44%71%48%T51%T48%T-49%Tb45%b

8182-122887539153193I have heard of this
23%Tg16%-15%c16%c12%49%Ta16%19%acdegbut don't know anything

4956-5537324082122I have not heard of
14%11%-7%c7%c5%51%Ta9%12%acdethis

3064712874349958539852891NET: Heard of
86%89%100%93%T93%T95%Tde49%91%Tb88%b

22438928621411509-698698NET: Know at least a
63%74%Th100%78%T77%T83%Tde-75%Tb69%bhlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 78
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your internet service provider (e.g. BT TalkTalk Sky or Virgin Media) where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

8731088163131304021212562704290108459856199I know a lot
13%18%22%12%20%19%18%17%22%26%q23%16%19%20%24%19%21%23%20%17%20%q

331812173738747775744044751521498422623370224165460I know a little
56%r45%44%52%47%46%45%44%40%49%49%49%45%42%49%47%44%37%46%c50%c45%c

10869314173434334114123269732695103429762201I have heard of this
18%22%19%19%21%21%20%19%22%17%13%21%21%21%15%20%20%22%20%19%20%but don't know anything

7618012922303428614215262207481337150154I have not heard of
13%15%16%17%11%14%17%k20%k15%7%16%14%15%17%12%15%15%18%14%15%15%kthis

5134141859721391421381547577132283292152411444157419283859NET: Heard of
87%85%84%83%89%86%83%80%85%93%Tmn84%86%85%83%88%85%85%82%86%85%85%

4025432545551051081051136165100214218126316341115322221658NET: Know at least a
69%63%65%64%68%65%63%61%62%76%m71%65%64%62%73%Tg65%65%60%66%66%65%little
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 79
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE 02 etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you
are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

84115443933822518174101305910428853610099199I know a lot
18%21%r20%17%15%24%Trsuv6%10%21%20%16%18%27%Tk16%15%20%26%Tf38%17%23%Tb20%bfkr

19126881110103164141841386293379329132205849236223460I know a little
42%t48%Tt36%47%tv48%t48%t52%38%47%45%48%46%43%48%46%45%42%62%41%52%Tb45%bt

90111494155577819166171463717678037-12179201I have heard of this
20%20%q22%17%25%Tqsu17%25%18%22%19%28%20%17%28%23%18%19%-21%18%20%but don't know anything

91634844263751681255122275457727-12529154I have not heard of
20%Tqru11%21%Tqru19%qu12%11%17%34%Tmn10%15%9%17%13%9%16%17%13%-22%Ta7%15%aquthis

364494174190191303233178726566131895624137217415456401859NET: Heard of
80%89%Tstv79%81%88%tv89%Tstv83%66%90%o85%o91%83%87%91%84%83%87%100%78%93%Tb85%botv

274383125150136247162359560394671523917429313715335322658NET: Know at least a
60%69%Trtv56%64%63%73%Trstuv58%48%68%o66%o64%64%70%64%61%65%68%100%58%75%Tb65%botvlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 80
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE 02 etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you
are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

231731118644316161015312468597759585342366199I know a lot
12%22%Tt8%22%Tr28%Tk25%32%Tk24%31%18%18%23%22%20%19%22%20%23%15%25%20%krt

90356524076141729103953211251381641371351216810511460I know a little
46%46%37%47%Tr38%34%35%45%32%47%47%42%51%Tg42%43%51%Tc45%38%45%42%45%cr

501414415326-1010617312963468660424948465201I have heard of this
26%Ts18%32%Tq18%17%-20%16%20%20%19%21%17%22%19%16%18%27%Tde20%18%20%qsbut don't know anything

3310333118275610612710841296060284723484154I have not heard of
17%13%23%Tq14%17%41%13%16%18%15%16%14%11%15%19%Th11%17%e12%20%Tce15%15%ehqsthis

163669107746132743552772057525524332725623522315818722859NET: Heard of
83%87%T77%86%Tr83%59%87%84%82%85%84%86%89%Tf85%81%89%Tbd83%88%b80%85%85%bfr

11352963592105733452154844519219724219619317311014117658NET: Know at least a
57%68%Tt45%69%Tr66%59%68%69%63%65%65%65%73%Tfg62%62%73%Tbcd64%61%60%68%65%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 81
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE 02 etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you
are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

521298190106173-199199I know a lot
15%24%Th29%24%Td20%28%Tde-21%Tb20%bh

16323720399295308-460460I know a little
46%45%71%50%T55%Tce50%T-49%Tb45%b

7596-124827838162201I have heard of this
21%18%-15%c15%13%48%Ta17%20%acdebut don't know anything

6566-86535741113154I have not heard of
18%g13%-11%c10%9%52%Ta12%15%acdegthis

2894612871248355938820859NET: Heard of
82%87%Th100%89%T90%T91%Te48%88%Tb85%b

21536528588402481-658658NET: Know at least a
61%69%Th100%74%T75%T78%Te-70%Tb65%bhlittle
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 82
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE 02 etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you
are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

12871321516344040542323327494461121335111777245I know a lot
21%22%27%21%20%21%23%23%30%28%26%21%22%27%27%23%25%27%24%23%24%

302062463342898282894545751721719124925889250171510I know a little
51%51%49%46%52%55%48%48%49%56%50%49%51%49%53%51%49%47%51%51%50%

1085851817303935297163568642389101378965191I have heard of this
18%21%17%25%k21%k18%k23%k20%k16%8%18%23%f20%18%13%18%19%20%18%19%19%kbut don't know anything

623355610111596611212412353213342068I have not heard of
10%6%7%7%7%6%7%9%5%7%7%7%6%7%7%7%6%7%7%6%7%this

5237846365751521601571737585142314329160449492177456313945NET: Heard of
90%94%93%93%93%94%93%91%95%93%93%93%94%93%93%93%94%93%93%94%93%

4229337848581221221221436868107246265137361391140367248755NET: Know at least a
72%73%76%68%72%76%71%71%79%q85%Tmnq75%70%73%75%80%i74%75%73%75%75%74%little
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 83
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch YouTube,Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

102143396340103791921111164701153111664115130245I know a lot
22%t26%rt17%27%rtv18%30%Trtuv23%19%22%25%18%22%32%Tkl18%18%25%f33%Tfg29%20%30%Tb24%bfkrt

2202891101101281611223434323038010130152228938299209510I know a little
48%52%q50%47%59%Tqsuv47%41%48%50%51%48%52%46%48%53%51%46%51%51%49%50%

92985141346571219154161423316647830311575191I have heard of this
20%18%23%18%16%19%24%24%22%18%25%19%15%25%22%d17%15%20%20%18%19%but don't know anything

41262120151134555549135173213-521668I have not heard of
9%Tqu5%q10%qu9%qu7%q3%11%9%6%6%8%7%6%8%6%7%7%-9%Ta4%7%aquthis

414530200214202329254481796566862035626841718815529414945NET: Heard of
91%95%Tstv90%91%93%97%Trstuv89%91%94%94%92%93%94%92%94%93%93%100%91%96%Tb93%bv

322432149173168264183262642415441704120433915812414339755NET: Know at least a
71%78%Ttv67%74%77%t78%tv65%67%72%75%66%74%79%l66%72%75%79%g80%71%79%Tb74%btvlittle
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 84
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch YouTube,Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

272141023453319161419016868798872796543457245I know a lot
14%28%Tt7%27%Tr34%Tk29%39%Tk25%43%Tk22%25%23%29%T23%23%30%Tb24%24%19%27%24%krt

9439761447654173311441336158129204157125145871258510I know a little
48%51%44%52%T41%34%35%51%34%52%Tlnp49%53%47%53%50%47%54%48%53%32%50%np

56118521353141010815913152507063484340457191I have heard of this
28%Ts15%37%Tq16%20%31%20%16%23%19%19%17%18%18%20%18%16%22%19%28%19%qsbut don't know anything

194317479136-59471814252412161119368I have not heard of
10%s6%12%Tq5%6%7%5%9%-7%7%6%5%6%8%5%6%6%8%13%7%qsthis

1777291238161501146603378963627825836229225125317021522945NET: Heard of
90%94%Tt88%95%Tr94%93%95%91%100%93%93%94%95%94%92%95%94%94%92%87%93%r

12161171681119736492563050522720829222920321013017015755NET: Know at least a
62%79%Tt51%79%Tr75%62%75%76%77%74%74%76%77%75%72%77%78%72%72%59%74%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 85
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch YouTube,Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

641587236144211-245245I know a lot
18%30%Th25%30%Td27%T34%Tde-26%Tb24%bh

17827321435310320-510510I know a little
50%52%75%55%Tc58%Tce52%-55%Tb50%b

7775-101686651140191I have heard of this
22%g14%-13%c13%11%64%Ta15%19%acdegbut don't know anything

3522-261419283968I have not heard of
10%Tg4%-3%3%3%36%Ta4%7%acdegthis

3195062877252259751895945NET: Heard of
90%96%Th100%97%T97%T97%T64%96%Tb93%bh

24243128671454531-755755NET: Know at least a
68%82%Th100%84%T85%T86%Te-81%Tb74%bhlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 86
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch YouTube,Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

559110512252235401724174875428398368363181I know a lot
9%15%22%Tst7%14%16%q13%20%q22%nq22%q27%nq11%14%21%hi24%Thi17%19%19%17%19%18%hiqst

271752233233717772814140661501538121723278234139451I know a little
47%44%45%45%41%44%45%42%45%51%44%43%45%43%48%45%44%41%48%T42%45%

18118952226474637351517499372321211244811483245I have heard of this
30%r29%Tr19%32%kl32%kl29%l27%21%19%18%19%32%Tfg28%fg20%19%25%24%25%23%25%24%grbut don't know anything

8506911101826282679214454166471295948135I have not heard of
14%12%14%16%12%11%15%16%14%9%10%14%13%15%9%13%13%15%12%14%13%this

5035142959711441451431567482132291299155420454162431285878NET: Heard of
86%88%86%84%88%89%85%84%86%91%90%86%87%85%91%87%87%85%88%86%87%

32233334374597100107121596483198228123299330114317202633NET: Know at least a
56%58%67%Tst52%56%60%58%62%67%q73%npq71%q54%59%65%i72%Thi62%63%60%65%61%62%iqslittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 87
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child.s device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

64117303434834617155612054638824778596181I know a lot
14%21%Trstv14%14%16%24%Trstuv13%13%19%18%10%16%25%Tkl10%13%18%23%Tfg48%15%22%Tb18%bfkv

19925193107104147142135382253289825123205918247203451I know a little
44%45%42%46%48%43%49%44%40%45%41%45%45%41%43%46%45%52%43%47%45%

1171286255497979232072318439238210139-15095245I have heard of this
26%23%28%23%23%23%24%18%27%24%38%Tjk25%j18%38%Tde29%Td23%19%-26%22%24%jbut don't know anything

756036392931412121077103257426125-9836135I have not heard of
16%Tqu11%16%q17%qu13%9%13%25%Tm14%13%11%14%12%11%15%14%12%-17%Ta8%13%aquthis

381496185195187309243674744556321915524438817615483394878NET: Heard of
84%89%Tsv84%83%87%91%Tstv87%75%86%87%o89%86%88%89%85%86%88%100%83%92%Tb87%bov

263368123140138230172751537314481533116128713815333299633NET: Know at least a
58%66%Ttv56%60%64%68%Ttv63%57%59%63%51%61%71%Tkl51%57%64%fg68%fg100%57%69%Tb62%bfgltvlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 88
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child.s device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

17163517636110131314412747606950584734372181I know a lot
9%21%Tt4%20%Tr23%7%20%20%39%Tkp17%19%16%22%Tf18%16%22%T18%19%16%8%18%rt

7036749399644183583832871481181621511151168010613451I know a little
36%48%Tt35%46%Tr40%l30%36%53%lp24%45%l42%50%Tj43%42%48%44%43%44%45%51%45%jlrt

731575518539215139207176626410868607451514245I have heard of this
37%Ts20%39%Tq21%24%20%30%20%26%24%26%21%24%28%T21%23%27%28%22%16%24%qsbut don't know anything

3686301042057431159440304848303217406135I have not heard of
18%Ts11%22%Tq12%13%43%14%7%10%14%14%13%11%13%15%11%12%9%17%c24%13%qsthis

160687110760139742612973358925724233926923423716419519878NET: Heard of
82%89%Tt78%88%Tr87%57%86%93%90%86%86%87%89%87%85%89%88%91%b83%76%87%rt

8753055575100427482152741319517823120117316311314415633NET: Know at least a
44%69%Tt39%67%Tr63%36%56%73%p63%62%61%66%65%60%63%66%61%63%61%60%62%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 89
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child.s device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

581066175102163-181181I know a lot
16%20%23%22%Td19%26%Tde-19%Tb18%b

14725821399286305-451451I know a little
41%49%Th77%50%T53%Tce50%T-48%Tb45%b

99110-15810510542204245I have heard of this
28%g21%-20%c20%17%53%Ta22%24%acdegbut don't know anything

5154-6643433897135I have not heard of
14%10%-8%c8%7%47%Ta10%13%acdegthis

3034742873249357342836878NET: Heard of
86%90%T100%92%T92%T93%Te53%90%Tb87%b

20436428574388468-633633NET: Know at least a
58%69%Th100%72%T72%T76%Tde-68%Tb62%bhlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 90
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child.s device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

3601195102327394319231550834286103329562190I know a lot
6%15%t24%Tst7%12%14%16%q23%opq24%opq24%q26%opq10%15%23%Thi25%hi18%20%17%19%19%19%hiqst

231702072435697960834232601501437419522976219133428I know a little
40%42%42%34%43%43%46%m35%46%52%mq35%39%45%41%43%40%44%40%45%40%42%m

241191073127504243341423589377371381275312191265I have heard of this
41%Tr30%Tr22%44%Tjklmn33%kl31%kl25%25%19%17%26%38%Tfgh28%22%22%28%24%28%25%27%26%glrbut don't know anything

o

85265101019232921612204250186566295546131I have not heard of
14%13%13%15%12%12%13%17%12%7%13%13%13%14%11%13%13%15%11%14%13%this

5034943260711421491421617579133293303153419459161435286882NET: Heard of
86%87%87%85%88%88%87%83%88%93%87%87%87%86%89%87%87%85%89%86%87%

27230325294492106100126615575200226116281332109313195617NET: Know at least a
46%57%65%Tst41%55%57%q62%q58%q69%Tmopq76%Tmnopq61%q49%60%i64%i68%i58%63%57%64%59%61%iqstlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 91
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which  monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

781123344248736151669119619368356683106190I know a lot
17%20%r15%19%r11%26%Trtuv11%13%17%19%15%16%28%Tkl15%12%18%f28%Tefg37%14%25%Tb19%bfkr

1892389495103134151935360223198722123196807247180428I know a little
42%43%q42%41%48%Tqu40%53%39%40%42%36%43%40%36%43%43%40%46%42%42%42%

11914654645591692922023199432385114413159105265I have heard of this
26%26%25%27%26%27%21%20%34%26%37%Tj27%20%37%Tde30%d25%20%17%27%24%26%djbut don't know anything

7061403133284148105799247425724-9338131I have not heard of
15%qu11%q18%Tqu13%15%qu8%15%28%Tmn9%12%11%14%11%11%15%13%12%-16%Ta9%13%aquthis

385496182204183313243478746546361925424339217715488392882NET: Heard of
85%89%Trtv82%87%85%92%Trtuv85%72%91%o88%o89%86%89%89%85%87%88%100%84%91%Tb87%bot

267350127140128222182549525324371493215927813612330287617NET: Know at least a
59%63%57%60%59%65%T64%52%57%62%51%59%69%Tkl51%56%62%68%Tfg83%57%67%Tb61%bflittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 92
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which  monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

19167718333-10121215613054607354594733445190I know a lot
10%22%Tt5%21%Tr21%-20%18%36%Tkp18%19%18%22%19%17%22%18%18%19%18%19%rt

693484138270419371035427313810916413710512479947428I know a little
35%45%Tt29%44%Tr44%32%39%56%Tklp31%42%40%47%40%42%43%40%46%44%40%26%42%jrt

7317458204403131582231916572105767066466010265I have heard of this
37%Ts23%41%Tq24%25%21%28%23%26%26%28%22%27%27%24%27%25%26%25%40%26%qsbut don't know anything

358334951666221148940314549303222374131I have not heard of
18%Ts11%24%Tq11%10%m47%13%m3%7%13%m13%13%11%12%16%11%12%12%16%16%13%mqsthis

161689106768143642643173359425724134226723323815919822882NET: Heard of
82%89%Tt76%89%Tr90%53%87%97%Tknp93%87%87%87%89%88%84%89%88%88%84%84%87%rt

8851548565103429482251040419216823719116317211213811617NET: Know at least a
45%67%Tt34%65%Tr65%32%60%74%Tk68%60%59%65%62%61%60%62%64%62%59%45%61%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 93
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which  monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

531175184113172-190190I know a lot
15%22%Th19%23%T21%T28%Tde-20%Tb19%bh

15223722374269286-428428I know a little
43%45%81%47%T50%Tce46%T-46%Tb42%b

95123-17311611344220265I have heard of this
27%23%-22%c22%c18%56%Ta24%26%acdegbut don't know anything

5450-6738463596131I have not heard of
15%g10%-8%7%7%44%Ta10%13%acdegthis

3004772873149857044838882NET: Heard of
85%90%Th100%92%T93%T93%T56%90%Tb87%b

20535428558383457-617617NET: Know at least a
58%67%Th100%70%T71%T74%Te-66%Tb61%blittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 94
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which  monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

129014416153737445726243074101501231335412577256I know a lot
21%22%29%Ts22%18%23%22%26%31%Tnp32%p27%20%22%29%i29%25%25%28%26%23%25%i

272102483039889090893747711791798524526588253173514I know a little
47%52%50%42%48%54%52%53%49%46%52%46%53%51%49%51%50%46%52%52%51%

1470741921292722261612405648298687318557172I have heard of this
24%r17%15%26%Tjlmn26%Tlmn18%16%13%14%20%14%26%Tfgh17%14%17%18%16%16%17%17%17%gbut don't know anything

53231668181510161326258314018272671I have not heard of
9%8%6%9%k8%5%11%k9%k5%2%7%8%8%7%5%6%8%9%6%8%7%this

5336946664741531531571727984141309329164454484173463306942NET: Heard of
91%92%94%91%92%95%89%91%95%98%mnq93%92%92%93%95%94%92%91%94%92%93%

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769NET: Know at least a
67%75%79%t64%66%77%pq74%78%pq81%pq78%79%q66%76%i79%i79%i76%76%74%77%75%76%ipqlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 95
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parental controls or settings on individual apps  that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1111455556441014121722314173691468105646136120256I know a lot
24%26%r25%24%21%30%Tru13%25%20%26%22%24%32%Tk22%24%23%32%Te38%23%28%25%k

219294108110130164191948427323839832141242918288224514I know a little
48%53%q49%47%60%Tqstuv48%68%40%56%50%52%52%45%52%49%54%45%51%50%52%51%

8588424330585916143121283212567230211063172I have heard of this
19%16%19%18%14%17%18%18%19%17%20%17%15%20%20%16%15%11%19%15%17%but don't know anything

413016251317-8559451174203017-472471I have not heard of
9%qu5%7%11%Tqu6%5%-16%Tm5%7%6%7%8%6%7%7%8%-8%6%7%uthis

414527205209204323284082792586852005826541918515534406942NET: Heard of
91%95%Tsv93%89%94%95%sv100%84%95%93%o94%93%92%94%93%93%92%100%92%94%93%os

329439163166174265233165650455561684520934715513424344769NET: Know at least a
72%79%Tsv74%71%80%sv78%82%66%76%76%74%76%77%74%73%77%77%89%73%80%Tb76%bvlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 96
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parental controls or settings on individual apps  that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

242281024554419141620116387749976727546505256I know a lot
12%29%Tt7%28%Tr34%Tkm34%39%Tk22%50%Tkmp24%24%29%27%26%24%27%28%26%21%20%25%krt

107391664446831835124413501481262031681231419512612514I know a little
55%51%47%51%43%26%36%54%p37%52%np51%50%47%52%53%47%52%52%54%45%51%np

4810545124243812214712042575648553229415172I have heard of this
25%Ts14%32%Tq14%15%22%16%18%7%17%18%14%21%Tg14%15%21%d12%16%17%19%17%dqsbut don't know anything

1748195012244259502014292513211118471I have not heard of
8%6%14%Tq6%8%18%9%6%6%7%7%7%5%7%8%5%8%6%8%16%7%qthis

1797241218131471045613178963327725735829225024817021722942NET: Heard of
92%94%86%94%Tr92%82%91%94%94%93%93%93%95%93%92%95%92%94%92%84%93%r

13161975689122737502864251223520030224319621614117617769NET: Know at least a
67%80%Tt54%80%Tr77%60%76%76%87%76%75%79%74%78%77%74%80%78%75%65%76%rtlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 97
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parental controls or settings on individual apps  that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

691638248152221-256256I know a lot
19%31%Th29%31%Td28%T36%Tde-27%Tb25%bh

16428220433305324-514514I know a little
46%53%h71%54%T57%Tce53%-55%Tb51%bh

8362-91595747126172I have heard of this
23%Tg12%-11%c11%9%59%Ta13%17%acdegbut don't know anything

3920-262013333871I have not heard of
11%Tg4%-3%c4%c2%41%Ta4%7%acdegthis

3155072877251660347895942NET: Heard of
89%96%Th100%97%T96%T98%Tde59%96%Tb93%bh

23244528681457546-769769NET: Know at least a
66%84%Th100%85%T85%T89%Tde-82%Tb76%bhlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 98
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
Parental controls or settings on individual apps  that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

181262041726495656754044431051308416220173175115363I know a lot
30%31%41%Ts25%32%30%33%33%41%oq49%Tmnopq49%Tmnopq28%31%37%i49%Tghi33%38%38%36%35%36%hiqs

312172494142898997983337861801957026026794255181530I know a little
53%54%50%59%jk52%55%jk52%56%jk54%41%41%56%f54%f55%f41%54%51%49%52%55%52%fk

95133101221221168822441716514819512999I have heard of this
16%r13%Tr7%15%lm14%lm13%lm13%l7%3%10%l9%14%Tg13%Tg5%10%11%9%10%10%9%10%glrbut don't know anything

1713112483-22611211959720I have not heard of
1%2%3%2%1%1%2%4%T2%-2%1%2%3%1%2%2%3%2%2%2%this

5839448569801591681641788189151329342170473515186481326993NET: Heard of
99%98%97%98%99%99%98%96%98%100%98%99%98%97%99%98%98%97%98%98%98%m

4934345259681381461521737281129286325153422467167430297893NET: Know at least a
83%85%91%Tst83%84%86%85%89%95%Tmnopq90%89%84%85%92%Thi89%87%89%87%88%89%88%hslittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 99
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

14921370805915481527313142441051488156978178184363I know a lot
33%38%Tr31%34%27%45%Trstuv28%32%31%37%22%33%49%Tkl22%31%35%g48%Tefg54%31%43%Tb36%bfgklr

239291124115136155162353439383999438154244877316213530I know a little
52%52%q56%q49%63%Tqsuv46%58%47%61%52%62%j54%Tj43%62%d54%d54%d43%46%54%50%52%djq

53462330163047683977139374013-722899I have heard of this
12%8%10%13%7%9%14%14%7%10%15%j11%6%15%d13%Td9%6%-12%Ta6%10%ajubut don't know anything

1465951-311611551695-16520I have not heard of
3%qu1%q2%q4%qu3%qu*-6%1%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%2%-3%1%2%quthis

441551216225211340284585835617202126128044019715565425993NET: Heard of
97%99%Trsv98%96%97%100%Trstuv100%94%99%98%99%98%98%99%98%98%98%100%97%99%98%

388504193195195309243879752526431995224340018415494397893NET: Know at least a
85%91%Tsv87%83%90%s91%Tsv86%80%92%88%84%87%92%84%85%89%91%100%85%92%Tb88%bfsvlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 100
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

453121634578527262028324610711413810310910660727363I know a lot
23%40%Tt11%40%Tr49%Tk41%55%Tk39%61%Tk33%36%36%42%Tf36%33%41%Tb39%33%31%28%36%krt

1203888843867517341145934916112321517212114010712813530I know a little
61%Ts50%63%Tq51%42%40%36%51%34%54%Tlnp51%54%45%55%h54%h46%52%59%e55%51%52%ehlnpq

s

295834631215528771263327313221827399I have heard of this
15%Ts8%24%Tq7%8%11%9%8%5%10%10%9%12%g7%10%12%c8%5%12%c10%10%cgqsbut don't know anything

31421721-1-1917328102257320I have not heard of
1%2%2%2%1%8%-2%-2%3%1%1%2%3%h1%1%3%3%e11%2%ehthis

1937581388461571149643382966629327037930626226717622723993NET: Heard of
99%98%98%98%99%92%100%98%100%98%97%99%99%Tf98%97%99%Tb99%97%97%89%98%

1657001047831451044593174259526723735327523024616720020893NET: Know at least a
84%91%Tt74%91%Tr91%81%91%91%95%88%87%90%87%91%T87%87%91%b92%b85%79%88%rlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 101
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

1092169353228317-363363I know a lot
31%41%Th31%44%T43%T52%Tde-39%Tb36%bh

18527419426294290-530530I know a little
52%52%69%53%c55%c47%-57%Tb52%bc

5033-16128643699I have heard of this
14%Tg6%-2%c2%c1%80%Ta4%10%acdegbut don't know anything

104-32116520I have not heard of
3%g1%-***20%Ta1%2%acdegthis

3445232879553461564929993NET: Heard of
97%99%Th100%100%T100%T100%T80%99%Tb98%b

29449028779522607-893893NET: Know at least a
83%93%Th100%98%T97%T99%Tde-96%Tb88%bhlittle
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 102
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

1210615715234149426031303790102611281636314286291I know a lot
21%26%32%21%28%25%29%24%33%q39%moq33%24%27%29%36%i26%31%33%29%26%29%

321952253839788381733947771621548623624175228176479I know a little
54%49%45%54%l48%48%48%47%40%48%52%50%48%44%50%49%46%39%47%53%Tc47%cl

106679111530243333118285466188480388444166I have heard of this
17%17%16%15%18%18%14%19%18%13%9%18%16%19%f11%17%15%20%17%13%16%but don't know anything

534377413151516-61128316364115362778I have not heard of
8%8%7%11%k5%k8%k9%k9%k9%k-7%k7%8%9%4%7%8%8%7%8%8%kthis

5436846163771481561561668184142307322165448483176454306935NET: Heard of
92%92%93%89%95%92%91%91%91%100%Tjlmno93%93%92%91%96%93%92%92%93%92%92%

pq

4430138252621181321231337077114252256147364404138370262770NET: Know at least a
75%75%77%74%77%73%77%72%73%87%Tlmoq84%75%75%73%86%Tghi75%77%72%75%79%76%little
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Table 103
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

114176526245131472325617196781764132716138153291I know a lot
25%32%Trtv24%27%21%39%Trstuv14%16%27%30%To28%27%36%Tk28%22%29%f35%Tf43%24%36%Tb29%bfkorv

210267961151181491620453972835110028140211929266210479I know a little
46%48%q43%49%54%Tqtuv44%58%41%52%47%45%48%46%45%49%47%45%57%46%49%47%

84825034394361214133141242714566827-11353166I have heard of this
18%qs15%23%Tqsuv14%18%13%21%26%17%16%23%j17%13%23%20%15%14%-19%Ta12%16%aqbut don't know anything

46312324151628364264112263811-651378I have not heard of
10%Tqu6%10%qu10%qu7%5%7%17%Tmn4%8%4%9%T5%4%9%9%6%-11%Ta3%8%aquthis

409525199210202324264083787596712055926041119015516417935NET: Heard of
90%94%Tstv90%90%93%95%Tstv93%83%96%o92%o96%91%95%96%91%91%94%100%89%97%Tb92%bkov

325444148177163281202769654455471784520434316315404364770NET: Know at least a
71%80%Trtv67%75%75%83%Trstuv72%57%79%o77%o73%74%82%Tk73%71%76%81%f100%69%85%Tb76%bfotvlittle
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Table 104
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

3924918272685222417222185999110986908352529291I know a lot
20%32%Tt13%32%Tr43%Tk43%46%Tk37%51%Tk26%27%33%T34%T28%27%34%Tb31%b29%22%35%29%bkrt

973626241559417289415329133130181145126121821188479I know a little
50%47%44%48%37%34%35%43%29%49%Tlp48%45%48%47%46%48%45%46%50%33%47%lp

461074511723169714211344346758314637405166I have heard of this
23%Ts14%32%Tq14%14%10%13%14%20%17%17%15%13%17%18%12%17%21%e17%18%16%ehqsbut don't know anything

145515599234-6956201630271620925478I have not heard of
7%7%11%7%5%13%6%6%-8%8%7%6%8%9%6%7%5%11%c15%8%qthis

1827181248041501046613377962727625535728924725017221022935NET: Heard of
93%93%89%93%T95%87%94%94%100%92%92%93%94%92%91%94%93%95%b89%85%92%

13661180687127940522663751423222129023121620413517017770NET: Know at least a
69%79%Tt57%80%Tr80%76%81%80%80%75%75%78%81%Tf75%73%82%Tb76%74%72%68%76%rtlittle
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Table 105
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

831839280173251-291291I know a lot
23%35%Th32%35%Td32%T41%Tde-31%Tb29%bh

17323519397283296-479479I know a little
49%45%68%50%T53%Tce48%-51%Tb47%b

6677-89565348118166I have heard of this
19%15%-11%c10%9%60%Ta13%16%acdebut don't know anything

3332-332416324678I have not heard of
9%6%-4%c5%c3%40%Ta5%8%acdegthis

3214952876551260048888935NET: Heard of
91%94%T100%96%T95%T97%Tde60%95%Tb92%b

25641928676456547-770770NET: Know at least a
72%79%Th100%85%T85%T89%Tde-82%Tb76%blittle
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Table 106
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

675149614303246542633206299581081324211781240I know a lot
10%19%30%Tst9%18%19%q18%q27%q30%nopq32%nopq36%Tnopq13%18%28%Thi34%Thi22%25%22%24%24%24%hiqst

291922253538818271864038751651577822724484238153475I know a little
50%48%45%49%47%50%48%41%47%50%42%49%49%44%46%47%47%44%49%46%47%

1910275232439403226111446805825106104459966210I have heard of this
33%Tr26%Tr15%32%Tjklm29%Tjkl24%l23%l19%14%14%16%30%Tfg24%fg16%15%22%20%23%20%20%21%glrbut don't know anything

4324875111823164612283910444420363388I have not heard of
7%8%10%10%6%7%10%13%Tko9%5%7%8%8%11%6%9%8%10%7%10%9%this

5436944964761511541491667785142307315162440480171454300925NET: Heard of
93%92%90%90%94%93%m90%87%91%95%m93%92%92%89%94%91%92%90%93%90%91%m

352673744152111114116140667195227256137335376126355234715NET: Know at least a
60%67%75%Tst58%65%69%66%68%77%Tnpq82%Tmnopq78%q62%68%73%i80%Thi69%72%66%72%70%71%iqstlittle
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Table 107
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

901503951401105619210915278948105717108131240I know a lot
20%27%Trtv18%22%18%32%Trstuv18%13%22%25%15%21%36%Tkl15%17%23%f35%Tefg48%19%31%Tb24%bfkrtv

216258102114114144152537398283529528135217888273200475I know a little
47%46%q46%49%53%Tqu42%55%53%43%47%45%48%44%45%47%48%43%52%47%47%47%q

98112524641716823173201642620758826-13674210I have heard of this
22%20%23%20%19%21%21%16%27%20%32%Tj22%Tj12%32%Tde26%Tde20%13%-23%Ta17%21%adjbut don't know anything

51372923211629771567175274017-642488I have not heard of
11%Tqu7%q13%Tqu10%q10%qu5%6%19%Tm8%8%7%9%8%7%10%9%8%-11%Ta6%9%aquthis

404520193211195325263979780576682005725841018515517405925NET: Heard of
89%93%Trtv87%90%90%95%Trstuv94%81%92%92%o93%91%92%93%90%91%92%100%89%94%Tb91%botv

306408141165154254203156608375041733718332215815381332715NET: Know at least a
67%73%Ttv64%70%71%75%Ttv73%65%65%71%61%69%80%Tkl61%64%72%f79%Tfg100%66%77%Tb71%bfktlittle
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Table 108
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

26210923145113171519416764799364776143505240I know a lot
13%27%Tt6%27%Tr28%7%26%26%45%Tkp23%24%22%29%Tf24%20%29%T23%24%21%18%24%rt

8737560411756223893953041511161791571121358411111475I know a little
44%49%43%48%47%l50%44%58%lp28%47%l45%51%43%46%50%42%50%46%47%41%47%jl

65127531522911010918115451578461565141486210I have heard of this
33%Ts16%38%Tq18%18%8%20%15%27%21%23%T17%21%22%19%21%19%22%20%25%21%qsbut don't know anything

1961187010451-78573119313419211426488I have not heard of
10%8%13%8%6%m36%10%1%-9%m8%10%7%8%11%7%8%8%11%16%9%mthis

177712122794149844643377062526525335628224424816720922925NET: Heard of
90%92%87%92%94%64%90%99%Tkp100%91%92%90%93%92%89%93%92%92%89%84%91%

11258569642120734552458947121519527222218819712716115715NET: Know at least a
57%76%Tt49%74%Tr76%57%70%84%Tkp73%69%69%72%72%70%70%71%73%70%69%60%71%rtlittle
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Table 109
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

731406234145219-240240I know a lot
21%27%Th23%29%T27%T36%Tde-26%Tb24%b

16426321408297296-475475I know a little
46%50%T77%51%Tc55%Tce48%-51%Tb47%b

8289-116707453157210I have heard of this
23%g17%-15%c13%12%66%Ta17%21%acdegbut don't know anything

3535-402527276288I have not heard of
10%7%-5%5%4%34%Ta7%9%acdegthis

3194932875851158953872925NET: Heard of
90%93%T100%95%T95%T96%T66%93%Tb91%b

23740428642442515-715715NET: Know at least a
67%77%Th100%80%T82%Te84%Te-77%Tb71%blittle
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Table 110
Q10. How much do you know about the following types of tools or controls that help protect your child when online (whether you use them or not)?
Base: All respondents
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Content filters
ParentalApps that canprovided byContent filters

controls orbe installed onyour mobileprovided by
settings ona child'snetworkyour internet

individual appsdevice tooperator whereservice
that can beApps that canactivelySettings oncertainprovider, where

used tobe installed onrestrict accesssearch engineswebsites arethe filterParent control
restrict ora child's phoneto content oror websites toblocked unlessapplies to ALLParent controlssoftware you
monitor awhich monitormanage theirrestrict accessyou contact thethe devicesbuilt into thecan set up on a

child's use ofthe apps theyuse of thetonetwork andusing your homedevice softwareparticular
NET: ContentNET: Parentthat specificuse and for howdevice and/orinappropriateprove you arebroadbandby thedevice used to

NET: AppsFiltersControlsapplongappsonline content18 or overservicemanufacturergo online

709771892766609628755661699736701Unweighted base

715770893769617633755658698739703Weighted base

679737853734585602722632668704670Effective base

446517703516363370532386435499418NET: Used
62%67%79%67%59%59%70%59%62%68%60%

272346471299208204315222278288217I currently use this
38%45%53%39%34%32%42%34%40%39%31%for this child

173170233218155167217164157212202I have used this in
24%22%26%28%25%26%29%25%22%29%29%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

254235174234236248205247241217268I have never used this
36%31%20%30%38%39%27%38%35%29%38%for this child

1618151919141725222316Don't know
2%2%2%2%3%2%2%4%3%3%2%
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Table 111
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

86913261228333347253118628155921244110867217Parent control software
20%26%37%Tst13%23%26%q28%q30%q35%q41%pq44%Topq18%28%i33%i43%Thi28%33%33%32%28%31%iqsyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

71021696134151406735332093107671231645915672288Parent controls built
16%37%t44%Tt14%22%38%pq43%pq32%q46%mpq57%Tmopq47%pq19%41%i39%i52%Tgi36%42%44%a43%Ta30%39%aipqtinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

111121421219395940493327319989591241546113582278Content filters
28%41%41%28%34%36%48%Tmq35%39%55%Tmopq40%31%43%i37%47%i38%42%49%Ta41%34%40%aiqprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

89210871740453038172824856745951284410771222Content filters
20%36%t33%17%31%38%q42%mq28%33%q29%43%q24%40%Ti31%36%30%37%e38%33%32%34%eiqtprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

71071869154647497341332495122741451676615297315Settings on search
16%36%t49%Tst19%25%38%q38%q40%pq51%Topq59%Tmnopq48%pq22%39%i46%i54%Thi40%43%47%41%39%42%ipqstengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Table 112
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

3591363927253057252712538752851173610364204Apps that can be
9%25%t41%Tst9%20%28%q25%q28%q47%Tmnopq42%npq41%pq15%27%i38%Thi42%Thi28%36%32%33%32%32%ehipqsinstalled on a child's

tdevice to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

36813111025353154242811608552821263610567208Apps that can be
10%30%t40%Tst5%22%q27%q33%q31%q43%Topq40%q50%Tmopq15%30%i38%i45%Thi29%38%Te33%33%34%34%eiqtinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

494193593741626937371480131741411565415491299Parental controls or
11%31%t49%Tst11%17%30%q33%pq46%nopq47%Tnopq59%Tnopq51%nopq14%32%i47%Thi55%Thi38%39%38%41%36%39%hiopqssettings on individual

tapps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

11159285122162738210456583313718711321225692243135471NET: Parent Controls
23%46%t63%Tst21%31%45%pq50%pq54%pq61%Topq77%Tlmnop71%Tmnopq26%48%i57%Thi74%Tghi50%55%55%a57%Ta46%53%ahiopq

qst

121421751524556848633636391241117215519072166108346NET: Content Filters
27%47%t46%t29%39%47%q51%q39%47%q52%q47%q34%49%i43%49%i43%47%52%a45%41%45%iqt

4831764123439427233351674115681131584913786272NET: Apps
11%31%t47%Tst10%23%30%q34%q36%q52%Tmnopq50%nopq49%opq17%32%i45%Thi50%Thi34%42%Te39%39%37%38%ehiopq

st
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Table 112
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

761403541411009320185914662944102575109108217Parent control software
25%35%Ttv24%26%29%38%Tstv43%11%35%31%22%29%39%Tkl22%24%32%f40%Tfg32%29%33%31%fvyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

1101785357671111192124714203701467136646154132288Parent controls built
34%42%Tv34%35%41%43%v57%30%32%40%35%38%42%35%36%40%41%49%38%40%39%into the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

107171456258113842324319189711972116638132147278Content filters
36%43%33%39%39%45%Tt41%20%37%41%43%38%46%43%39%37%44%61%36%44%Tb40%bprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

951264253428477211861115061115990547102120222Content filters
35%33%34%35%31%34%45%31%36%33%28%32%40%28%34%31%40%49%31%37%34%provided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

129185547558127982827014207941468139895161153315Settings on search
40%43%r36%43%35%48%Trtu52%24%45%42%o35%38%55%Tkl35%33%41%56%Tefg39%39%45%42%fkorengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

721323041478586181713132683478563510796204Apps that can be
27%36%Ttv25%30%34%37%Ttv44%24%36%32%11%29%l45%Tkl11%29%g30%g46%Tefg32%32%32%32%gklvinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 113
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

811274040379156171801113068114387617103105208Apps that can be
30%36%r32%29%29%41%Trsuv29%26%34%34%33%30%46%Tk33%27%31%44%Tef59%31%37%34%fkinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

127172586964108892525713198871371127807154145299Parental controls or
39%39%35%42%37%41%35%29%38%40%29%36%52%Tkl29%34%37%52%Tefg55%36%42%39%ksettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

186284861009818615154140020328122201082201157242227471NET: Parent Controls
48%56%Trtv45%51%50%60%Trtuv61%39%52%53%39%51%61%Tkl39%45%55%fg62%Tfg49%49%57%Tb53%bfgltv

1402056476711349930299202378920881497911164182346NET: Content Filters
43%46%43%43%44%48%44%33%43%46%44%43%50%44%43%43%48%72%41%50%Tb45%b

98174465256119982123511177851158119787138134272NET: Apps
32%43%Trsv33%31%36%47%Trstuv44%25%38%39%28%35%49%Tkl28%32%37%49%Tefg48%36%40%38%fkv
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Table 113
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

29185920643211181317114858737565735632466217Parent control software
26%32%14%33%Tr38%46%32%35%52%29%32%27%37%Tg28%31%38%Tc31%25%29%36%31%ryou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

492311627037191511249190908310788828449575288Parent controls built
40%39%27%40%r32%21%25%31%49%40%38%41%42%37%39%43%43%35%34%36%39%rinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

432302125548212211322718881929583917245565278Content filters
40%40%31%41%43%34%35%45%53%39%41%37%46%Tg36%40%46%T38%37%37%33%40%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

31188142074111715817815260628770616041525222Content filters
27%36%22%35%r39%19%50%Tk34%41%32%34%31%31%36%36%32%35%37%37%27%34%rprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

39269162985221423142592109289111107889157675315Settings on search
32%44%Tt22%44%Tr44%23%37%46%55%41%42%40%43%38%47%43%43%44%39%30%42%rtengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 114
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

211821019336-9171016413859567863555438473204Apps that can be
24%34%T18%34%Tr36%-33%35%50%31%33%30%32%34%31%32%33%34%33%19%32%rinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

251801019834110131017114457608163596232455208Apps that can be
29%35%21%35%Tr33%30%33%27%46%34%36%30%36%34%33%36%36%28%33%47%34%installed on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

33260122845521921132422028675113101748854686299Parental controls or
25%42%Tt16%41%Tr45%27%52%42%47%38%39%37%38%37%42%38%41%38%39%37%39%rtsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

7438629439813263220387316139137170150136133791046471NET: Parent Controls
45%55%Tt28%56%Tr56%34%58%53%64%52%53%52%58%Tg48%55%59%Tc54%47%52%30%53%grt

56283283166642226142772351001041271061039260766346NET: Content Filters
41%46%35%46%52%39%55%50%54%44%46%43%47%44%46%48%45%45%44%34%45%

3323615257451102014222188748010680787647605272NET: Apps
29%40%Tt22%40%Tr38%17%30%36%58%38%40%34%41%39%36%41%38%37%37%35%38%rt
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 114
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

65129-21798217-217217Parent control software
28%33%-34%Td23%43%Tde-31%31%dyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

88174-288127288-288288Parent controls built
36%42%-43%Td28%54%Tde-39%39%dinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

80169-278136278-278278Content filters
36%43%T-45%Td33%55%Tde-40%40%dprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

60137-222108222-222222Content filters
28%38%Th-38%Td27%46%Tde-34%34%dhprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

84203-315151315-315315Settings on search
35%47%Th-47%Td33%59%Tde-42%42%dhengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Table 115
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

57130-20496204-204204Apps that can be
28%36%T-35%Td25%43%Tde-32%32%dinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

56131-208102208-208208Apps that can be
27%37%Th-37%Td27%46%Tde-34%34%dhinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

87187-299144299-299299Parental controls or
37%42%T-44%Td32%55%Tde-39%39%dsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

144282-471258471-471471NET: Parent Controls
49%57%Th-60%Td49%77%Tde-53%53%d

98211-346191346-346346NET: Content Filters
38%51%Th-51%Td42%63%Tde-45%45%dh

76169-272145272-272272NET: Apps
32%42%Th-42%Td33%53%Tde-38%38%dh
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Table 115
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Currently use

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

13839116203433283417193667633695107339276202Parent control software
32%31%26%34%38%33%28%25%26%28%27%35%g30%26%27%30%28%27%27%32%29%you can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

1679101162526383336152341646938891212910776212Parent controls built
40%r29%26%34%42%Tklmo24%32%26%25%24%33%39%Tgh28%25%29%26%31%22%29%32%c29%into the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

1164691118322021291016295250267483227263157Content filters
28%24%20%25%32%mn29%n17%19%23%17%24%29%22%21%21%23%22%18%22%26%22%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

125688815242128311917244659357984277959164Content filters
30%22%27%18%28%23%19%27%27%31%26%24%21%27%28%25%25%23%24%27%25%provided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

1890971723363735311921407365391061113510875217Settings on search
42%Tr31%26%35%l40%Tl30%30%28%22%27%30%37%Tg30%25%29%29%28%25%29%30%29%lengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Table 116
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

96484713243131261618205657347888239054167Apps that can be
28%28%25%19%28%25%32%29%21%27%28%24%28%25%27%26%27%20%28%27%26%installed on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

66180412292627251716165551327678257950155Apps that can be
21%26%25%14%28%32%lq24%27%19%27%28%21%28%23%28%27%23%23%25%26%25%installed on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

11103891622453833311221388364321061124511360218Parental controls or
29%34%Tr23%35%kl42%Tklm36%Tklm30%24%22%19%29%38%Tfg33%Tg23%24%29%28%31%30%24%28%grsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

21105862731414331301216598462281121204310090233NET: Parent Controls
44%Trs31%Tr19%46%Tjklmn45%Tjklmn30%l30%l20%18%17%20%46%Tfgh29%fg19%18%26%26%26%23%30%Tb26%fglr

oo

1366791319292423301419325353327892278262170NET: Content Filters
29%22%21%24%32%Tmn25%18%19%22%20%24%28%21%21%22%22%23%19%22%24%22%

107084913323032211817226353359181239358173NET: Apps
29%26%23%22%25%29%l26%l28%l15%28%l24%23%28%21%26%27%22%18%26%25%24%l
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 116
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

94108454937715819171131315813488450899102202Parent control software
32%27%31%32%26%27%23%28%34%29%33%26%36%Tk33%26%26%35%51%27%31%29%kyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

971154353466951024172111435711499451611399212Parent controls built
30%27%28%32%28%27%26%37%37%28%28%27%34%28%27%27%32%51%28%30%29%into the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

6889353333563413137910643940663948473157Content filters
23%22%26%20%22%22%16%16%22%23%20%21%28%20%22%21%27%29%23%22%22%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

719340323162-41614411102511135674657886164Content filters
26%24%32%21%23%25%-16%27%26%28%22%33%Tk28%20%23%33%Tef34%23%27%25%kprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

971214848497141018185111574911609844512790217Settings on search
30%28%33%28%29%27%22%33%28%29%28%29%29%28%29%29%28%39%31%27%29%engines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

769138382764251314712105501231744467393167Apps that can be
29%r25%31%r27%19%28%11%19%25%27%38%23%33%k38%f19%26%32%f40%22%31%Tb26%bfkrinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 117
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

748129442755261413369851629694747679155Apps that can be
28%23%23%32%21%25%9%25%29%25%20%22%34%Tk20%18%25%35%Tef31%23%28%25%fkinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

9112753384285613231761116245116010242312592218Parental controls or
28%29%32%23%24%32%27%41%35%27%24%29%27%24%28%29%27%25%29%27%28%settings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

11012362485271617261841117349117210141814192233NET: Parent Controls
28%24%32%q25%27%23%24%43%Tm33%25%22%27%24%22%30%25%22%51%29%23%26%m

68102353338642419146911447941734439080170NET: Content Filters
21%23%24%19%23%23%10%13%28%22%21%21%27%21%20%21%27%19%22%22%22%

878638492957371514810107571035715258686173NET: Apps
28%ru21%27%30%ru19%22%13%24%27%24%26%21%33%Tk26%19%22%33%Tef34%23%26%24%ku
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 117
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

37160211783521118416512270439157396145425202Parent control software
33%28%32%28%31%36%33%36%16%28%26%33%22%34%Th27%20%34%e34%e27%27%29%ehyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

3417816196361821517413568508870475841594212Parent controls built
27%30%27%29%32%23%23%43%Tkp23%28%27%31%25%31%31%24%29%30%35%e24%29%into the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

261311414329181541269455416346393931392157Content filters
23%23%21%23%26%10%25%33%17%22%20%25%20%24%22%20%21%25%25%14%22%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

3013217146275412613610257446249435024354164Content filters
27%25%26%25%26%n70%11%28%31%25%23%30%22%26%25%22%29%22%25%24%25%provided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

39175261914141416617613278549162526440447217Settings on search
32%29%37%28%34%59%38%33%25%28%26%34%Tj26%31%27%25%31%31%26%47%29%jengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 118
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

2314111154301620413610552466846455029353167Apps that can be
27%27%20%27%30%14%21%41%Tkp19%26%25%27%26%30%23%26%30%26%25%17%26%installed on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

22131121413316225121955147594245383134-155Apps that can be
25%25%25%25%32%16%21%46%Tkp21%24%24%27%28%25%22%28%22%27%25%-25%installed on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

43173271903721018717913772607970596633465218Parental controls or
33%28%36%28%30%21%26%37%26%28%27%31%30%26%29%30%31%24%26%31%28%settings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

531754119139213195192140824510277417348549233NET: Parent Controls
32%25%39%Tq24%27%24%29%33%16%26%24%31%Tj19%29%h28%h18%30%e28%e27%e45%26%ehjq

2913917153274513514210457456651444530403170NET: Content Filters
22%23%21%22%21%40%12%25%20%22%20%25%21%23%22%21%22%22%24%16%22%

2814114156341822413810459447348415135361173NET: Apps
25%24%20%24%28%9%23%40%Tkp15%23%22%28%23%27%22%22%26%28%23%8%24%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 118
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

71108-202202123-202202Parent control software
30%28%-32%Tc48%Tce24%-29%29%cyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

71119-212212125-212212Parent controls built
29%29%-32%Tc47%Tce23%-29%29%cinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

5092-15715788-157157Content filters
23%24%-25%Tc38%Tce17%-22%22%cprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

6288-164164109-164164Content filters
29%24%-28%Tc41%Tce23%-25%25%cprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

64128-217217120-217217Settings on search
27%30%-32%Tc48%Tce23%-29%29%cengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 119
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

6391-167167107-167167Apps that can be
31%25%-29%Tc43%Tce23%-26%26%cinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

5489-155155106-155155Apps that can be
27%25%-28%Tc41%Tce23%-25%25%installed on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

59135-218218131-218218Parental controls or
25%30%-32%Tc48%Tce24%-28%28%csettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

73136-23323381-233233NET: Parent Controls
25%28%-30%Tc45%Tce13%-26%26%c

6389-17017087-170170NET: Content Filters
24%21%-25%Tc37%Tce16%-22%22%c

6993-173173102-173173NET: Apps
29%T23%-27%Tc39%Tce20%-24%24%c
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 119
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - Prevously used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

211522232233626662824150541301439118723075201143418Parent control software
53%57%63%47%61%59%56%55%61%69%q71%q53%58%58%70%Tghi58%61%60%59%60%60%qyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

23181270223867897310450556115717610521228588263148499Parent controls built
56%66%71%t48%65%61%75%moq57%71%mq81%Tmopq80%moq58%68%i65%81%Tghi62%73%Te66%72%Ta62%68%aeimqinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

221762112436708061784342601511398519823784207144435Content filters
56%64%61%53%66%65%65%53%62%73%mq63%60%65%58%68%61%64%66%62%61%62%mprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

201491971632646658693644481311268117421271185130386Content filters
50%58%60%35%59%q61%q61%q55%q61%q59%q69%q48%61%i58%64%i55%62%62%58%59%59%iqprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

241972832638838384103595464168187113252278101259172532Settings on search
58%67%75%Tst54%66%68%68%69%72%q87%Tlmnop78%q60%68%71%i83%Tghi70%71%72%71%69%70%iqtengines or websites to

qrestrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 120
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

121232191022515661834144321091448516320560193118370Apps that can be
37%53%66%Tst28%48%q53%q56%q57%q68%Topq69%opq69%pq38%55%i63%i69%Thi54%62%52%61%58%59%eiqstinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

8129211522546057794144271161368415820462184117363Apps that can be
30%56%t65%Tst19%49%q59%q57%q58%q62%q67%q79%Tmnopq36%58%i60%i73%Tghi56%62%57%59%60%59%iqtinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

16197282213282799510049575216319510624626898267152516Parental controls or
40%66%t72%Tt45%59%66%q62%q70%q69%q78%npq79%npq52%64%i69%i79%Thi67%67%69%71%Ta61%67%aiqtsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

322643714052103116113135687492221248142324376135344225703NET: Parent Controls
67%77%82%Tt67%76%75%80%q74%78%94%Tlmnop91%Tlmopq72%77%76%92%Tghi77%81%81%80%76%79%iqt

q

2520825428438592719350547117716410423428299248170517NET: Content Filters
56%69%66%53%70%q71%mq69%q58%70%q71%q71%q62%70%64%71%64%70%72%67%65%67%mq

1415426113256669749451523813616810320423972230143446NET: Apps
40%58%t70%Tst31%48%59%q60%q64%pq67%pq78%Tnopq74%pq40%60%i66%i76%Thi61%64%57%65%61%62%ipqst
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 120
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

17024881907717114103835622277120229218510712208210418Parent control software
57%61%r56%58%55%65%Tru66%38%68%59%55%55%76%Tkl55%49%58%75%Tefg82%56%63%60%bfkyou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

20629396110113179161945419253471272511723011512267231499Parent controls built
65%70%63%67%69%70%83%66%68%67%63%66%75%Tk63%63%67%73%100%66%69%68%into the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

17526081949117011836380272941142711218210212215220435Content filters
59%65%59%59%61%67%T57%35%59%64%T63%59%73%Tk63%61%58%72%Tef90%59%66%62%ekprovided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

1662198284741457113733122252112229515710012180206386Content filters
61%57%66%56%54%59%45%47%63%59%56%54%74%Tkl56%54%54%73%Tefg82%54%64%Tb59%bekprovided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

22630610212410719913184545526364142261282361339288243532Settings on search
70%71%r69%71%64%75%Tru74%57%73%71%63%67%84%Tkl63%62%70%84%Tefg78%70%72%70%fkrengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)

14722368797414910113131815237118157815810711180189370Apps that can be
56%61%r55%56%53%65%Tru55%42%61%59%49%53%77%Tkl49%49%55%78%Tefg71%54%63%Tb59%bfkinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 121
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1542097085631457133131317228119177115610811179185363Apps that can be
58%60%r55%61%50%66%Tru38%51%62%60%54%52%80%Tkl54%45%56%f79%Tefg89%54%64%Tb59%bfkrinstalled on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

217299110107106193142248433243601322413122912211278237516Parental controls or
66%68%r68%64%61%73%Tru62%70%73%67%53%65%79%Tkl53%63%66%79%Tefg80%66%69%67%gklrsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

296407148148150257203167585325011703218132015515383319703NET: Parent Controls
76%81%77%76%77%83%Tv85%82%85%78%61%78%l86%Tkl61%75%g80%g85%Tfg100%78%80%79%gl

208307100109109199111349445293511372912922112314254262517NET: Content Filters
64%69%67%62%67%71%54%46%71%68%65%64%77%Tk65%63%65%76%Tef91%63%72%Tb67%bk

185261841008517611153638320284142209319112912225220446NET: Apps
60%64%r60%61%55%69%Truv57%48%64%63%54%56%82%Tkl54%51%59%82%Tefg83%59%66%Tb62%bfkr
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 121
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

6634531384783223616335270128117166122112117778811418Parent control software
60%60%47%61%r69%Tk81%65%71%68%58%58%60%58%61%58%58%65%59%56%63%60%kryou can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

8340932466733173717423324158133195158129142901169499Parent controls built
67%68%54%69%Tr64%n43%49%75%n72%68%n65%72%67%68%69%67%72%65%68%60%68%nrinto the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

693613539877320361835328213713315812913011176957435Content filters
63%63%53%63%69%44%60%78%Tk70%61%61%62%66%59%62%66%59%62%62%47%62%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

613203035369620281531425311710614911910411065879386Content filters
54%60%48%60%65%89%61%61%72%57%57%61%54%62%61%54%64%59%61%50%59%provided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

78444424899362739204343421691442011691391569711112532Settings on search
64%73%T59%72%Tr78%Tk82%75%79%80%69%68%75%69%69%74%69%74%74%65%77%70%jkrengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 122
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

44322213476611536142992431111031461109910467825370Apps that can be
51%61%T39%60%Tr66%14%55%76%Tk68%57%59%57%58%63%55%57%64%59%57%36%59%rinstalled on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

473112233967216351529223910810614010510410062805363Apps that can be
54%60%46%60%T65%46%54%73%k66%57%59%56%63%59%55%64%58%56%58%47%59%installed on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

76433394749232939214213391581361921711321538711411516Parental controls or
58%70%Tt52%69%Tr75%Tk48%78%78%73%65%66%67%68%64%70%68%71%62%65%68%67%krtsettings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

12756170630120638512557945622118227322717720612615715703NET: Parent Controls
77%80%67%80%Tr83%58%87%86%80%78%77%83%j77%77%83%77%84%Tc75%79%76%79%jr

8542245470937273919419339157150192157147137901169517NET: Content Filters
63%69%T56%68%r73%79%68%75%74%66%66%68%68%66%68%68%67%67%68%50%67%r

603772941379218421836129213312417912911912782977446NET: Apps
54%64%Tt42%64%Tr66%26%53%76%Tknp73%61%62%62%63%66%58%63%64%65%60%44%62%rt
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 122
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

136237-418300340-418418Parent control software
58%61%-66%T71%Tce67%T-60%60%you can set up on a

particular device used
to go online (e.g. net
nanny, McAfee
Protection)

160292-499339413-499499Parent controls built
65%71%T-75%T76%T77%Te-68%68%into the device

software by the
manufacturer (e.g.
Windows, Apple,
Samsung, Xbox,
Playstation etc.)

130261-435293367-435435Content filters
58%67%Th-70%T71%T72%Te-62%62%provided by your

internet service
provider (e.g. BT,
TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin
Media), where the
filter applies to ALL
the devices using your
home broadband service
(also known as home
network filtering)

122225-386272331-386386Content filters
57%62%-66%T68%T69%Te-59%59%provided by your mobile

network operator (e.g.
EE, 02, etc.) where
certain websites are
blocked unless you
contact the network and
prove you are 18 or
over

148331-532369434-532532Settings on search
61%77%Th-79%T81%T82%Te-70%70%hengines or websites to

restrict access to
inappropriate online
content (e.g. Google
Safesearch, YouTube
Restricted mode)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 123
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

120221-370262310-370370Apps that can be
58%61%-64%T68%Te66%T-59%59%installed on a child's

device to actively
restrict access to
content or manage their
use of the device and/
or apps

110220-363257315-363363Apps that can be
54%62%T-65%T67%T69%Te-59%59%installed on a child's

phone which monitor the
apps they use and for
how long

146322-516362430-516516Parental controls or
63%72%Th-76%T79%Te79%Te-67%67%settings on individual

apps that can be used
to restrict or monitor
a child's use of that
specific app

218418-703491551-703703NET: Parent Controls
74%85%Th-90%T94%Tce91%T-79%79%h

161301-517361433-517517NET: Content Filters
63%72%Th-76%T79%Te79%Te-67%67%

145262-446318374-446446NET: Apps
61%65%-69%T72%Te73%Te-62%62%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 123
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child seletced], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Summary table - NET: Used

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5428831065651201171061225349132239228102344353123343235701Unweighted base

4026735546541051181121346070*102225246130323376125340238703Weighted base

532813016464118115104120524812923422499330338118329223670Effective base

211522232233626662824150541301439118723075201143418NET: Used
53%57%63%47%61%59%56%55%61%69%q71%q53%58%58%70%Tghi58%61%60%59%60%60%q

86913261228333347253118628155921244110867217I currently use this
20%26%37%Tst13%23%26%q28%q30%q35%q41%pq44%Topq18%28%i33%i43%Thi28%33%33%32%28%31%iqsfor this child

13839116203433283417193667633695107339276202I have used this in
32%31%26%34%38%33%28%25%26%28%27%35%g30%26%27%30%28%27%27%32%29%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

181091232220424949481917449297351311344613191268I have never used this
45%41%35%48%j38%40%41%j44%j36%31%24%44%f41%f39%f27%41%36%37%38%38%38%fjfor this child

159211314-3345351149316Don't know
2%2%3%5%1%1%3%1%3%-5%3%2%2%3%1%3%3%3%1%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 124
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

257444123134158286212756597465151404620131412911373328701Unweighted base

29940314515414126220**27**5659940*50515840*18631914315**371331703Weighted base

250430119131153277202654570444941354419430212511358312670Effective base

17024881907717114103835622277120229218510712208210418NET: Used
57%61%r56%58%55%65%Tru66%38%68%59%55%55%76%Tkl55%49%58%75%Tefg82%56%63%60%bfk

761403541411009320185914662944102575109108217I currently use this
25%35%Ttv24%26%29%38%Tstv43%11%35%31%22%29%39%Tkl22%24%32%f40%Tfg32%29%33%31%fvfor this child

94108454937715819171131315813488450899102202I have used this in
32%27%31%32%26%27%23%28%34%29%33%26%36%Tk33%26%26%35%51%27%31%29%kthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

119149576261885151823017215371792123343157112268I have never used this
40%37%39%40%43%u34%25%57%32%38%43%j43%Tj23%43%d50%Tde38%d24%18%42%Ta34%38%adjqfor this child

106823421-13113212112-61016Don't know
3%2%5%Tqu1%2%1%9%5%-2%2%3%1%2%1%3%1%-2%3%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 125
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1095736862911236472458246521021525820320817812315017701Unweighted base

1105746663211435*50*24**58346321520027021019318113115717**703Weighted base

1045486460210734452355644420120724719420117011714416670Effective base

663453138478223616335270128117166122112117778811418NET: Used
60%60%47%61%r69%Tk65%71%68%58%58%60%58%61%58%58%65%59%56%63%60%kr

2918592064311181317114858737565735632466217I currently use this
26%32%14%33%Tr38%32%35%52%29%32%27%37%Tg28%31%38%Tc31%25%29%36%31%rfor this child

3716021178351118416512270439157396145425202I have used this in
33%28%32%28%31%33%36%16%28%26%33%22%34%Th27%20%34%e34%e27%27%29%ehthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

4321634233341214823318284809684786150666268I have never used this
40%38%52%Tq37%30%33%27%32%40%Tp39%39%40%36%40%40%34%38%42%37%38%pqfor this child

112115211-141233833343-16Don't know
1%2%2%2%2%2%2%-2%3%1%2%3%2%2%2%3%2%-2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 126
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22539729630424498701701Unweighted base

23439128**634424509703703Weighted base

21537928603405479670670Effective base

136237-418300340418418NET: Used
58%61%-66%T71%Tce67%T60%60%

65129-21798217217217I currently use this
28%33%-34%Td23%43%Tde31%31%dfor this child

71108-202202123202202I have used this in
30%28%-32%Tc48%Tce24%29%29%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

9115028208120164268268I have never used this
39%39%100%33%d28%32%d38%38%cdefor this child

73-8461616Don't know
3%g1%-1%1%1%2%2%cdeg
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 127
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5529733566701251171191335449137244252103364369132366238736Unweighted base

4027538246591101181271466169*106230273130344392133366239739Weighted base

5428932665691231151171315348134239248100349355126352226704Effective base

23181270223867897310450556115717610521228588263148499NET: Used
56%66%71%t48%65%61%75%moq57%71%mq81%Tmopq80%moq58%68%i65%81%Tghi62%73%Te66%72%Ta62%68%aeimq

71021696134151406735332093107671231645915672288I currently use this
16%37%t44%Tt14%22%38%pq43%pq32%q46%mpq57%Tmopq47%pq19%41%i39%i52%Tgi36%42%44%a43%Ta30%39%aipqtfor this child

1679101162526383336152341646938891212910776212I have used this in
40%r29%26%34%42%Tklmo24%32%26%25%24%33%39%Tgh28%25%29%26%31%22%29%32%c29%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

178010523203525494010134361902311898419580217I have never used this
42%Tr29%27%50%Tjklno34%k32%k21%39%Tjkn27%17%18%41%Tfh27%33%f18%34%Td25%31%26%34%b29%bdfknfor this child

11471174531121172139481123Don't know
2%5%Tr2%2%1%6%T4%4%2%2%2%1%5%T3%2%4%2%3%2%5%3%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 128
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

27446213114318327921286562247540149471983421409405329736Unweighted base

31942015316516425620**29**6662540*52917040*18634315712**404333739Weighted base

26744712813917727020276359445519144451913291369389313704Effective base

20629396110113179161945419253471272511723011512267231499NET: Used
65%70%63%67%69%70%83%66%68%67%63%66%75%Tk63%63%67%73%100%66%69%68%

1101785357671111192124714203701467136646154132288I currently use this
34%42%Tv34%35%41%43%v57%30%32%40%35%38%42%35%36%40%41%49%38%40%39%for this child

971154353466951024172111435711499451611399212I have used this in
30%27%28%32%28%27%26%37%37%28%28%27%34%28%27%27%32%51%28%30%29%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

991184752477138211841416835146410435-12690217I have never used this
31%28%31%31%29%28%17%29%32%30%35%j32%Tj21%35%35%d30%22%-31%27%29%djfor this child

14910336-1-2111471597-111223Don't know
4%s2%7%Tqru2%2%2%-5%-3%2%3%4%2%3%3%5%-3%4%3%u
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 129
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1215996067411236462361949821421327821820619513116314736Unweighted base

1245996067711335*49*23**62149721919728922719219813917015**739Weighted base

1165735764510734442259347720520526620919918612615613704Effective base

834093246673173717423324158133195158129142901169499NET: Used
67%68%54%69%Tr64%n49%75%n72%68%n65%72%67%68%69%67%72%65%68%60%68%nr

49231162703791511249190908310788828449575288I currently use this
40%39%27%40%r32%25%31%49%40%38%41%42%37%39%43%43%35%34%36%39%rfor this child

341781619636821517413568508870475841594212I have used this in
27%30%27%29%32%23%43%Tkp23%28%27%31%25%31%31%24%29%30%35%e24%29%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

3617424192331313418315757608364585045485217I have never used this
29%29%41%Tq28%29%38%25%18%30%32%26%30%29%28%30%26%32%28%35%29%for this child

41631875-21516451065646123Don't know
4%3%5%3%7%Tk13%Tkm-9%2%3%2%2%4%3%2%3%3%3%5%3%kq
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 130
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

23841929658449522736736Unweighted base

24641428**664448535739739Weighted base

22840128630429502704704Effective base

160292-499339413499499NET: Used
65%71%T-75%T76%T77%Te68%68%

88174-288127288288288I currently use this
36%42%-43%Td28%54%Tde39%39%dfor this child

71119-212212125212212I have used this in
29%29%-32%Tc47%Tce23%29%29%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

771152815299112217217I have never used this
31%28%100%23%c22%21%29%29%cdefor this child

86-1310102323Don't know
3%1%-2%2%2%3%3%ceg
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 131
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

552963026468122122107115524713224622299345352126335238699Unweighted base

4027334645551081221141265967*100232240126326370126334238698Weighted base

542892946367120120105113514612924121896331337121321226668Effective base

221762112436708061784342601511398519823784207144435NET: Used
56%64%61%53%66%65%65%53%62%73%mq63%60%65%58%68%61%64%66%62%61%62%m

111121421219395940493327319989591241546113582278I currently use this
28%41%41%28%34%36%48%Tmq35%39%55%Tmopq40%31%43%i37%47%i38%42%49%Ta41%34%40%aiqfor this child

1164691118322021291016295250267483227263157I have used this in
28%24%20%25%32%mn29%n17%19%23%17%24%29%22%21%21%23%22%18%22%26%22%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

16891241918334251411521377692361181233911587241I have never used this
41%33%36%43%33%31%35%45%Tko32%25%32%37%33%38%29%36%33%31%34%37%35%for this child

1811214-271335941011412622Don't know
4%3%3%5%n1%4%n-2%6%n2%5%n3%2%4%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 132
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

254444116138167277202362594505131365019931412610363334699Unweighted base

29640213616014925319**23**6259543*50015543*18331714113**363333698Weighted base

247430113134161268192260567484921314819230112210348318668Effective base

17526081949117011836380272941142711218210212215220435NET: Used
59%65%59%59%61%67%T57%35%59%64%T63%59%73%Tk63%61%58%72%Tef90%59%66%62%ek

107171456258113842324319189711972116638132147278I currently use this
36%43%33%39%39%45%Tt41%20%37%41%43%38%46%43%39%37%44%61%36%44%Tb40%bfor this child

6889353333563413137910643940663948473157I have used this in
23%22%26%20%22%22%16%16%22%23%20%21%28%20%22%21%27%29%23%22%22%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

111131476453787132519516189371665123351133107241I have never used this
37%33%34%40%36%31%38%59%41%33%37%38%Tj24%37%36%d39%Td25%10%37%32%35%djmfor this child

1011915611-19-174-6114-15722Don't know
3%s3%6%Tsv1%3%2%5%6%-3%-3%3%-4%3%3%-4%2%3%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 133
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1115707162611034442558346121721625820221018611814715699Unweighted base

1095726663011133*46*25**58245922020126620919618912315315**698Weighted base

1075446859910532422455844120820824719320217711314114668Effective base

69361353987720361835328213713315812913011176957435NET: Used
63%63%53%63%69%60%78%Tk70%61%61%62%66%59%62%66%59%62%62%47%62%

43230212554812211322718881929583917245565278I currently use this
40%40%31%41%43%35%45%53%39%41%37%46%Tg36%40%46%T38%37%37%33%40%for this child

26131141432981541269455416346393931392157I have used this in
23%23%21%23%26%25%33%17%22%20%25%20%24%22%20%21%25%25%14%22%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

391932921231119821016377659773636943547241I have never used this
35%34%44%34%28%32%19%30%36%m35%35%32%37%35%32%36%35%35%48%35%mfor this child

218220431-1815631173944122Don't know
2%3%3%3%3%8%2%-3%3%3%2%4%3%2%5%3%3%5%3%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 134
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

21839829620415499699699Unweighted base

22438928**621411509698698Weighted base

20938028594397479668668Effective base

130261-435293367435435NET: Used
58%67%Th-70%T71%T72%Te62%62%

80169-278136278278278I currently use this
36%43%T-45%Td33%55%Tde40%40%dfor this child

5092-15715788157157I have used this in
23%24%-25%Tc38%Tce17%22%22%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

9111928172110130241241I have never used this
40%Tg31%100%28%c27%26%35%35%cdegfor this child

39-138132222Don't know
1%2%-2%2%2%3%3%de
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 135
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

552762846466119109991035446130229202100336324116325220661Unweighted base

4025432545551051081051136165*100214218126316341115322221658Weighted base

54270276636511710797101534512722519997323310112312208632Effective base

201491971632646658693644481311268117421271185130386NET: Used
50%58%60%35%59%q61%q61%q55%q61%q59%q69%q48%61%i58%64%i55%62%62%58%59%59%iq

89210871740453038172824856745951284410771222I currently use this
20%36%t33%17%31%38%q42%mq28%33%q29%43%q24%40%Ti31%36%30%37%e38%33%32%34%eiqtfor this child

125688815242128311917244659357984277959164I have used this in
30%22%27%18%28%23%19%27%27%31%26%24%21%27%28%25%25%23%24%27%25%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

191001122721384142382217497980401291183912881247I have never used this
48%39%34%60%Tjklmn39%36%38%40%34%37%27%49%Tfgh37%37%32%41%35%34%40%37%38%for this child

op

151721316723341251411691025Don't know
2%2%5%5%1%3%1%5%6%n4%5%3%2%6%4%4%3%5%3%5%4%s
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 136
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

238422107131153269172358563454821344518929312311339321661Unweighted base

27438312515013624716**23**5956039*46715239*17429313715**335322658Weighted base

231408104128148260162256538434631294318228111911325306632Effective base

1662198284741457113733122252112229515710012180206386NET: Used
61%57%66%56%54%59%45%47%63%59%56%54%74%Tkl56%54%54%73%Tefg82%54%64%Tb59%bek

951264253428477211861115061115990547102120222I currently use this
35%33%34%35%31%34%45%31%36%33%28%32%40%28%34%31%40%49%31%37%34%for this child

719340323162-41614411102511135674657886164I have used this in
26%24%32%21%23%25%-16%27%26%28%22%33%Tk28%20%23%33%Tef34%23%27%25%kthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

96151366158937112120816199321673126293144103247I have never used this
35%39%t29%40%42%t38%44%47%35%37%41%j43%Tj21%41%d42%d43%Td21%18%43%Ta32%38%adjtfor this child

1213755821121116816108-111325Don't know
4%3%6%3%3%3%11%6%1%4%2%3%5%2%4%3%6%-3%4%4%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 137
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1155306759210433432155244919121223618920717210513617661Unweighted base

1135296359210533*45*21**54844519219724219619317311014117**658Weighted base

110506645669931412052842918320522518120016410113016632Effective base

61320303536920281531425311710614911910411065879386NET: Used
54%60%48%60%65%61%61%72%57%57%61%54%62%61%54%64%59%61%50%59%

3118814207411715817815260628770616041525222I currently use this
27%36%22%35%r39%50%Tk34%41%32%34%31%31%36%36%32%35%37%37%27%34%rfor this child

301321714627412613610257446249435024354164I have used this in
27%25%26%25%26%n11%28%31%25%23%30%22%26%25%22%29%22%25%24%25%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

5118933214331116521417569878268855342508247I have never used this
45%36%52%Tq36%32%34%36%23%39%39%36%44%Tg34%35%44%Td31%38%35%45%38%dqfor this child

121-25321120176410941045125Don't know
1%4%-4%3%5%2%5%4%4%3%2%4%5%2%6%3%3%5%4%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 138
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

21137529587404473661661Unweighted base

21536528**588402481658658Weighted base

20235828562386455632632Effective base

122225-386272331386386NET: Used
57%62%-66%T68%T69%Te59%59%

60137-222108222222222I currently use this
28%38%Th-38%Td27%46%Tde34%34%dhfor this child

6288-164164109164164I have used this in
29%24%-28%Tc41%Tce23%25%25%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

8813228187121138247247I have never used this
41%36%100%32%c30%29%38%38%cdefor this child

58-158112525Don't know
2%2%-3%2%2%4%4%cdeg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 139
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5731833168701391211161306048139262246108383369139369247755Unweighted base

4229337848581221221221436868*107246265137361391140367248755Weighted base

5631032267691371191141285947136257242105368354133355235722Effective base

241972832638838384103595464168187113252278101259172532NET: Used
58%67%75%Tst54%66%68%68%69%72%q87%Tlmnop78%q60%68%71%i83%Tghi70%71%72%71%69%70%iqt

q

71071869154647497341332495122741451676615297315I currently use this
16%36%t49%Tst19%25%38%q38%q40%pq51%Topq59%Tmnopq48%pq22%39%i46%i54%Thi40%43%47%41%39%42%ipqstfor this child

1890971723363735311921407365391061113510875217I have used this in
42%Tr31%26%35%l40%Tl30%30%28%22%27%30%37%Tg30%25%29%29%28%25%29%30%29%lthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

17918421193736353591241737021102102379771205I have never used this
40%Tr31%r22%44%Tjklmn33%k30%k30%k29%k25%13%17%39%Tfg30%f27%f15%28%26%26%27%29%27%fkrfor this child

o

1611113234-32583710210517Don't know
2%2%3%2%1%2%2%3%3%-4%1%2%3%2%2%3%1%3%2%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 140
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

27747712715018828919326264247557151472183391429414339755Unweighted base

32243214917316826418**32*6264241*54417041*20433915812**414339755Weighted base

27046212414618228018316061345535146452103251379397323722Effective base

22630610212410719913184545526364142261282361339288243532NET: Used
70%71%r69%71%64%75%Tru74%57%73%71%63%67%84%Tkl63%62%70%84%Tefg78%70%72%70%fkr

129185547558127982827014207941468139895161153315I currently use this
40%43%r36%43%35%48%Trtu52%24%45%42%o35%38%55%Tkl35%33%41%56%Tefg39%39%45%42%fkorfor this child

971214848497141018185111574911609844512790217I have used this in
30%28%33%28%29%27%22%33%28%29%28%29%29%28%29%29%28%39%31%27%29%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

861193947566341017174151662515729422311787205I have never used this
27%28%q26%27%34%Tqu24%20%32%27%27%37%j30%Tj14%37%d35%Td28%d14%22%28%26%27%djfor this child

107724313-13-143-593-9917Don't know
3%s2%5%Tqu1%2%1%5%11%Tmn-2%-3%2%-2%3%2%-2%3%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 141
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1236097667711938482563050722322328322221720612516416755Unweighted base

1216117168111936*49*25**63050522720829222920321013017015**755Weighted base

1185837264811436462460348521421527121221019712015715722Effective base

7844442489932739204343421691442011691391569711112532NET: Used
64%73%T59%72%Tr78%Tk75%79%80%69%68%75%69%69%74%69%74%74%65%77%70%jkr

3926916298521423142592109289111107889157675315I currently use this
32%44%Tt22%44%Tr44%37%46%55%41%42%40%43%38%47%43%43%44%39%30%42%rtfor this child

3917526191411416617613278549162526440447217I have used this in
32%29%37%28%34%38%33%25%28%26%34%Tj26%31%27%25%31%31%26%47%29%jthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

401532817623810418115053628255624832544205I have never used this
33%25%39%Tq26%20%23%19%16%29%Tp30%T23%30%28%24%30%23%24%32%23%27%pqsfor this child

3141163111151242952725-17Don't know
2%2%1%2%2%2%2%4%2%2%2%1%3%2%1%3%1%3%-2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 142
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

23444029669456520755755Unweighted base

24243128**671454531755755Weighted base

22442128641436500722722Effective base

148331-532369434532532NET: Used
61%77%Th-79%T81%T82%Te70%70%h

84203-315151315315315I currently use this
35%47%Th-47%Td33%59%Tde42%42%dhfor this child

64128-217217120217217I have used this in
27%30%-32%Tc48%Tce23%29%29%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

8797281328192205205I have never used this
36%Tg22%100%20%c18%17%27%27%cdegfor this child

73-7451717Don't know
3%g1%-1%1%1%2%2%cdeg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 143
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

44252293525411099101111524610721121298315310113317198628Unweighted base

32*2333343745971001071215964*83198228123299330114317202633Weighted base

4324628551531089799109514510520720996303298109306187602Effective base

121232191022515661834144321091448516320560193118370NET: Used
37%53%66%Tst28%48%q53%q56%q57%q68%Topq69%opq69%pq38%55%i63%i69%Thi54%62%52%61%58%59%eiqst

3591363927253057252712538752851173610364204I currently use this
9%25%t41%Tst9%20%28%q25%q28%q47%Tmnopq42%npq41%pq15%27%i38%Thi42%Thi28%36%32%33%32%32%ehipqsfor this child

t

96484713243131261618205657347888239054167I have used this in
28%28%25%19%28%25%32%29%21%27%28%24%28%25%27%26%27%20%28%27%26%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

191061062423434244361619488680351271205111978248I have never used this
60%Tr45%Tr32%66%Tjklmn50%jkl45%kl43%41%30%27%29%58%Tfgh43%f35%28%43%36%45%38%39%39%flrfor this child

o

1482131222134439545614Don't know
3%2%2%6%n2%3%1%2%2%3%2%4%2%2%3%3%2%3%2%3%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 144
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

227400106121152248182751532364571353617428312411333294628Unweighted base

26336812314013823017**27**51*53731*44815331*16128713815**333299633Weighted base

221387103118147240172649509354401303516827312011321280602Effective base

14722368797414910113131815237118157815810711180189370NET: Used
56%61%r55%56%53%65%Tru55%42%61%59%49%53%77%Tkl49%49%55%78%Tefg71%54%63%Tb59%bfk

721323041478586181713132683478563510796204I currently use this
27%36%Ttv25%30%34%37%Ttv44%24%36%32%11%29%l45%Tkl11%29%g30%g46%Tefg32%32%32%32%gklvfor this child

769138382764251314712105501231744467393167I have used this in
29%r25%31%r27%19%28%11%19%25%27%38%23%33%k38%f19%26%32%f40%22%31%Tb26%bfkrthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

111136516062747132020716200321679121274146102248I have never used this
42%q37%q41%43%45%qu32%40%50%39%39%51%j45%Tj21%51%d49%Td42%d20%29%44%Ta34%39%adjqfor this child

59413612-11-113-473-6814Don't know
2%2%3%1%2%3%5%8%-2%-2%2%-2%2%2%-2%3%2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 145
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

87524565699928452152341219118822219318216110613915628Unweighted base

875305557510027**48*21**52741319517823120117316311314415**633Weighted base

84502535469427432050239418418121318517615410213314602Effective base

4432221347661536142992431111031461109910467825370NET: Used
51%61%T39%60%Tr66%55%76%Tk68%57%59%57%58%63%55%57%64%59%57%36%59%r

2118210193369171016413859567863555438473204I currently use this
24%34%T18%34%Tr36%33%35%50%31%33%30%32%34%31%32%33%34%33%19%32%rfor this child

231411115430620413610552466846455029353167I have used this in
27%27%20%27%30%21%41%Tkp19%26%25%27%26%30%23%26%30%26%25%17%26%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

4219532214321110721516181737887725345589248I have never used this
48%37%59%Tq37%32%40%22%32%41%m39%41%41%34%43%42%33%40%41%59%39%dgmqsfor this child

113113321-121042642613114Don't know
1%2%2%2%3%6%2%-2%2%2%1%3%2%1%4%1%2%5%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 146
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

19537029567384458628628Unweighted base

20436428**574388468633633Weighted base

18735428544368441602602Effective base

120221-370262310370370NET: Used
58%61%-64%T68%Te66%T59%59%

57130-20496204204204I currently use this
28%36%T-35%Td25%43%Tde32%32%dfor this child

6391-167167107167167I have used this in
31%25%-29%Tc43%Tce23%26%26%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

8113828197122153248248I have never used this
40%38%100%34%d32%33%39%39%cdefor this child

45-7341414Don't know
2%1%-1%1%1%2%2%cde
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 147
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3624728541521051069311554399521320893293312107312190609Unweighted base

27*23032529*44921061001266155*75200226116281332109313195617Weighted base

3524127840511031049111353389320920590282301103301181585Effective base

8129211522546057794144271161368415820462184117363NET: Used
30%56%t65%Tst19%49%q59%q57%q58%q62%q67%q79%Tmnopq36%58%i60%i73%Tghi56%62%57%59%60%59%iqt

36813111025353154242811608552821263610567208I currently use this
10%30%t40%Tst5%22%q27%q33%q31%q43%Topq40%q50%Tmopq15%30%i38%i45%Thi29%38%Te33%33%34%34%eiqtfor this child

66180412292627251716165551327678257950155I have used this in
21%26%25%14%28%32%lq24%27%19%27%28%21%28%23%28%27%23%23%25%26%25%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

18941052122364340421812457982301151184412071236I have never used this
67%Trs41%r32%74%Tjklmn49%jk39%j40%j40%j33%30%21%60%Tfgh39%f36%26%41%36%41%38%37%38%fjrfor this child

op

1792123262-368289310619Don't know
3%3%3%8%j2%2%3%2%4%3%-4%3%4%2%3%3%2%3%3%3%
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 148
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

22838010911914024018244851936441132361702711239326282609Unweighted base

26735012714012822218**25**49*52532*43714932*15927813612**330287617Weighted base

22336910611613623317234749835426127351652621199314270585Effective base

1542097085631457133131317228119177115610811179185363NET: Used
58%60%r55%61%50%66%Tru38%51%62%60%54%52%80%Tkl54%45%56%f79%Tefg89%54%64%Tb59%bfkr

811274040379156171801113068114387617103105208I currently use this
30%36%r32%29%29%41%Trsuv29%26%34%34%33%30%46%Tk33%27%31%44%Tef59%31%37%34%fkfor this child

748129442755261413369851629694747679155I have used this in
28%23%23%32%21%25%9%25%29%25%20%22%34%Tk20%18%25%35%Tef31%23%28%25%fkthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

10413051546071911191971419428148111327113897236I have never used this
39%37%q40%38%47%Tqu32%52%44%38%37%44%j44%Tj19%44%d51%Tde40%d20%11%42%Ta34%38%adjqfor this child

811715621-16116216102-13619Don't know
3%s3%5%1%4%3%10%5%-3%3%4%1%3%4%3%1%-4%2%3%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 149
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

875074855710129452350439818817822718217216610713210609Unweighted base

8851548*56510329**48*22**51040419216823719116317211213811**617Weighted base

84486465359728432248438218117221817516715910312710585Effective base

47311223396716351529223910810614010510410062805363NET: Used
54%60%46%60%T65%54%73%k66%57%59%56%63%59%55%64%58%56%58%47%59%

25180101983410131017114457608163596232455208I currently use this
29%35%21%35%Tr33%33%27%46%34%36%30%36%34%33%36%36%28%33%47%34%for this child

2213112141336225121955147594245383134-155I have used this in
25%25%25%25%32%21%46%Tkp21%24%24%27%28%25%22%28%22%27%25%-25%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

4018726207341212720215378588981556746555236I have never used this
45%36%54%Tq37%32%41%25%34%40%38%41%35%37%42%34%39%41%40%46%38%qsfor this child

117-19321-161264844534119Don't know
1%3%-3%2%5%2%-3%3%3%2%4%2%2%3%3%3%7%3%
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 150
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

19735329546376441609609Unweighted base

20535428**558383457617617Weighted base

19033928525361425585585Effective base

110220-363257315363363NET: Used
54%62%T-65%T67%T69%Te59%59%

56131-208102208208208I currently use this
27%37%Th-37%Td27%46%Tde34%34%dhfor this child

5489-155155106155155I have used this in
27%25%-28%Tc41%Tce23%25%25%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

8812628182118133236236I have never used this
43%36%100%33%c31%29%38%38%cdefor this child

68-148101919Don't know
3%2%-2%2%2%3%3%ce
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 151
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5332434464641421261271325651130270259107389373140379247766Unweighted base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Weighted base

5231633563631401241251305550127264255104374359134365235734Effective base

16197282213282799510049575216319510624626898267152516NET: Used
40%66%t72%Tt45%59%66%q62%q70%q69%q78%npq79%npq52%64%i69%i79%Thi67%67%69%71%Ta61%67%aiqt

494193593741626937371480131741411565415491299I currently use this
11%31%t49%Tst11%17%30%q33%pq46%nopq47%Tnopq59%Tnopq51%nopq14%32%i47%Thi55%Thi38%39%38%41%36%39%hiopqsfor this child

t

11103891622453833311221388364321061124511360218I have used this in
29%34%Tr23%35%kl42%Tklm36%Tklm30%24%22%19%29%38%Tfg33%Tg23%24%29%28%31%30%24%28%grthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

2396992321394635431312468578251101223810492234I have never used this
57%Trs32%r25%51%Tjklmn39%jk32%j36%jk26%30%21%16%46%Tfgh34%f28%18%30%31%27%28%37%Tbc30%fjrfor this child

o

161121325313258411867619Don't know
2%2%3%4%1%2%1%4%2%2%4%2%2%3%3%3%2%4%2%2%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 152
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

284481140144194287243165646515671485122334413810422342766Unweighted base

32943916316617426523**31*6565045*55616845*20934715513**424344769Weighted base

277466136140188278233063618495451434921533113410405327734Effective base

217299110107106193142248433243601322413122912211278237516NET: Used
66%68%r68%64%61%73%Tru62%70%73%67%53%65%79%Tkl53%63%66%79%Tefg80%66%69%67%gklr

127172586964108892525713198871371127807154145299I currently use this
39%39%35%42%37%41%35%29%38%40%29%36%52%Tkl29%34%37%52%Tefg55%36%42%39%kfor this child

9112753384285613231761116245116010242312592218I have used this in
28%29%32%23%24%32%27%41%35%27%24%29%27%24%28%29%27%25%29%27%28%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

1021324458627088172012118330217510827313697234I have never used this
31%30%q27%35%36%qu26%35%25%26%31%47%Tjk33%Tj18%47%Tde36%Td31%d18%20%32%28%30%djfor this child

99816311116-136-3106-9919Don't know
3%s2%5%Tqsuv1%3%1%4%4%2%2%-2%3%-2%3%4%-2%3%2%q
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 153
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

7643339474922939214213391581361921711321538711411516NET: Used
58%70%Tt52%69%Tr75%Tk78%78%73%65%66%67%68%64%70%68%71%62%65%68%67%krt

3326012284551921132422028675113101748854686299I currently use this
25%42%Tt16%41%Tr45%52%42%47%38%39%37%38%37%42%38%41%38%39%37%39%rtfor this child

4317327190371018717913772607970596633465218I have used this in
33%28%36%28%30%26%37%26%28%27%31%30%26%29%30%31%24%26%31%28%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

5117235197267117207160726210266605750575234I have never used this
39%Ts28%46%Tq29%22%18%22%24%32%Tp31%31%31%34%27%31%26%35%32%32%30%pqsfor this child

31411842-1151443773645-19Don't know
3%2%2%3%3%4%-3%2%3%2%2%2%3%2%3%2%3%-2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 154
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

146322-516362430516516NET: Used
63%72%Th-76%T79%Te79%Te67%67%

87187-299144299299299I currently use this
37%42%T-44%Td32%55%Tde39%39%dfor this child

59135-218218131218218I have used this in
25%30%-32%Tc48%Tce24%28%28%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

821192815690110234234I have never used this
35%g27%100%23%cd20%20%30%30%cdegfor this child

45-9561919Don't know
2%1%-1%1%1%2%2%cdeg
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 155
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6637139684821571441441566457168303300121449439165431296892Unweighted base

4934345259681381461521737281129286325153422467167430297893Weighted base

6536138683811541421421536356164297295118431422158414281853Effective base

322643714052103116113135687492221248142324376135344225703NET: Used
67%77%82%Tt67%76%75%80%q74%78%94%Tlmnop91%Tlmopq72%77%76%92%Tghi77%81%81%80%76%79%iqt

q

11159285122162738210456583313718711321225692243135471I currently use this
23%46%t63%Tst21%31%45%pq50%pq54%pq61%Topq77%Tlmnop71%Tmnopq26%48%i57%Thi74%Tghi50%55%55%a57%Ta46%53%ahiopqfor this child

qst

21105862731414331301216598462281121204310090233I have used this in
44%Trs31%Tr19%46%Tjklmn45%Tjklmn30%l30%l20%18%17%20%46%Tfgh29%fg19%18%26%26%26%23%30%Tb26%fglrthe past for this

oochild, but do not
currently

1575701816332935344435626999183307867174I have never used this
32%Tr22%r16%31%Tjkln23%jk24%jk20%jk23%jk20%jk6%5%27%Tf22%f21%f6%21%18%18%18%22%20%fjkrfor this child

1411112144-323837829515Don't know
2%1%2%1%1%1%1%3%2%-4%1%1%2%2%2%2%1%2%2%2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 156
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

334557165169219338253878751596581755926139716411495395892Unweighted base

38850419319519530924**38*79752526431995224340018415**494397893Weighted base

325539161165212327243775717576311695725138115911475376853Effective base

296407148148150257203167585325011703218132015515383319703NET: Used
76%81%77%76%77%83%Tv85%82%85%78%61%78%l86%Tkl61%75%g80%g85%Tfg100%78%80%79%gl

186284861009818615154140020328122201082201157242227471I currently use this
48%56%Trtv45%51%50%60%Trtuv61%39%52%53%39%51%61%Tkl39%45%55%fg62%Tfg49%49%57%Tb53%bfgltvfor this child

11012362485271617261841117349117210141814192233I have used this in
28%24%32%q25%27%23%24%43%Tm33%25%22%27%24%22%30%25%22%51%29%23%26%mthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

8391374641504512153201332220607222-10370174I have never used this
21%18%19%24%q21%16%15%14%15%20%39%Tjk21%j11%39%Tdef25%Tde18%12%-21%18%20%djfor this child

968142-1-14-97-277-7815Don't know
2%s1%4%Tqsu1%2%1%-3%-2%-1%3%-1%2%4%f-1%2%2%q
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 157
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

16469910778014346563174259726325634126424824315819220892Unweighted base

16570010478314544*5931**74259526723735327523024616720020**893Weighted base

15766910174713744543071057125224732625323923215118419853Effective base

1275617063012038512557945622118227322717720612615715703NET: Used
77%80%67%80%Tr83%87%86%80%78%77%83%j77%77%83%77%84%Tc75%79%76%79%jr

743862943981263220387316139137170150136133791046471I currently use this
45%55%Tt28%56%Tr56%58%53%64%52%53%52%58%Tg48%55%59%Tc54%47%52%30%53%grtfor this child

53175411913913195192140824510277417348549233I have used this in
32%25%39%Tq24%27%29%33%16%26%24%31%Tj19%29%h28%h18%30%e28%e27%e45%26%ehjqthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

34129311412047515312942537145523437415174I have never used this
21%18%30%Tq18%14%10%12%17%21%22%T16%22%20%16%23%d14%22%d20%24%20%dqfor this child

3102135211111041931642-15Don't know
2%1%2%2%3%4%2%3%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%2%2%1%-2%
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 158
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

28450129775524594892892Unweighted base

29449028**779522607893893Weighted base

27247928742500571853853Effective base

218418-703491551703703NET: Used
74%85%Th-90%T94%Tce91%T79%79%h

144282-471258471471471I currently use this
49%57%Th-60%Td49%77%Tde53%53%dfor this child

73136-23323381233233I have used this in
25%28%-30%Tc45%Tce13%26%26%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

727028732954174174I have never used this
24%Tg14%100%9%d6%9%d20%20%cdegfor this child

42-3221515Don't know
1%*-***2%2%cdeg
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 159
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Parent Controls

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6032733375751341321161216254150268237116387382138372261771Unweighted base

4430138252621181321231337077114252256147364404138370262770Weighted base

5931932474741321301141196153147263233113371366133357247737Effective base

2520825428438592719350547117716410423428299248170517NET: Used
56%69%66%53%70%q71%mq69%q58%70%q71%q71%q62%70%64%71%64%70%72%67%65%67%mq

121421751524556848633636391241117215519072166108346I currently use this
27%47%t46%t29%39%47%q51%q39%47%q52%q47%q34%49%i43%49%i43%47%52%a45%41%45%iqtfor this child

1366791319292423301419325353327892278262170I have used this in
29%22%21%24%32%Tmn25%18%19%22%20%24%28%21%21%22%22%23%19%22%24%22%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

18901152318334048361819417383371221133711583235I have never used this
42%30%30%44%Tjklno29%28%31%39%T27%25%25%36%29%33%25%33%28%26%31%32%31%for this child

p

1313111-452322959837818Don't know
2%1%3%3%n1%1%-3%n3%n3%n4%n2%1%3%h4%h2%2%2%2%3%2%hs
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 160
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

280490127153183307212868654525631565222234114511406363771Unweighted base

32544414817716328120**27**69654455471784520434316315**404364770Weighted base

272474124149177297202765624505401515021432714011389346737Effective base

208307100109109199111349445293511372912922112314254262517NET: Used
64%69%67%62%67%71%54%46%71%68%65%64%77%Tk65%63%65%76%Tef91%63%72%Tb67%bk

1402056476711349930299202378920881497911164182346I currently use this
43%46%43%43%44%48%44%33%43%46%44%43%50%44%43%43%48%72%41%50%Tb45%bfor this child

68102353338642419146911447941734439080170I have used this in
21%23%24%19%23%23%10%13%28%22%21%21%27%21%20%21%27%19%22%22%22%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

10912644654977813201931618534167111333114093235I have never used this
34%28%29%37%q30%27%41%49%29%30%35%j34%Tj19%35%d35%d33%d20%9%35%Ta26%31%adjfor this child

810535611-16-117-387-10818Don't know
2%2%3%1%3%2%5%5%-2%-2%4%-2%2%4%-2%2%2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 161
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1396098568412540502664051722923828222223220112916317771Unweighted base

1366118068712740*52*26**63751423222129023121620413517017**770Weighted base

1335828165411938482561249321922927021222319212415616737Effective base

854224547093273919419339157150192157147137901169517NET: Used
63%69%T56%68%r73%68%75%74%66%66%68%68%66%68%68%67%67%68%50%67%r

5628328316662226142772351001041271061039260766346I currently use this
41%46%35%46%52%55%50%54%44%46%43%47%44%46%48%45%45%44%34%45%for this child

291391715327513514210457456651444530403170I have used this in
22%23%21%22%21%12%25%20%22%20%25%21%23%22%21%22%22%24%16%22%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

5017535200311112620416468709067685843518235I have never used this
36%29%44%Tq29%24%29%23%22%32%32%29%32%31%29%31%28%32%30%45%31%qsfor this child

114-183211141171871923118Don't know
1%2%-3%3%4%2%4%2%2%3%1%3%3%1%5%Te1%2%5%2%eh
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 162
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

25042929675459537771771Unweighted base

25641928**676456547770770Weighted base

24040928646438516737737Effective base

161301-517361433517517NET: Used
63%72%Th-76%T79%Te79%Te67%67%

98211-346191346346346I currently use this
38%51%Th-51%Td42%63%Tde45%45%dhfor this child

6389-17017087170170I have used this in
24%21%-25%Tc37%Tce16%22%22%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

921132815189107235235I have never used this
36%Tg27%100%22%cd20%20%31%31%cdegfor this child

35-8561818Don't know
1%1%-1%1%1%2%2%cdeg
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 163
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Content Filters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4728932758621271131091285850122242237108352353125354230709Unweighted base

35*26737441521111141161406671*95227256137335376126355234715Weighted base

4628231957611251111071265749119237233105338339121341218679Effective base

1415426113256669749451523813616810320423972230143446NET: Used
40%58%t70%Tst31%48%59%q60%q64%pq67%pq78%Tnopq74%pq40%60%i66%i76%Thi61%64%57%65%61%62%ipqst

4831764123439427233351674115681131584913786272I currently use this
11%31%t47%Tst10%23%30%q34%q36%q52%Tmnopq50%nopq49%opq17%32%i45%Thi50%Thi34%42%Te39%39%37%38%ehiopqfor this child

st

107084913323032211817226353359181239358173I have used this in
29%26%23%22%25%29%l26%l28%l15%28%l24%23%28%21%26%27%22%18%26%25%24%lthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

201081062626434340441317548684301211315112084254I have never used this
57%Trs40%Tr28%63%Tjklmn50%Tjklm39%k38%k34%k31%19%25%57%Tfgh38%f33%f22%36%35%40%34%36%36%fkrfor this child

o

1582132222135439645716Don't know
2%2%2%6%1%2%2%2%2%3%2%3%2%2%2%3%2%3%1%3%2%
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 164
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

263445121142170275213155602435131534319731614211381326709Unweighted base

30640814116515425420**31**5660837*50417337*18332215815**381332715Weighted base

256431118138165267203053576424931484219030413811366311679Effective base

185261841008517611153638320284142209319112912225220446NET: Used
60%64%r60%61%55%69%Truv57%48%64%63%54%56%82%Tkl54%51%59%82%Tefg83%59%66%Tb62%bfkr

98174465256119982123511177851158119787138134272I currently use this
32%43%Trsv33%31%36%47%Trstuv44%25%38%39%28%35%49%Tkl28%32%37%49%Tefg48%36%40%38%fkvfor this child

878638492957371514810107571035715258686173I have used this in
28%ru21%27%30%ru19%22%13%24%27%24%26%21%33%Tk26%19%22%33%Tef34%23%26%24%kuthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

115138526366728142021217208281785124263149104254I have never used this
38%q34%q37%38%43%Tqu28%39%45%36%35%46%j41%Tj16%46%d46%Td39%d16%17%39%Ta31%36%adjqfor this child

69423612-12-123-573-8816Don't know
2%2%3%1%2%2%4%7%-2%-2%2%-3%2%2%-2%2%2%
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Table 165
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1115797063511835512558546821120726121319919211915615709Unweighted base

1125856964212034*55*24**58947121519527222218819712716115**715Weighted base

1075546760911333492456144820220025020419218311515014679Effective base

60377294137918421836129213312417912911912782977446NET: Used
54%64%Tt42%64%Tr66%53%76%Tknp73%61%62%62%63%66%58%63%64%65%60%44%62%rt

332361525745102014222188748010680787647605272I currently use this
29%40%Tt22%40%Tr38%30%36%58%38%40%34%41%39%36%41%38%37%37%35%38%rtfor this child

281411415634822413810459447348415135361173I have used this in
25%24%20%24%28%23%40%Tkp15%23%22%28%23%27%22%22%26%28%23%8%24%the past for this

child, but do not
currently

5119439214381512621616978698789676444628254I have never used this
45%Ts33%57%Tq33%32%m43%22%27%37%m36%36%36%32%40%36%33%35%38%51%36%mqsfor this child

114114321-131042642613116Don't know
1%2%1%2%2%5%2%-2%2%2%1%2%2%1%3%1%2%5%2%
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Table 166
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22740929632437501709709Unweighted base

23740428**642442515715715Weighted base

21839128606418482679679Effective base

145262-446318374446446NET: Used
61%65%-69%T72%Te73%Te62%62%

76169-272145272272272I currently use this
32%42%Th-42%Td33%53%Tde38%38%dhfor this child

6993-173173102173173I have used this in
29%T23%-27%Tc39%Tce20%24%24%cthe past for this

child, but do not
currently

8713728188119137254254I have never used this
37%34%100%29%c27%27%36%36%cdefor this child

55-8541616Don't know
2%1%-1%1%1%2%2%cdeg
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Table 167
Q11. And, thinking about your [Child selected], which, if any, do you currently use or have you used in the past for this child?
Base: All respondents who know at least a little about ...
NET: Apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Child 4Child 3Child 2Child 1

31125383361Unweighted base

30118367388Weighted base

30121367349Effective base

1051129146Yes, my use of these
32%43%35%38%tools/ controls is

different

2067238242No, my use of these
68%57%65%62%tools/ controls is the

same for this child
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Table 168
Q12. You have told us about your use of these tools in regards to your [Child seletced]. Does your use differ when thinking about your other children?
Base: Parents with more than 1 child who use the internet answering about their other child/children
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Age Within Gender (Child)Age (Child)Gender (Child)
Female 16-17Male 16-17Female 12-15Male 12-15Female 8-11Male 8-11Female 6-7Male 6-716-1712-158-116-7FemaleMaleTotal

(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

60941431741261388584154319264169414490906Unweighted Base

19335348455745355210210280162173336Yes, my use of these
32%35%37%28%36%41%k53%Tjklmn42%k34%32%39%47%Tef39%35%37%ektools/ controls is

different

4161901268181404910221716289252317570No, my use of these
68%h65%h63%h72%Tghi64%h59%47%58%66%c68%Tc61%53%61%65%63%chtools/ controls is the

same for this child
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Table 169
Q12. You have told us about your use of these tools in regards to your [Child seletced]. Does your use differ when thinking about your other children?
Base: Total Other Children where there is more than 1 child who uses the internet

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h/i/j/k/l/m/n
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildrenTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

34318285514714911911811944289826923772362313187489676Unweighted base

25*2943253640*13111912613251*41**7625125892344331189487676Weighted base

33311278504614711711611743289626423370348301179470649Effective base

1011813114195244435124233497954713413896177273Yes, my use of these
42%40%40%40%49%40%37%34%39%47%57%45%39%37%51%Tg39%42%51%Tb36%40%btools/ controls is

different

1519721224238980888929244716917754231216136310446No, my use of these
62%67%65%67%58%68%67%70%67%58%59%62%67%69%59%67%65%72%Tb64%66%btools/ controls is the

same for this child
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Table 170
Q12. You have told us about your use of these tools in regards to your [Child seletced]. Does your use differ when thinking about your other children?
Base: Parents with more than 1 child who use the internet answering about their other child/children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

2664091281381562532233495723053011630204326115404270676Unweighted base

30936615115913822821**34*49*57327**52013027**193327129406268676Weighted base

2603991251351522472132485482951011229197313112388259649Effective base

125147616453946131723792006498012064156116273Yes, my use of these
40%40%40%40%38%41%28%39%35%41%35%38%49%Tk35%42%37%49%Te38%43%40%tools/ controls is

different

2072381051029314515253337317357721712623171277167446No, my use of these
67%65%70%64%67%64%72%74%69%65%65%69%Tj56%65%66%71%Td55%68%62%66%djtools/ controls is the

same for this child
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Table 171
Q12. You have told us about your use of these tools in regards to your [Child seletced]. Does your use differ when thinking about your other children?
Base: Parents with more than 1 child who use the internet answering about their other child/children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

141508915791041029432256645919020419725120417211914314676Unweighted base

1395088858210310**27**44*21**56745619518820625918817512814814**676Weighted base

1354888655799928412154344118219818824119816511413713649Effective base

5520429240515122213219184787578110757055622273Yes, my use of these
40%40%33%41%50%Tk46%45%49%59%39%40%40%40%38%43%40%40%43%42%12%40%ktools/ controls is

different

9033662382596172511385305128123132176123118829612446No, my use of these
65%66%70%66%57%54%63%56%53%68%Tp67%66%65%64%68%65%68%64%65%88%66%ptools/ controls is the

same for this child
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Table 172
Q12. You have told us about your use of these tools in regards to your [Child seletced]. Does your use differ when thinking about your other children?
Base: Parents with more than 1 child who use the internet answering about their other child/children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

2183761853435341758618676Unweighted base

22336918**53635342358618676Weighted base

2093611751333840256593649Effective base

6617732571792027266273Yes, my use of these
30%48%Th18%48%T51%T48%T12%43%Tb40%bhtools/ controls is

different

1702161531920625053394446No, my use of these
76%Tg59%82%60%58%59%90%Ta64%66%acdegtools/ controls is the

same for this child
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Table 173
Q12. You have told us about your use of these tools in regards to your [Child seletced]. Does your use differ when thinking about your other children?
Base: Parents with more than 1 child who use the internet answering about their other child/children

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Content filters
ParentalApps that canprovided byContent filters

controls orbe installed onyour mobileprovided by
settings ona child'snetworkyour internet

individual appsdevice tooperator whereservice
that can beApps that canactivelySettings oncertainprovider, where

used tobe installed onrestrict accesssearch engineswebsites arethe filterParent control
restrict ora child's phoneto content oror websites toblocked unlessapplies to ALLParent controlssoftware you
monitor awhich monitormanage theirrestrict accessyou contact thethe devicesbuilt into thecan set up on a

child's use ofthe apps theyuse of thetonetwork andusing your homedevice softwareparticular
that specificuse and for howdevice and/orinappropriateprove you arebroadbandby thedevice used to

applongappsonline content18 or overservicemanufacturergo online

465392417434419401435475Unweighted base

452391415423411398429470Weighted base

446376399415400383414454Effective base

224196201225186193234217My child does not need
50%50%49%53%45%49%55%46%parental controls

3315382425263228I don't know what apps
7%4%9%6%6%7%8%6%my child uses

9260608183687290I don't know how to
20%15%15%19%20%17%17%19%apply parental controls

or settings

7864676376647070I don't know how
17%16%16%15%18%16%16%15%parental controls or

settings work

3644363546352852I don't have the time
8%11%9%8%11%9%6%11%

2847463241473759Other (to be specified)
6%12%11%8%10%12%9%12%
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Table 174
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4220618753498681727531251041681475624223078227170475Unweighted base

31*1922143741*7682778335*36**801591607122724180223167470Weighted base

4120118252488580717430251021651455423222175218162454Effective base

2210567243044422630116568856171051093910771217My child does not need
72%Trs54%Tr31%64%Tklm75%Tklmn58%Tklm52%m33%37%31%16%70%Tfgh55%Tfg35%24%46%45%49%48%42%46%fgmrparental controls

281712436723371261315491528I don't know what apps
7%4%8%3%4%5%4%7%8%7%10%4%4%8%8%6%6%5%4%9%b6%my child uses

2365151111822141095293620484216403490I don't know how to
7%19%24%Tt12%p2%15%p22%p29%Topq16%p29%p26%7%18%i22%i28%i21%17%20%18%20%19%iptapply parental controls

or settings

2204244771217613814281928426382670I don't know how
7%10%20%Ts10%11%10%9%15%20%n16%38%10%9%18%h27%Thi13%17%7%17%c16%15%chsparental controls or

settings work

-13371275912512312211722303282152I don't have the time
-7%18%Tst4%4%9%6%12%14%14%33%4%8%13%i23%Thi10%12%4%12%c13%c11%cist

4252942910141342619276322714291559Other (to be specified)
12%13%14%12%5%11%13%18%p16%12%5%8%12%17%i9%14%11%18%13%9%12%
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Table 175
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

18728888991111772337405353578335151206758259216475Unweighted base

2142571021119715923**37*40130*3469430*1402068410**256214470Weighted base

18227986971071722235387333438033145198738249205454Effective base

921253854586712151872016929206310627212196217My child does not need
43%49%q37%49%60%Tqtuv42%52%41%47%65%Tj49%Tj30%65%Tdf45%51%Td32%21%47%45%46%djparental controls

181061137-225-199-81082111728I don't know what apps
8%4%6%10%u3%5%-5%6%-5%10%-6%5%9%17%4%8%6%umy child uses

35552214193568725652052837191533690I don't know how to
17%21%21%12%20%22%27%21%18%16%19%21%16%20%18%23%13%21%17%19%apply parental controls

or settings

3634231492529572442421629213383270I don't know how
17%13%22%Tru12%9%16%8%24%14%8%13%25%Tkl8%11%14%25%Tefg26%15%15%15%krparental controls or

settings work

2527131262133453292131019174124052I don't have the time
12%11%13%11%6%13%13%8%11%10%8%22%Tk10%7%9%20%Tef37%5%19%Tb11%bk

3028151672115512498224248-382059Other (to be specified)
14%11%14%14%7%13%4%13%13%6%14%9%6%17%T12%10%-15%9%12%
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Table 176
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

7938258414682430114033121511361841361291248910212475Unweighted base

80377554116923**32**12**3983041541231871421171229410811**470Weighted base

753665439765232911386299145132176130125120859711454Effective base

18194172002498419214469618465585441536217My child does not need
22%51%Tt31%49%Tr35%40%26%36%48%Tp47%45%49%45%46%49%44%43%49%50%46%rtparental controls

72062174212121771197756228I don't know what apps
8%5%11%5%11%19%6%8%5%7%4%6%6%7%6%6%5%6%19%6%qmy child uses

276113751968571543421402520232713390I don't know how to
33%Ts16%24%18%27%28%25%39%18%18%22%17%21%18%17%19%29%Tb12%24%19%sapply parental controls

or settings

185112581229156452118272218141222170I don't know how
22%14%22%14%17%7%28%11%14%15%14%15%15%16%16%11%13%21%12%15%parental controls or

settings work

11397431441013832161024168171114-52I don't have the time
14%10%13%10%21%Tk17%30%7%10%10%10%8%13%11%7%14%11%13%-11%k

84975232-15636211821171714139259Other (to be specified)
10%13%12%13%4%8%-10%14%Tp12%14%15%11%12%15%12%14%9%19%12%p
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 177
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

15726829411325282475475Unweighted base

16225928**410322287470470Weighted base

15025728393310272454454Effective base

7612322178153108217217My child does not need
47%48%79%43%c47%ce38%46%46%ceparental controls

915-2723222828I don't know what apps
6%6%-7%7%8%6%6%my child uses

305028362639090I don't know how to
19%19%6%20%19%22%19%19%apply parental controls

or settings

273446245437070I don't know how
17%13%15%15%14%15%15%15%parental controls or

settings work

232024640325252I don't have the time
14%g8%8%11%12%11%11%11%g

124125233445959Other (to be specified)
7%16%Th8%13%d10%15%Tde12%12%dh
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Table 178
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent control software you can set up on a particular device used to go online (e.g. net nanny, McAfee Protection)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4517417956546963766921251111331454622221171204160435Unweighted base

33*15820639456163827725**35**8412515961*20721970202156429Weighted base

4416917555536862756821251081301434521120268196151414Effective base

251107628384143353296688567141131194211180234My child does not need
76%Tr69%Tr37%73%Tlm86%Tlmno67%Tlm69%Tlm43%41%34%16%80%Tfgh68%Tfg42%f24%55%54%60%55%51%55%fglmrparental controls

36232212693743151013203151532I don't know what apps
8%4%11%Ts5%3%2%3%8%12%o13%20%4%2%10%h17%Thi6%9%4%7%9%8%hosmy child uses

21948338613208107143318333915342472I don't know how to
6%12%23%Tst8%8%14%9%16%26%Tnpq32%28%8%11%21%hi30%Thi16%18%21%17%15%17%histapply parental controls

or settings

322424399181566718331236337362770I don't know how
9%14%20%10%7%14%14%22%p20%23%18%8%14%21%i20%i17%15%9%18%17%16%ipparental controls or

settings work

16201223463735101011172141128I don't have the time
2%4%10%Ts3%3%4%4%5%8%10%20%3%4%6%16%Thi5%8%3%7%7%6%

2112222251211-35723316218161337Other (to be specified)
7%7%11%5%6%3%9%15%To14%o-7%5%6%15%Thi4%8%10%12%8%9%9%o
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 179
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1702657892110155194536230325803012320275245189435Unweighted base

195233911059314019**45*35725**3119225**11419886239189429Weighted base

1662557690107149184334429311772911819472234179414Effective base

109125446564611028195211813221661153014192234My child does not need
56%q54%q48%62%q69%Tqtuv43%51%63%55%83%58%Tj35%83%58%d58%d35%59%Ta49%55%adjqparental controls

1419410612-52621714261111141832I don't know what apps
7%8%4%9%7%9%-11%7%6%6%15%Tk6%5%6%12%6%10%8%kmy child uses

3141171414274758152201173520432972I don't know how to
16%18%19%13%15%19%21%15%16%4%17%21%4%15%18%23%18%15%17%apply parental controls

or settings

383125136252262244232162823333770I don't know how
20%rs13%r27%Trsuv13%7%18%ru11%4%17%n8%14%25%Tk8%14%14%27%Tef14%19%16%knruparental controls or

settings work

72143813422211981712782028I don't have the time
3%9%Tsv5%2%8%9%sv21%4%6%2%6%9%2%6%6%8%3%11%Tb6%bv

181961241526281315113185251237Other (to be specified)
9%8%r7%11%4%11%11%14%8%4%10%5%4%12%9%6%10%6%9%
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Table 180
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

703574239369223236329912212017112911411282103435Unweighted base

7035141*3886921**34*35729212511017113410510886107429Weighted base

66340403756621313462851161151631231091077998414Effective base

1821218216277112061607058957455574763234My child does not need
25%60%Tt44%56%39%34%33%58%Tmp55%56%53%55%55%52%53%55%59%55%mptparental controls

10235287-524181361786612732I don't know what apps
14%s6%12%7%10%-16%7%6%11%5%10%6%6%6%14%Td6%8%my child uses

165766613385847211630241519201572I don't know how to
22%16%15%17%18%15%23%16%16%17%14%17%18%14%18%23%14%17%apply parental controls

or settings

16528611237575015232122231292070I don't know how
22%15%20%16%17%15%21%16%17%12%21%12%16%22%cd11%10%19%16%parental controls or

settings work

8194241054181889118884728I don't have the time
12%6%10%6%14%Tk22%13%5%6%7%8%6%6%7%8%5%7%6%k

92763174330288914138116937Other (to be specified)
13%8%15%8%10%18%9%9%10%6%9%8%10%8%10%7%9%9%
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Table 181
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

14724229366315233435435Unweighted base

14923428**364311237429429Weighted base

14123028348299223414414Effective base

8513122190171106234234My child does not need
57%56%79%52%c55%ce44%55%55%ceparental controls

1315-3028253232I don't know what apps
9%6%-8%9%11%T8%8%my child uses

253526853537272I don't know how to
17%15%6%19%T17%22%Tde17%17%apply parental controls

or settings

273545549417070I don't know how
18%15%15%15%16%17%16%16%parental controls or

settings work

91612421202828I don't have the time
6%7%4%7%7%8%6%6%

52623323233737Other (to be specified)
3%11%Th8%9%d7%10%9%9%h
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Table 182
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parent controls built into the device software by the manufacturer (e.g. Windows, Apple, Samsung, Xbox, Playstation etc.)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

381661684344736267642226871351314820519662186153401Unweighted base

28*15319330*36*6563727025**37**6612814262*19320661187150398Weighted base

371621644243726166632226851321294719618859178146383Effective base

218570202638342732105477259169797349367193My child does not need
76%Trs56%Tr36%68%Tlm73%Tlmn59%Tm53%38%45%41%14%71%Tfgh56%Tfg42%f25%50%47%56%50%44%49%frparental controls

1914222366-44512411152101426I don't know what apps
5%6%8%7%6%3%5%9%8%-12%7%4%8%7%6%7%3%5%9%7%my child uses

1244311101115173102203213293915252868I don't know how to
5%16%22%Tt4%2%15%p17%p21%pq24%pq12%28%3%16%i23%Ti22%i15%19%25%b13%19%17%ipqtapply parental controls

or settings

1154812581417512314311726396322664I don't know how
3%10%25%Tst5%4%8%13%19%pq24%opq20%32%4%11%22%Thi27%Thi13%19%10%17%18%16%hiopqsparental controls or

tsettings work

-10231227854739131114211211335I don't have the time
-7%12%t5%5%2%11%o11%8%14%19%5%7%9%17%Thi7%10%2%11%c9%9%co

4212053961183181519529187241647Other (to be specified)
13%14%10%16%10%15%9%15%11%13%4%13%12%13%7%15%9%12%13%10%12%
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Table 183
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

155246708510014610173933529302702911418866216183401Unweighted base

17822082968613410**17**39*33225**2947925**10518974216180398Weighted base

15123869829714110163831928289682811018064206175383Effective base

8910435544658161916717146301757893011478193My child does not need
50%47%43%56%54%43%11%35%49%50%70%50%38%70%54%47%41%53%43%49%parental controls

1313596711123-179-513762026I don't know what apps
7%6%6%9%7%5%9%5%3%7%-6%11%-4%7%10%3%11%Tb7%bmy child uses

3038921112753753252142153712422568I don't know how to
17%17%12%21%13%20%44%19%19%16%9%18%17%9%14%20%17%19%14%17%apply parental controls

or settings

3034161410242435644120483318362964I don't know how
17%16%20%14%12%18%15%22%9%17%15%14%25%Tk15%7%17%f24%f16%16%16%fkparental controls or

settings work

162069712132291221214181182735I don't have the time
9%9%8%10%9%9%11%19%6%9%5%8%15%5%4%9%15%f4%15%Tb9%bf

20271461116227362415218235281847Other (to be specified)
11%s12%16%7%13%12%20%11%18%11%6%14%T6%6%17%Td12%6%13%10%12%
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Table 184
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

6532548353602023123392621291141591151091097288401Unweighted base

6432443*3556019**24**12**3372561321061601201021087492398Weighted base

6231046337571922123242511231091521091041046984383Effective base

8179141792361051681315955735952533442193My child does not need
13%55%Tt33%51%Tr39%33%40%45%50%51%45%51%46%49%51%49%46%45%49%rtparental controls

6193231145-1520661286105326I don't know what apps
10%6%7%6%18%Tk23%22%-4%8%5%6%7%7%6%9%7%3%7%kmy child uses

1649563104325839271535161517191468I don't know how to
25%15%12%18%16%23%13%18%17%15%20%14%22%14%14%16%26%T15%17%sapply parental controls

or settings

17481054123625238241229231218112364I don't know how
26%Ts15%23%15%20%18%23%19%15%15%18%11%18%19%11%17%15%25%Te16%parental controls or

settings work

11245311265222259101789126835I don't have the time
18%Ts7%11%9%21%Tk31%19%17%7%10%7%10%11%7%9%11%8%9%9%ks

113473932--442421131417121061247Other (to be specified)
18%11%17%11%5%11%--13%9%16%12%8%14%12%10%8%13%12%j
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Table 185
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

13821729329271209401401Unweighted base

14121128**329267218398398Weighted base

13220628314259201383383Effective base

691132214812681193193My child does not need
49%54%T79%45%c47%c37%49%49%ceparental controls

818-2523222626I don't know what apps
6%9%-8%9%T10%T7%7%my child uses

223225645436868I don't know how to
15%15%6%17%17%20%17%17%apply parental controls

or settings

253045443386464I don't know how
18%14%15%16%16%18%16%16%parental controls or

settings work

151412823223535I don't have the time
10%6%4%9%9%10%9%9%

112924328324747Other (to be specified)
8%14%8%13%d11%14%d12%12%
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Table 186
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your internet service provider  (e.g. BT, TalkTalk, Sky or Virgin Media), where the filter applies to ALL the devices using your home
broadband service (also known as home network filtering)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

431711765045706366643624951341306022219667208144419Unweighted base

31*15620035*37*6262706941*34**721251397520820266206139411Weighted base

421671724944696265633524931311285821318864200136400Effective base

228661222934351929124517148168797319064186My child does not need
69%Tr55%Tr30%63%Tklm79%Tklmno56%km57%Tkm27%42%28%12%71%Tfgh57%Tfg34%21%42%48%48%44%46%45%fgkmrparental controls

351523224561549714112111225I don't know what apps
9%3%8%5%8%3%3%6%7%14%n4%7%3%7%9%7%6%4%5%9%6%smy child uses

532466211121719888233616424216383083I don't know how to
15%21%23%17%7%17%19%24%p28%p21%23%12%18%26%i22%20%21%24%19%21%20%ipapply parental controls

or settings

31952437717158167133224354110422576I don't know how
9%12%26%Tst10%9%11%11%24%op22%19%48%9%11%23%hi32%Thi17%20%15%20%18%18%hisparental controls or

settings work

1113212458710839151924224291246I don't have the time
2%7%16%Tst4%4%6%8%12%10%25%Tnopq24%4%7%11%25%Tghi12%11%7%14%9%11%ist

313264-541496-4823629128231141Other (to be specified)
9%8%13%12%p-8%6%20%Tnop13%p14%p-6%7%17%Thi8%14%Td6%12%11%8%10%dp
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 187
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1472726582103169153636132313743211919468226192419Unweighted base

16724475928915514**37*35327*3018327*10819375222189411Weighted base

1432636380100164153434531300713111518666216184400Effective base

841023351435982115517146231756902310679186My child does not need
50%q42%43%56%Tqu48%38%55%58%44%64%Tj48%Tj27%64%Td52%d47%d30%48%42%45%djqparental controls

71861612-421217627106131325I don't know what apps
4%s7%s8%s1%7%8%s-11%6%6%6%7%6%7%5%8%6%7%6%smy child uses

2757141216412772456234193721434083I don't know how to
16%23%T19%14%18%27%Tsv14%18%20%16%19%28%16%17%19%28%20%21%20%apply parental controls

or settings

2847181118293566352213133920413576I don't know how
17%s19%24%12%21%19%20%14%19%10%17%25%10%12%20%26%f18%19%18%fparental controls or

settings work

16302136242439-2520-91617153146I don't have the time
9%t12%rt3%14%tv7%15%Trt13%10%11%-8%25%Tkl-8%8%22%Tefg7%16%Tb11%bkt

172510791524362364215214271541Other (to be specified)
10%10%13%8%10%10%11%11%10%6%12%T5%6%14%11%5%12%8%10%
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Table 188
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

823275336561152812357285125142146113138105648212419Unweighted base

81320493606015**29**11**350276126131145117128103668412**411Weighted base

783135034958142712341273119137139108133100617811400Effective base

12169161702049416612659537353495134404186My child does not need
15%53%Tt32%47%Tr33%29%32%39%47%Tp46%47%40%51%45%39%50%52%47%34%45%prtparental controls

5206196141182048888445225I don't know what apps
6%6%12%5%11%7%13%9%5%7%3%6%5%6%7%4%6%6%17%6%kmy child uses

21599751639268592133311633171711183I don't know how to
26%18%18%21%26%20%33%17%19%21%17%25%f21%13%25%b17%25%13%11%20%fapply parental controls

or settings

215310661557360452826252426191116376I don't know how
26%17%20%18%25%37%23%26%17%16%22%20%17%20%20%18%17%19%22%18%parental controls or

settings work

152934112191323012191212191247-46I don't have the time
18%Ts9%7%11%20%Tk6%31%9%9%11%9%14%8%10%15%12%6%9%-11%ks

932833311-392714111019119312541Other (to be specified)
12%10%16%9%4%7%3%-11%10%11%9%7%16%Tg9%9%5%14%38%10%
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Table 189
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

14922929354288244419419Unweighted base

14922028**351285247411411Weighted base

14321828339275235400400Effective base

621132214612283186186My child does not need
41%51%T79%42%c43%c34%45%45%ceparental controls

1012-2323202525I don't know what apps
7%5%-7%8%Te8%T6%6%my child uses

334127761638383I don't know how to
22%19%6%22%T21%26%Te20%20%apply parental controls

or settings

254246455527676I don't know how
16%19%15%18%19%21%e18%18%parental controls or

settings work

202013930304646I don't have the time
14%9%4%11%10%12%11%11%

82623827304141Other (to be specified)
5%12%h8%11%9%12%10%10%h
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Table 190
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Content filters provided by your mobile network operator (e.g. EE, 02, etc.) where certain websites are blocked unless you contact the network and prove you are 18 or over

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4719615954518372656124231061551264722620774208152434Unweighted base

34*18118138437373696628**32**8114613660*20821472205146423Weighted base

4619115553508271646024231031521244621619971200145415Effective base

2511468233250472230137569753201091153911076225My child does not need
73%Tr63%Tr38%61%m74%Tlm69%Tlm64%Tlm32%46%47%20%69%Tfg67%Tfg39%33%52%54%55%53%52%53%fgmrparental controls

38123341432365851311581024I don't know what apps
8%5%6%7%8%5%2%6%5%8%9%7%3%6%9%6%5%7%4%7%6%my child uses

324535469211511108153621433819323081I don't know how to
8%13%29%Tst13%9%8%12%31%Tnopq23%o41%31%10%10%27%Thi36%Thi21%18%26%16%21%19%hiopstapply parental controls

or settings

2243534108161229718281131329351963I don't know how
6%13%19%t7%9%14%11%23%q17%7%27%8%12%20%i18%15%15%12%17%13%15%iparental controls or

settings work

11120226398-55916517182211135I don't have the time
2%6%11%6%6%8%4%12%11%-16%6%6%12%9%8%8%3%10%8%8%

415136-37663161011517157141132Other (to be specified)
11%8%7%15%Top-4%10%p8%9%p12%4%7%7%8%8%8%7%9%7%8%8%p
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Table 191
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1622727686123149213537032336663214219460248185434Unweighted base

183240879610613421**34*36026*3237326*13219166244178423Weighted base

1582637484120143203435331322643113618658237177415Effective base

99127395963641625181191822419791032313886225My child does not need
54%t53%45%62%qtv59%u47%75%74%Tm50%73%Tj56%Tj32%73%Tde60%d54%d35%57%49%53%djmparental controls

11137457132011851109571624I don't know what apps
6%5%9%4%5%5%4%8%6%2%6%6%2%7%5%7%3%9%Tb6%bmy child uses

3743152217262275359193203918463581I don't know how to
20%18%17%23%16%20%8%6%21%n13%18%26%13%15%20%27%19%20%19%napply parental controls

or settings

263718812252159244172123216372663I don't know how
14%s15%21%sv8%11%19%s8%3%16%n7%14%24%Tk7%9%17%f24%Tf15%15%15%fnsparental controls or

settings work

11236571732291211311110992535I don't have the time
6%10%7%6%6%12%T12%6%8%3%6%18%Tk3%8%5%14%e4%14%Tb8%bek

131886810-3291273113153221032Other (to be specified)
7%8%9%6%8%8%-8%8%3%9%5%3%10%8%5%9%5%8%
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Table 192
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

803376037364242410368294130126174117122115719712434Unweighted base

79328543676422**26**10**357282131117173117113112729811**423Weighted base

763225735761232310352281124122166111118109689212415Effective base

15204172082068320415367628867596336508225My child does not need
18%62%Tt31%57%Tr31%29%30%30%57%Tp54%51%53%51%57%52%56%50%51%79%53%prtparental controls

9131013632117131061176576124I don't know what apps
11%Ts4%18%Tq3%9%14%8%9%5%5%8%5%6%6%5%4%9%6%7%6%qsmy child uses

215511701865563552326361626241117-81I don't know how to
26%17%20%19%28%29%19%52%18%20%18%22%21%14%23%21%15%18%-19%sapply parental controls

or settings

2340125218511245382314321514131816-63I don't know how
29%Ts12%21%14%29%Tk21%41%22%13%14%18%12%18%13%12%11%25%Tde17%-15%ksparental controls or

settings work

12226291145-23248131111131038-35I don't have the time
16%Ts7%11%8%18%Tk17%19%-7%9%6%11%7%9%11%9%4%9%-8%ks

1020725632126181212711123211232Other (to be specified)
12%6%12%7%9%13%8%9%7%7%9%10%g4%10%g10%d2%3%11%d19%8%dg
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Table 193
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

15223529357304210434434Unweighted base

15122528**349299211423423Weighted base

14622428341290202415415Effective base

841252217415285225225My child does not need
55%55%79%50%c51%c40%53%53%ceparental controls

616-2221142424I don't know what apps
4%7%-6%7%7%6%6%my child uses

273927158548181I don't know how to
18%17%6%20%19%25%Tde19%19%apply parental controls

or settings

282845143386363I don't know how
19%12%15%15%14%18%e15%15%parental controls or

settings work

111612927183535I don't have the time
7%7%4%8%9%9%8%8%

62123025193232Other (to be specified)
4%9%h8%8%8%9%8%8%h
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Table 194
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Settings on search engines or websites to restrict access to inappropriate online content (e.g. Google Safesearch, YouTube Restricted mode)

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

391831654443757370572726881491275321619973210134417Unweighted base

29*17119031*35*6774756232**37**681421376920520874209132415Weighted base

381791614342747269562726861461255220719170202126399Effective base

2110062192842422132784885531589110339969201My child does not need
75%Tr59%Tr32%62%m78%Tlmn62%Tm57%m28%52%m23%22%71%Tfg60%Tfg39%f22%44%53%45%48%52%49%efgmrparental controls

11717137510344513138221611141338I don't know what apps
5%10%9%4%9%11%7%13%5%11%12%7%9%9%12%11%8%15%b6%10%9%my child uses

220373259211254414339342613301860I don't know how to
8%12%20%Ts8%4%8%12%28%Tnopq19%p17%11%6%10%24%Thi14%17%13%18%14%13%15%hipapply parental controls

or settings

11945329614136155152720323510391867I don't know how
3%11%23%Tst10%4%14%8%19%np21%np18%40%7%10%20%hi30%Thi16%17%13%19%13%16%hinpstparental controls or

settings work

-528121375973413161917422936I don't have the time
-3%15%Tst5%4%1%4%10%o9%29%19%4%3%9%h24%Tghi9%8%6%11%7%9%hos

421224171113461517177301610221446Other (to be specified)
13%12%12%13%2%10%15%p18%lp6%18%4%7%12%12%10%15%Td8%13%11%11%11%dp
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Table 195
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

16325377861011521933356323137232121192648220196417Unweighted base

18622788988913919**33*35428*3058228*1101957110**219195415Weighted base

1592457584981471832340313016931117185628211187399Effective base

95105435250551219168211572321619620311981201My child does not need
51%q46%q49%53%q57%qu39%65%58%47%74%Tjk52%Tj28%74%Tde56%d49%d28%33%54%Ta42%49%adjqparental controls

1820107416-53012791101772112738I don't know what apps
10%9%12%8%5%11%-16%9%4%9%11%4%9%9%10%17%5%14%Tb9%bmy child uses

2040129142654491471211532111312960I don't know how to
11%18%T14%9%16%18%s28%12%14%4%15%15%4%14%16%15%12%14%15%15%apply parental controls

or settings

32351516132225592471721037153303767I don't know how
17%16%18%17%15%16%8%14%17%9%15%21%9%9%19%f21%f26%14%19%16%fparental controls or

settings work

14224105171233-2214-517121132336I don't have the time
7%10%4%10%6%12%4%6%9%-7%17%Tkl-4%9%17%Tfg13%6%12%Tb9%bf

21251110817-242334103142010-311546Other (to be specified)
11%11%12%11%9%12%-5%12%9%11%12%9%13%10%14%-14%a8%11%a
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 196
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

643384536962182811353270130128145128124104699212417Unweighted base

6533643*3686217**30**11**351265132120147133116103749412**415Weighted base

613234235459172711338258125123139123119100668811399Effective base

10186131882067518113862517966485434527201My child does not need
16%55%Tt30%51%Tr33%39%24%46%52%Tp52%47%43%54%50%41%53%46%56%e64%49%prtparental controls

102753271413126118131381196-38I don't know what apps
15%8%11%9%11%6%13%9%9%10%9%7%9%10%7%10%13%7%-9%my child uses

1642654135534740182119162111169-60I don't know how to
25%Ts13%14%15%22%32%18%27%13%15%14%18%13%12%18%10%21%10%-15%sapply parental controls

or settings

194685715211251392420222220141316167I don't know how
30%Ts14%19%16%25%13%37%16%15%15%18%17%15%17%17%13%18%17%9%16%ksparental controls or

settings work

92472912282222011131111131425136I don't have the time
14%7%16%8%20%Tk9%25%18%6%7%8%11%8%8%11%c14%c3%6%11%9%cks

836739632-402717131218139713246Other (to be specified)
12%11%16%10%10%18%7%-11%10%12%11%8%14%11%9%9%14%16%11%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 197
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

13923729363289257417417Unweighted base

14422928**364289260415415Weighted base

13322728348276248399399Effective base

6512022167144109201201My child does not need
45%53%79%46%c50%ce42%49%49%ceparental controls

1619-3735263838I don't know what apps
11%8%-10%12%Te10%9%9%my child uses

203325743496060I don't know how to
14%14%6%16%15%19%Tde15%15%apply parental controls

or settings

243545742446767I don't know how
17%15%15%16%15%17%16%16%parental controls or

settings work

151813326233636I don't have the time
10%8%4%9%9%9%9%9%

112924224334646Other (to be specified)
8%13%8%12%d8%13%d11%11%d
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 198
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's device to actively restrict access to content or manage their use of the device and/or apps

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

321651633640736862613019781421234920118869199124392Unweighted base

23*15518525*34*6568666735**27**6113413362*19119670199122391Weighted base

311621593539726761603019761391214819318167191118376Effective base

17996417263944212912645845017891043910057196My child does not need
73%Tr64%Tr34%67%Tlm76%Tlm61%m64%Tlm32%44%34%21%73%Tfg63%Tfg38%28%47%53%56%50%47%50%fgmrparental controls

1761241322-35529635715I don't know what apps
3%4%3%2%7%6%2%4%3%7%-5%4%4%4%5%3%4%2%6%4%my child uses

1154232571514965122915322817261860I don't know how to
5%10%23%Tst11%6%8%10%23%op21%op26%21%8%9%22%Thi24%hi17%14%24%Tb13%14%15%hiosapply parental controls

or settings

11049237312159125102721313311351864I don't know how
6%6%26%Tst7%10%11%4%18%n23%n27%44%8%7%21%hi35%Thi16%17%16%18%15%16%hinsparental controls or

settings work

11129135661067411151419265231744I don't have the time
3%7%16%Ts6%8%8%9%8%15%18%27%7%8%12%22%Thi10%13%7%11%14%11%s

4182242891573-51722330173311247Other (to be specified)
16%12%12%14%4%12%13%23%Tp10%9%-8%12%17%f5%15%Td9%5%15%Tc10%12%c
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Table 199
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

15523670859813811173233224298702412017866215176392Unweighted base

17821180988612511**17**33*33020**2917920**11018174214176391Weighted base

15122968839513411173131823288672311617263207168376Effective base

95101385749523141516515156251561962411779196My child does not need
53%48%q48%58%q56%qu42%26%80%46%50%76%54%Tj31%76%55%d53%d32%54%45%50%djqparental controls

61041271-212-105-4756915I don't know what apps
3%5%6%1%3%6%9%-7%4%-4%6%-3%4%6%3%5%4%my child uses

2535169132223649145141163014303060I don't know how to
14%17%20%9%15%18%20%19%19%15%5%16%18%5%14%16%19%14%17%15%apply parental controls

or settings

31331615122133553239242132522283664I don't know how
17%16%20%15%14%17%28%17%15%16%8%13%30%Tk8%12%14%30%Tef13%20%16%kparental controls or

settings work

23214196151-538-2322-81518153044I don't have the time
13%t10%6%19%Trtuv7%12%8%-17%12%-8%27%Tk-7%8%24%Tef7%17%Tb11%bk

202781110172-6392413219223311547Other (to be specified)
11%13%10%12%12%13%17%-17%12%11%14%Tj4%11%17%d12%5%15%9%12%dj
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 200
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

6132038350671932133242511271121461191071047586392Unweighted base

6231838*3486718**34*12**3232481291051481241001057789391Weighted base

5930637335641831133112411221081401141031007282376Effective base

1417816181216961761326248766745524248196My child does not need
23%56%Tt41%52%31%34%26%47%54%Tmp53%48%46%51%55%45%50%55%53%50%mptparental controls

21221231111295455434315I don't know what apps
3%4%6%3%4%4%2%8%4%3%4%4%3%4%4%3%5%4%4%my child uses

2039752163844436201524181417151160I don't know how to
33%Ts12%20%15%24%Tk17%24%31%14%14%16%14%16%15%14%16%19%13%15%ksapply parental controls

or settings

16449551911434538231722251714102264I don't know how
26%Ts14%24%16%29%Tk7%39%Tk22%14%15%18%16%15%20%17%13%13%25%Td16%ksparental controls or

settings work

11327361541013027151519815164744I don't have the time
18%10%17%10%22%Tk23%28%Tk7%9%11%12%14%13%7%15%15%6%7%11%fk

540343632-402914131517131271247Other (to be specified)
9%13%8%12%10%18%7%-12%12%11%12%10%13%13%11%9%14%12%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 201
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

14021829334271233392392Unweighted base

14321528**337273239391391Weighted base

13520928320259224376376Effective base

6312022161141103196196My child does not need
44%56%Th79%48%c52%ce43%50%50%ceparental controls

58-1513131515I don't know what apps
4%4%-4%5%5%4%4%my child uses

223225344446060I don't know how to
15%15%6%16%16%18%15%15%apply parental controls

or settings

292845346396464I don't know how
20%13%15%16%17%17%16%16%parental controls or

settings work

211913833254444I don't have the time
14%9%4%11%12%11%11%11%

103224221354747Other (to be specified)
7%15%Th8%13%d8%15%Td12%12%dh
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 202
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Apps that can be installed on a child's phone which monitor the apps they use and for how long

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4621616755529682646922231091781334523722684224157465Unweighted base

34*20018839438583677525**32**8416814257*21623482217153452Weighted base

4521016354519481636822231061741314422821880216150446Effective base

261146627315142253375609458121101124011173224My child does not need
77%Trs57%Tr35%68%Tlmn71%Tlmn61%Tlm50%37%45%28%16%70%Tfgh56%Tfg41%f22%51%48%49%51%47%50%fgmrparental controls

213131665413771251015198151033I don't know what apps
4%7%7%3%13%l7%6%6%1%12%22%8%7%4%18%Tgh7%8%10%7%7%7%glmy child uses

2375143131919185107323815415123383192I don't know how to
5%18%t27%Tst9%8%15%22%p28%opq25%pq21%32%8%19%i26%Ti27%i19%22%28%18%20%20%ipqtapply parental controls

or settings

125472310121520876223615354311432478I don't know how
4%13%25%Tst5%8%12%14%23%pq27%Topq31%22%7%13%25%Thi26%hi16%18%13%20%16%17%iqstparental controls or

settings work

-1025212599443717817192211236I don't have the time
-5%13%Tst5%2%3%6%13%op11%o15%13%3%4%12%Thi14%hi8%8%3%10%8%8%hios

410144-6438214912415136121128Other (to be specified)
10%5%8%11%p-7%4%5%11%p9%4%5%5%8%6%7%6%7%6%7%6%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 203
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

173292868712117115214138837360683714721363266197465Unweighted base

193259979610415414**21**40*37732*3457532*13421069261189452Weighted base

168283848511816514204037136346653614220561255189446Effective base

991254157616431321186211772621731042413885224My child does not need
51%t48%q42%60%Tqtv58%Tqtu41%23%63%53%49%64%j51%j34%64%d54%d49%d34%53%45%50%djqparental controls

112356518-12303238310137171533I don't know what apps
5%9%r5%6%5%11%Tv-4%6%8%8%7%10%8%7%6%9%6%8%7%my child uses

40522514163654973171191264619583392I don't know how to
20%20%26%15%15%23%35%20%24%19%4%21%l25%l4%19%g22%g28%g22%18%20%glapply parental controls

or settings

30481813143342567654196183619403878I don't know how
16%18%18%13%14%22%27%10%13%18%18%16%25%18%13%17%27%Tf15%20%17%parental controls or

settings work

1620796142152832013361411112536I don't have the time
8%8%7%10%5%9%15%5%13%7%8%6%18%Tk8%4%7%15%Tef4%13%Tb8%bfk

111865810211242242211132161228Other (to be specified)
5%7%6%5%8%6%16%4%3%6%5%7%3%5%8%6%3%6%7%6%
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Table 204
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

9635664399661928143963101441321841351281298210111465Unweighted base

95345623876316**29**14**3862971441221811351191238310310**452Weighted base

923416138363182713380298137128176129124124799611446Effective base

172001920524811319915566539864506345507224My child does not need
18%58%Tt30%53%Tr38%47%37%24%52%Tp52%46%44%54%48%42%52%54%49%63%50%rtparental controls

12204289-7124211212111012956133I don't know what apps
13%Ts6%7%7%15%Tk-25%9%6%7%8%10%6%7%10%7%6%6%7%7%ksmy child uses

246513771517776543622422722242124-92I don't know how to
26%19%21%20%25%5%24%50%20%18%25%18%23%20%18%19%25%23%-20%apply parental controls

or settings

25511860814368472824252824201119278I don't know how
26%Ts15%29%Tq15%13%6%15%22%18%16%19%20%14%21%20%17%14%18%22%17%qsparental controls or

settings work

14227299252262014121310121068-36I don't have the time
15%Ts6%11%7%14%k10%17%16%7%7%9%10%7%7%10%8%7%8%-8%ks

81942555--23206109710546128Other (to be specified)
8%6%6%6%8%32%--6%7%4%9%5%5%9%4%5%6%8%6%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 205
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

14126729383317243465465Unweighted base

14125328**374308241452452Weighted base

13625528367303234446446Effective base

701382217515195224224My child does not need
49%55%T79%47%c49%c39%50%50%ceparental controls

1119-3127243333I don't know what apps
8%7%-8%9%10%7%7%my child uses

225037760569292I don't know how to
16%20%11%21%19%23%20%20%apply parental controls

or settings

294036751507878I don't know how
21%16%11%18%16%21%Td17%17%parental controls or

settings work

171212925233636I don't have the time
12%Tg5%4%8%8%10%8%8%g

22122418152828Other (to be specified)
1%8%h8%7%6%6%6%6%h
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 206
Q13. Why do you not use these sort of controls or settings for your [Child selected]?
Base: All respondents who do not currently use ...
Parental controls or settings on individual apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's use of that specific app

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5332434464641421261271325651130270259107389373140379247766Unweighted base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Weighted base

5231633563631401241251305550127264255104374359134365235734Effective base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769NET: Know about any
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%controls

291982333237808478813949701661598822825291233159484Ability to filter
73%66%60%69%69%64%67%58%56%61%68%70%g66%g57%65%62%63%64%62%64%63%gthe content your

child sees when on
the app

271832393030787881913842621571728022724294234144471Ability to control
68%61%61%65%57%63%62%60%62%60%59%61%62%61%60%62%61%66%62%58%61%how much time your

child spends on the
app

211602221835736579793641551381577720622186213129427Ability to monitor
54%53%57%41%66%q58%q52%59%q54%57%58%54%55%56%57%56%55%61%56%51%56%qthe content your

child is watching on
the app

171461891726586260772737451211386416320369186113368Ability to control
44%49%48%38%50%47%49%45%53%q43%52%44%48%49%48%44%51%48%49%45%48%who your child can

interact with on the
app

-35-1-2311-1241441528Other (please
-1%1%-1%-2%2%1%2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 207
Q14. You say you know about parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage of that specific app. Which, if any, of the
following controls do you know about ...?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

284481140144194287243165646515671485122334413810422342766Unweighted base

32943916316617426523**31*6565045*55616845*20934715513**424344769Weighted base

277466136140188278233063618495451434921533113410405327734Effective base

329439163166174265233165650455561684520934715513424344769NET: Know about any
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%controls

1823019092120181171943405303579630144213906268214484Ability to filter
55%69%Tstv56%55%69%Tstv68%Tstv76%60%65%62%66%64%57%66%69%Td61%58%49%63%62%63%svthe content your

child sees when on
the app

204266102102981691317414003134110031118222973262209471Ability to control
62%61%63%61%56%64%55%55%63%62%68%61%59%68%57%64%63%20%62%61%61%how much time your

child spends on the
app

184243909397146131637362213159121120195838224204427Ability to monitor
56%55%55%56%56%55%57%50%56%56%47%57%54%47%58%56%54%61%53%59%56%the content your

child is watching on
the app

14921978717913913132931324263812491172765199169368Ability to control
45%50%48%43%46%53%T56%42%45%48%52%47%48%52%44%50%49%40%47%49%48%who your child can

interact with on the
app

2611151--71611331-628Other (please
1%1%1%1%1%2%4%--1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%-1%*1%specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 208
Q14. You say you know about parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage of that specific app. Which, if any, of the
following controls do you know about ...?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

1316197568912237502864251223520030224319621614117617769NET: Know about any
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%controls

773974943277232922404321151144183141141135869411484Ability to filter
59%64%65%63%63%62%58%78%63%63%64%72%Tfg61%58%72%Tbcd63%61%54%67%63%bthe content your

child sees when on
the app

7238846424782230213923131471201971421161299410812471Ability to control
55%63%61%62%64%58%61%75%61%61%62%60%65%59%59%60%67%61%74%61%how much time your

child spends on the
app

59355343886823271535827813712014614711711576978427Ability to monitor
45%57%Tt45%56%56%62%55%53%56%54%58%60%g48%61%g60%53%54%55%46%56%gtthe content your

child is watching on
the app

50312243435816241530624710910813111910681768610368Ability to control
38%50%Tt32%50%Tr47%45%49%54%48%48%46%54%Tg43%49%54%Td37%54%d49%d57%48%drtwho your child can

interact with on the
app

25-8211-6623223211-8Other (please
1%1%-1%2%2%2%-1%1%1%2%1%1%2%1%1%1%-1%specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 209
Q14. You say you know about parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage of that specific app. Which, if any, of the
following controls do you know about ...?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

23244528681457546769769NET: Know about any
100%100%100%100%100%100%100%100%controls

13030217435273351484484Ability to filter
56%68%Th60%64%d60%64%d63%63%dhthe content your

child sees when on
the app

12628418423265339471471Ability to control
54%64%h65%62%d58%62%d61%61%dhhow much time your

child spends on the
app

12525520385250321427427Ability to monitor
54%57%71%56%55%59%Tde56%56%the content your

child is watching on
the app

10922715334213281368368Ability to control
47%51%T53%49%47%52%Tde48%48%who your child can

interact with on the
app

34-41388Other (please
1%1%-1%d*1%1%1%cdespecify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 210
Q14. You say you know about parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage of that specific app. Which, if any, of the
following controls do you know about ...?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5332434464641421261271325651130270259107389373140379247766Unweighted base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Weighted base

5231633563631401241251305550127264255104374359134365235734Effective base

22186261253371878091485458159171102224265105235151490YouTube
57%62%66%56%61%57%69%o59%62%76%Tmoq76%moq57%63%61%76%Tghi61%67%74%Tab62%60%64%

89216811124038586029292479118581391395614381280TikTok
21%31%43%Tst24%23%32%30%44%npq41%pq47%npq40%24%31%42%Thi43%hi38%35%40%38%32%36%hipqst

107510111152936324319142765743391107418672198Facebook (including
25%25%26%24%29%23%28%24%29%31%19%26%26%26%24%25%27%29%23%29%26%Facebook Messenger)

116010612132524363713252451743886100359953187Instagram
28%20%27%s25%24%20%19%27%26%21%35%no24%20%26%28%23%25%24%26%21%24%hs

758961110272328371520215065358189378449170Snapchat
19%19%25%24%19%22%18%21%25%24%27%21%20%23%26%22%22%26%22%19%22%

56493611243130351418175565337595298555170WhatsApp
13%21%24%14%21%19%25%22%24%23%25%17%22%23%24%20%24%21%23%22%22%

11654147711236146143420264816352375Twitch
2%5%14%Tst3%8%6%6%9%16%Tnoq10%19%Tmnoq6%6%12%h15%hi7%12%Te12%9%9%10%ehst

1122212479102121119316209161136Vimeo
2%4%6%1%3%4%5%7%7%3%2%2%4%7%2%4%5%7%4%4%5%

-625--3347410-6121311205161030Fruitlab
-2%6%Ts--2%2%3%5%6%13%Tmnopq-2%4%i10%Tghi3%5%4%4%4%4%is

-519--136743-41371212811524Recast
-2%5%Ts--1%2%5%o4%7%o4%-1%5%hi5%hi3%3%5%3%2%3%hs

-616--155614-6115715611522The Sponsor Hub
-2%4%--1%4%4%4%2%6%o-2%4%i4%i2%4%4%3%2%3%

13118233152251477685374538981628217919969189121379NET: VSPs
33%39%59%Tst32%41%41%37%57%nopq58%Tnopq59%noq62%nopq37%39%58%Thi61%Thi49%50%49%50%49%49%hinoqs

t

2622029530398610098106535770187203110267302112280178570NET: Other platforms
66%73%75%67%74%69%79%73%72%84%oq79%69%74%72%82%i73%76%79%74%71%74%

3191123116751-51711121134181335None of the above
7%6%r3%4%6%9%Tjl4%5%3%2%-5%f7%Tf4%1%6%3%2%5%5%4%fr

1051441110212019213422414085455185440112Don't know
25%Tr17%r11%24%Tjk19%jk17%k15%14%15%5%6%22%Tf16%f14%f6%15%14%12%14%16%15%fkr

2.242.332.76Ts2.282.322.232.472.622.84o2.622.842.292.352.732.742.452.662.812.532.462.56osMean no. of mentions
(incl. None)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 211
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5332434464641421261271325651130270259107389373140379247766Unweighted base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Weighted base

5231633563631401241251305550127264255104374359134365235734Effective base

2.472.522.86s2.422.492.512.612.792.942.672.842.442.562.872.762.632.762.892.682.622.70sMean no. of mentions
(excl. None)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 211
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

284481140144194287243165646515671485122334413810422342766Unweighted base

32943916316617426523**31*6565045*55616845*20934715513**424344769Weighted base

277466136140188278233063618495451434921533113410405327734Effective base

1982921029610918313214541124356110241372191046268222490YouTube
60%67%T63%58%63%69%Tsv57%68%69%63%54%64%66%54%65%63%67%45%63%64%64%

116164566058106671825014196711467128691142138280TikTok
35%37%34%36%33%40%25%21%28%38%T30%35%42%30%32%37%45%Tf10%34%40%36%

84114414335806710175201334620498343391106198Facebook (including
26%26%r25%26%20%30%Tru27%21%15%27%n44%Tjk24%27%44%Tdef24%24%28%20%22%31%Tb26%bknrFacebook Messenger)

64123303441827611164613249641914549790187Instagram
19%28%Ttv19%20%24%31%Tstv29%19%16%25%14%24%29%l14%19%26%29%fg29%23%26%24%fv

7299254633668771489119429358442-8783170Snapchat
22%t22%16%28%tv19%25%t36%23%11%23%n20%21%25%20%17%24%f27%f-21%24%22%fnt

7010040303070441115214117381438793548287170WhatsApp
21%23%r25%18%17%26%Tru17%12%16%23%31%21%23%31%f18%23%22%29%19%25%22%b

28471315839-13701452911134236255075Twitch
8%11%r8%9%5%15%Truv-3%5%11%T2%8%17%Tkl2%5%10%f15%Tfg45%6%14%Tb10%bfgklr

1224102717--63012510161981191736Vimeo
4%s5%s6%s1%4%6%s--9%5%2%5%6%2%3%6%5%9%4%5%5%s

102064714--2292151426813192130Fruitlab
3%5%4%2%4%5%--3%4%4%3%8%Tk4%3%2%8%Tef10%2%6%Tb4%bek

81653511---24-195-5145-101424Recast
2%4%3%2%3%4%---4%T-3%3%-3%4%3%-2%4%3%

81444311---22112812108-81422The Sponsor Hub
2%3%2%3%2%4%---3%3%2%5%3%1%3%5%f-2%4%3%f

162218758775143101326330212511072183168999186193379NET: VSPs
49%50%r46%52%43%54%ru44%42%40%51%45%45%64%Tkl45%40%49%f64%Tefg65%44%56%Tb49%bfkr

23633412111512620817235048035405129351572481227307262570NET: Other platforms
72%76%74%69%72%78%Ts75%75%76%74%78%73%77%78%75%71%79%55%72%76%74%

92427817--233229428204-221235None of the above
3%6%t1%4%4%6%tv--2%5%5%5%2%5%4%6%2%-5%4%4%t

57552928312458990695116385711-7239112Don't know
17%q12%q18%q17%q18%qu9%21%25%13%14%13%17%Tj7%13%18%d16%d7%-17%Ta11%15%adjqu

2.462.63r2.492.432.352.80Tru2.422.241.992.63Tn2.332.532.692.332.322.662.76f1.972.382.76Tb2.56bnMean no. of mentions
(incl. None)

2.552.81r2.532.572.483.01Trtuv2.422.242.042.80Tn2.462.702.762.462.442.86f2.831.972.542.88Tb2.70bfnMean no. of mentions
(excl. None)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 212
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

784035143584213624403333143139177161136129881196490YouTube
60%65%68%63%69%58%72%83%63%65%61%70%Tg59%66%70%Td60%62%68%36%64%g

392362125657132416221187808191101806845746280TikTok
30%38%28%37%47%Tk36%49%56%34%37%34%40%g30%41%g41%d31%32%42%d35%36%gk

31163251714110171215714055636863634734465198Facebook (including
23%26%33%25%34%Tk27%34%43%24%27%23%31%Tg23%26%32%Td22%24%26%28%26%Facebook Messenger)

31150161684814221013813446596158594032444187Instagram
24%24%21%24%39%Tk37%k45%Tk36%21%26%19%30%Tg20%24%30%Td19%22%25%26%24%dgik

2314413156356161213311846534564523625454170Snapchat
18%23%17%23%29%n16%31%43%21%23%19%27%g15%26%g26%d17%18%26%d24%22%dgk

27139141534714211012011546615253603033393170WhatsApp
20%22%19%22%38%Tk37%Tk42%Tk36%19%22%20%30%Tfg17%22%31%Td14%23%d22%d18%22%dgk

9644692448114957143024192919915175Twitch
7%10%6%10%20%Tk12%17%k40%8%11%i6%15%Tfg8%8%15%Tc9%6%9%6%10%ik

9262331033326241012914127412-36Vimeo
7%4%3%5%8%k8%6%10%4%5%4%6%3%6%6%3%2%7%-5%

82332712542192281410714367130Fruitlab
6%4%4%4%10%Tk14%Tk8%k8%3%4%3%7%Tf3%3%7%Td1%4%4%8%4%dk

219220622217203115711-74124Recast
1%3%3%3%5%5%5%7%3%4%1%6%Tg2%3%6%Td-5%d2%d8%3%d

3171204121181661021010137-22The Sponsor Hub
2%3%1%3%3%3%4%3%3%3%2%5%Tg1%4%g5%Td1%2%4%d-3%dg

5032226350771833223002601051061321281059763939379NET: VSPs
38%52%Tt34%51%Tr63%Tkn48%67%Tk77%47%51%45%53%g44%53%g53%45%45%53%55%49%gkrt

914675950610129422446638316815920618815514910613211570NET: Other platforms
70%75%78%73%82%Tk78%85%85%72%75%72%79%Tg68%77%g79%Td69%75%75%67%74%gk

629332321-3224101514615766135None of the above
4%5%4%5%2%6%2%-5%5%4%7%Tf4%2%8%T3%4%3%5%4%

2976129994221026942185533183824234112Don't know
22%Ts12%17%14%8%10%4%8%16%Tmp13%18%9%18%Th14%9%17%e17%e13%21%15%ehmps

2.532.552.452.563.28Tk2.803.27Tk3.972.412.632.362.92Tg2.212.65g2.95Tcd2.132.432.70d2.392.56dgkMean no. of mentions
(incl. None)
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 213
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

2.682.692.562.703.37Tk3.003.33Tk3.972.552.782.503.18Tfg2.342.73g3.22Tcd2.222.552.81d2.542.70dgkMean no. of mentions
(excl. None)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 213
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

13929414453299372490490YouTube
60%66%49%66%T65%68%T64%64%

881597263176232280280TikTok
38%36%27%39%T38%43%Tde36%36%

521197183132155198198Facebook (including
23%27%24%27%29%T28%T26%26%Facebook Messenger)

561147171118150187187Instagram
24%26%26%25%26%27%Te24%24%

411097155109134170170Snapchat
18%24%26%23%24%25%Te22%22%

47997155118133170170WhatsApp
20%22%25%23%26%Te24%Te22%22%

294137044637575Twitch
12%9%12%10%10%12%Te10%10%

92323323303636Vimeo
4%5%8%5%5%5%5%5%

72212922253030Fruitlab
3%5%3%4%5%5%4%4%

81412216212424Recast
3%3%3%3%3%4%3%3%

81412016192222The Sponsor Hub
4%3%3%3%3%3%3%3%

1172209356237310379379NET: VSPs
50%49%34%52%T52%57%Tde49%49%

16533515523359425570570NET: Other platforms
71%75%55%77%T79%T78%T74%74%

102242819233535None of the above
4%5%13%4%4%4%4%4%

32629784953112112Don't know
14%14%31%12%c11%10%15%15%cde

2.422.633.022.582.622.71Te2.562.56Mean no. of mentions
(incl. None)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 214
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

2.552.793.732.702.752.84Te2.702.70Mean no. of mentions
(excl. None)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 214
Q15. And thinking of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app , which, if any, of the following apps are you aware of these
sort of parental controls or settings being available on?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5332434464641421261271325651130270259107389373140379247766Unweighted base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Weighted base

5231633563631401241251305550127264255104374359134365235734Effective base

16871061419393635421320337677331021163811764219Information provided by
41%Tr29%27%31%36%31%29%26%28%21%27%33%30%27%24%28%29%27%31%26%28%my child's school

58211491227453339192622727245881224110862211Looked for them via a
13%27%t29%t19%22%22%35%Toq25%27%30%36%o21%28%26%33%i24%31%e29%29%25%27%etsearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

9741048193126353613252858713888107409462196Information provided by
24%25%27%19%37%Tnq25%21%26%25%21%35%28%23%25%28%24%27%28%25%25%25%the apps or sites (e.g.

on the app/site's
safety hub/ setup
pages)

1166881415292736351372957712093843310143177Other parents passed on
28%22%22%32%j28%j23%j21%27%j24%j21%10%29%f22%25%f15%25%21%23%27%Ta17%23%afjinformation/ advice or

guidance

64675611162029241418173653316573216354138Seen while on social
15%15%19%14%21%13%16%21%16%22%24%17%14%19%23%h18%18%15%17%21%18%media

7426881313181922922213241314975256140125Information provided by
17%14%17%18%25%To11%14%14%15%14%31%Tklmno21%h13%15%23%h13%19%e17%16%16%16%ehomy internet service

provider

54268512181617271017173443274972196635121Information provided by
13%14%17%10%23%14%13%12%18%15%24%17%13%15%20%13%18%14%17%14%16%my mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

6305665717182313911244022445316443797Seen/ heard on
15%10%14%13%9%6%13%o13%o15%o21%o12%11%10%14%16%12%13%11%12%15%13%obroadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

421474397131611116172922363711323074My child told me about
9%7%12%s8%5%7%6%10%11%17%nop15%n6%7%10%16%Thi10%9%8%9%12%10%hsthem

32045365111314999162719314015332371Information provided by
7%7%12%Ts7%11%4%9%10%9%15%o13%o9%6%10%14%h8%10%10%9%9%9%hosthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

4243154119910489201913293113281960Charities or other
10%8%8%10%8%9%7%7%7%7%12%8%8%7%9%8%8%9%7%8%8%organisations that

offer guidance

31564285331-5136116106111026Other (please specify)
8%r5%Tr2%8%Tjlm3%6%Tj4%2%2%2%-5%f5%2%1%4%3%4%3%4%3%r

331403412131711589252913383713402376Don't know
8%10%10%7%8%10%11%13%8%9%11%8%10%10%10%10%9%9%11%9%10%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 215
Q16. How did you become aware of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

284481140144194287243165646515671485122334413810422342766Unweighted base

32943916316617426523**31*6565045*55616845*20934715513**424344769Weighted base

277466136140188278233063618495451434921533113410405327734Effective base

891294841507971015187141594614639641612991219Information provided by
27%29%30%24%29%30%32%32%23%29%31%29%28%31%30%28%26%42%30%26%28%my child's school

81130374449815919178161514416559543190120211Looked for them via a
25%30%23%26%28%31%20%28%29%27%35%27%26%35%26%28%28%10%21%35%Tb27%bsearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

73123383435885814169111345111508544710095196Information provided by
22%28%Tr23%21%20%33%Trstuv21%27%22%26%24%24%30%24%24%24%28%52%24%28%25%rthe apps or sites (e.g.

on the app/site's
safety hub/ setup
pages)

751023738386461013149111363111508631-10176177Other parents passed on
23%23%22%23%22%24%25%31%20%23%24%24%18%24%24%25%20%-24%22%23%information/ advice or

guidance

429620223758-21212449439430653735781138Seen while on social
13%22%Tstv12%13%21%tv22%Tstv-5%18%19%T9%17%23%l9%14%19%24%fg20%13%24%Tb18%bvmedia

41841823246051911197937932473434580125Information provided by
13%19%Trtv11%14%14%23%Trstuv21%3%14%17%o21%14%22%Tk21%16%13%22%Te19%11%23%Tb16%bkovmy internet service

provider

54662133165043910578133727543215070121Information provided by
16%r15%r13%20%r9%19%ru16%10%14%16%15%15%20%15%13%16%21%10%12%20%Tb16%brmy mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

395821171841338833692532347241435397Seen/ heard on
12%13%13%10%10%15%13%11%12%13%6%12%15%6%11%14%15%10%10%15%b13%bbroadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

363820161226214662472521829223443074My child told me about
11%9%12%10%7%10%10%3%7%10%4%8%15%Tkl4%9%8%14%23%10%9%10%them

22481491138-15656432261330193284371Information provided by
7%11%Trs8%5%6%14%Trsuv-4%8%10%13%8%13%13%6%9%12%20%6%13%Tb9%bkthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

25351213122322651-4416-152916-322860Charities or other
8%8%7%8%7%9%8%6%9%8%-8%l9%l-7%8%g10%g-8%8%8%glorganisations that

offer guidance

12144877-3122320238122-17926Other (please specify)
4%3%3%5%4%3%-10%Tm2%3%8%j4%1%8%d4%3%1%-4%3%3%

403517231818325664647419457-522476Don't know
12%q8%10%14%qu10%7%13%7%7%10%9%12%Tj4%9%9%13%Td5%-12%Ta7%10%adjqu
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 216
Q16. How did you become aware of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

3418414205441318917414573627077606725535219Information provided by
26%30%18%30%Tr36%Tk36%36%30%27%28%31%31%23%32%g31%c31%c17%30%c31%28%cgrmy child's school

2917720188398181217115155697960696238372211Looked for them via a
22%29%27%27%32%21%36%43%27%29%23%35%Tfg26%25%35%Tb29%27%21%10%27%bsearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

2616914182361312916013160548059526032472196Information provided by
20%27%T18%26%29%35%25%31%25%26%26%27%26%24%27%28%23%27%10%25%the apps or sites (e.g.

on the app/site's
safety hub/ setup
pages)

351391316332911914511953556060534631413177Other parents passed on
27%22%18%24%26%24%21%31%23%23%23%28%g20%25%27%21%22%24%17%23%information/ advice or

guidance

24108111253391751049635386036364019362138Seen while on social
18%17%15%18%27%Tk25%33%Tk17%16%19%15%19%20%15%19%19%14%20%12%18%kmedia

15110711939101712878437493735492720223125Information provided by
11%18%T9%17%T32%Tk28%Tk34%Tk40%14%16%16%25%Tfg12%15%25%Tbcd13%14%13%17%16%gkmy internet service

provider

2010010110299137918731424232422821233121Information provided by
15%16%13%16%24%Tk25%26%k24%14%17%13%21%Tfg14%13%21%Tbd13%15%13%21%16%kmy mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

147869021511475702530323329251424397Seen/ heard on
11%13%8%13%17%13%23%Tk15%12%14%11%15%11%14%15%11%10%14%20%13%broadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

5677671144361442814263114191126274My child told me about
4%11%Tt10%10%9%11%8%12%9%9%12%7%9%13%h7%9%8%15%Te12%10%tthem

11597641555455492027232025201112171Information provided by
8%10%9%9%12%13%10%15%9%9%8%13%Tg7%8%13%T9%8%7%8%9%the government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

850653162584442182817142891110-60Charities or other
6%8%8%8%13%Tk5%10%30%7%8%8%14%Tfg6%6%14%Tbd4%8%5%-8%dkorganisations that

offer guidance
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 217
Q16. How did you become aware of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

22242222--241214108710663-26Other (please specify)
2%3%5%3%1%4%--4%2%6%Tj5%3%3%5%3%4%2%-3%j

1755966631268542014302813181919376Don't know
13%9%13%10%5%8%2%7%11%10%9%7%10%12%7%8%13%11%20%10%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 217
Q16. How did you become aware of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

341636198138158219219Information provided by
15%37%Th23%29%30%29%28%28%hmy child's school

571265202118180211211Looked for them via a
24%28%18%30%Td26%33%Tde27%27%search engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

431295182123151196196Information provided by
18%29%Th18%27%T27%28%T25%25%hthe apps or sites (e.g.

on the app/site's
safety hub/ setup
pages)

491045161108130177177Other parents passed on
21%23%18%24%24%24%23%23%information/ advice or

guidance

4179412487105138138Seen while on social
18%18%14%18%19%19%18%18%media

3479511787101125125Information provided by
14%18%20%17%19%T18%T16%16%my internet service

provider

3374511284101121121Information provided by
14%17%19%17%18%T18%Te16%16%my mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

256038659779797Seen/ heard on
11%14%12%13%13%14%e13%13%broadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

184936748547474My child told me about
8%11%9%10%11%10%10%10%them

184736549567171Information provided by
8%11%12%10%11%10%9%9%the government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

163715739516060Charities or other
7%8%5%8%9%9%T8%8%organisations that

offer guidance

91522317132626Other (please specify)
4%3%7%3%c4%2%3%3%c
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 218
Q16. How did you become aware of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

303275532397676Don't know
13%g7%24%8%7%7%10%10%cdeg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 218
Q16. How did you become aware of parental controls that allow you to restrict or monitor a child's use of a specific app?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



NET: Snapchat/
Tiktok/ TwitchNET: VSPThe Sponsor HubRecastFruitlabVimeoTwitchTiktokSnapchat

74876627203251125602400Unweighted base

74776930223554128596381Weighted base

71773426193149120579384Effective base

3793982519264569280154NET: Yes
51%52%85%86%73%83%54%47%40%

22224111813153116779Yes, all the time
30%31%36%35%38%28%24%28%21%

157157151113303911475Yes, sometimes
21%20%49%52%36%55%30%19%20%

368372439959315227NET: No
49%48%15%14%27%17%46%53%60%

8485115497349No, I used to use
11%11%4%5%14%8%7%12%13%these but not anymore

284286325550242178No, I have never used
38%37%11%9%13%9%39%41%47%them
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 219
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

39202125544498696039201499168993423216676196128400Unweighted base

28*1851393837*87696342*21**20**7615710642*21016972189120381Weighted base

38197122534396685938201497165973322415973189121384Effective base

5608269292231211816155353348568297847154NET: Yes
18%33%59%Tst16%23%34%q32%q49%pq50%pq84%79%19%34%i50%Thi82%Tghi40%40%41%41%39%40%hipqst

225464311112012997233118443516422279Yes, all the time
7%14%33%Tst10%9%13%16%31%Tnopq27%opq43%43%10%15%30%Thi43%Thi21%21%22%22%18%21%hiopqs

t

335362519111210977302116413413362575Yes, sometimes
11%19%26%5%14%21%q16%18%23%q41%36%10%19%i20%i39%Tghi20%20%19%19%21%20%iq

231245832285847322134611055381251014311173227NET: No
82%Tr67%Tr41%84%Tlmno77%Tlm66%68%51%50%16%21%81%Tfgh66%Tfg50%f18%60%60%59%59%61%60%fgr

5305412171013-1172741222711172149No, I used to use
18%r16%Tr4%11%m34%Tlmnq20%Tm15%m1%7%-6%22%Tfg17%Tfg4%3%11%16%16%9%18%b13%bgmrthese but not anymore

18945228164137311833457849610374319452178No, I have never used
64%Tr51%r38%73%Tlmnop43%47%53%49%42%16%15%59%Tf49%f46%f15%49%44%43%50%43%47%frthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 220
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

149250727710714316174332427309642713017961235163400Unweighted base

16421679859112614**16**41*30923**2906823**11717365224155381Weighted base

145243707410413916174230926297612612617259226156384Effective base

619328333163651412951064353472407479154NET: Yes
37%43%r35%39%34%50%Trtuv41%33%34%42%20%37%63%Tk20%29%42%f61%Tef33%51%Tb40%bfk

32481418133543765257212203720384179Yes, all the time
19%22%r18%21%14%28%Tru29%19%18%21%8%20%31%Tk8%17%21%31%f17%26%Tb21%br

29461415182822764350223143620363775Yes, sometimes
18%21%17%18%20%22%12%13%16%21%12%17%32%Tk12%12%21%31%Tf16%24%20%bfk

1031235152606391127180191832519821012514977227NET: No
63%q57%q65%q61%66%qu50%59%67%66%58%80%63%Tj37%80%71%Tde58%d39%67%Ta49%60%adjq

1732981616-55397385712265331649No, I used to use
11%15%12%9%17%13%-32%12%13%29%13%7%29%10%15%7%15%11%13%these but not anymore

869142444447962214112145201271752011660178No, I have never used
52%q42%53%q52%q49%37%59%36%54%46%51%50%Tj30%51%61%Tde43%32%52%Ta39%47%adjquthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 221
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6931946353592022338268120119143123114106629013400Unweighted base

6530642*3385417**21**324253116106138122103100629013**381Weighted base

6730545338561921324256116115138117111101608612384Effective base

1713351493261612010443474953463328384154NET: Yes
27%44%Tt12%44%Tr59%Tk37%73%37%41%37%44%35%43%45%33%44%42%28%40%krt

673178173861492628222628141118479Yes, all the time
9%24%Tt2%23%Tr32%Tk16%36%19%19%22%26%g16%21%27%d14%18%20%28%21%dkrt

1160471154859541719272718191619-75Yes, sometimes
18%20%10%21%28%20%36%18%21%15%18%20%22%18%19%26%22%-20%

47173371892211620415074599070566635529227NET: No
73%Ts56%88%Tq56%41%63%27%63%Tp59%63%56%65%57%55%67%56%58%72%60%pqs

741840724423416122015111679349No, I used to use
11%13%19%12%13%10%20%13%13%13%11%14%12%10%16%11%10%21%13%these but not anymore

4013229149159216211658487055465027437178No, I have never used
62%Ts43%69%Tq44%28%53%7%50%Tp46%50%45%51%45%45%50%44%48%51%47%pqsthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 222
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

11124518350250263400400Unweighted base

10823016**335236257381381Weighted base

10723417336240253384384Effective base

54801151101139154154NET: Yes
50%Tg35%4%45%T43%54%Tde40%40%g

2045-7945777979Yes, all the time
18%20%-24%Td19%30%Tde21%21%

343517256637575Yes, sometimes
32%Tg15%4%21%T24%T24%Te20%20%g

5415015183135117227227NET: No
50%65%Th96%55%c57%c46%60%60%ceh

93614644214949No, I used to use
8%16%5%14%c19%Tce8%13%13%cthese but not anymore

45114141379097178178No, I have never used
42%50%91%41%c38%38%47%47%cdethem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 223
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

392692555350123100105101412510522520666322276114304184602Unweighted base

29*2482863742*10810111111147*34**8121122381304288115299182596Weighted base

3826224952491219810399402510322020365310267109293177579Effective base

5801827123829686932252067137571441355814578280NET: Yes
18%32%63%Tst20%29%35%28%61%Tnopq62%Tnopq67%Tnopq74%24%32%61%Thi70%Thi48%47%50%48%43%47%hinopq

st

349108342517394820984387298779398839167Yes, all the time
10%20%38%Tst9%10%24%pq17%35%npq43%Tnopq42%Tnopq27%9%21%i39%Thi35%hi29%27%34%a29%22%28%ahinpq

st

2317448121229211216122450285757185739114Yes, sometimes
8%13%26%Tst11%19%11%12%26%noq19%26%no47%15%11%22%h35%Thi19%20%16%19%21%19%hnos

2416810530307072444215962143862415915357154104315NET: No
82%Tr68%Tr37%80%Tklm71%Tklm65%Tklm72%Tklm39%38%33%26%76%Tfg68%Tfg39%30%52%53%50%52%57%53%fgklmr

54121510181898411636175363715372173No, I used to use
18%r17%Tr7%14%25%Tklm16%l18%lm8%7%8%4%20%Tfg17%Tfg8%6%12%13%13%12%11%12%grthese but not anymore

18127842519535434351284610869191231164211783242No, I have never used
64%Tr51%Tr29%66%Tklmo46%k49%Tklm54%Tklm31%31%25%22%56%Tfg51%Tfg31%24%41%40%36%39%46%41%fgklmrthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 224
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

2253771101151522251623525114245210842182270104346256602Unweighted base

25733812613113420415**24**5350438*44011838*170270113346249596Weighted base

2203671071131482191522504914043510540175260101333246579Effective base

10018151495712479242401218782125812976144137280NET: Yes
39%53%Trstv40%37%42%61%Trstuv42%40%46%48%31%43%69%Tkl31%34%48%fg68%Tefg42%55%Tb47%bfgkls

v

5511227283478471514091124693775438482167Yes, all the time
21%33%Trstv22%21%25%38%Trstuv28%32%28%28%24%25%39%Tk24%22%28%38%Tef24%33%Tb28%bfkv

45692421234722101002763622154336054114Yes, sometimes
17%20%19%16%17%23%15%8%19%20%6%17%30%Tkl6%13%20%fg29%Tfg17%22%19%fgkl

158158758378809142826426252362611114136202113315NET: No
61%Tqu47%q60%qu63%Tqu58%qu39%58%60%54%52%69%Tj57%Tj31%69%Tde66%Tde52%d32%58%Ta45%53%adjqu

32421219192225760855108223410433173No, I used to use
12%12%10%15%14%11%12%19%13%12%21%j13%8%21%d13%12%9%12%12%12%these but not anymore

1261166363585871021204181972718901072716082242No, I have never used
49%Tqu34%q50%Tqu48%qu43%qu28%45%41%41%40%48%j45%Tj23%48%d53%Tde40%d24%46%Ta33%41%adjquthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 225
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

10448262538932931265044001831722231851671699813511602Unweighted base

104477615339026**31**27**50139218616122419115716610213911**596Weighted base

10046459518892830254853851761672151771621629512911579Effective base

4023512267539222022418287899194887445643280NET: Yes
38%49%Tt20%50%Tr59%Tk35%70%74%45%47%46%55%Tg41%49%56%Td44%44%46%30%47%gkr

211426160284111313611446614359603627373167Yes, all the time
20%30%T10%30%Tr31%16%35%49%27%29%25%38%Tg19%31%g38%Tbd21%27%26%30%28%dgr

1992610625511788694128483528381827-114Yes, sometimes
18%19%10%20%27%Tk19%35%25%18%17%22%17%21%18%18%23%18%19%-19%k

64242482663717972762101007213397699357758315NET: No
62%s51%80%Tq50%41%65%30%26%55%Tp53%54%45%59%Th51%44%56%e56%54%70%53%ehpqs

1359963953-64551721212420181018-73No, I used to use
13%12%14%12%11%18%8%-13%14%9%13%9%13%13%11%10%13%-12%these but not anymore

5118340202281277212154835111273487547578242No, I have never used
49%38%65%Tq38%31%47%22%26%42%Tp39%44%31%50%Tfh38%31%45%e46%e41%70%41%ehpqsthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 226
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

17335625528363405602602Unweighted base

17634724**524358408596596Weighted base

16734224508348391579579Effective base

931544271160257280280NET: Yes
53%44%18%52%Td45%63%Tde47%47%

47100-16680163167167Yes, all the time
27%29%-32%Td22%40%Tde28%28%d

465441068094114114Yes, sometimes
26%Tg16%18%20%22%T23%Te19%19%g

8319320253198151315315NET: No
47%56%82%48%c55%ce37%53%53%ce

174827164407373No, I used to use
10%14%7%14%Tc18%Tce10%12%12%cthese but not anymore

6614518182134111242242No, I have never used
38%42%75%35%c37%c27%41%41%cethem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 227
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-116-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4461181224142616253740233984184958125Unweighted base

40*7215**10**23**15**29**22**20**34*44*30**37*8916**49*63128Weighted base

4359181224142616253639223880174855120Effective base

1155246101821410292722475303469NET: Yes
27%76%Ts17%40%25%67%63%94%19%29%64%h92%59%53%32%62%54%54%hs

42611321291414127244121531Yes, all the time
11%36%Ts5%8%12%14%41%39%7%10%32%h40%18%27%22%25%23%24%hs

629233871226151615242181939Yes, sometimes
16%40%Ts12%33%13%53%23%55%12%19%33%53%41%26%10%37%31%30%s

29171261751111624162154111182959NET: No
73%Tr24%83%60%75%33%37%6%81%71%Tg36%8%41%47%68%38%46%46%r

252-214-225-182349No, I used to use
5%7%15%-8%6%13%-11%5%11%-3%9%13%5%7%7%these but not anymore

281210615471142311214339162550No, I have never used
69%Tr17%68%60%67%27%24%6%70%66%Tg25%8%39%38%55%32%40%39%grthem
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Table 228
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

38871721276011377402651344877125Unweighted base

45*8320**26**25**581177447*23**51*38*46*82128Weighted base

37841620265810875382549334674120Effective base

2346111283863333582627155569NET: Yes
52%56%57%47%33%65%Tu54%45%75%Tk33%50%70%T32%67%Tb54%bk

82236121271515411952531Yes, all the time
19%27%15%21%5%36%Tu23%20%32%16%22%23%11%31%Tb24%b

15248771737182041418102939Yes, sometimes
33%29%42%26%28%29%32%25%44%Tk18%28%47%T21%36%30%

22378141620534112152512312759NET: No
48%44%q43%53%67%35%46%55%Tj25%67%50%30%68%Ta33%46%adjq

451324762232459No, I used to use
9%6%7%10%6%6%6%8%5%10%7%6%8%6%7%these but not anymore

183271115174635913229282250No, I have never used
40%38%q36%43%61%29%40%47%Tj20%56%43%24%60%Ta27%39%adjqthem
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Table 229
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

289612112341391843839532938312224125Unweighted base

29**9813**11435*14**938937*39*5828**38*34**22**24**128Weighted base

279112107331387803737512836292123120Effective base

125716723124754132232152125101269NET: Yes
43%58%10%59%T66%81%50%61%Ti35%56%56%52%55%72%43%50%54%i

427-3184232371216312132331Yes, all the time
14%27%-27%T23%25%24%26%18%31%28%9%31%38%11%14%24%

830136158243161016129127939Yes, sometimes
29%31%10%32%43%56%26%35%i17%25%28%43%24%34%33%36%30%i

164111471234735241725141710131259NET: No
57%42%90%41%34%19%50%39%65%Tj44%44%48%45%28%57%50%46%jq

54365-47233131139No, I used to use
16%4%20%6%15%k-4%8%5%8%5%5%8%3%3%11%7%ksthese but not anymore

123794173432822142212149121050No, I have never used
41%38%69%36%19%19%46%Tp31%60%Tj36%39%43%37%25%53%40%39%jpthem
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Table 230
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

40691097694125125Unweighted base

42*681137999128128Weighted base

38661047390120120Effective base

23376850666969NET: Yes
54%55%61%T63%T67%Te54%54%

8183116313131Yes, all the time
20%26%27%Td20%31%Tde24%24%

14193834363939Yes, sometimes
34%28%33%43%Te36%T30%30%

19314530335959NET: No
46%45%39%c37%33%46%46%cde

-675599No, I used to use
-9%6%6%5%7%7%these but not anymore

19253825285050No, I have never used
46%36%33%c31%28%39%39%cdethem
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Table 231
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2. Age
within

S3/S5. School YearGenderS2a. Gender of
ChildChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Male AgedAged 12-2
SecondaryPrimary6-715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(s)(r)(j)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

163091318132229271851Unweighted base

15**35**12**13**19**17**22**32**28**20**54*Weighted base

162991318132128261749Effective base

1231121115161728241745NET: Yes
82%88%100%91%79%94%76%87%86%82%83%

411434741111315Yes, all the time
24%30%35%23%20%39%20%33%37%13%28%

921891191218141430Yes, sometimes
58%58%65%68%59%55%56%54%49%69%55%

34-14154449NET: No
18%12%-9%21%6%24%13%14%18%17%

11-11--4314No, I used to use
8%4%-9%7%--13%10%6%8%these but not anymore

23--315-125No, I have never used
11%8%--15%6%24%-3%11%9%them
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Table 232
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1C2C1ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(s)(r)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1734912224828211919173451Unweighted base

21**33*12**11**22**51*27**25**19**23**16**38*54*Weighted base

1732911214627201818163349Effective base

172898204320231520123345NET: Yes
83%82%79%71%89%83%74%91%81%90%74%86%83%

41135615876721315Yes, all the time
20%33%26%40%29%29%30%27%34%29%12%34%28%

13176313281216914102030Yes, sometimes
64%50%53%30%60%54%44%65%48%61%62%52%55%

3623397232459NET: No
17%18%21%29%11%17%26%9%19%10%26%14%17%

3121-33111224No, I used to use
17%2%21%7%-7%11%5%5%6%12%6%8%uthese but not anymore

-5-3354131235No, I have never used
-15%-23%11%10%15%4%13%4%14%7%9%them
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Table 233
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlineD8. Ethnicitylimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(T)

1930461635361217171517121451Unweighted base

19**32**48*17**37*39*12**16**20**16**16**14**15**54*Weighted base

1829441633351216171416121349Effective base

142941143034913171313111345NET: Yes
72%91%85%82%83%86%75%82%86%83%82%78%91%83%

1131441111364462415Yes, all the time
5%39%28%25%29%28%23%39%19%23%39%17%25%28%

131727102023671310781030Yes, sometimes
67%52%57%57%54%58%53%44%67%60%44%60%65%55%

53736633333319NET: No
28%9%15%18%17%14%25%18%14%17%18%22%9%17%

22313211111114No, I used to use
12%6%6%7%8%6%8%8%6%5%8%9%5%8%these but not anymore

31423322222215No, I have never used
16%3%9%11%9%8%16%10%8%12%10%14%4%9%them
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Table 234
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

24214839445151Unweighted base

26**22**51*42*47*54*54*Weighted base

23204637424949Effective base

22184539414545NET: Yes
86%84%88%T93%Te88%T83%83%

5101512151515Yes, all the time
20%45%29%29%32%28%28%

1783027273030Yes, sometimes
66%39%59%64%T56%55%55%

4363599NET: No
14%16%12%d7%12%17%17%cde

1232344No, I used to use
4%8%6%4%6%8%8%ethese but not anymore

3231355No, I have never used
10%8%6%d3%6%9%9%cdethem
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Table 235
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.S2. Age
Schoolwithin
YearGenderS2a. Gender of
ChildChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female2
PrimaryAged 8-11Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(r)(m)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

27101891517171132Unweighted base

31**11**19**12**15**20**18**13**35*Weighted base

26101891417171131Effective base

2251112817131026NET: Yes
73%44%56%100%55%87%70%77%73%

111473107513Yes, all the time
34%9%20%57%20%51%38%39%38%

12475576513Yes, sometimes
39%35%36%43%35%36%32%38%36%

868-73539NET: No
27%56%44%-45%13%30%23%27%

525-23315No, I used to use
15%21%24%-14%13%19%10%14%these but not anymore

444-5-225No, I have never used
12%36%19%-30%-10%13%13%them
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Table 236
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.D2. Age of ParentGender of

D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent
C2DEABC1ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34MaleTotal

(v)(u)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(a)(T)

8241729141712142632Unweighted base

10**25**17**32**14**20**12**16**29**35*Weighted base

8231728141612142531Effective base

619132310148112226NET: Yes
62%78%74%74%72%73%68%67%74%73%

11281367451313Yes, all the time
13%47%47%41%40%38%31%32%45%38%

585105756913Yes, sometimes
49%31%27%32%32%35%37%35%30%36%

4558454589NET: No
38%22%26%26%28%27%32%33%26%27%

4115131355No, I used to use
38%4%5%15%9%18%10%21%16%14%these but not anymore

-544323235No, I have never used
-18%21%11%19%10%22%12%10%13%them
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 237
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoeslimiting
safeonlineD8. EthnicityconditionFinancialD11.

onlineParentParents ParentvulnerabilityIncome
Poten-

Leasttially
finan-finan-

Minorityciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-£52,000

EasyConfidentGroupWhiteNoneableableor moreTotal
(s)(q)(p)(k)(j)(h)(g)(e)(T)

253014182411151132Unweighted base

27**32**15**20**28**11**18**11**35*Weighted base

242914172311151131Effective base

222681722912926NET: Yes
83%79%56%87%79%83%70%83%73%

1313681166613Yes, all the time
49%41%37%38%41%53%35%53%38%

9133101136313Yes, sometimes
35%39%19%49%39%30%35%30%36%

577362529NET: No
17%21%44%13%21%17%30%17%27%

125-4-4-5No, I used to use
3%7%32%-14%-20%-14%these but not anymore

452322225No, I have never used
13%14%13%13%7%17%10%17%13%them
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Table 238
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

13162925263232Unweighted base

14**17**32**27**30**35*35*Weighted base

13152824253131Effective base

10162621242626NET: Yes
72%89%79%76%81%73%73%

49138131313Yes, all the time
29%52%41%30%44%38%38%

661313111313Yes, sometimes
43%37%39%46%37%36%36%

4277699NET: No
28%11%21%24%19%27%27%

1155555No, I used to use
9%5%15%17%16%14%14%these but not anymore

3122155No, I have never used
19%5%6%7%3%13%13%them
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Table 239
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS2a.S1. No.
YearS2b. AgeGender ofof
Childof ChildChildChildren

2
PrimaryAged 8-11FemaleChildrenTotal

(r)(g)(e)(b)(T)

129111220Unweighted base

14**10**12**13**22**Weighted base

129111219Effective base

128101119NET: Yes
86%81%84%85%86%

64478Yes, all the time
41%44%31%51%35%

646411Yes, sometimes
46%37%52%34%52%

22223NET: No
14%19%16%15%14%

11-11No, I used to use
7%10%-8%5%these but not anymore

11212No, I have never used
7%9%16%7%9%them
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Table 240
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. AgeD1.
D3.of ParentD2. AgeGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIof ParentParent
C2DEEngland18-3425-34MaleTotal

(v)(m)(j)(d)(a)(T)

101911101220Unweighted base

12**21**12**11**14**22**Weighted base

101811101219Effective base

1118981319NET: Yes
91%86%76%73%93%86%

484488Yes, all the time
31%37%30%34%55%35%

71064511Yes, sometimes
60%49%46%40%38%52%

133313NET: No
9%14%24%27%7%14%

-111-1No, I used to use
-5%8%9%-5%these but not anymore

122212No, I have never used
9%10%16%18%7%9%them
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Table 241
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Most
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(f)(T)

141816151020Unweighted base

15**20**18**16**11**22**Weighted base

141716151019Effective base

131816141019NET: Yes
87%90%89%88%91%86%

585528Yes, all the time
33%38%30%31%21%35%

810119811Yes, sometimes
54%52%59%57%70%52%

222213NET: No
13%10%11%12%9%14%

1111-1No, I used to use
7%5%6%6%-5%these but not anymore

111112No, I have never used
6%5%6%6%9%9%them
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Table 242
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20.
Seen/Q10.

receivedKnowledge
guidanceof tools/

aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols
Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

111816152020Unweighted base

12**20**18**17**22**22**Weighted base

111716151919Effective base

111816161919NET: Yes
92%90%89%94%86%86%

687688Yes, all the time
46%38%37%37%35%35%

6109101111Yes, sometimes
46%51%52%57%52%52%

122133NET: No
8%10%11%6%14%14%

-11111No, I used to use
-5%6%6%5%5%these but not anymore

111-22No, I have never used
8%5%6%-9%9%them
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Table 243
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS1. No.
YearS2a. Gender ofof
ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildChildren

2
PrimaryAged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenTotal

(r)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(T)

2012814131727Unweighted base

24**13**11**15**15**19**30**Weighted base

1912814121626Effective base

1910912141525NET: Yes
81%77%88%79%91%82%85%

86246611Yes, all the time
34%44%22%30%42%31%36%

114777915Yes, sometimes
47%33%66%49%49%50%49%

4313134NET: No
19%23%12%21%9%18%15%

11-1-11No, I used to use
5%9%-8%-6%4%these but not anymore

3212123No, I have never used
13%14%12%13%9%12%11%them
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Table 244
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.D2. Age of ParentGender of

D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent
C2DEABC1England35-5418-3435-4425-34MaleTotal

(v)(u)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(a)(T)

101726131410122127Unweighted base

13**17**29**14**16**10**14**23**30**Weighted base

101625131310112026Effective base

12142411148121925NET: Yes
91%81%85%84%87%78%85%81%85%

56107351611Yes, all the time
40%33%33%54%21%50%9%25%36%

68154113111315Yes, sometimes
51%48%51%29%66%29%75%56%49%

134222244NET: No
9%19%15%16%13%22%15%19%15%

1-1-1-111No, I used to use
9%-4%-8%-9%5%4%these but not anymore

-33212133No, I have never used
-19%11%16%6%22%7%14%11%them
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Table 245
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoeslimitingFinancial
safeonlineD8. Ethnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Most
finan-

Minoritycially
Ethnicvulner-

EasyConfidentGroupWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(p)(k)(j)(f)(T)

21271017181227Unweighted base

23**30**10**19**20**14**30**Weighted base

2026916171226Effective base

2125718161125NET: Yes
90%85%70%93%83%84%85%

11111109511Yes, all the time
46%36%10%50%48%37%36%

1015687615Yes, sometimes
44%49%61%43%35%46%49%

2431324NET: No
10%15%30%7%17%16%15%

-11-1-1No, I used to use
-4%12%-6%-4%these but not anymore

2321223No, I have never used
10%11%18%7%11%16%11%them
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Table 246
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

12132524212727Unweighted base

14**14**28**27**23**30**30**Weighted base

12122423202626Effective base

12122524212525NET: Yes
84%91%91%91%89%85%85%

471110111111Yes, all the time
27%50%38%36%46%36%36%

861515101515Yes, sometimes
57%41%52%54%43%49%49%

2133344NET: No
16%9%9%9%11%15%15%

-111111No, I used to use
-9%4%5%5%4%4%these but not anymore

2-11133No, I have never used
16%-5%5%6%11%11%them
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Table 247
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5332434464641421261271325651130270259107389373140379247766Unweighted base

3930039246531251261341466372101253281135368398142378250769Weighted base

5231633563631401241251305550127264255104374359134365235734Effective base

8108267916484286914658259117810419020774199124398NET: Yes
21%36%t68%Tst20%29%39%q33%64%Tnopq62%Tnopq72%Tnopq81%Tlmnop24%36%i63%Thi77%Tghi52%52%53%53%50%52%hinopq

qst

360169563221506431321054114631171234812172241Yes, all the time
9%20%43%Tst10%11%26%pq17%37%nopq44%Tnopq49%Tnopq45%Tnopq10%21%i41%Thi47%Thi32%31%34%32%29%31%hinpqs

t

54799410162137271526143764417384277852157Yes, sometimes
12%16%25%Tst10%19%13%16%27%Tnoq19%24%q36%Tlnopq14%15%23%h31%Thi20%21%19%21%21%20%hoqs

311921253738768448551713761621033117819167178126372NET: No
79%Trs64%Tr32%80%Tjklmo71%Tjklm61%Tjklm67%Tjklm36%j38%j28%19%76%Tfgh64%Tfg37%f23%48%48%47%47%50%48%fgjklm

r

849187162023510232343145345117392985No, I used to use
21%Tr16%Tr5%15%jklm30%Tjklmo16%Tjklm18%Tjklm3%7%4%4%23%Tfg17%Tfg5%4%9%13%12%10%12%11%fgmrthese but not anymore

q

2314310730215662434515115311989261441395014096286No, I have never used
59%Tr48%Tr27%65%Tjklmn40%j45%Tjklm49%Tjklm32%j31%j24%15%53%Tfg47%Tfg32%f19%39%35%35%37%39%37%fgjkrthem

op
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Table 248
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

284481140144194287243165646515671485122334413810422342766Unweighted base

32943916316617426523**31*6565045*55616845*20934715513**424344769Weighted base

277466136140188278233063618495451434921533113410405327734Effective base

15923979807816110153334014256128147917711513187209398NET: Yes
48%54%r48%48%45%61%Trstuv45%47%50%52%30%46%l76%Tkl30%38%51%fg74%Tefg100%44%61%Tb52%bfgklr

901514050461056111820791498395199749113128241Yes, all the time
27%34%Trtv25%30%27%40%Trtuv27%34%27%32%20%27%49%Tkl20%24%28%48%Tefg71%27%37%Tb31%bfk

6988383032564415134410745429784147481157Yes, sometimes
21%20%24%18%18%21%18%13%22%21%10%19%27%Tkl10%14%23%fg27%Tfg29%18%24%b20%bf

17020084869610413173330932300403213017040-237134372NET: No
52%q46%q52%q52%q55%Tqu39%55%53%50%48%70%Tjk54%Tj24%70%Tde62%Tde49%d26%-56%Ta39%48%adjq

325315172628259709679928399-523485No, I used to use
10%12%9%10%15%10%8%17%13%11%20%Tj12%j5%20%Td13%d11%6%-12%10%11%djthese but not anymore

1391476970707611112424023233302310213130-185101286No, I have never used
42%Tqu33%q42%q42%q40%qu29%47%36%37%37%50%j42%Tj18%50%d49%Tde38%d20%-44%Ta29%37%adjquthem
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Table 249
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1306167768512239472863951323021429423320821313516916766Unweighted base

1316197568912237*50*28**64251223520030224319621614117617**769Weighted base

1255907465711637452761349122120728222320120313016215734Effective base

55335173778522372031026611611014713210911071926398NET: Yes
42%54%Tt22%55%Tr70%Tk61%75%Tk72%48%52%49%55%49%54%56%51%51%52%38%52%krt

2920862344712201319216366777979766138546241Yes, all the time
22%34%Tt8%34%Tr39%33%39%46%30%32%28%38%Tg26%32%39%Tcd28%27%30%38%31%grt

261271014438101881181035033685333493338-157Yes, sometimes
20%21%14%21%31%Tk28%36%Tk26%18%20%21%17%22%22%17%23%23%22%-20%k

762845931237151283322471199015511187106708410372NET: No
58%Ts46%78%Tq45%30%39%25%28%52%Tmp48%51%45%51%46%44%49%49%48%62%48%mpqs

13711371926-76622224262723191519385No, I used to use
10%11%17%10%8%6%12%-12%12%10%12%9%11%12%9%10%11%17%11%these but not anymore

6321346240281268256185976612984648755658286No, I have never used
48%Ts34%61%Tq35%23%m33%m12%28%40%Tmp36%41%33%43%Th35%33%40%39%37%46%37%mpqsthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 250
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

22545129675457532766766Unweighted base

23244528**681457546769769Weighted base

21743128647437512734734Effective base

1322174386238361398398NET: Yes
57%49%16%57%Td52%66%Tde52%52%

65146-240128234241241Yes, all the time
28%33%-35%Td28%43%Tde31%31%d

66714146110127157157Yes, sometimes
29%Tg16%16%21%24%Te23%Te20%20%g

10122823295219185372372NET: No
43%51%84%43%c48%ce34%48%48%ce

215828174428585No, I used to use
9%13%T6%12%Tc16%Tce8%11%11%cthese but not anymore

8017022213145143286286No, I have never used
34%38%78%31%c32%c26%37%37%cdethem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 251
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

533223286464142125124126544513026925099384360136370242748Unweighted base

3929737346531251251311396164*101252270124362382137367244747Weighted base

523143206363140123122124534412726424696370346130356231717Effective base

810625091648428484445025911689418619270189120379NET: Yes
21%36%t67%Tst20%29%39%q34%64%Tnopq61%Tnopq73%Tnopq79%Tlnopq24%36%i62%Thi76%Tghi51%50%51%52%49%51%hinopq

st

358151563021486027251052107521091124611066222Yes, all the time
9%20%41%Tst10%11%24%pq17%36%nopq43%Tnopq44%Tnopq40%nopq10%21%i40%Thi42%Thi30%29%34%30%27%30%hinpqs

t

54899410182136251825143961437781238054157Yes, sometimes
12%16%26%Tst10%19%15%17%28%Tnoq18%29%oq39%Tlnopq14%16%23%h34%Tghi21%21%17%22%22%21%hioqs

311911233738768347551613761611023017618967177124368NET: No
79%Trs64%Tr33%80%Tjklmo71%Tjklm61%Tjklm66%Tjklm36%39%j27%21%76%Tfgh64%Tfg38%f24%49%50%49%48%51%49%fgjklm

r

848187162022510232342145345017382984No, I used to use
21%Tr16%Tr5%15%km30%Tjklmn16%Tjklm17%Tjklm4%7%4%4%23%Tfg17%Tfg5%4%9%13%12%10%12%11%fgmrthese but not anymore

oq

2314310530215662424514115311988251421395014095284No, I have never used
59%Tr48%Tr28%65%Tjklmn40%j45%jklm49%Tjklm32%33%j23%17%53%Tfg47%Tfg32%f20%39%36%37%38%39%38%fgjkrthem

op
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 252
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

276471136140189282243163630505571415022033713110416330748Unweighted base

31942815716116826023**31*6463044*54515844*20633914513**417328747Weighted base

269457133136184274233061603485361364821232412710400316717Effective base

15022973767315610153232213248119137817010513183195379NET: Yes
47%54%Tr47%47%43%60%Trstuv45%47%50%51%28%45%l75%Tkl28%38%50%fg73%Tefg100%44%59%Tb51%bfgklr

80142364444986111818791446994796609109112222Yes, all the time
25%33%Trtv23%27%26%38%Trstuv27%34%28%30%21%26%44%Tkl21%23%28%42%Tefg65%26%34%Tb30%bfktv

7087383229584414135310450331734557383157Yes, sometimes
22%20%24%20%18%22%18%13%22%22%8%19%31%Tkl8%15%22%g31%Tefg35%18%25%Tb21%bfgkl

16919884859510313173230732297403212816940-234133368NET: No
53%q46%q53%q53%q57%Tqu40%55%53%50%49%72%Tjk55%Tj25%72%Tde62%Tde50%d27%-56%Ta41%49%adjqu

315315152628259689669927399-513484No, I used to use
10%13%10%10%15%T11%8%17%13%11%20%Tj12%j6%20%Td13%12%6%-12%10%11%djthese but not anymore

1391456970697511112323923231302310113030-184100284No, I have never used
43%Tqu34%q44%qu43%qu41%qu29%47%36%37%38%51%j42%Tj19%51%d49%Tde38%d21%-44%Ta30%38%adjquthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 253
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1286027766811637432862750122521128522820520912816616748Unweighted base

1286027566811435*44*28**62849822919729123719221113217317**747Weighted base

1235777464111135412760148021720427421819819912415915717Effective base

52320173607720322029925411110813812610710664896379NET: Yes
41%53%Tt22%54%Tr67%Tk58%72%Tk72%48%51%48%55%47%53%55%50%48%51%38%51%krt

261926215409161317915062747270745633495222Yes, all the time
21%32%Tt8%32%Tr35%25%36%46%29%30%27%38%Tg25%30%38%Tbcd27%25%28%30%30%grt

2612810144371116812010349336656335030401157Yes, sometimes
20%21%14%22%32%Tk33%36%Tk26%19%21%21%17%23%24%17%24%23%23%8%21%k

762825930937151283292451188915311186105698410368NET: No
59%Ts47%78%Tq46%33%42%28%28%52%Tmp49%52%45%53%47%45%50%52%49%62%49%mpqs

13701370926-75612224252723181519384No, I used to use
10%12%17%10%8%7%14%-12%12%10%12%9%12%12%9%11%11%17%11%these but not anymore

6321246238281268255184966512884638754658284No, I have never used
49%Ts35%61%Tq36%24%m35%m14%28%41%Tmp37%42%33%44%Th35%33%41%41%38%46%38%mpqsthem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 254
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

21744129657443516748748Unweighted base

22243328**659440526747747Weighted base

20942228630424496717717Effective base

1222074367221345379379NET: Yes
55%48%16%56%Td50%65%Tde51%51%

60132-221111215222222Yes, all the time
27%31%-34%Td25%41%Tde30%30%d

63754147111129157157Yes, sometimes
28%Tg17%16%22%T25%Te25%Te21%21%g

10022623292218182368368NET: No
45%52%84%44%c50%ce35%49%49%ce

205828074418484No, I used to use
9%13%T6%12%Tc17%Tce8%11%11%cthese but not anymore

8016822211144141284284No, I have never used
36%39%78%32%c33%c27%38%38%cdethem
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 255
Q17. And thinking of the apps that you say your [Child selected] uses, do you currently use any of these controls or settings on any of these?
Base: All respondents aware of parental controls/settings on some apps that can be used to restrict or monitor a child's usage and whose child uses ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



NET: Snapchat/
Tiktok/ TwitchNET: VSPThe Sponsor HubRecastFruitlabVimeoTwitchTiktokSnapchat

3633782317234163275153Unweighted base

3793982519264569280154Weighted base

3493632216223960266147Effective base

14616516410132910937Very easy (4)
38%41%63%22%40%29%42%39%24%

205205412132533141103Fairly easy (3)
54%52%17%65%51%57%47%50%67%

2526512762710Fairly difficult (2)
7%7%20%6%8%15%9%10%7%

32-1--133Very difficult (1)
1%*-6%--2%1%2%

3513702016233862250141NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%93%80%87%92%85%89%89%91%

2828522783013NET: Very/ Fairly
7%7%20%13%8%15%11%11%9%difficult

3.303.343.423.023.323.143.293.273.14Mean

0.630.620.820.760.630.650.710.670.61Standard deviation
0.030.030.170.180.130.100.090.040.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 256
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

5537659271929191716144648337863286944141Snapchat
100%88%93%90%100%91%85%93%89%93%100%96%87%92%96%92%92%96%88%93%91%

4731615113526616129231761121521301205212969250Tiktok
71%91%89%72%94%93%90%89%88%93%90%85%90%89%91%90%89%91%89%88%89%

11048124571752049242518444273062Twitch
100%92%88%100%100%100%84%67%95%84%94%100%91%85%91%80%93%82%89%90%89%

-1026125566411210121514242221338Vimeo
-86%85%100%100%85%85%82%73%100%89%100%85%77%92%88%84%64%92%81%85%

-3201-12262913912617312923Fruitlab
-100%90%100%-100%100%53%100%100%100%100%100%80%100%74%100%100%93%88%92%

-5111-23233315658938516Recast
-80%90%100%-100%100%50%100%100%100%100%100%70%100%76%100%100%78%100%87%

-514112335241586812510520The Sponsor Hub
-100%73%100%100%100%100%61%100%64%70%100%100%79%68%70%88%100%66%100%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 257
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

548724292958651311639939332673537069141Snapchat
88%94%88%88%94%93%100%100%94%90%61%93%90%61%95%93%89%100%95%88%91%

90160474447113692221310164761050114715131119250Tiktok
91%89%92%89%83%91%90%100%91%89%86%88%93%86%86%89%93%100%91%88%89%

21411011635--458129321822247134962Twitch
90%89%89%90%73%92%--64%91%100%88%89%100%100%85%91%86%86%90%89%

152478617--137116221511193112738Vimeo
85%85%85%86%76%89%--61%87%50%78%95%50%100%71%94%100%93%83%85%

518-5712--122191312811232123Fruitlab
81%95%-100%100%93%--45%96%100%91%91%100%100%89%100%63%68%96%92%

985435--115-88-357151116Recast
78%100%66%100%100%100%--100%86%-87%87%-100%80%85%100%80%90%87%

7136158--119-119-387261420The Sponsor Hub
63%93%78%34%100%89%--100%79%-100%63%-100%100%56%100%100%73%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 258
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

11126513629251571109934464247452825334141Snapchat
64%95%T100%91%91%65%86%94%100%91%95%Ti81%97%86%90%97%85%91%88%100%91%i

3021662434616201920116774817885806838553250Tiktok
75%92%Tt49%91%T86%64%65%90%95%90%92%85%91%86%90%91%92%85%85%100%89%t

10521591928454349102031101924108162Twitch
77%92%100%89%82%100%73%100%82%93%92%76%91%96%71%90%95%100%64%100%89%

92813610233229297111511118611-38Vimeo
63%96%44%87%67%100%78%40%100%94%86%81%84%86%84%84%79%100%84%-85%

320-23716-11621291229473-23Fruitlab
100%90%-92%89%100%100%-100%93%94%100%100%100%46%100%100%100%59%-92%

412-1521--1151245395137116Recast
78%91%-86%57%100%--100%92%83%100%100%68%88%100%52%68%100%100%87%

317-20511211516164106454120The Sponsor Hub
71%81%-80%64%100%100%45%100%86%100%20%100%47%89%100%79%61%77%100%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 259
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

4874-13991128-141141Snapchat
89%93%-92%90%92%-91%91%

841404244142231-250250Tiktok
90%91%86%90%89%90%-89%89%

1934-614359-6262Twitch
85%92%-89%87%89%-89%89%

1916-383335-3838Vimeo
85%90%-85%83%84%-85%85%

915-231922-2323Fruitlab
88%94%-92%90%91%-92%92%

97-151313-1616Recast
79%100%-86%85%85%-87%87%

811-201919-2020The Sponsor Hub
65%92%-80%79%90%-80%80%
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Table 260
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Aged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary1512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6573332230201711195650288963317844153Unweighted base

608229*22**31**21**18**16**15**5353*34**856829*7847*154Weighted base

6471322230201711185549278660307542147Effective base

1123569656111151120189191037Very easy (4)
19%28%19%26%28%29%28%35%4%21%28%32%23%26%30%24%21%24%

4153211320131210133533225845195034103Fairly easy (3)
69%65%73%60%65%60%64%65%91%66%63%64%69%66%66%64%73%67%

642322---64-46-7310Fairly difficult (2)
10%5%5%15%7%11%---11%8%-4%8%-9%7%7%

211---1-11-13-12-3Very difficult (1)
3%2%3%---7%-4%2%-4%4%-4%3%-2%

5376271929191716144648337863286944141NET: Very/ Fairly easy
88%93%91%85%93%89%93%100%96%87%92%96%92%92%96%88%93%91%

7633221-17417619313NET: Very/ Fairly
12%7%9%15%7%11%7%-4%13%8%4%8%8%4%12%7%9%difficult

3.043.193.063.113.213.193.143.352.963.063.203.243.123.183.233.103.143.14Mean

0.630.600.620.640.560.620.770.490.480.640.580.650.640.560.630.660.510.61Standard deviation
0.080.070.110.140.100.140.190.150.110.080.080.120.070.070.110.070.080.05Standard error
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Table 261
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

521012428346714127109393673367478153Unweighted base

619328**33**31*6314**12910643*34*7240*7479154Weighted base

51982427336514122105383570357274147Effective base

122566620233251291612162237Very easy (4)
20%27%22%18%18%31%15%26%24%29%26%23%31%21%28%24%

416218232339118374262451235547103Fairly easy (3)
68%66%65%70%76%62%79%64%70%61%70%70%58%74%60%67%

55232419631534610Fairly difficult (2)
8%6%8%8%6%6%6%7%6%7%3%7%8%5%8%7%

2111-1-3111-1-33Very difficult (1)
4%1%4%4%-1%-2%1%3%2%-3%-4%2%k

5487242929581311699393267357069141NET: Very/ Fairly easy
88%94%88%88%94%93%94%90%93%90%95%93%89%95%88%91%

763424112742544913NET: Very/ Fairly
12%6%12%12%6%7%6%10%7%10%5%7%11%5%12%9%difficult

3.043.203.063.023.133.243.103.143.163.153.193.153.173.163.123.14Mean

0.660.570.690.650.480.600.470.640.540.690.580.530.710.490.710.61Standard deviation
0.090.060.140.120.080.070.120.060.050.110.100.060.120.060.080.05Standard error
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Table 262
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

1813114833151181034251465050332635153Unweighted base

17**13314932*16**12010443*47*49*53*46*33*28**38*154Weighted base

171261423214113994049454848322534147Effective base

2333611525269165161665537Very easy (4)
12%25%24%35%34%21%25%22%33%g10%30%g34%b19%19%14%24%g

9939918985722530373229222028103Fairly easy (3)
52%70%67%56%60%70%70%58%63%76%60%63%66%72%74%67%

551031737154151310Fairly difficult (2)
28%4%7%9%6%6%3%16%Tj2%11%8%2%15%e4%9%7%js

123--3211111-113Very difficult (1)
8%1%2%--2%2%3%1%3%2%1%-5%3%2%

111261362915110993446424745282533141NET: Very/ Fairly easy
64%95%T91%91%94%91%95%Ti81%97%86%90%97%85%91%88%91%i

6713311058175152413NET: Very/ Fairly
36%5%9%9%6%9%5%19%Tj3%14%10%3%15%9%12%9%jsdifficult

2.693.18T3.143.253.283.103.193.003.29Tg2.943.183.30Tb3.043.053.003.14gMean

0.810.560.610.620.590.600.560.720.570.570.660.580.590.660.590.61Standard deviation
0.190.050.050.110.150.060.060.110.080.080.090.080.100.130.100.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 263
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

538015099138153153Unweighted base

5480151101139154154Weighted base

517614495133147147Effective base

10253723363737Very easy (4)
18%31%T25%23%26%24%24%

38491016891103103Fairly easy (3)
70%61%67%68%66%67%67%

36107101010Fairly difficult (2)
6%7%7%7%7%7%7%

3-22133Very difficult (1)
6%g-2%c2%1%2%2%ce

487413991128141141NET: Very/ Fairly easy
89%93%92%90%92%91%91%

661310111313NET: Very/ Fairly
11%7%8%10%8%9%9%difficult

3.023.24Th3.153.113.17T3.143.14Mean

0.690.580.600.620.580.610.61Standard deviation
0.090.060.050.060.050.050.05Standard error
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Table 264
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

89163154429656328192674128471481265614574275Unweighted base

8018212**38*29**686932**25**20**6713757*1441355814578280Weighted base

87160154329646228192573126461431225414072266Effective base

2877313122329141352552285257305030109Very easy (4)
35%42%25%34%43%34%42%46%52%26%37%38%48%36%43%52%Tb34%38%39%

45848221338311510123669247863227939141Fairly easy (3)
56%46%69%59%47%56%46%47%38%59%53%51%43%54%46%39%55%50%50%

6191237921261641314515727Fairly difficult (2)
7%11%6%5%10%11%12%7%5%11%9%11%6%9%10%9%10%9%10%

11-1----111-111-123Very difficult (1)
2%1%-2%----5%3%1%-2%1%1%-*3%1%

73161113526616129231761121521301205212969250NET: Very/ Fairly easy
91%89%94%93%90%89%88%93%90%85%90%89%91%90%89%91%89%88%89%

7211337923371651415516930NET: Very/ Fairly
9%11%6%7%10%11%12%7%10%15%10%11%9%10%11%9%11%12%11%difficult

3.243.303.193.253.323.233.303.383.363.083.263.273.373.253.313.433.233.243.27Mean

0.660.690.550.650.660.630.680.630.820.720.670.650.710.650.690.660.640.730.67Standard deviation
0.070.050.140.100.120.080.090.120.190.140.080.060.100.050.060.090.050.080.04Standard error
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Table 265
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

83192434061131232361218974126112870138137275Unweighted base

10018151*49*5712424**24012**1878212**5812976144137280Weighted base

82187424060127222281218372125912468133132266Effective base

3971192016555983664031452385950109Very easy (4)
39%39%r37%41%28%44%ru19%41%27%35%49%Tk27%24%41%f49%Tf41%37%39%fr

518928243258181157983673662337269141Fairly easy (3)
52%49%54%49%56%47%72%48%59%53%44%59%62%Td48%43%50%51%50%

91845711224221427154121527Fairly difficult (2)
9%10%8%11%13%9%9%10%14%11%5%14%12%11%6%9%11%10%

-3--21-3-11-1-1123Very difficult (1)
-2%--4%T1%-1%-1%2%-2%-2%1%1%1%

90160474447113222131016476105011471131119250NET: Very/ Fairly easy
91%89%92%89%83%91%91%89%86%88%93%86%86%89%93%91%88%89%

92145911227223628156131730NET: Very/ Fairly
9%11%8%11%17%9%9%11%14%12%7%14%14%11%7%9%12%11%difficult

3.303.26r3.293.303.073.35ru3.103.283.133.223.41Tk3.133.073.29f3.40f3.313.233.27frMean

0.630.700.620.660.750.660.530.690.660.670.670.660.670.660.680.650.700.67Standard deviation
0.070.050.090.100.100.060.110.040.190.050.080.190.090.060.080.060.060.04Standard error
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Table 266
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

39230112635321192191788594858993704260275Unweighted base

40*23512**2675322**20**22418287899194887445*64280Weighted base

38222112545120182121728291838690674158266Effective base

79911072211987743440254440211728109Very easy (4)
19%42%Tt11%40%42%49%47%39%40%40%44%g27%47%g45%d29%37%44%39%dgt

22117513623910114943941534141462227141Fairly easy (3)
56%50%39%51%44%41%48%51%51%46%47%58%44%46%63%Tbe49%42%50%

10166215212213127119757927Fairly difficult (2)
25%Ts7%51%8%10%10%5%10%7%14%8%12%10%8%7%15%13%10%jqs

-3-32--12112-11-13Very difficult (1)
-1%-1%4%Tk--*1%1%1%2%-1%2%-1%1%k

3021662434620192011677481788580683855250NET: Very/ Fairly easy
75%92%Tt49%91%T86%90%95%90%92%85%91%86%90%91%92%85%85%89%t

10196247212315138139867930NET: Very/ Fairly
25%Ts8%51%9%14%10%5%10%8%15%9%14%10%9%8%15%15%11%qsdifficult

2.943.33Tt2.603.30T3.253.393.413.283.313.243.35g3.113.37g3.353.183.223.283.27gtMean

0.670.660.700.660.790.680.600.650.650.720.660.690.660.670.630.690.740.67Standard deviation
0.110.040.210.040.110.150.140.040.050.080.070.080.070.070.080.110.100.04Standard error
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Table 267
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

89152266156251275275Unweighted base

93154271160257280280Weighted base

86147257150243266266Effective base

277410961107109109Very easy (4)
29%48%Th40%T38%42%T39%39%h

576713481124141141Fairly easy (3)
61%Tg43%49%50%48%50%50%cg

8132617242727Fairly difficult (2)
9%9%9%10%9%10%10%

1-21233Very difficult (1)
1%-1%1%1%1%1%

84140244142231250250NET: Very/ Fairly easy
90%91%90%89%90%89%89%

9132818263030NET: Very/ Fairly
10%9%10%11%10%11%11%difficult

3.183.39Th3.29T3.263.30T3.273.27Mean

0.610.640.670.670.670.670.67Standard deviation
0.070.050.040.050.040.040.04Standard error
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Table 268
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

FemaleMale AgedMale Aged2
SecondaryPrimaryAged 8-118-116-7Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(s)(r)(m)(l)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

12469171526212241292863Unweighted base

11**55*10**18**21**29**27**22**47*30**34**69Weighted base

12459171526202139282760Effective base

425311101411524131429Very easy (4)
35%46%33%59%48%50%40%24%50%41%42%42%

623371010141220151633Fairly easy (3)
56%41%33%36%46%35%51%56%43%48%48%47%

1531-4142326Fairly difficult (2)
8%10%33%5%-15%4%20%4%11%6%9%d

-1--1-1-1-11Very difficult (1)
-2%--6%-5%-3%-4%2%

10487172024251844273062NET: Very/ Fairly easy
92%88%67%95%94%85%91%80%93%89%90%89%

173114243338NET: Very/ Fairly
8%12%33%5%6%15%9%20%7%11%10%11%difficult

3.273.323.003.543.353.353.273.043.413.313.283.29Mean

0.640.750.860.610.800.740.760.670.710.660.760.71Standard deviation
0.180.110.290.150.210.150.170.140.110.120.140.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 269
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

184599375733292523154863Unweighted base

23**46*11**12**38*6333*35**26**27**15**55*69Weighted base

184399365532282422144660Effective base

1118471727101991242529Very easy (4)
47%39%37%55%44%42%29%52%34%47%29%45%42%k

10236418312013131282433Fairly easy (3)
43%50%52%35%48%49%59%37%51%44%57%45%47%

2411344241246Fairly difficult (2)
10%8%11%10%8%6%12%7%15%5%14%8%9%m

-1---1-1-1-11Very difficult (1)
-3%---2%-4%-5%-2%2%

21411011355829322224134962NET: Very/ Fairly easy
90%89%89%90%92%91%88%89%85%91%86%90%89%

2511354443258NET: Very/ Fairly
10%11%11%10%8%9%12%11%15%9%14%10%11%difficult

3.363.253.263.453.36u3.323.173.383.193.323.153.333.29Mean

0.680.730.670.700.630.690.620.780.690.790.660.730.71Standard deviation
0.160.110.220.230.100.090.110.150.140.170.170.100.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 270
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupBlackWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(n)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(T)

125161221041471321261520211263Unweighted base

12**57*6723**12**47*54*13**22**32**15**21**25**12**69Weighted base

124958211039451320251419201260Effective base

424289620262111521112229Very easy (4)
36%43%42%39%53%43%48%14%53%48%14%55%50%21%42%

52832102232488158711533Fairly easy (3)
41%49%47%43%20%50%44%62%38%48%57%36%45%43%47%

336323332-42-46Fairly difficult (2)
23%6%9%12%16%7%6%24%9%-29%10%-36%9%

-1111-1--1--1-1Very difficult (1)
-2%2%6%11%-2%--4%--5%-2%

1052591984349102031101924862NET: Very/ Fairly easy
77%92%89%82%73%93%92%76%91%96%71%90%95%64%89%

358433532142148NET: Very/ Fairly
23%8%11%18%27%7%8%24%9%4%29%10%5%36%11%difficult

3.133.323.283.153.143.363.372.903.433.402.853.453.392.853.29Mean

0.790.700.720.871.110.620.710.630.670.710.670.680.760.770.71Standard deviation
0.230.100.090.190.350.100.100.180.150.140.170.150.170.220.09Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 271
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

20356245606363Unweighted base

23**37*6850*666969Weighted base

19345943576060Effective base

9182815282929Very easy (4)
39%47%41%d31%42%d42%42%d

11173328313333Fairly easy (3)
47%45%48%56%Tc47%47%47%

3365666Fairly difficult (2)
15%8%9%11%9%9%9%

--11111Very difficult (1)
--2%3%2%2%2%

19346143596262NET: Very/ Fairly easy
85%92%89%87%89%89%89%

3387888NET: Very/ Fairly
15%8%11%13%11%11%11%difficult

3.243.393.28d3.153.28d3.293.29dMean

0.710.640.710.720.720.710.71Standard deviation
0.160.110.090.110.090.090.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 272
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2. Age
within

S3/S5. School YearGenderS2a. Gender of
ChildChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Male AgedAged 12-2
SecondaryPrimary6-715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(s)(r)(j)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

132691214121625231441Unweighted base

12**31**12**11**15**16**17**28**24**17**45*Weighted base

132591214121524221439Effective base

49433631010313Very easy (4)
29%28%35%25%19%36%20%34%39%16%29%

71877991114131125Fairly easy (3)
57%57%54%60%58%56%68%50%53%65%57%

25124125237Fairly difficult (2)
14%15%11%15%23%8%12%16%8%19%15%

-----------Very difficult (1)
-----------

1026111012151424221338NET: Very/ Fairly easy
86%85%89%85%77%92%88%84%92%81%85%

25124125237NET: Very/ Fairly
14%15%11%15%23%8%12%16%8%19%15%difficult

3.163.123.253.102.963.273.083.183.312.973.14Mean

0.670.650.660.650.670.620.580.700.630.610.65Standard deviation
0.190.130.220.190.180.180.140.140.130.160.10Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 273
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1427193920191517122941Unweighted base

17**28**20**43*20**23**15**20**12**33**45*Weighted base

1426183719181516122839Effective base

49713856511213Very easy (4)
24%32%34%30%37%23%37%26%8%37%29%

11151124816514101525Fairly easy (3)
62%53%55%56%40%71%34%68%84%46%57%

34265151167Fairly difficult (2)
15%15%11%13%22%5%29%6%7%17%15%

-----------Very difficult (1)
-----------

1524173716221119112738NET: Very/ Fairly easy
85%85%89%87%78%95%71%94%93%83%85%

34265151167NET: Very/ Fairly
15%15%11%13%22%5%29%6%7%17%15%difficult

3.093.183.233.173.153.183.083.203.013.193.14Mean

0.630.670.640.650.780.520.840.540.410.720.65Standard deviation
0.170.130.150.100.170.120.220.130.120.130.10Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 274
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowingD7.

whatImpacting
child/

Q6. Ease indoeslimiting
supporting child toonlineD8. Ethnicitycondition

stay safe onlineParentParents ParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupWhiteNoneableableableor more£51,999£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(k)(j)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(T)

1327381328301414121491241Unweighted base

14**29**41*14**30**34**13**17**13**13**11**13**45*Weighted base

1326361327291314111391139Effective base

291249972371313Very easy (4)
16%32%28%30%28%26%49%14%20%49%10%20%29%

7192452020512857825Fairly easy (3)
47%64%59%37%66%59%35%73%64%35%69%63%57%

5155252222227Fairly difficult (2)
37%4%13%33%6%14%16%14%16%16%21%16%15%

-------------Very difficult (1)
-------------

928361029291115111181138NET: Very/ Fairly easy
63%96%87%67%94%86%84%86%84%84%79%84%85%

5155252222227NET: Very/ Fairly
37%4%13%33%6%14%16%14%16%16%21%16%15%difficult

2.793.273.162.973.233.123.333.003.043.332.893.043.14Mean

0.720.550.630.820.550.640.760.540.630.760.570.630.65Standard deviation
0.200.110.100.230.100.120.200.140.180.200.190.180.10Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 275
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

20174135384141Unweighted base

22**18**45*39*41*45*45*Weighted base

19163934373939Effective base

3101310131313Very easy (4)
13%55%29%26%31%29%29%

1662523222525Fairly easy (3)
72%35%57%57%53%57%57%

3277777Fairly difficult (2)
15%10%15%17%16%15%15%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

19163833353838NET: Very/ Fairly easy
85%90%85%83%84%85%85%

3277777NET: Very/ Fairly
15%10%15%17%16%15%15%difficult

2.973.453.143.093.153.143.14Mean

0.540.690.650.650.680.650.65Standard deviation
0.120.170.100.110.110.100.10Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 276
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS2a.
YearGender of
ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

2
PrimaryAged 8-11Aged 6-7MaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(r)(g)(f)(d)(b)(a)(T)

191091512823Unweighted base

22**11**12**17**13**10**26**Weighted base

191091512822Effective base

92796410Very easy (4)
38%18%57%52%51%38%40%

127585513Fairly easy (3)
52%62%43%48%42%50%51%

22--112Fairly difficult (2)
10%20%--7%12%8%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

209121712923NET: Very/ Fairly easy
90%80%100%100%93%88%92%

22--112NET: Very/ Fairly
10%20%--7%12%8%difficult

3.292.983.573.523.443.263.32Mean

0.640.650.520.510.650.690.63Standard deviation
0.150.210.170.130.190.240.13Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 277
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.D2. Age of ParentD2. AgeGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIof ParentParent
ABC1ABEngland35-5418-3425-34MaleTotal

(u)(q)(m)(k)(j)(d)(a)(T)

181221101291923Unweighted base

19**13**23**10**14**11**22**26**Weighted base

171220101291922Effective base

96104771010Very easy (4)
47%50%44%37%46%60%48%40%

95126641013Fairly easy (3)
48%42%52%54%45%40%48%51%

11111-12Fairly difficult (2)
5%7%4%9%9%-4%8%

--------Very difficult (1)
--------

181222913112123NET: Very/ Fairly easy
95%93%96%91%91%100%96%92%

11111-12NET: Very/ Fairly
5%7%4%9%9%-4%8%difficult

3.423.433.403.283.383.603.433.32Mean

0.600.650.580.650.660.510.590.63Standard deviation
0.140.190.130.210.190.170.140.13Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 278
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Poten-
tially
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(g)(T)

202315191023Unweighted base

22**26**17**22**12**26**Weighted base

202215191022Effective base

101079610Very easy (4)
46%40%41%43%51%40%

1013911613Fairly easy (3)
44%51%52%51%49%51%

2211-2Fairly difficult (2)
10%8%7%6%-8%

------Very difficult (1)
------

202316211223NET: Very/ Fairly easy
90%92%93%94%100%92%

2211-2NET: Very/ Fairly
10%8%7%6%-8%difficult

3.373.323.343.373.513.32Mean

0.670.630.620.600.520.63Standard deviation
0.150.130.160.140.160.13Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 279
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

9142319212323Unweighted base

10**16**26**21**24**26**26**Weighted base

9142218212222Effective base

47107101010Very easy (4)
35%44%40%33%43%40%40%

581312111313Fairly easy (3)
53%50%51%57%48%51%51%

1122222Fairly difficult (2)
12%6%8%10%9%8%8%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

9152319222323NET: Very/ Fairly easy
88%94%92%90%91%92%92%

1122222NET: Very/ Fairly
12%6%8%10%9%8%8%difficult

3.233.383.323.223.343.323.32Mean

0.680.620.630.630.650.630.63Standard deviation
0.230.160.130.150.140.130.13Standard error
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Table 280
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS1. No.
Yearof
ChildChildren

2
PrimaryChildrenTotal

(r)(b)(T)

101017Unweighted base

12**11**19**Weighted base

101016Effective base

234Very easy (4)
19%26%22%

9612Fairly easy (3)
71%52%65%

-11Fairly difficult (2)
-11%6%

111Very difficult (1)
10%11%6%

11816NET: Very/ Fairly easy
90%78%87%

122NET: Very/ Fairly
10%22%13%difficult

2.992.923.02Mean

0.800.940.76Standard deviation
0.250.300.18Standard error
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Table 281
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.Gender of

D4. SEGRegionParent
C2DEEnglandMaleTotal

(v)(m)(a)(T)

9161117Unweighted base

11**18**13**19**Weighted base

9151116Effective base

1444Very easy (4)
12%23%33%22%

711712Fairly easy (3)
66%63%58%65%

11-1Fairly difficult (2)
11%7%-6%

1111Very difficult (1)
11%7%10%6%

9151116NET: Very/ Fairly easy
78%86%90%87%

2212NET: Very/ Fairly
22%14%10%13%difficult

2.793.033.133.02Mean

0.830.780.870.76Standard deviation
0.280.200.260.18Standard error
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Table 282
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Most
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(f)(T)

12161413917Unweighted base

13**18**16**14**10**19**Weighted base

12151413916Effective base

443414Very easy (4)
31%23%20%29%13%22%

811128812Fairly easy (3)
60%63%73%54%76%65%

1111-1Fairly difficult (2)
9%7%8%8%-6%

-1-111Very difficult (1)
-7%-8%12%6%

12151512916NET: Very/ Fairly easy
91%86%92%83%88%87%

121212NET: Very/ Fairly
9%14%8%17%12%13%difficult

3.223.033.123.032.893.02Mean

0.620.780.520.870.800.76Standard deviation
0.180.200.140.240.270.18Standard error
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Table 283
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20.
Seen/Q10.

receivedKnowledge
guidanceof tools/

aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols
Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

101614141717Unweighted base

11**18**16**16**19**19**Weighted base

101514141616Effective base

143444Very easy (4)
8%23%20%26%22%22%

8111091212Fairly easy (3)
71%63%65%58%65%65%

111111Fairly difficult (2)
11%7%8%8%6%6%

111111Very difficult (1)
11%7%8%8%6%6%

91513131616NET: Very/ Fairly easy
79%86%85%85%87%87%

222222NET: Very/ Fairly
21%14%15%15%13%13%difficult

2.763.032.973.033.023.02Mean

0.780.780.790.830.760.76Standard deviation
0.250.200.210.220.180.18Standard error
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Table 284
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS1. No.
YearS2b. AgeS2a. Gender ofof
Childof ChildChildChildren

2
PrimaryAged 8-11FemaleMaleChildrenTotal

(r)(g)(e)(d)(b)(T)

16911121423Unweighted base

19**10**12**14**15**25**Weighted base

16911111322Effective base

13779916Very easy (4)
68%69%56%68%61%63%

112314Fairly easy (3)
5%10%14%19%5%17%

523255Fairly difficult (2)
27%21%30%12%34%20%

------Very difficult (1)
------

1488121020NET: Very/ Fairly easy
73%79%70%88%66%80%

523255NET: Very/ Fairly
27%21%30%12%34%20%difficult

3.413.473.263.563.273.42Mean

0.900.870.930.730.970.82Standard deviation
0.230.290.280.210.260.17Standard error
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Table 285
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.D2. Age of ParentD2. AgeGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIof ParentParent
C2DEABC1England35-5418-3425-34MaleTotal

(v)(u)(m)(k)(j)(d)(a)(T)

914221112101723Unweighted base

12**14**24**11**14**12**19**25**Weighted base

91321111191622Effective base

610159751116Very easy (4)
55%69%61%76%52%43%58%63%

13432234Fairly easy (3)
9%24%18%24%11%13%14%17%

415-5555Fairly difficult (2)
37%7%21%-37%44%27%20%

--------Very difficult (1)
--------

7131911971420NET: Very/ Fairly easy
63%93%79%100%63%56%73%80%

415-5555NET: Very/ Fairly
37%7%21%-37%44%27%20%difficult

3.183.623.393.763.143.003.313.42Mean

0.980.630.830.450.970.980.900.82Standard deviation
0.330.170.180.140.280.310.220.17Standard error
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Table 286
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Most
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(f)(T)

192316151023Unweighted base

21**25**18**16**11**25**Weighted base

182216151022Effective base

13161314916Very easy (4)
64%63%70%83%75%63%

443324Fairly easy (3)
18%17%15%17%14%17%

453-15Fairly difficult (2)
19%20%14%-11%20%

------Very difficult (1)
------

172015161020NET: Very/ Fairly easy
81%80%86%100%89%80%

453-15NET: Very/ Fairly
19%20%14%-11%20%difficult

3.453.423.563.833.643.42Mean

0.810.820.750.390.700.82Standard deviation
0.180.170.190.100.220.17Standard error
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Table 287
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

10122322192323Unweighted base

12**12**25**24**21**25**25**Weighted base

10112221182222Effective base

791615161616Very easy (4)
56%73%63%61%76%63%63%

1244344Fairly easy (3)
8%19%17%18%13%17%17%

4155255Fairly difficult (2)
35%8%20%21%10%20%20%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

8112019192020NET: Very/ Fairly easy
65%92%80%79%90%80%80%

4155255NET: Very/ Fairly
35%8%20%21%10%20%20%difficult

3.213.653.423.403.663.423.42Mean

0.980.640.820.830.670.820.82Standard deviation
0.310.180.170.180.150.170.17Standard error
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Table 288
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1172331956428282414232991648319218572194112378Unweighted base

10826716**4842*869146*58*25*9117810419020774199124398Weighted base

1142271955418181404131971618118617869187108363Effective base

36122417152943223263272547293367652165Very easy (4)
33%46%Ts24%36%36%34%47%49%55%m26%35%40%52%Thi38%45%49%38%42%41%s

641261129245042232116539244107983210865205Fairly easy (3)
60%Tr47%71%61%j57%57%j46%51%36%65%f58%f52%43%57%T47%44%54%52%52%jr

71712377-4261441015515626Fairly difficult (2)
7%7%5%4%7%9%8%-7%6%6%8%4%5%7%7%7%5%7%

11------11--111-112Very difficult (1)
1%*------2%3%g--1%*1%-*1%*

1002491547397984465322861639817919169184117370NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%93%95%96%93%91%92%100%90%91%94%92%95%94%92%93%92%94%93%

81912377-6261461116515728NET: Very/ Fairly
7%7%5%4%7%9%8%-10%9%6%8%5%6%8%7%8%6%7%difficult

3.253.383.193.323.293.253.393.49m3.433.153.293.323.45i3.323.373.423.303.353.34Mean

0.600.630.520.550.600.600.630.510.730.650.580.620.640.590.640.630.610.620.62Standard deviation
0.060.040.120.070.090.070.070.080.110.120.060.050.070.040.050.070.040.060.03Standard error
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Table 289
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

13024865658216611143132214253111148117210110179198378Unweighted base

15923979807816110**15**33*34014**25612814**7917711513**187209398Weighted base

1272406464791611114303091424410714781669810173190363Effective base

631023132267654814848971420706297689165Very easy (4)
39%43%39%40%34%47%50%24%24%44%Tn29%35%56%Tk29%25%39%f54%Tef71%40%43%41%fkn

84121414346755112316691435495291504101103205Fairly easy (3)
53%51%52%54%59%47%50%76%69%Tm49%64%56%Tj42%64%66%Tde51%43%29%54%49%52%jm

12147549--224123217162-101626Fairly difficult (2)
8%6%9%6%6%6%--7%7%8%9%Tj1%8%9%d9%d1%-5%8%7%dj

-2--11---2-11-1-1--22Very difficult (1)
-1%--2%*---1%-*1%-1%-1%--1%*

14722372757215110153031513232125137216011213177192370NET: Very/ Fairly easy
92%93%91%94%93%94%100%100%93%92%92%91%98%Tk92%91%91%97%Te100%95%92%93%k

121675610--226124317163-101828NET: Very/ Fairly
8%7%9%6%7%6%--7%8%8%9%Tj2%8%9%9%d3%-5%8%7%djdifficult

3.323.353.303.333.253.403.503.243.173.353.213.253.52Tk3.213.153.303.50Tef3.713.353.333.34fkMean

0.610.630.630.590.640.620.530.440.540.640.590.620.580.590.590.630.590.470.580.660.62Standard deviation
0.050.040.080.070.070.050.160.120.100.040.160.040.060.160.070.050.060.150.040.050.03Standard error
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Table 290
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

5231815360812234202942511111141321231131016585378Unweighted base

5533517**3778522**37*20**3102661161101471321091107192398Weighted base

503051534677213219283241107110128118109976382363Effective base

151442159411218111221174252476452402539165Very easy (4)
28%43%t14%42%49%53%49%55%39%44%36%47%g32%48%g48%37%36%42%41%gt

30172101953571491681366050876149653846205Fairly easy (3)
55%51%60%52%41%33%37%45%54%p51%52%46%59%Tfh46%45%59%54%50%52%p

917422725-1912147127748726Fairly difficult (2)
17%Ts5%26%6%8%8%14%-6%4%12%Tj6%8%5%6%3%11%8%7%jqs

-2-211--12-11-11--2Very difficult (1)
-1%-1%2%6%--*1%-1%1%-1%1%--*

4631612354771932202902521021021341251011056485370NET: Very/ Fairly easy
83%94%Tt74%94%T90%86%86%100%94%95%Ti88%93%91%95%93%95%89%92%93%it

919424835-2014148137858728NET: Very/ Fairly
17%Ts6%26%6%10%14%14%-6%5%12%Tj7%9%5%7%5%11%8%7%jqsdifficult

3.123.37Tt2.883.353.373.333.353.553.333.383.253.40g3.223.43Tg3.403.313.253.343.34gtMean

0.660.610.640.610.710.880.720.510.600.610.650.640.620.590.640.600.640.620.62Standard deviation
0.090.030.170.030.080.190.120.110.030.040.060.060.050.050.060.060.080.070.03Standard error
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Table 291
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

122209367224342378378Unweighted base

132217386238361398398Weighted base

118200353215329363363Effective base

4111316496160165165Very easy (4)
31%52%Th42%T40%44%Te41%41%h

8292197124177205205Fairly easy (3)
63%Tg42%51%c52%49%52%52%cg

8122416222626Fairly difficult (2)
6%6%6%7%6%7%7%

1-11122Very difficult (1)
*-*1%***e

123204361220337370370NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%94%93%93%93%93%93%

9122618242828NET: Very/ Fairly
7%6%7%7%7%7%7%difficult

3.243.46Th3.35T3.323.37Te3.343.34hMean

0.580.600.610.630.620.620.62Standard deviation
0.050.040.030.040.030.030.03Standard error
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Table 292
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1162191956428076403632991567618917368186109363Unweighted base

10625016**4842*848444*50*25*911689418619270189120379Weighted base

1132131955417975393631971537418316765179105349Effective base

34106315152738202563165446581346448146Very easy (4)
32%42%19%32%36%32%45%44%50%23%34%39%47%i35%42%49%b34%40%38%

651251231234939232317548846109963110865205Fairly easy (3)
61%50%76%64%l54%59%46%53%45%68%59%52%49%59%50%45%57%54%54%

71712478-1271511014415625Fairly difficult (2)
7%7%5%4%10%k9%9%-3%6%8%9%f1%5%7%6%8%5%7%f

13-----111--321-213Very difficult (1)
1%1%-----3%3%3%g--3%g1%1%-1%1%1%

992301547387777434822841539117417765173113351NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%92%95%96%90%91%91%97%95%91%92%91%96%94%92%94%91%94%93%

8191247813271541215417728NET: Very/ Fairly
7%8%5%4%10%9%9%3%5%9%8%9%4%6%8%6%9%6%7%difficult

3.243.343.143.283.263.243.363.383.423.123.263.303.40i3.273.333.43b3.243.333.30Mean

0.590.650.480.530.630.600.650.650.680.630.590.630.660.610.640.610.640.620.63Standard deviation
0.060.040.110.070.100.070.070.100.110.110.060.050.080.040.050.070.050.060.03Standard error
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Table 293
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1232406162781621114303081324610413801669410175187363Unweighted base

15022973767315610**15**32**32213**24811913**7817010513**183195379Weighted base

1212336061761571114292961323710113771609110169179349Effective base

54922628237054812948260416655297274146Very easy (4)
36%40%r35%36%31%45%Tr50%24%25%40%31%33%51%Tk31%21%39%f49%Tf65%39%38%38%fk

83122424145775112216781435485489495102102205Fairly easy (3)
55%53%57%54%61%49%50%76%68%52%61%58%Tj45%61%70%Tde52%46%35%56%52%54%jm

12135649--223122217152-91625Fairly difficult (2)
8%6%7%8%6%6%--7%7%8%9%Tj2%8%9%9%d2%-5%8%7%dj

12-111---3-13-1-3--33Very difficult (1)
1%1%-2%2%*---1%-*2%-1%-3%--2%1%k

13721468696714710152929612225114127115410113174176351NET: Very/ Fairly easy
91%93%93%90%92%94%100%100%93%92%92%91%96%92%91%91%95%100%95%90%93%

131558610--226122517155-91928NET: Very/ Fairly
9%7%7%10%8%6%--7%8%8%9%4%8%9%9%5%-5%10%7%difficult

3.263.333.283.243.213.38T3.503.243.183.313.233.243.44Tk3.233.113.30f3.42Tf3.653.353.263.30fkMean

0.640.620.600.680.630.610.530.440.540.650.610.610.650.610.570.620.660.500.570.680.63Standard deviation
0.060.040.080.090.070.050.160.120.100.040.170.040.060.170.060.050.070.160.040.050.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 294
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

503061534675203020285241107112125118111985982363Unweighted base

52*32017**3607720**32**20**2992541111081381261071066489379Weighted base

482941533372192919274232103108121114107945779349Effective base

13129214135915111101033950415450352034146Very easy (4)
25%40%t14%39%45%42%47%55%37%41%35%47%Tg29%43%g47%Td33%32%38%38%gt

28174101953681591671375851856350643745205Fairly easy (3)
53%54%60%54%47%42%46%45%56%54%52%47%61%Th50%47%61%58%51%54%

1015421522-20111361096551025Fairly difficult (2)
20%Ts5%26%6%7%9%7%-7%4%12%Tj5%7%7%5%5%7%11%7%jqs

12-311--22113-111-3Very difficult (1)
3%1%-1%2%7%--1%1%1%1%2%-1%1%2%-1%

413031233671173020277240961011251171001005879351NET: Very/ Fairly easy
78%95%Tt74%93%T92%84%93%100%93%95%Ti87%94%91%93%94%94%91%89%93%it

1217424732-22131461396661028NET: Very/ Fairly
22%Ts5%26%7%8%16%7%-7%5%13%Tj6%9%7%6%6%9%11%7%jqsdifficult

3.003.34Tt2.883.32T3.353.203.403.553.293.353.213.40Tg3.183.35g3.41T3.263.213.273.30gtMean

0.740.600.640.620.690.880.620.510.620.600.690.620.640.610.620.600.660.650.63Standard deviation
0.110.030.170.030.080.200.110.110.040.040.070.060.060.060.060.060.090.070.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 295
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

115201352211329363363Unweighted base

122207367221345379379Weighted base

111193339203317349349Effective base

369814580141146146Very easy (4)
30%47%Th39%36%41%Tde38%38%h

7895197125179205205Fairly easy (3)
64%Tg46%54%c56%52%54%54%cg

6132314232525Fairly difficult (2)
5%7%6%7%7%7%7%

2-33133Very difficult (1)
2%-1%c1%*1%1%c

115194341204320351351NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%93%93%92%93%93%93%

8132617252828NET: Very/ Fairly
7%7%7%8%7%7%7%difficult

3.223.41Th3.32T3.273.33Tde3.303.30Mean

0.600.610.620.630.620.630.63Standard deviation
0.060.040.030.040.030.030.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 296
Q18. And how easy did you find it to set up this parental control?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



NET: Snapchat/
Tiktok/ TwitchNET: VSPThe Sponsor HubRecastFruitlabVimeoTwitchTiktokSnapchat

3633782317234163275153Unweighted base

3793982519264569280154Weighted base

3493632216223960266147Effective base

15817915312122611546Very easy (4)
42%45%59%17%46%27%37%41%30%

19919851213293414796Fairly easy (3)
52%50%21%64%50%65%49%52%63%

211954139169Fairly difficult (2)
6%5%20%20%5%8%12%6%6%

11----122Very difficult (1)
**----1%1%1%

3573782015244160263143NET: Very/ Fairly easy
94%95%80%80%95%92%86%94%93%

2220541391812NET: Very/ Fairly
6%5%20%20%5%8%14%6%7%difficult

3.363.403.382.973.413.203.223.343.21Mean

0.600.590.820.620.590.560.710.620.61Standard deviation
0.030.030.170.150.120.090.090.040.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 297
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

5567459272127201616144948327566287143143Snapchat
100%93%91%90%100%91%96%87%95%87%100%96%93%90%93%89%97%T97%91%92%93%

4771686123628636429241865127531341285413574263Tiktok
84%96%92%81%100%96%97%93%92%93%95%93%96%93%94%93%94%94%93%94%94%

1947123541662148212715455253060Twitch
100%84%86%100%100%81%84%43%89%100%100%100%83%73%100%70%94%T100%82%88%86%

-1129125569411211141515264231441Vimeo
-93%92%100%100%100%85%82%100%100%89%100%92%92%92%93%92%100%95%87%92%

-3211-123629131012717313924Fruitlab
-100%95%100%-100%100%73%100%100%100%100%100%89%100%85%100%100%100%88%95%

-4111-22423314659638415Recast
-60%89%100%-100%61%75%61%100%100%100%76%69%100%88%72%100%77%77%80%

-514112335241586812510520The Sponsor Hub
-100%73%100%100%100%100%61%100%64%70%100%100%79%68%70%88%100%66%100%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 298
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

5785273126596512119410039432683537072143Snapchat
94%91%96%92%85%95%100%100%88%92%83%94%90%83%95%94%89%100%94%91%93%

95168484751116792322312174771253121725135128263Tiktok
95%93%93%97%90%94%100%100%95%93%100%93%94%100%91%94%94%100%94%94%94%

1841108734--456-3030-723227134760Twitch
79%90%89%70%89%90%--67%88%-91%84%-87%92%84%86%86%86%86%

162579718--239219202514183113041Vimeo
93%92%85%100%89%93%--100%92%100%96%89%100%100%94%88%100%93%92%92%

519-5713--1231101312811232224Fruitlab
81%100%-100%100%100%--45%100%100%100%91%100%100%100%100%63%68%100%95%

785335--114-87-356141215Recast
67%100%67%66%100%100%--100%79%-87%74%-100%80%70%100%59%91%80%

7136158--119-119-387261420The Sponsor Hub
63%93%78%34%100%89%--100%79%-100%63%-100%100%56%100%100%73%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 299
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

12128214128341561129936454448443025344143Snapchat
67%96%T40%94%T88%100%69%94%85%94%96%Ti84%95%91%91%95%92%91%89%100%93%i

36222102524918221721217280838389837140603263Tiktok
90%95%77%94%T92%64%90%100%88%94%94%93%94%92%95%94%96%88%94%100%94%

105015819274641489202811192389160Twitch
77%88%100%86%81%100%62%100%100%89%90%70%91%87%77%90%91%80%72%100%86%

122823812235229318131611139512-41Vimeo
85%96%100%92%85%100%78%81%100%96%93%90%100%92%84%100%88%79%93%-92%

321-24816111621291239474-24Fruitlab
100%95%-95%100%100%100%100%100%93%94%100%100%100%70%100%100%100%77%-95%

411-1531-11121235385334115Recast
79%81%-86%100%100%-100%100%77%83%66%100%68%76%100%100%68%62%100%80%

317-20511211516164106454120The Sponsor Hub
71%81%-80%64%100%100%45%100%86%100%20%100%47%89%100%79%61%77%100%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 300
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

4876-14092131-143143Snapchat
89%94%-93%91%94%-93%93%

841464256152242-263263Tiktok
91%95%86%94%T95%94%-94%94%

1734-594057-6060Twitch
77%92%-86%81%86%-86%86%

1918-413638-4141Vimeo
85%100%-92%91%92%-92%92%

916-241923-2424Fruitlab
88%100%-95%94%95%-95%95%

96-151313-1515Recast
79%83%-86%84%84%-80%80%

811-201919-2020The Sponsor Hub
65%92%-80%79%90%-80%80%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 301
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents whose child selected uses and have set up parental controls on ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Fairly easy

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Aged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary1512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6573332230201711195650288963317844153Unweighted base

608229*22**31**21**18**16**15**5353*34**856829*7847*154Weighted base

6471322230201711185549278660307542147Effective base

152767155463132010281810241346Very easy (4)
25%33%21%30%48%25%23%35%22%24%39%29%33%27%33%30%27%30%

414721151215121011362722474819483096Fairly easy (3)
68%58%70%66%39%71%64%65%73%69%52%64%56%70%63%61%64%63%e

45313-2-1432811539Fairly difficult (2)
7%6%9%4%9%-13%-4%7%5%7%10%Td1%3%7%6%6%d

-2--11----2-11-112Very difficult (1)
-3%--4%5%----4%-1%1%-2%2%1%

5674272127201616144948327566287143143NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%91%91%96%87%95%87%100%96%93%90%93%89%97%T97%91%92%93%

4731412-145210217412NET: Very/ Fairly
7%9%9%4%13%5%13%-4%7%10%7%11%3%3%9%8%7%ddifficult

3.193.223.123.263.323.153.103.353.183.183.253.223.203.223.303.203.173.21Mean

0.540.680.540.530.810.660.610.490.500.530.750.560.670.540.540.630.630.61Standard deviation
0.070.080.090.110.150.150.150.150.110.070.110.110.070.070.100.070.100.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 302
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

521012428346714127109393673367478153Unweighted base

619328**33**31*6314**12910643*34*7240*7479154Weighted base

51982427336514122105383570357274147Effective base

1630887242413015111915192746Very easy (4)
26%33%28%25%22%38%15%32%28%36%32%26%39%26%34%30%

41551923193610787023214920504596Fairly easy (3)
68%59%69%68%63%57%72%60%66%54%63%68%50%68%57%63%

2711522862252559Fairly difficult (2)
4%7%q4%4%15%Tq4%12%6%6%5%5%6%6%6%6%6%

11-1-1-2-2--2-22Very difficult (1)
2%1%-4%-2%-2%-5%k--6%-3%1%

57852731265912119100393268357072143NET: Very/ Fairly easy
94%91%96%92%85%95%88%92%94%90%95%94%89%94%91%93%

481353210642545712NET: Very/ Fairly
6%9%4%8%15%5%12%8%6%10%5%6%11%6%9%7%difficult

3.183.233.243.133.073.313.033.233.223.203.273.203.223.203.233.21Mean

0.590.630.520.650.610.630.550.630.540.770.550.540.800.540.680.61Standard deviation
0.080.060.110.120.110.080.150.060.050.120.090.060.130.060.080.05Standard error
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Table 303
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

1813114833151181034251465050332635153Unweighted base

17**13314932*16**12010443*47*49*53*46*33*28**38*154Weighted base

171261423214113994049454848322534147Effective base

34246127343311217182184946Very easy (4)
18%32%31%37%46%29%32%26%44%Tg15%33%g44%T25%13%24%30%g

886941677866242437302322212596Fairly easy (3)
49%65%63%51%48%65%64%57%51%77%Tfh57%50%67%78%66%63%e

6364154623422239Fairly difficult (2)
33%2%4%12%6%5%3%13%Tj5%7%7%5%5%9%8%6%jqs

-22--211-11-1-12Very difficult (1)
-2%1%--2%1%3%-2%2%-3%-3%1%

121281412815112993645444844302534143NET: Very/ Fairly easy
67%96%T94%T88%94%94%96%Ti84%95%91%91%95%92%91%89%93%i

65941857245232412NET: Very/ Fairly
33%4%6%12%6%6%4%16%Tj5%9%9%5%8%9%11%7%jqsdifficult

2.843.27T3.24T3.253.403.213.273.073.39Tg3.043.223.39Tb3.143.053.103.21gMean

0.720.580.600.660.620.610.570.720.590.550.680.590.650.470.670.61Standard deviation
0.170.050.050.120.160.060.060.110.080.080.100.080.110.090.110.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 304
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

538015099138153153Unweighted base

5480151101139154154Weighted base

517614495133147147Effective base

13294627454646Very easy (4)
24%37%31%27%33%T30%30%

35469464859696Fairly easy (3)
65%58%62%64%61%63%63%

4497699Fairly difficult (2)
7%6%6%c7%5%6%6%c

2-22222Very difficult (1)
4%-1%2%2%1%1%

487614092131143143NET: Very/ Fairly easy
89%94%93%91%94%93%93%

6411991212NET: Very/ Fairly
11%6%7%9%6%7%7%difficult

3.093.31Th3.223.163.25Td3.213.21Mean

0.690.570.610.640.610.610.61Standard deviation
0.100.060.050.060.050.050.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 305
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Snapchat

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

89163154429656328192674128471481265614574275Unweighted base

8018212**38*29**686932**25**20**6713757*1441355814578280Weighted base

87160154329646228192573126461431225414072266Effective base

3377315142431141252955265660265435115Very easy (4)
41%42%25%41%49%35%45%46%47%26%44%40%46%39%44%44%38%45%41%

44919201439331512133572277868298038147Fairly easy (3)
55%50%75%55%48%57%48%47%48%66%52%53%47%54%50%50%55%49%52%

313-2154211294106310316Fairly difficult (2)
4%7%-4%3%7%6%7%5%3%4%7%6%7%5%6%7%3%6%

-1----1--1-1-11--22Very difficult (1)
-1%----1%--4%-1%-1%1%--2%1%

77168123628636429241865127531341285413574263NET: Very/ Fairly easy
96%92%100%96%97%93%92%93%95%93%96%93%94%93%94%94%93%94%94%

314-21552112104107310418NET: Very/ Fairly
4%8%-4%3%7%8%7%5%7%4%7%6%7%6%6%7%6%6%difficult

3.373.343.253.373.463.283.353.383.413.153.403.323.403.313.383.393.313.373.34Mean

0.560.630.450.570.570.590.670.630.600.680.570.630.610.620.620.600.600.670.62Standard deviation
0.060.050.120.090.110.070.080.120.140.130.070.060.090.050.050.080.050.080.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 306
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

83192434061131232361218974126112870138137275Unweighted base

10018151*49*5712424**24012**1878212**5812976144137280Weighted base

82187424060127222281218372125912468133132266Effective base

40761921225461037664371353405561115Very easy (4)
40%42%37%43%39%43%27%43%59%35%53%Tk59%22%41%f53%Tf38%44%41%fk

5592292729621712051083454068328067147Fairly easy (3)
56%51%56%55%52%50%68%50%41%58%Tj42%41%69%Tde53%41%55%49%52%djm

4123157115-124-5848816Fairly difficult (2)
4%7%5%3%10%5%5%6%-7%4%-8%6%5%6%6%6%

111--1-2-11-1-1112Very difficult (1)
1%1%2%--1%-1%-*1%-1%-1%1%1%1%

95168484751116232231217477125312172135128263NET: Very/ Fairly easy
95%93%93%97%90%94%95%93%100%93%94%100%91%94%94%94%94%94%

5133158117-135-6859918NET: Very/ Fairly
5%7%7%3%10%6%5%7%-7%6%-9%6%6%6%6%6%difficult

3.343.343.293.403.293.363.223.353.593.283.46k3.593.113.35f3.45f3.313.373.34fkMean

0.600.630.640.550.640.630.530.630.520.600.640.520.590.590.650.610.630.62Standard deviation
0.070.050.100.090.080.050.110.040.150.040.070.150.080.050.080.050.050.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 307
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

39230112635321192191788594858993704260275Unweighted base

40*23512**2675322**20**22418287899194887445*64280Weighted base

38222112545120182121728291838690674158266Effective base

11101311228121188773647274047271324115Very easy (4)
29%43%21%42%52%52%57%39%42%41%53%Tg30%42%54%Tcd36%29%38%41%g

24121714021116124954436565035442736147Fairly easy (3)
61%51%56%53%40%48%32%55%52%51%40%62%Th53%40%60%e59%e56%52%eh

4113134-21196564525316Fairly difficult (2)
10%5%23%5%8%-12%5%5%7%6%7%4%6%3%12%5%6%q

-2-2---211-11-1-12Very difficult (1)
-1%-1%---1%1%1%-1%1%-1%-1%1%

36222102524922172121728083838983714060263NET: Very/ Fairly easy
90%95%77%94%T92%100%88%94%94%93%94%92%95%94%96%88%94%94%

4133154-213106575535418NET: Very/ Fairly
10%5%23%6%8%-12%6%6%7%6%8%5%6%4%12%6%6%qdifficult

3.193.372.983.363.453.523.453.333.363.333.47Tg3.203.363.48Tc3.303.173.313.34cgMean

0.600.610.690.610.640.510.710.610.610.640.610.610.610.620.600.620.620.62Standard deviation
0.100.040.210.040.090.110.160.040.050.070.060.070.060.060.070.100.080.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 308
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

89152266156251275275Unweighted base

93154271160257280280Weighted base

86147257150243266266Effective base

277411464109115115Very easy (4)
30%48%Th42%40%43%41%41%h

577214287133147147Fairly easy (3)
61%g47%52%54%52%52%52%g

88148131616Fairly difficult (2)
8%5%5%5%5%6%6%

1-11122Very difficult (1)
1%-*1%*1%1%e

84146256152242263263NET: Very/ Fairly easy
91%95%94%T95%94%94%94%

98159141818NET: Very/ Fairly
9%5%6%5%6%6%6%edifficult

3.193.43Th3.36T3.343.37T3.343.34hMean

0.620.590.600.600.600.620.62Standard deviation
0.070.050.040.050.040.040.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 309
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Tiktok

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

FemaleMale AgedMale Aged2
SecondaryPrimaryAged 8-118-116-7Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(s)(r)(m)(l)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

12469171526212241292863Unweighted base

11**55*10**18**21**29**27**22**47*30**34**69Weighted base

12459171526202139282760Effective base

4211127138323121126Very easy (4)
36%39%9%66%35%46%31%12%49%T38%34%37%

52534148191321131834Fairly easy (3)
48%46%33%23%65%27%69%58%45%44%54%49%

1862-8-72539Fairly difficult (2)
7%14%57%11%-27%-30%4%18%9%12%d

1-------1-11Very difficult (1)
8%-------2%-3%1%

9474162121271545253060NET: Very/ Fairly easy
84%86%43%89%100%73%100%70%94%T82%88%86%

2862-8-73549NET: Very/ Fairly
16%14%57%11%-27%-30%6%18%12%14%ddifficult

3.123.252.523.553.353.183.312.823.41T3.203.193.22Mean

0.920.690.690.700.490.850.470.630.670.730.720.71Standard deviation
0.270.100.230.170.130.170.100.140.100.140.140.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 310
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

184599375733292523154863Unweighted base

23**46*11**12**38*6333*35**26**27**15**55*69Weighted base

184399365532282422144660Effective base

1016541524111591032326Very easy (4)
42%35%49%35%39%37%33%42%33%38%22%41%37%

9255419321915151292534Fairly easy (3)
37%55%41%35%51%51%58%42%58%45%64%45%49%

5414472614179Fairly difficult (2)
21%8%11%30%10%10%7%16%5%16%8%14%12%

-1---11-1-1-1Very difficult (1)
-2%---1%3%-4%-6%-1%

1841108345630302322134760NET: Very/ Fairly easy
79%90%89%70%90%88%91%84%92%84%86%86%86%

5514473624279NET: Very/ Fairly
21%10%11%30%10%12%9%16%8%16%14%14%14%difficult

3.213.233.383.053.293.243.213.273.223.223.023.283.22Mean

0.780.680.700.840.640.700.690.730.700.720.770.690.71Standard deviation
0.180.100.230.280.110.090.120.130.140.150.200.100.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 311
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupBlackWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(n)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(T)

125161221041471321261520211263Unweighted base

12**57*6723**12**47*54*13**22**32**15**21**25**12**69Weighted base

124958211039451320251419201260Effective base

521238218242101331013226Very easy (4)
38%37%35%35%20%38%45%15%48%40%19%49%53%21%37%q

5293411523247915999634Fairly easy (3)
38%51%51%46%42%50%45%55%43%47%59%41%38%51%49%

279335632422229Fairly difficult (2)
16%12%13%15%30%11%10%23%9%13%17%10%9%20%12%

1-111--1--1--11Very difficult (1)
7%-1%4%8%--7%--6%--8%1%

105058197414892028111923960NET: Very/ Fairly easy
77%88%86%81%62%89%90%70%91%87%77%90%91%72%86%

379445642432239NET: Very/ Fairly
23%12%14%19%38%11%10%30%9%13%23%10%9%28%14%difficult

3.083.263.203.122.753.273.34T2.773.383.272.903.403.442.853.22Mean

0.950.650.710.820.900.660.660.810.660.690.790.670.660.870.71Standard deviation
0.270.090.090.170.290.100.100.230.150.130.210.150.150.250.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 312
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

20356245606363Unweighted base

23**37*6850*666969Weighted base

19345943576060Effective base

7172512252626Very easy (4)
33%44%36%d23%37%d37%37%d

10183428323434Fairly easy (3)
44%48%50%57%Tc48%49%49%

4399999Fairly difficult (2)
19%8%13%17%13%12%12%

1-11111Very difficult (1)
4%-1%2%1%1%1%

17345940576060NET: Very/ Fairly easy
77%92%86%81%86%86%86%

5399999NET: Very/ Fairly
23%8%14%19%14%14%14%difficult

3.063.363.21d3.023.22d3.223.22dMean

0.840.630.710.700.720.710.71Standard deviation
0.190.110.090.100.090.090.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 313
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2. Age
within

S3/S5. School YearGenderS2a. Gender of
ChildChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Male AgedAged 12-2
SecondaryPrimary6-715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(s)(r)(j)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

132691214121625231441Unweighted base

12**31**12**11**15**16**17**28**24**17**45*Weighted base

132591214121524221439Effective base

57-551488312Very easy (4)
40%21%-43%34%8%25%29%33%20%27%

6221169131118151129Fairly easy (3)
52%71%89%49%58%83%67%63%62%67%65%

13111112123Fairly difficult (2)
7%8%11%8%8%8%7%8%5%13%8%

-----------Very difficult (1)
-----------

1129111114151526231441NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%92%89%92%92%92%93%92%95%87%92%

13111112123NET: Very/ Fairly
7%8%11%8%8%8%7%8%5%13%8%difficult

3.333.132.893.353.263.003.183.213.283.073.20Mean

0.630.530.320.650.620.420.560.580.560.590.56Standard deviation
0.180.100.110.190.160.120.140.120.120.160.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 314
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1427193920191517122941Unweighted base

17**28**20**43*20**23**15**20**12**33**45*Weighted base

1426183719181516122839Effective base

6641292623912Very easy (4)
34%23%23%29%45%10%40%11%23%29%27%

10191427101881682129Fairly easy (3)
59%69%71%63%50%79%54%76%69%63%65%

12131313133Fairly difficult (2)
7%8%7%8%4%11%6%12%7%8%8%

-----------Very difficult (1)
-----------

1625183919201418113041NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%92%93%92%96%89%94%88%93%92%92%

12131313133NET: Very/ Fairly
7%8%7%8%4%11%6%12%7%8%8%difficult

3.273.153.163.213.412.993.352.993.163.213.20Mean

0.600.550.530.580.590.470.610.500.550.580.56Standard deviation
0.160.110.120.090.130.110.160.120.160.110.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 315
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowingD7.

whatImpacting
child/

Q6. Ease indoeslimiting
supporting child toonlineD8. Ethnicitycondition

stay safe onlineParentParents ParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupWhiteNoneableableableor more£51,999£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(k)(j)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(T)

1327381328301414121491241Unweighted base

14**29**41*14**30**34**13**17**13**13**11**13**45*Weighted base

1326361327291314111391139Effective base

46975944243312Very easy (4)
32%22%21%48%18%27%33%27%15%33%30%25%27%q

7222952422911996929Fairly easy (3)
53%74%71%T37%78%65%67%66%69%67%58%68%65%

213213-12-113Fairly difficult (2)
15%4%8%15%4%7%-8%16%-12%7%8%

-------------Very difficult (1)
-------------

1228381229311316111391241NET: Very/ Fairly easy
85%96%92%85%96%93%100%92%84%100%88%93%92%

213213-12-113NET: Very/ Fairly
15%4%8%15%4%7%-8%16%-12%7%8%difficult

3.173.183.133.333.143.203.333.192.993.333.193.183.20qMean

0.690.490.530.750.460.560.490.570.580.490.650.550.56Standard deviation
0.190.090.090.210.090.100.130.150.170.130.220.160.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 316
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

20174135384141Unweighted base

22**18**45*39*41*45*45*Weighted base

19163934373939Effective base

27128121212Very easy (4)
9%39%27%d21%30%d27%27%d

17112928262929Fairly easy (3)
76%61%65%70%62%65%65%

3-33333Fairly difficult (2)
15%-8%9%8%8%8%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

19184136384141NET: Very/ Fairly easy
85%100%92%91%92%92%92%

3-33333NET: Very/ Fairly
15%-8%9%8%8%8%difficult

2.943.393.203.123.213.203.20Mean

0.500.500.560.540.580.560.56Standard deviation
0.110.120.090.090.090.090.09Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 317
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Vimeo

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS2a.
YearGender of
ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

2
PrimaryAged 8-11Aged 6-7MaleChildren1 ChildTotal

(r)(g)(f)(d)(b)(a)(T)

191091512823Unweighted base

22**11**12**17**13**10**26**Weighted base

191091512822Effective base

1028106512Very easy (4)
44%18%68%60%51%51%46%

118476413Fairly easy (3)
50%70%32%40%49%38%50%

11---11Fairly difficult (2)
5%11%---12%5%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

2110121713924NET: Very/ Fairly easy
95%89%100%100%100%88%95%

11---11NET: Very/ Fairly
5%11%---12%5%difficult

3.393.073.683.603.513.393.41Mean

0.600.570.490.500.520.720.59Standard deviation
0.140.180.160.130.150.260.12Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 318
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.D2. Age of ParentD2. AgeGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIof ParentParent
ABC1ABEngland35-5418-3425-34MaleTotal

(u)(q)(m)(k)(j)(d)(a)(T)

181221101291923Unweighted base

19**13**23**10**14**11**22**26**Weighted base

171220101291922Effective base

109125771212Very easy (4)
54%71%50%49%46%60%54%46%

94125641013Fairly easy (3)
46%29%50%51%45%40%46%50%

----1--1Fairly difficult (2)
----9%--5%

--------Very difficult (1)
--------

1913231013112224NET: Very/ Fairly easy
100%100%100%100%91%100%100%95%

----1--1NET: Very/ Fairly
----9%--5%difficult

3.543.713.503.493.383.603.543.41Mean

0.510.470.510.530.660.510.510.59Standard deviation
0.120.140.110.170.190.170.120.12Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 319
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Poten-
tially
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(g)(T)

202315191023Unweighted base

22**26**17**22**12**26**Weighted base

202215191022Effective base

1012912612Very easy (4)
46%46%54%54%51%46%

111379613Fairly easy (3)
48%50%38%41%49%50%

1111-1Fairly difficult (2)
5%5%7%6%-5%

------Very difficult (1)
------

212416211224NET: Very/ Fairly easy
95%95%93%94%100%95%

1111-1NET: Very/ Fairly
5%5%7%6%-5%difficult

3.413.413.473.483.513.41Mean

0.610.590.640.620.520.59Standard deviation
0.140.120.170.140.160.12Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 320
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

9142319212323Unweighted base

10**16**26**21**24**26**26**Weighted base

9142218212222Effective base

66128111212Very easy (4)
58%38%46%39%45%46%46%

3101311121313Fairly easy (3)
30%62%50%55%50%50%50%

1-11111Fairly difficult (2)
12%-5%6%5%5%5%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

9162419232424NET: Very/ Fairly easy
88%100%95%94%95%95%95%

1-11111NET: Very/ Fairly
12%-5%6%5%5%5%difficult

3.463.383.413.333.403.413.41Mean

0.740.500.590.600.600.590.59Standard deviation
0.250.130.120.140.130.120.12Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 321
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Fruitlab

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS1. No.
Yearof
ChildChildren

2
PrimaryChildrenTotal

(r)(b)(T)

101017Unweighted base

12**11**19**Weighted base

101016Effective base

233Very easy (4)
18%29%17%

9512Fairly easy (3)
71%48%64%

134Fairly difficult (2)
11%23%20%

---Very difficult (1)
---

11815NET: Very/ Fairly easy
89%77%80%

134NET: Very/ Fairly
11%23%20%difficult

3.083.062.97Mean

0.550.750.62Standard deviation
0.170.240.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 322
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.Gender of

D4. SEGRegionParent
C2DEEnglandMaleTotal

(v)(m)(a)(T)

9161117Unweighted base

11**18**13**19**Weighted base

9151116Effective base

1333Very easy (4)
11%18%25%17%

611812Fairly easy (3)
55%61%66%64%

4414Fairly difficult (2)
33%21%9%20%

----Very difficult (1)
----

7141215NET: Very/ Fairly easy
67%79%91%80%

4414NET: Very/ Fairly
33%21%9%20%difficult

2.782.973.152.97Mean

0.660.640.580.62Standard deviation
0.220.160.180.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 323
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Most
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(f)(T)

12161413917Unweighted base

13**18**16**14**10**19**Weighted base

12151413916Effective base

231313Very easy (4)
14%18%6%22%12%17%

912119712Fairly easy (3)
67%68%71%62%65%64%

334224Fairly difficult (2)
19%14%23%17%24%20%

------Very difficult (1)
------

11151212815NET: Very/ Fairly easy
81%86%77%83%76%80%

334224NET: Very/ Fairly
19%14%23%17%24%20%difficult

2.953.032.833.052.882.97Mean

0.600.580.520.640.610.62Standard deviation
0.170.140.140.180.200.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 324
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20.
Seen/Q10.

receivedKnowledge
guidanceof tools/

aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols
Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

101614141717Unweighted base

11**18**16**16**19**19**Weighted base

101514141616Effective base

132333Very easy (4)
11%18%13%20%17%17%

81211101212Fairly easy (3)
68%68%71%64%64%64%

233344Fairly difficult (2)
21%14%16%16%20%20%

------Very difficult (1)
------

91513131515NET: Very/ Fairly easy
79%86%84%84%80%80%

233344NET: Very/ Fairly
21%14%16%16%20%20%difficult

2.903.032.983.042.972.97Mean

0.580.580.560.620.620.62Standard deviation
0.180.140.150.160.150.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 325
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
Recast

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS1. No.
YearS2b. AgeS2a. Gender ofof
Childof ChildChildChildren

2
PrimaryAged 8-11FemaleMaleChildrenTotal

(r)(g)(e)(d)(b)(T)

16911121423Unweighted base

19**10**12**14**15**25**Weighted base

16911111322Effective base

12669715Very easy (4)
62%57%47%68%48%59%

223335Fairly easy (3)
11%22%23%19%18%21%

523255Fairly difficult (2)
27%21%30%12%34%20%

------Very difficult (1)
------

1488121020NET: Very/ Fairly easy
73%79%70%88%66%80%

523255NET: Very/ Fairly
27%21%30%12%34%20%difficult

3.353.353.183.563.143.38Mean

0.900.850.900.730.920.82Standard deviation
0.220.280.270.210.250.17Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 326
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1.
D3.D2. Age of ParentD2. AgeGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIof ParentParent
C2DEABC1England35-5418-3425-34MaleTotal

(v)(u)(m)(k)(j)(d)(a)(T)

914221112101723Unweighted base

12**14**24**11**14**12**19**25**Weighted base

91321111191622Effective base

69141054915Very easy (4)
53%63%57%85%37%33%48%59%

14524355Fairly easy (3)
10%30%22%15%26%23%25%21%

415-5555Fairly difficult (2)
37%7%21%-37%44%27%20%

--------Very difficult (1)
--------

7131911971420NET: Very/ Fairly easy
63%93%79%100%63%56%73%80%

415-5555NET: Very/ Fairly
37%7%21%-37%44%27%20%difficult

3.163.573.353.853.002.893.203.38Mean

0.970.640.830.380.900.910.870.82Standard deviation
0.320.170.180.110.260.290.210.17Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 327
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limitingFinancial
safeonlineEthnicityconditionvulnerabi

onlineParentParents Parentlity
Most
finan-
cially

vulner-
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneableTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(f)(T)

192316151023Unweighted base

21**25**18**16**11**25**Weighted base

182216151022Effective base

14151313815Very easy (4)
65%59%72%77%73%59%

353425Fairly easy (3)
17%21%14%23%16%21%

453-15Fairly difficult (2)
19%20%14%-11%20%

------Very difficult (1)
------

172015161020NET: Very/ Fairly easy
81%80%86%100%89%80%

453-15NET: Very/ Fairly
19%20%14%-11%20%difficult

3.463.383.583.773.633.38Mean

0.810.820.750.430.700.82Standard deviation
0.190.170.190.110.220.17Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 328
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

10122322192323Unweighted base

12**12**25**24**21**25**25**Weighted base

10112221182222Effective base

5101514151515Very easy (4)
40%81%59%57%72%59%59%

3155455Fairly easy (3)
25%11%21%22%18%21%21%

4155255Fairly difficult (2)
35%8%20%21%10%20%20%

-------Very difficult (1)
-------

8112019192020NET: Very/ Fairly easy
65%92%80%79%90%80%80%

4155255NET: Very/ Fairly
35%8%20%21%10%20%20%difficult

3.043.743.383.363.613.383.38Mean

0.900.610.820.830.680.820.82Standard deviation
0.290.180.170.180.160.170.17Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 329
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
The Sponsor Hub

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1172331956428282414232991648319218572194112378Unweighted base

10826716**4842*869146*58*25*9117810419020774199124398Weighted base

1142271955418181404131971618118617869187108363Effective base

421304191935482229738835179100358262179Very easy (4)
39%49%24%40%45%40%53%49%49%29%42%47%49%42%48%48%41%50%45%

62121122822453821271651834899983610360198Fairly easy (3)
58%Tr45%76%58%52%52%42%46%45%65%56%47%46%52%47%48%52%48%50%r

416-11652312125109314219Fairly difficult (2)
3%6%-2%2%7%6%5%5%3%2%7%5%5%4%4%7%a2%5%a

---------1---1---11Very difficult (1)
---------3%Tg---*---1%*

1042511648418086435523901669917819871185121378NET: Very/ Fairly easy
97%94%100%98%98%93%94%95%95%94%98%93%95%94%96%96%93%98%95%

416-11652312125119314320NET: Very/ Fairly
3%6%-2%2%7%6%5%5%6%2%7%5%6%4%4%7%2%5%difficult

3.363.433.243.383.433.333.473.433.443.203.403.403.443.363.443.433.343.473.40iMean

0.550.600.440.520.540.610.610.600.600.650.530.610.590.600.580.580.610.570.59Standard deviation
0.050.040.100.070.080.070.070.090.090.120.050.050.070.040.040.070.040.050.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 330
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

13024865658216611143132214253111148117210110179198378Unweighted base

15923979807816110**15**33*34014**25612814**7917711513**187209398Weighted base

1272406464791611114303091424410714781669810173190363Effective base

69110363432785310161799747227665978101179Very easy (4)
44%46%45%42%41%48%50%22%31%47%T50%39%57%Tk50%28%43%f57%Tef65%42%48%45%fk

811183744417751221160714249752914559998198Fairly easy (3)
51%49%47%55%53%48%50%78%66%47%50%56%Tj38%50%66%Tde51%39%35%53%47%50%djm

8115357--118-145-4105-91119Fairly difficult (2)
5%5%7%3%6%4%--4%5%-6%4%-5%6%5%-5%5%5%

1-1------1-1--1---1-1Very difficult (1)
1%-1%------*-*--1%---*-*

15022772787315410153132114241123147416711013178199378NET: Very/ Fairly easy
94%95%92%97%94%96%100%100%96%94%100%94%96%100%94%94%95%100%95%95%95%

9116357--119-155-5105-101120NET: Very/ Fairly
6%5%8%3%6%4%--4%6%-6%4%-6%6%5%-5%5%5%difficult

3.383.413.363.393.353.443.503.223.273.413.503.323.53Tk3.503.213.37f3.52Tf3.653.363.433.40fkMean

0.610.580.660.550.590.580.530.430.530.600.520.590.580.520.580.590.590.500.590.590.59Standard deviation
0.050.040.080.070.070.040.160.110.100.030.140.040.050.140.060.050.060.160.040.040.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 331
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

5231815360812234202942511111141321231131016585378Unweighted base

5533517**3778522**37*20**3102661161101471321091107192398Weighted base

503051534677213219283241107110128118109976382363Effective base

231516169481222111321304362526262482040179Very easy (4)
43%45%37%45%56%Tk52%59%54%42%49%Ti37%57%Tg35%47%57%Tc44%28%43%45%cg

2716881913191371651246541866540594449198Fairly easy (3)
50%50%46%51%37%38%36%34%53%Tp47%56%37%59%Th49%37%54%e61%Te53%e50%ehp

414317622212127794737219Fairly difficult (2)
7%4%17%4%7%9%5%11%4%4%6%6%6%3%6%3%10%Tbd2%5%q

-1-1----1-1--1---11Very difficult (1)
-*-*----*-1%--1%---1%*

5131914360792036182972541091031381271021076489378NET: Very/ Fairly easy
93%95%83%95%93%91%95%89%96%96%94%94%94%96%94%97%c90%97%95%

415317622213127795737320NET: Very/ Fairly
7%5%17%5%7%9%5%11%4%4%6%6%6%4%6%3%10%d3%5%difficult

3.353.403.203.403.493.433.553.433.383.45Ti3.303.51Tg3.303.433.51Tc3.41c3.183.39c3.40cgiMean

0.620.590.730.580.630.670.590.710.580.580.610.610.570.590.610.550.600.590.59Standard deviation
0.090.030.190.030.070.140.100.160.030.040.060.060.050.050.060.050.070.060.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 332
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

122209367224342378378Unweighted base

132217386238361398398Weighted base

118200353215329363363Effective base

45116177104170179179Very easy (4)
35%53%Th46%44%47%T45%45%h

7593192122176198198Fairly easy (3)
57%g43%50%51%49%50%50%g

1181812151919Fairly difficult (2)
8%3%5%5%4%5%5%

-----11Very difficult (1)
-----**

121209368226346378378NET: Very/ Fairly easy
92%97%95%T95%96%T95%95%

1181812152020NET: Very/ Fairly
8%3%5%5%4%5%5%cedifficult

3.263.50Th3.41T3.393.43Te3.403.40hMean

0.600.570.580.580.570.590.59Standard deviation
0.050.040.030.040.030.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 333
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: VSP

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1162191956428076403632991567618917368186109363Unweighted base

10625016**4842*848444*50*25*911689418619270189120379Weighted base

1132131955417975393631971537418316765179105349Effective base

39113317183141202563572447187317256158Very easy (4)
36%45%19%36%43%37%49%44%50%26%38%43%47%i38%45%44%38%46%42%

641191329234637212417548345101973510361199Fairly easy (3)
61%Tr48%81%61%55%55%44%48%48%68%59%49%48%54%50%51%54%51%52%r

318-21664113135138315321Fairly difficult (2)
3%7%-4%2%8%7%8%3%3%3%8%5%7%4%5%8%2%6%

---------1---1---11Very difficult (1)
---------3%Tg---*---1%*

1032321647417878414923891569017218466175116357NET: Very/ Fairly easy
97%93%100%96%98%92%93%92%97%94%97%92%95%93%96%95%92%97%94%

318-21664113135138315422NET: Very/ Fairly
3%7%-4%2%8%7%8%3%6%3%8%5%7%4%5%8%3%6%difficult

3.333.383.193.323.403.293.413.363.473.173.353.353.423.313.413.393.303.423.36Mean

0.540.620.410.550.540.610.630.640.550.640.540.620.590.610.580.580.610.580.60Standard deviation
0.050.040.090.070.080.070.070.100.090.110.050.050.070.040.040.070.040.060.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 334
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1232406162781621114303081324610413801669410175187363Unweighted base

15022973767315610**15**32**32213**24811913**7817010513**183195379Weighted base

1212336061761571114292961323710113771609110169179349Effective base

571012730297353914178666718675977286158Very easy (4)
38%44%37%39%39%46%50%22%28%44%54%35%56%Tk54%23%40%f56%Tef55%40%44%42%fk

8311642414076512221616146476539341610197199Fairly easy (3)
56%50%57%54%55%49%50%78%68%50%46%59%Tj39%46%68%Td55%d39%45%55%50%52%djm

9124558--120-156-696-91221Fairly difficult (2)
6%5%5%7%6%5%--4%6%-6%5%-8%5%6%-5%6%6%

1-1------1-1--1---1-1Very difficult (1)
1%-1%------*-*--1%---*-*

1402176971681491015303021323211313711619913173183357NET: Very/ Fairly easy
94%95%94%93%94%95%100%100%96%94%100%94%95%100%91%95%94%100%95%94%94%

9124558--121-166-796-91222NET: Very/ Fairly
6%5%6%7%6%5%--4%6%-6%5%-9%5%6%-5%6%6%difficult

3.313.393.303.323.333.413.503.223.243.373.543.283.50Tk3.543.143.35f3.50Tf3.553.343.383.36fkMean

0.600.590.620.600.590.590.530.430.520.610.520.590.600.520.580.580.610.520.590.600.60Standard deviation
0.050.040.080.080.070.050.160.110.090.030.140.040.060.140.060.040.060.160.040.040.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 335
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

503061534675203020285241107112125118111985982363Unweighted base

52*32017**3607720**32**20**2992541111081381261071066489379Weighted base

482941533372192919274232103108121114107945779349Effective base

17138415239917111191144161465161421733158Very easy (4)
33%43%23%42%51%47%55%54%40%45%37%56%Tfg33%40%57%Tbcd40%26%38%42%cg

2916791903171471651286140846840614050199Fairly easy (3)
55%52%53%53%41%33%45%34%55%Tp50%55%37%61%Th54%h37%58%e63%e56%e52%ehp

61441764-214128786737421Fairly difficult (2)
12%Ts4%23%5%8%21%-11%5%5%8%6%6%5%6%3%11%5%6%qs

-1-1----1-1--1---11Very difficult (1)
-*-*----*-1%--1%---1%*

4630513342711632182852421021011301191001035783357NET: Very/ Fairly easy
88%95%Tt77%95%T92%79%100%89%95%95%92%94%94%94%94%97%89%94%94%

61541864-214129787737522NET: Very/ Fairly
12%s5%23%5%8%21%-11%5%5%8%6%6%6%6%3%11%6%6%qsdifficult

3.213.383.003.373.433.263.553.433.353.40T3.283.50Tg3.283.343.50Tbc3.37c3.153.313.36cMean

0.650.580.700.590.650.800.510.710.580.580.630.620.560.610.620.540.590.610.60Standard deviation
0.090.030.180.030.070.180.090.160.030.040.060.060.050.060.060.050.080.070.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 336
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

115201352211329363363Unweighted base

122207367221345379379Weighted base

111193339203317349349Effective base

4010315687150158158Very easy (4)
32%50%Th42%39%44%T42%42%h

7295192121177199199Fairly easy (3)
59%g46%52%55%51%52%52%g

1091914172121Fairly difficult (2)
8%4%5%6%5%6%6%

-----11Very difficult (1)
-----**

112198348208327357357NET: Very/ Fairly easy
92%96%95%T94%95%T94%94%

1091914172222NET: Very/ Fairly
8%4%5%6%5%6%6%cedifficult

3.243.46Th3.37T3.333.39T3.363.36hMean

0.590.580.580.590.580.600.60Standard deviation
0.060.040.030.040.030.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 337
Q19. How easy do you find it to use on an ongoing basis?
Base: All respondents who use the parental controls on ...
NET: Snapchat/ Tiktok/ Twitch

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

33210252384985917910339428817718281241285111261155527Yes
56%52%51%54%60%m53%53%46%57%48%46%57%53%51%47%50%54%58%a53%47%52%a

191391802325526369563235471151256717517855170130354No
33%35%36%32%30%32%37%40%31%40%38%31%34%35%39%36%34%29%35%39%c35%

75265107251724231014194247246962246048131Can't remember
11%13%13%14%9%15%10%14%13%12%15%12%13%13%14%14%12%13%12%14%13%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 338
Q20. Have you seen or received any general information or guidance about keeping your child/children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

20632196110121200162241448334009533171228905336191527Yes
45%58%Tstv43%47%56%tv59%Tstv58%46%47%53%54%54%Tj44%54%60%Tde51%44%35%58%Ta44%52%adjtv

1791758792691068173429618238981877161898179174354No
39%Tqu32%39%39%u32%31%28%36%39%35%29%32%45%Tkl29%27%36%f44%Tfg56%31%41%Tb35%bfku

71613833263449121071097241037602316765131Can't remember
16%qu11%17%qu14%12%10%14%19%14%13%17%13%11%17%13%13%11%9%11%15%13%qu
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 339
Q20. Have you seen or received any general information or guidance about keeping your child/children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

96418644617942533184453481641501821751451428811814527Yes
49%54%T46%53%50%36%50%50%54%53%51%55%55%g47%55%g55%53%49%50%53%52%g

702675429752215241030024610089154100859273877354No
36%35%39%34%33%18%31%37%32%35%36%34%33%40%Tf32%32%34%40%37%27%35%

2987211062769851028933335041333620305131Can't remember
15%11%15%12%17%46%19%12%14%12%13%11%12%13%13%13%13%11%13%20%13%s
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 340
Q20. Have you seen or received any general information or guidance about keeping your child/children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

-527946130536323504527Yes
-100%Th32%58%T57%T59%T29%54%Tb52%bh

354-1724916719339315354No
100%Tg-60%31%31%31%49%Ta34%35%acdeg

--288636117114131Can't remember
--7%11%c12%10%21%Ta12%13%acegh
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 341
Q20. Have you seen or received any general information or guidance about keeping your child/children safe online?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

322082023839789375862826771721615522024493245127465Information provided by
54%r52%Tr41%54%jk48%j49%j54%Tjk44%j47%j35%29%50%f51%Tf46%f32%45%47%49%a50%Ta38%46%afjrmy child's school

97310811122245263822272367644881121369966202I looked for it via a
15%18%22%15%15%14%26%Tmopq15%21%27%mo29%mopq15%20%18%28%Tgi17%23%Te19%20%20%20%eiosearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

56183711242429301418194859337484278051159Seen while on social
8%15%17%10%14%15%14%17%17%18%20%12%14%17%19%15%16%14%16%15%16%media

7528591516252530924234255345895327052154Information provided by
13%13%17%12%18%o10%15%14%17%12%27%Tkmnoq15%13%16%20%12%18%Te17%14%16%15%eomy internet service

provider

95382108152729321216194361276684208942150Other parents passed on
15%13%16%15%10%9%16%17%o18%o14%17%12%13%17%16%14%16%10%18%Tac13%15%oinformation/ advice or

guidance

6587181320252128522214649285488286452143From online apps or
11%14%14%11%17%12%14%12%15%7%25%Tkmoq14%14%14%16%11%17%Te15%13%16%14%esites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/ site)

84854813142518151213223833255266225443119Seen/ heard on
14%12%11%11%16%lo8%14%11%8%15%14%14%11%9%15%11%13%12%11%13%12%broadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

23764461514172691892943274464195633108Information provided by
4%9%13%t6%7%9%8%10%14%q11%20%Tnopq6%9%12%i16%hi9%12%10%11%10%11%itmy mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

5356186121716191217152935294860235331107Information provided by
9%9%12%12%8%7%10%9%11%14%19%To10%9%10%17%Tgh10%11%12%11%9%11%the government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

53450851214172011613263716474415492892My child told me about
9%9%10%11%6%7%8%10%11%13%6%9%8%10%10%10%8%8%10%9%9%it

63741691814121312615312518484223402790Charities or other
10%9%8%9%11%11%8%7%7%15%6%10%9%7%10%10%8%12%8%8%9%organisations that

offer guidance

1118235335-268821013512523Other (please specify)
2%3%2%3%4%3%2%2%3%-2%4%2%2%1%2%2%3%3%2%2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 342
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

10789515153827322719213165593910489408074194Have not seen or
17%19%19%21%18%24%l16%19%15%23%23%20%19%17%23%21%17%21%16%22%b19%breceived any general

information or guidance
about keeping my child/
ren safe online
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 342
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1842808698121158122434395333646833157207634313151465Information provided by
40%50%Tqstv39%42%56%Tqstuv47%42%50%40%46%54%j50%Tj31%54%d55%Tde46%d32%29%54%Ta35%46%adjtvmy child's school

8112138433685971716971583775810034391110202I looked for it via a
18%22%r17%18%17%25%Trtuv32%14%19%20%11%21%Tl17%11%20%22%g17%20%16%25%Tb20%bglsearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

6693343231625411138510946536734148079159Seen while on social
15%17%15%14%14%18%17%9%13%16%8%15%21%Tkl8%13%16%20%fg29%14%18%16%bmedia

51104213031724261421793451742504056490154Information provided by
11%19%Trtv9%13%14%21%Trstuv14%4%7%17%Tno27%Tk13%21%Tk27%Tef15%11%20%e34%11%21%Tb15%beknotmy internet service

vprovider

59913129335845111307110337476333-8169150Other parents passed on
13%16%14%12%15%17%14%11%13%15%12%15%15%12%17%14%16%-14%16%15%information/ advice or

guidance

568825312266351611989838838603176876143From online apps or
12%16%r11%13%10%19%Trtuv10%11%19%14%12%13%18%12%13%13%16%46%12%18%Tb14%brsites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/ site)

487122252546331110298525936492415960119Seen/ heard on
10%13%10%11%12%13%10%6%13%12%14%12%12%14%13%11%12%9%10%14%12%broadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

5058222811473439866834623452944563108Information provided by
11%r10%r10%12%r5%14%Tru11%8%4%12%n9%9%16%Tk9%8%10%15%f29%8%15%Tb11%bknrmy mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

4067241619482189647430426482735256107Information provided by
9%12%rs11%7%9%14%Trsuv6%2%10%11%6%10%14%6%9%11%13%19%9%13%Tb11%bthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

425024182030119815711752843161543892My child told me about
9%9%11%8%9%9%4%2%10%10%7%10%8%7%10%9%8%9%9%9%9%it

3456151915401311755642152737201523890Charities or other
8%10%7%8%7%12%Tv4%6%13%9%9%9%10%9%9%8%10%9%9%9%9%organisations that

offer guidance

9135467-2-21119316133-19423Other (please specify)
2%2%2%2%3%2%-3%-2%1%3%1%1%2%3%2%-3%Ta1%2%a
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 343
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

113816052315031621154111364711469045111084194Have not seen or
25%Tqru15%27%Tqru22%qru14%15%10%33%Tm24%18%17%19%22%17%16%20%23%9%19%19%19%qrureceived any general

information or guidance
about keeping my child/
ren safe online
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 343
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

92362604045942222124043041481261751451221297510613465Information provided by
47%47%43%47%37%31%45%33%36%48%Tmp45%50%46%45%46%46%48%41%45%51%46%mpmy child's school

381601917949413211115112965617661595733454202I looked for it via a
20%21%13%21%r31%Tk31%27%32%Tk34%k18%19%22%22%20%19%22%21%18%19%17%20%krsearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

30125141444021221511810844525548513917444159Seen while on social
16%16%10%17%r25%Tk20%24%32%Tk17%14%16%15%19%14%15%19%c14%10%19%c17%16%ckrmedia

31121171373418141112010542446145435226263154Information provided by
16%16%12%16%22%Tk5%16%22%35%Tk14%15%14%16%16%14%16%19%Tb14%11%10%15%kmy internet service

provider

351141213833371861169748445647434031313150Other parents passed on
18%15%8%16%Tr21%Tk28%13%27%Tk17%14%14%16%16%15%15%16%15%17%13%10%15%krinformation/ advice or

guidance

22120181253121311511110137484943454217343143From online apps or
11%16%T13%14%20%Tk21%26%Tk17%15%13%15%12%18%T13%14%17%c16%9%14%10%14%cksites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/ site)

2392151042716119917340374240363219266119Seen/ heard on
12%12%10%12%17%Tk7%12%17%28%Tk11%11%14%14%11%13%14%12%10%11%22%12%kbroadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

218799825-614583733242283541259283108Information provided by
11%11%6%11%15%Tk-13%21%Tk14%10%11%11%16%Tg7%11%16%Tcd9%5%12%c10%11%cgmy mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

1989510230111144787826393632383216193107Information provided by
10%11%4%12%Tr19%Tk10%22%Tk21%Tk12%9%11%9%15%Tg9%10%14%Tb12%9%8%12%11%krthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

1772118117-511175563422353322221329392My child told me about
9%9%8%9%11%-11%17%Tk3%9%8%12%8%9%10%8%8%7%12%13%9%it

216888120-711370592842252141191213390Charities or other
11%9%6%9%13%-13%17%Tk9%8%9%9%16%Tfg7%7%16%Tbcd7%7%5%10%9%bgorganisations that

offer guidance

218320211--211578598555-23Other (please specify)
1%2%2%2%1%7%2%--2%2%2%3%1%3%3%2%3%2%-2%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 344
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

361344414526478716614345487859474744426194Have not seen or
18%17%32%Tq17%16%36%15%12%20%20%21%Ti15%18%20%19%18%17%24%18%21%19%iqsreceived any general

information or guidance
about keeping my child/
ren safe online
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 344
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

743551037824129631434465Information provided by
21%67%Th37%47%45%48%38%47%46%hmy child's school

4912441921281644198202I looked for it via a
14%23%Th15%24%T24%T27%Te5%21%Tb20%bhsearch engine (e.g.

Google or Yahoo)

41973136921148151159Seen while on social
12%18%Th12%17%T17%19%T10%16%16%hmedia

341025139921165149154Information provided by
10%19%Th20%17%T17%19%T6%16%Tb15%bhmy internet service

provider

301005133891085145150Other parents passed on
8%19%Th20%17%T17%17%T7%16%Tb15%bhinformation/ advice or

guidance

29944129971035139143From online apps or
8%18%Th15%16%T18%Te17%T6%15%Tb14%bhsites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/ site)

1988410474783116119Seen/ heard on
5%17%Th14%13%T14%T13%3%12%Tb12%bhbroadcast media (e.g.

TV, radio)

2471510072853105108Information provided by
7%14%Th19%13%T13%T14%T3%11%Tb11%bhmy mobile phone network

(e.g. set up
instructions on device,
advice from staff
instore)

247249368815102107Information provided by
7%14%Th16%12%13%T13%Te6%11%11%hthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

2163279596358892My child told me about
6%12%Th7%10%11%T10%6%9%9%hit

1966280616148690Charities or other
5%12%Th8%10%T11%T10%5%9%9%horganisations that

offer guidance

221-17111031923Other (please specify)
1%4%Th-2%c2%2%4%2%2%h
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 345
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

15358107618534160194Have not seen or
43%Tg1%30%13%d11%14%42%Ta17%19%acdegreceived any general

information or guidance
about keeping my child/
ren safe online
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 345
Q21. Have you seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from any of the following sources?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6635235479801411451321415549160288273104407415152413260825Unweighted base

4832440256661231451401556270*123270295132381436151410259819Weighted base

6534334478791391431301395448156282268101391398146398246789Effective base

211531832633586358822332601211405516521070198109377Information leaflets,
44%47%45%47%51%47%43%41%53%k37%46%49%45%47%42%43%48%46%48%42%46%print or digital

21134152212652594863262546112111511461736316492320Direct messages,
44%41%38%37%39%42%41%34%41%42%36%38%41%38%39%38%40%42%40%36%39%emails, letters

14951201514374639491226308388391041354711875240Word-of-mouth advice
28%29%30%27%21%30%32%28%32%20%37%p24%31%30%29%27%31%31%29%29%29%

106910014131937274211252757693672117359063189Articles, blog posts,
21%21%25%25%20%16%26%o20%27%o17%36%Tkmo22%21%24%27%19%27%Te23%22%25%23%eouser comments / posts

115485918202231291518264260337586337354161Media - print/broadcast
22%17%21%16%27%n16%15%22%19%24%26%21%15%20%25%h20%20%22%18%21%20%hmedia

956861212192119352121254054427289348047161Video content
20%17%21%22%19%16%15%14%22%34%Tmnop29%mno20%15%18%32%Tghi19%20%22%20%18%20%h

322476210811225128183317324411432376Audio content, podcasts
6%7%12%Ts10%3%8%6%8%14%Tnp9%17%np6%7%11%13%8%10%7%10%9%9%s/ radio shows

18612522--336238737415Other (please specify)
2%2%1%2%l2%4%l1%2%--5%l2%2%1%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%

2122325451154371016721178181339Don't know
5%4%6%4%7%3%3%8%3%6%4%6%4%5%5%5%4%5%4%5%5%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 346
Q22. What type of information have you seen or received?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

296528139157209319263266701586171505825835914010479344825Unweighted base

34347616118218629025**32*65697515991705123936015614**471346819Weighted base

288512135153203310253164669565921455624934513610459328789Effective base

148228628594134111831317262767526105171704247129377Information leaflets,
43%48%39%47%51%t46%42%55%48%46%51%46%44%51%44%48%45%31%53%Ta37%46%aprint or digital

1152045659701348619288212306921106124645187133320Direct messages,
34%43%Tsv35%32%38%46%Tstv32%18%28%41%Tno41%38%41%41%44%Te35%41%35%40%38%39%eovemails, letters

93147494455924101521016171531668103521123116240Word-of-mouth advice
27%31%30%24%29%32%16%33%23%30%32%29%31%32%28%29%33%10%26%33%Tb29%b

6712229383191731716210135441050853949396189Articles, blog posts,
20%26%Tr18%21%17%31%Trstuv28%10%25%23%20%23%26%20%21%24%25%32%20%28%Tb23%bruser comments / posts

659632333165959138611936642763168477161Media - print/broadcast
19%20%20%18%17%23%37%15%14%20%12%20%21%12%18%21%20%40%18%22%20%media

4811321272984259145810746833744338279161Video content
14%24%Trstv13%15%16%29%Trstuv6%16%14%21%T17%18%27%Tk17%14%21%f28%Tf19%17%23%20%fktv

25529151339-1769645256837205304676Audio content, podcasts
7%11%r6%8%7%13%Trtuv-3%11%10%12%8%15%Tk12%f3%10%f13%f37%6%13%Tb9%bfk/ radio shows

876226-1113-15--78--10515Other (please specify)
2%1%4%1%1%2%-2%2%2%-2%T--3%d2%--2%1%2%

25141696912432230728227-162339Don't know
7%Tqru3%10%Tqru5%3%3%5%7%6%5%4%5%4%4%3%6%5%-3%7%Tb5%bqu
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 347
Q22. What type of information have you seen or received?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

16264110471613242552768854724824130424923322313118720825Unweighted base

1606399571813341*5826**68254025122330925721722313719320**819Weighted base

1556139968612640532665952423723229123822521312617919789Effective base

64300373385420221132125011510714011410498678012377Information leaflets,
40%47%38%47%41%48%38%41%47%46%46%48%45%44%48%44%49%41%60%46%print or digital

5526036283531621132672249196119959585497010320Direct messages,
34%41%38%39%40%38%36%48%39%42%T36%43%38%37%44%38%36%36%51%39%emails, letters

53182262135313251218614685748476735844527240Word-of-mouth advice
33%29%27%30%40%Tk33%44%Tk48%27%27%34%33%27%30%34%26%32%27%36%29%k

48139261634014121114911564607053585131393189Articles, blog posts,
30%Ts22%27%23%30%35%21%43%22%21%26%27%23%21%27%23%23%20%15%23%user comments / posts

2613014147351016812510155505055494328343161Media - print/broadcast
16%20%15%20%27%Tk25%28%32%18%19%22%23%16%21%22%19%20%18%13%20%kmedia

24135111493611131112310848615244595117301161Video content
15%21%T11%21%Tr27%Tk28%23%43%18%20%19%27%Tfg17%17%27%Tbc23%c12%16%3%20%ckr

106447223710453522224282224201117276Audio content, podcasts
7%10%4%10%17%Tk18%k18%Tk13%8%10%9%11%9%9%11%9%8%9%8%9%k/ radio shows

6951022--13775465335-15Other (please specify)
4%1%5%Tq1%1%4%--2%1%3%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%-2%q

9275301226226287914168111010-39Don't know
6%4%6%4%9%Tk5%10%k7%4%5%3%4%5%6%3%5%8%5%-5%kq
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 348
Q22. What type of information have you seen or received?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1965342169147952249776825Unweighted base

20152219**69147553246*774819Weighted base

1885102066145750248742789Effective base

54293831920325022355377Information leaflets,
27%56%Th43%46%d43%47%d48%46%46%dhprint or digital

57238628017922413307320Direct messages,
29%46%Th32%40%d38%42%Td28%40%39%hemails, letters

64142421215016510230240Word-of-mouth advice
32%27%19%31%32%31%21%30%29%

4712131721151385183189Articles, blog posts,
23%23%15%25%T24%26%T12%24%23%user comments / posts

2811751481111214157161Media - print/broadcast
14%22%Th28%21%T23%T23%T8%20%b20%bhmedia

2912311481081244156161Video content
14%24%Th4%21%T23%T23%Te10%20%20%h

1755-74576217676Audio content, podcasts
8%10%-11%T12%T12%T2%10%9%/ radio shows

510-108621315Other (please specify)
2%2%-2%2%1%4%2%2%c

159427232033639Don't know
7%g2%21%4%5%4%7%5%5%eg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 349
Q22. What type of information have you seen or received?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Aged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary1512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4237211312121120342415534024412893Unweighted base

37*41*18**14**12**13**12**15**31*25**18**4842*23**40*27**90Weighted base

4136211312121120332415513823402689Effective base

18216796291315621239201544NSPCC
47%50%33%52%73%48%17%60%41%60%36%44%55%40%50%55%49%

141157414512551513811928Internet Matters
36%26%27%54%35%8%34%33%39%21%30%31%31%38%26%33%31%

61333252267681479723Parent Zone
17%31%19%22%17%40%17%15%20%29%36%17%34%30%22%26%25%e

8134253226951210710522Action for children
21%30%22%15%42%25%19%15%19%33%28%25%23%30%24%20%24%

41412442238671258619Barnados
12%33%Ts5%13%35%30%17%10%8%33%36%15%28%20%19%24%21%hs

710222322556612510418Children's society
19%25%14%17%15%23%17%16%15%19%36%13%29%20%25%15%21%e

582123113545836413Children England
13%20%12%7%17%25%8%5%9%21%21%11%18%12%14%16%14%

463213124416624512Stop It Now
12%14%15%13%10%25%11%10%14%18%7%12%15%9%11%20%13%

46-212132343836211Kidscape
10%14%-15%8%15%8%18%7%11%21%7%20%15%15%8%13%e

281112212354753311Beatbullying
7%19%5%7%8%17%17%9%5%13%26%9%16%21%7%13%12%

22-11--2111142125NCB
4%5%-7%8%--10%3%4%7%2%9%7%2%8%5%

131-2---121311134ECPAT UK
2%8%5%-17%---3%8%7%6%3%4%2%9%5%

13--1-21-12311124British Association for
2%8%--8%-19%5%-4%13%7%2%3%3%7%4%Fostering and Adoption

2-1-1---11-2-11-2Other (please specify)
5%-5%-8%---3%4%-4%-4%2%-2%

222--113211443328Don't know
6%6%14%--8%11%22%8%4%7%9%9%12%7%9%9%

2.203.001.842.233.002.772.072.652.022.893.292.223.11e2.892.392.792.63ehMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 350
Q23. Which charities did you see or receive information or guidance from on keeping your child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from a Charity

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

30631317194413766719303718553893Unweighted base

34**5615**19**15**40*11**756421**27**37*20**5238*90Weighted base

29611317194313736419293518533689Effective base

14306872353533912217301444NSPCC
42%53%40%44%43%57%48%46%52%41%46%56%37%57%37%49%

8203551542322510125151328Internet Matters
24%36%22%25%31%38%37%31%34%24%36%33%25%28%35%31%

71553213517167975101223Parent Zone
22%27%32%13%16%32%41%23%25%32%34%18%27%19%33%25%

10124639-21148598101222Action for children
30%21%29%31%17%22%-28%22%39%18%24%42%19%31%24%

4152231231412649410919Barnados
12%26%11%13%17%30%31%19%20%26%14%24%22%19%23%21%

5133221221614459461318Children's society
15%24%18%12%11%29%16%21%22%18%18%24%19%11%33%Tb21%b

581417-137625631013Children England
13%15%7%18%6%18%-17%11%28%8%13%30%6%26%Tb14%b

6615-6-1165-654812Stop It Now
17%11%9%23%-15%-15%9%25%-16%27%8%20%13%

1101-110210743545611Kidscape
3%18%T8%-5%24%T16%13%11%17%10%13%18%10%16%13%

1101-28-11742526511Beatbullying
4%17%T9%-12%20%-15%12%17%9%13%12%12%12%12%

-5--23-523-23235NCB
-8%--11%7%-6%3%14%-5%15%4%8%5%

13-1-31321-21-44ECPAT UK
4%5%-6%-8%7%5%3%6%-6%7%-11%Tb5%

13-1-3-422-22-44British Association for
4%5%-7%-7%-5%3%11%-5%11%-11%Tb4%Fostering and Adoption

-2--11-22--2-112Other (please specify)
-3%--5%2%-2%3%--5%-2%3%2%

353-132651321628Don't know
10%9%22%-9%8%16%8%8%6%10%6%7%11%6%9%

2.082.96T2.351.921.923.36T2.332.682.493.182.142.733.122.193.21Tb2.63bMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 351
Q23. Which charities did you see or receive information or guidance from on keeping your child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from a Charity

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

21718319107461294625204519121393Unweighted base

21**688120**11**705928**42*25**21**41*19**12**13**90Weighted base

2068801897158284424194319121289Effective base

1034398635251718131118114844NSPCC
49%49%48%42%58%51%43%61%43%54%55%44%58%29%59%49%

62227642219913681363428Internet Matters
27%33%34%31%33%31%32%34%31%22%41%32%31%25%31%31%

51820961413812381063123Parent Zone
23%26%25%44%55%20%22%30%27%12%39%25%29%24%8%25%k

4171894131471417135-322Action for children
21%26%23%42%37%19%23%25%33%5%33%31%26%-25%24%k

7121810891061044942219Barnados
34%17%22%49%76%13%17%24%24%17%21%22%23%16%13%21%k

414155213118936932218Children's society
19%21%19%24%16%19%18%28%21%13%31%21%17%14%15%21%

58842873912831-13Children England
21%12%10%22%20%12%13%11%21%4%10%18%17%8%-14%q

48943882731632-12Stop It Now
18%12%11%21%27%11%13%6%16%13%4%14%17%17%-13%

39942855614621311Kidscape
14%13%12%19%14%11%9%19%14%5%21%14%8%9%21%13%

471143783524512211Beatbullying
20%10%14%19%27%10%14%10%13%7%19%13%7%18%15%12%

-55213415--5---5NCB
-7%6%8%8%4%7%3%11%T--11%T---5%

313212123-121-14ECPAT UK
14%2%4%11%11%3%2%6%8%-5%5%6%-7%5%s

134--42222-2-114British Association for
6%4%5%--6%3%8%4%9%-4%-11%7%4%Fostering and Adoption

-12--2112--2---2Other (please specify)
-1%2%--2%2%3%4%--4%---2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 352
Q23. Which charities did you see or receive information or guidance from on keeping your child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from a Charity

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

21718319107461294625204519121393Unweighted base

21**688120**11**705928**42*25**21**41*19**12**13**90Weighted base

2068801897158284424194319121289Effective base

2661-7714224-228Don't know
8%9%8%5%-10%12%4%9%7%11%10%-14%18%9%

2.912.572.533.473.812.372.482.752.971.723.132.872.392.002.492.63kMean no. of Mentions
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 352
Q23. Which charities did you see or receive information or guidance from on keeping your child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from a Charity

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

18698262648993Unweighted base

19**668061618690Weighted base

17667859628589Effective base

8343827294244NSPCC
41%52%47%44%47%49%49%

1252621222728Internet Matters
7%39%T33%35%36%31%31%

1212117162323Parent Zone
7%32%T26%29%26%26%25%

7142215172222Action for children
37%22%27%24%28%25%24%

4121814131919Barnados
22%19%22%24%21%22%21%

3141712141718Children's society
18%22%22%19%23%20%21%

210121091313Children England
12%15%15%17%15%15%14%

4710791212Stop It Now
19%11%13%11%15%14%13%

-1111891111Kidscape
-16%14%14%15%13%13%

1811891111Beatbullying
5%13%14%13%14%13%12%

1454555NCB
5%6%6%6%8%5%5%

1343344ECPAT UK
7%5%5%5%5%5%5%

2243344British Association for
12%3%5%5%4%5%4%Fostering and Adoption

-12-222Other (please specify)
-1%2%-3%2%2%

3553478Don't know
15%8%6%5%6%8%9%e

2.242.752.682.612.772.682.63Mean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 353
Q23. Which charities did you see or receive information or guidance from on keeping your child/ children safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online from a Charity

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Articles, blog
InformationDirectAudio content,posts, user

Word-of-mouthMedia - print/leaflets, printmessages,podcasts /comments /
Otheradvicebroadcast mediaor digitalemails, lettersradio showspostsVideo content

1524016038332876189163Unweighted base

1524016137732076189161Weighted base

1423015436531372180156Effective base

610965140130418587Very useful (4)
40%46%40%37%41%53%45%54%

811789214167309268Somewhat useful (3)
55%49%55%57%52%39%49%42%

19620195125Not very useful (2)
5%4%4%5%6%7%7%3%

-4123--1Not at all useful (1)
-2%1%1%1%--1%

1422615435429871176155NET: Very/ Somewhat
95%94%95%94%93%93%93%96%useful

113722225126NET: Not at all/ Not
5%6%5%6%7%7%7%4%very useful

3.353.383.353.313.333.463.383.50Mean

0.590.640.590.600.630.630.610.59Standard deviation
0.150.040.050.030.030.070.040.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 354
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

956811212192118331921244051396887317747155Video content
93%100%94%95%100%100%100%94%94%89%100%97%100%94%94%94%98%92%95%100%96%

965941212183526399252552653466110348360176Articles, blog posts,
86%94%94%90%94%92%93%96%92%88%100%92%92%94%96%92%94%97%92%94%93%user comments / posts

222435210710224107173214294211392171Audio content, podcasts
78%96%92%89%100%100%89%89%100%76%89%92%95%96%85%90%95%100%93%90%93%/ radio shows

2011814718254750466026254398106511371605815189298Direct messages,
93%88%97%Ts89%96%91%85%96%95%100%100%93%88%95%100%h94%93%91%92%96%93%hnsemails, letters

191381772333535556802331571081365415419865186104354Information leaflets,
90%90%97%Ts89%98%91%87%96%98%nq100%96%94%89%97%h98%94%94%93%94%95%94%hnsprint or digital

95282717192130291318244059316984317053154Media - print/broadcast
87%97%96%83%94%96%96%96%100%86%100%91%96%98%94%93%98%93%96%97%95%media

1391112141236453745112527808336981274511269226Word-of-mouth advice
94%96%93%95%87%95%98%95%93%89%95%91%97%94%93%94%94%97%95%92%94%

18611522--326238637414Other
100%100%100%100%50%100%100%100%--100%73%100%100%100%100%89%100%90%100%95%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 355
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Somewhat useful

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

4511019262782259139810542833724038075155Video content
95%97%94%95%93%98%100%100%100%96%93%98%93%93%100%97%92%100%98%94%96%

62114293328866315152912542946783848690176Articles, blog posts,
93%94%100%88%89%95%87%100%89%94%94%92%97%94%93%92%97%100%93%94%93%user comments / posts

22498141336-1763544225836184284371Audio content, podcasts
90%94%86%92%100%93%-100%100%92%89%98%T85%89%100%98%88%74%94%93%93%/ radio shows

108189545364125751826819214651996118605172125298Direct messages,
94%93%96%91%91%94%88%86%96%93%91%93%94%91%91%95%94%100%92%95%93%emails, letters

139214598086128111630297202627320101161684233121354Information leaflets,
94%94%95%94%91%96%100%93%97%94%78%95%97%78%96%94%97%100%94%94%94%print or digital

629229332963959130611334640742968173154Media - print/broadcast
95%95%91%100%94%96%100%100%100%95%100%96%94%100%93%97%93%100%97%94%95%media

861404343499141015198151654715669947-118108226Word-of-mouth advice
93%95%r89%97%90%99%Trtu100%92%95%94%94%96%Tj88%94%97%96%90%-96%93%94%

866225-1112-14--68--10414Other
100%89%100%100%100%86%-100%100%94%-95%--89%100%--100%85%95%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 356
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Somewhat useful

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

221311014434110121112110447585142564916291155Video content
93%97%94%96%94%100%88%92%100%98%96%98%95%98%95%95%98%94%97%100%96%

381372415339214111113810860576549554730363176Articles, blog posts,
80%98%Tt91%94%98%100%100%92%100%92%93%93%94%93%93%94%91%96%93%100%93%tuser comments / posts

76236720278450501922272022201015271Audio content, podcasts
69%97%T84%93%88%100%100%74%100%95%96%85%92%95%91%92%100%88%88%100%93%/ radio shows

48244302684941519112492098590111888881466410298Direct messages,
88%94%81%95%Tr92%100%95%91%88%93%93%93%93%94%93%93%95%93%92%92%93%remails, letters

54290263275121821103022351081021321049993627410354Information leaflets,
85%97%Tt70%97%Tr94%100%93%95%94%94%94%94%95%94%92%95%95%93%93%84%94%rtprint or digital

2412513140341101581199851484953464327313154Media - print/broadcast
93%96%95%95%95%100%100%92%93%96%97%93%95%96%96%95%100%97%91%100%95%media

431792220447113211217814276707675695640506226Word-of-mouth advice
81%98%Tt85%96%T90%100%100%83%92%96%97%Ti89%94%91%98%94%96%92%95%90%94%it

68592-2--12774464335-14Other
100%92%100%92%100%-100%--94%100%90%84%100%100%84%100%100%100%-95%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 357
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Somewhat useful

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

2412211431031204150155Video content
85%99%T100%96%96%97%100%96%96%

4211431641081353174176Articles, blog posts,
91%94%100%95%T93%98%Tde52%95%T93%user comments / posts

1353-69535917071Audio content, podcasts
79%96%T-94%93%97%Te100%93%93%/ radio shows

5022462671702146292298Direct messages,
87%94%100%96%T95%96%T46%95%T93%emails, letters

50278730919824416338354Information leaflets,
92%95%89%97%T97%T98%T73%95%T94%print or digital

2611341431061173151154Media - print/broadcast
92%97%83%97%T96%96%74%96%95%media

55138419914015910217226Word-of-mouth advice
86%97%Th100%94%93%96%Tde100%94%94%h

410-108621214Other
85%100%-93%91%100%100%94%95%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 358
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Summary table - NET: Very/ Somewhat useful

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

FemaleFemale
Aged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

62771715232219322015324551357984338347163Unweighted base

568612**12**19**21**19**35*21**21**25*40*5442*728934*8047*161Weighted base

61751715232219322015314450347681328044156Effective base

2949478141022131110223223345322432287Very useful (4)
52%57%30%55%40%66%52%63%59%51%42%53%59%55%47%60%66%54%46%54%

2732861278116101419191634349342568Somewhat useful (3)
48%37%65%45%60%34%42%31%30%49%55%47%35%39%47%38%26%42%54%c42%c

-51---112-1-224133-5Not very useful (2)
-5%5%---6%3%11%-3%-4%6%6%1%8%3%-3%

-1-----1----1--1-1-1Not at all useful (1)
-1%-----3%----2%--1%-1%-1%

56811212192118331921244051396887317747155NET: Very/ Somewhat
100%94%95%100%100%100%94%94%89%100%97%100%94%94%94%98%92%95%100%96%useful

-61---122-1-324234-6NET: Not at all/ Not
-6%5%---6%6%11%-3%-6%6%6%2%8%5%-4%very useful

3.523.493.253.553.403.663.453.553.483.513.403.533.513.503.413.573.593.483.463.50Mean

0.500.660.560.520.500.490.630.700.700.510.550.510.670.610.600.580.640.630.500.59Standard deviation
0.060.070.140.130.100.100.140.120.160.130.100.080.090.100.070.060.110.070.070.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 359
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Video content

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

4212118243289146111413675398479163Unweighted base

48*11321**27**29*8414510746*33*7443*8279161Weighted base

4011718233186140107393573378176156Effective base

266111151348815628114525414687Very useful (4)
55%54%51%57%43%57%56%53%61%33%61%f58%f50%59%54%f

19499101534584815222615402868Somewhat useful (3)
40%43%42%38%50%41%40%45%32%67%Tde36%34%48%36%42%

331112522-22245Not very useful (2)
5%2%6%5%3%2%4%2%5%-3%5%2%4%3%

-1--1-1-1--1-11Not at all useful (1)
-1%--3%-1%-2%--2%-1%1%

4511019262782139105423372408075155NET: Very/ Somewhat
95%97%94%95%93%98%96%98%93%100%97%92%98%94%96%useful

341122623-23256NET: Not at all/ Not
5%3%6%5%7%2%4%2%7%-3%8%2%6%4%very useful

3.493.503.453.533.333.563.513.513.513.333.58f3.483.483.523.50Mean

0.600.590.630.590.710.540.600.540.700.480.550.710.540.650.59Standard deviation
0.090.050.150.120.130.060.050.050.110.080.060.110.060.070.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 360
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Video content

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

2413712150371113121251065164514462501630163Unweighted base

24**13511**14936*11**13**11**12310848*6152*44*5951*17**30**161Weighted base

2313111144361113121201014961494259481529156Effective base

147348324869636322352525342971587Very useful (4)
58%54%34%55%66%74%46%78%51%58%47%58%48%56%58%58%43%48%54%

85876110263584124232617222091568Somewhat useful (3)
36%43%60%41%28%14%46%22%47%Tp38%51%37%50%39%37%40%51%48%42%p

151511--34-3-231-15Not very useful (2)
3%3%6%3%4%12%--2%4%-5%-5%5%2%-3%3%

1--11-1---1-1---1-1Not at all useful (1)
4%--1%3%-8%---2%-2%---6%-1%

2213110144341012111211044758514256491629155NET: Very/ Somewhat
93%97%94%96%94%88%92%100%98%96%98%95%98%95%95%98%94%97%96%useful

2516211-34131231116NET: Not at all/ Not
7%3%6%4%6%12%8%-2%4%2%5%2%5%5%2%6%3%4%very useful

3.473.503.283.513.573.633.313.783.493.543.433.533.453.513.533.553.313.453.50Mean

0.760.570.590.590.700.710.850.440.550.570.610.590.610.600.600.550.780.570.59Standard deviation
0.160.050.170.050.120.220.240.130.050.060.090.070.080.090.080.080.190.100.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 361
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Video content

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

29125149108122158163Unweighted base

29**123148108124156161Weighted base

28120143103117151156Effective base

9728558798787Very useful (4)
30%59%T57%T54%63%Tde56%T54%

16495845426368Somewhat useful (3)
55%40%39%c42%c34%40%42%ace

3253455Not very useful (2)
12%1%3%3%3%3%3%g

1-11-11Not at all useful (1)
3%-1%1%-1%1%

24122143103120150155NET: Very/ Somewhat
85%99%T96%96%97%96%96%useful

4264466NET: Not at all/ Not
15%1%4%4%3%4%4%gvery useful

3.113.57T3.53T3.493.60Tde3.513.50Mean

0.750.530.590.610.550.600.59Standard deviation
0.140.050.050.060.050.050.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 362
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Video content

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

15768720162338263810183661642879110379062189Unweighted base

10**6910014**13**19**37*27**42*11**25**27*576936**7211735*9063189Weighted base

15748520162337263710183560632776106368758180Effective base

42552449139266128233618295512423085Very useful (4)
35%36%52%30%31%49%35%34%63%Tn59%48%30%40%51%51%41%47%35%47%48%45%

5404288821171231317302916375522412992Somewhat useful (3)
52%58%T42%60%63%43%57%l62%30%28%52%61%53%42%45%51%47%62%45%46%49%l

1461123131-24416717412Not very useful (2)
14%6%6%10%6%8%7%4%8%12%-8%8%6%4%8%6%3%8%6%7%

---------------------Not at all useful (1)
---------------------

965941212183526399252552653466110348360176NET: Very/ Somewhat
86%94%94%90%94%92%93%96%92%88%100%92%92%94%96%92%94%97%92%94%93%useful

1461123131-24416717412NET: Not at all/ Not
14%6%6%10%6%8%7%4%8%12%-8%8%6%4%8%6%3%8%6%7%very useful

3.213.303.463.193.253.403.283.293.553.473.483.223.323.453.483.333.413.333.383.413.38Mean

0.700.580.610.630.570.650.600.550.640.740.510.590.610.620.580.620.600.530.640.610.61Standard deviation
0.180.070.070.140.140.140.100.110.100.230.120.100.080.080.110.070.060.090.070.080.04Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 363
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Articles, blog posts, user comments / posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

571322532349816162139385386359594189Unweighted base

6712229**38*31*9117**16213544*508539*9396189Weighted base

551272431329515155133375183349190180Effective base

236114915473775526183724345185Very useful (4)
35%50%Ts48%25%47%51%s21%47%41%61%Tk36%44%61%Tf36%53%Tb45%bs

39531524134011767016284114523992Somewhat useful (3)
58%43%52%63%42%44%69%47%52%36%57%48%36%56%Ta41%49%au

58-5342101014717512Not very useful (2)
7%6%-12%11%5%11%6%8%3%7%8%3%7%6%7%

----------------Not at all useful (1)
----------------

621142933288615152125424678388690176NET: Very/ Somewhat
93%94%100%88%89%95%89%94%92%97%93%92%97%93%94%93%useful

58-5342101014717512NET: Not at all/ Not
7%6%-12%11%5%11%6%8%3%7%8%3%7%6%7%very useful

3.28s3.44s3.483.123.363.47Ts3.103.413.333.58Tk3.293.363.57Tf3.293.47Tb3.38bsMean

0.590.610.510.600.680.590.570.600.610.560.600.630.570.600.610.61Standard deviation
0.080.050.100.110.120.060.140.050.050.090.080.070.100.060.060.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 364
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Articles, blog posts, user comments / posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

4813928161401413111491166364655461522938189Unweighted base

48*13926**16340*14**12**11**149115646070535851*31**39*189Weighted base

4613327154381313111421116061625258502836180Effective base

11735792210576350313225253118151785Very useful (4)
24%52%Tt20%49%T55%68%39%67%42%43%49%53%37%48%54%d34%47%44%45%t

27631874175647558282539242329151992Somewhat useful (3)
56%46%70%45%42%32%53%33%50%50%44%41%56%46%40%57%49%49%49%q

932101-1-1185454451312Not very useful (2)
20%Ts2%9%6%2%-8%-8%7%7%6%7%7%6%9%4%7%7%s

-------------------Not at all useful (1)
-------------------

3813724153391411111381086057654955473036176NET: Very/ Somewhat
80%98%Tt91%94%98%100%92%100%92%93%93%94%93%93%94%91%96%93%93%tuseful

932101-1-1185454451312NET: Not at all/ Not
20%Ts2%9%6%2%-8%-8%7%7%6%7%7%6%9%4%7%7%svery useful

3.043.50Tt3.113.43T3.533.683.323.673.343.363.413.473.293.413.473.253.433.373.38tMean

0.670.540.540.610.550.490.630.490.620.610.630.610.600.620.610.620.580.620.61Standard deviation
0.100.050.100.050.090.130.180.150.050.060.080.080.070.080.080.090.110.100.04Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 365
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Articles, blog posts, user comments / posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

44123170115137183189Unweighted base

47*121172115138183189Weighted base

42117162109132175180Effective base

15578257708485Very useful (4)
33%47%48%T50%50%T46%45%

27578250659092Somewhat useful (3)
58%47%48%44%47%49%49%

478831012Not very useful (2)
9%6%5%c7%c2%5%7%ace

-------Not at all useful (1)
-------

42114164108135174176NET: Very/ Somewhat
91%94%95%T93%98%Tde95%T93%useful

478831012NET: Not at all/ Not
9%6%5%c7%c2%5%7%acevery useful

3.233.413.43T3.433.48Te3.40T3.38Mean

0.610.600.580.620.550.590.61Standard deviation
0.090.050.040.060.050.040.04Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 366
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Articles, blog posts, user comments / posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

FemaleMale AgedMale AgedAged 12-3+2
SecondaryPrimaryAged 8-118-116-715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(s)(r)(m)(l)(j)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

264111208213113364012422276Unweighted base

22**47*11**22**12**18**33*17**32*44*11**43*23**76Weighted base

264011208213013353811402172Effective base

1128511109161314277221241Very useful (4)
50%60%42%51%89%48%48%79%44%61%61%53%52%53%

1015511-91611515417930Somewhat useful (3)
46%32%47%49%-47%49%6%47%34%39%40%39%39%

141-111332-325Not very useful (2)
4%8%11%-11%5%4%15%10%5%-7%10%7%

--------------Not at all useful (1)
--------------

2243102210173214294211392171NET: Very/ Somewhat
96%92%89%100%89%95%96%85%90%95%100%93%90%93%useful

141-111332-325NET: Not at all/ Not
4%8%11%-11%5%4%15%10%5%-7%10%7%very useful

3.463.523.313.513.773.433.443.633.343.563.613.453.423.46Mean

0.590.650.690.510.660.600.570.760.660.600.510.640.680.63Standard deviation
0.120.100.210.110.230.130.100.210.110.090.150.100.140.07Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 367
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Audio content, podcasts / radio shows

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1C2C1ABEngland35-5418-3435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(s)(r)(q)(m)(k)(j)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

20561215416846233719314576Unweighted base

25**5215**13**39*6945*25**37*20**30**46*76Weighted base

19541215406444223518294372Effective base

122872263725142312152641Very useful (4)
50%55%47%18%67%Tu54%55%56%62%57%51%55%53%

10207111026207136131730Somewhat useful (3)
39%39%q45%82%25%38%43%29%35%31%43%37%39%q

331-351413235Not very useful (2)
10%6%8%-7%8%2%15%2%12%6%7%7%k

-------------Not at all useful (1)
-------------

22491413366344223618284371NET: Very/ Somewhat
90%94%92%100%93%92%98%T85%98%88%94%93%93%useful

331-351413235NET: Not at all/ Not
10%6%8%-7%8%2%15%2%12%6%7%7%kvery useful

3.403.503.393.183.60Tu3.473.533.403.603.453.443.483.46Mean

0.680.610.650.400.630.640.540.750.540.720.620.640.63Standard deviation
0.150.080.190.100.100.080.080.160.090.170.110.100.07Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 368
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Audio content, podcasts / radio shows

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Confidenc
e knowing

what
child

Q6. Ease indoesD7. Impacting/
supporting child toonlinelimiting conditions

stay safe onlineParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
Ethnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyConfidentGroupAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(q)(p)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

1163702395249242527222520111776Unweighted base

10**647223**10**53*52*22**24**28**22**24**20**11**17**76Weighted base

1060662284946232426202419101672Effective base

3374013527311016131116106641Very useful (4)
28%58%56%59%47%52%61%43%66%45%47%66%49%53%32%53%

4252773221896141061041030Somewhat useful (3)
41%39%37%30%27%43%36%42%26%50%43%26%51%35%56%39%

325333232122-125Not very useful (2)
31%3%7%12%26%5%4%15%8%5%9%8%-12%12%7%s

----------------Not at all useful (1)
----------------

762672085050192227202220101571NET: Very/ Somewhat
69%97%T93%88%74%95%96%85%92%95%91%92%100%88%88%93%useful

325333232122-125NET: Not at all/ Not
31%3%7%12%26%5%4%15%8%5%9%8%-12%12%7%svery useful

2.973.55T3.493.473.213.473.573.273.583.403.383.583.493.413.203.46Mean

0.810.560.620.710.870.600.570.730.650.590.670.650.510.730.660.63Standard deviation
0.240.070.070.150.290.080.080.150.130.110.140.130.110.220.160.07Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 369
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Audio content, podcasts / radio shows

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

16557356607576Unweighted base

17**557457627676Weighted base

15526954577172Effective base

8314127364141Very useful (4)
45%57%55%d48%58%d54%53%

6212826232930Somewhat useful (3)
34%39%38%45%e38%39%39%

3254255Not very useful (2)
21%4%6%c7%3%7%7%cg

-------Not at all useful (1)
-------

13536953597071NET: Very/ Somewhat
79%96%T94%93%97%Te93%93%useful

3254255NET: Not at all/ Not
21%4%6%c7%3%7%7%cgvery useful

3.243.543.493.413.55Td3.473.46Mean

0.800.570.620.620.570.630.63Standard deviation
0.200.080.070.080.070.070.07Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 370
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Audio content, podcasts / radio shows

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

30148134303261604658231762122104401601676416797328Unweighted base

21**13415221**26*525948*6326**25**4611211151*1461736316492320Weighted base

30145130303260594557231761120102391531606016191313Effective base

75066711202317251313194342265872216841130Very useful (4)
34%37%44%36%45%39%38%36%40%51%52%41%39%38%51%40%42%34%41%45%41%

1368811113272829351312245563257987378347167Somewhat useful (3)
59%51%53%53%51%51%47%60%55%49%48%52%49%57%49%54%51%58%51%51%52%

1143214822--3124-811313319Not very useful (2)
7%10%Tr2%11%4%8%13%Tl4%3%--7%11%Tf4%-6%6%5%8%3%6%r

-21--11-1---21-122-13Not at all useful (1)
-1%1%--2%2%-2%---2%1%-1%1%3%b-1%1%

2011814718254750466026254398106511371605815189298NET: Very/ Somewhat
93%88%97%Ts89%96%91%85%96%95%100%100%93%88%95%100%h94%93%91%92%96%93%hnsuseful

1164215923--3135-913513422NET: Not at all/ Not
7%12%Tr3%11%4%9%15%T4%5%--7%12%Tf5%-6%7%9%8%4%7%rvery useful

3.273.243.40s3.253.413.293.223.313.333.513.523.343.253.323.51Th3.333.333.223.333.403.33sMean

0.590.690.580.660.580.680.730.560.640.510.510.610.700.600.500.610.650.690.620.600.63Standard deviation
0.110.060.050.120.100.090.090.080.080.110.120.080.060.060.080.050.050.090.050.060.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 371
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

972304750801501929525243602511612757193135328Unweighted base

11520456*59*7013419**28821**2306921**10612464187133320Weighted base

942244648781461828124233582411212155184128313Effective base

49822326245891178863783848366863130Very useful (4)
42%40%41%44%35%43%48%41%36%37%54%Tk36%36%39%55%Tef36%47%41%bk

5910731283968915112128281258702510563167Somewhat useful (3)
51%53%56%47%56%51%48%53%55%56%Tj40%55%55%d56%d39%56%47%52%dj

6132458-172153295313619Not very useful (2)
5%6%4%7%8%6%-6%9%6%4%9%9%4%4%7%5%6%

12-11112-21-111213Not at all useful (1)
1%1%-2%1%1%4%1%-1%2%-1%1%2%1%1%1%

108189545364125182681921465199611860172125298NET: Very/ Somewhat
94%93%96%91%91%94%96%93%91%93%94%91%91%95%94%92%95%93%useful

715256812021642106415722NET: Not at all/ Not
6%7%4%9%9%6%4%7%9%7%6%9%9%5%6%8%5%7%very useful

3.353.323.373.323.253.363.393.333.273.293.463.273.263.333.47f3.273.41b3.33bMean

0.640.630.560.710.650.620.720.620.630.620.670.630.640.600.680.640.620.63Standard deviation
0.060.040.080.100.070.050.170.040.130.040.090.130.060.050.090.050.050.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 372
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

572654128655172014273230921051219010387486810328Unweighted base

5526036*2835316**21**13**267224919611995958549*7010**320Weighted base

54253392735216191326121988102116851008346659313Effective base

1411461242512751059236404938383717277130Very useful (4)
26%44%Tt16%44%Tr48%78%32%41%39%41%40%41%41%40%40%44%34%38%69%41%rt

341302414323312614411649506350504329382167Somewhat useful (3)
61%50%66%51%44%17%58%47%54%52%53%52%53%53%53%51%59%54%24%52%

7127124122151456666426119Not very useful (2)
12%Ts5%19%Tq4%8%5%9%12%6%6%5%6%5%7%6%4%4%8%8%6%q

-3-3----321111111--3Not at all useful (1)
-1%-1%----1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%3%--1%

4824430268491519112492098590111888881466410298NET: Very/ Somewhat
88%94%81%95%Tr92%95%91%88%93%93%93%93%94%93%93%95%93%92%92%93%ruseful

7157154122181667777436122NET: Not at all/ Not
12%6%19%Tq5%8%5%9%12%7%7%7%7%6%7%7%5%7%8%8%7%qvery useful

3.143.37Tt2.973.37Tr3.403.733.233.293.323.333.323.333.343.323.323.383.253.303.613.33rtMean

0.610.630.590.620.640.560.620.700.630.630.640.630.630.640.630.620.660.610.660.63Standard deviation
0.080.040.090.040.090.140.140.190.040.040.070.060.060.070.060.070.100.070.210.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 373
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5724728418322215313328Unweighted base

5723828017922413**307320Weighted base

5523627117421315299313Effective base

22100121791043128130Very useful (4)
39%42%43%T44%47%Te21%42%41%

28124146921103164167Somewhat useful (3)
48%52%52%51%49%26%53%52%

711108861319Not very useful (2)
13%Tg5%4%4%4%47%4%6%ace

-3211123Not at all useful (1)
-1%1%1%1%6%1%1%a

502242671702146292298NET: Very/ Somewhat
87%94%96%T95%96%T46%95%T93%useful

714128971522NET: Not at all/ Not
13%6%4%5%4%54%5%7%acevery useful

3.263.353.38T3.393.42T2.603.36T3.33Mean

0.680.630.600.600.590.920.600.63Standard deviation
0.090.040.040.040.040.240.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 374
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

301681613741676356742122791311304318120072201110383Unweighted base

21**15318326*33*5863588223**32**6012114055*16521070198109377Weighted base

301641563640666255732122771281284117419169193104365Effective base

65175615172417341016224151265190246946140Very useful (4)
30%33%41%25%46%30%38%30%41%43%51%36%34%37%47%31%43%Te35%35%42%37%e

13871021717353139461315356785281041094111657214Somewhat useful (3)
59%57%56%64%51%61%49%67%56%57%45%58%55%61%50%63%Td52%58%59%52%57%d

2144314821-141231911511520Not very useful (2)
10%9%Tr2%11%l2%7%13%Tl4%1%-4%6%10%Tg2%2%6%5%7%5%4%5%gr

-11--1--1---11-11-112Not at all useful (1)
-1%1%--2%--1%---1%1%-1%*-1%1%1%

191381772333535556802331571081365415419865186104354NET: Very/ Somewhat
90%90%97%Ts89%98%91%87%96%98%nq100%96%94%89%97%h98%94%94%93%94%95%94%hnsuseful

2155315822-1413411012512622NET: Not at all/ Not
10%10%Tr3%11%l2%9%13%Tl4%2%-4%6%11%Tg3%2%6%6%7%6%5%6%rvery useful

3.203.233.38s3.143.44oq3.193.253.263.38q3.433.473.303.223.333.45h3.243.36e3.283.293.363.31ehsMean

0.620.630.560.600.550.640.670.520.580.510.580.580.650.560.550.580.610.590.590.610.60Standard deviation
0.110.050.040.100.090.080.080.070.070.110.120.070.060.050.080.040.040.070.040.060.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 375
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

126256537310714911183132329288662911817063252130383Unweighted base

14822862859413411**18**31*31726**2767526**10517170247129377Weighted base

122249517110414511183030728275642811416261241123365Effective base

5882243427563510123109535102965328357140Very useful (4)
39%36%r38%40%28%42%ru27%26%32%39%40%34%47%40%28%38%46%f34%45%Tb37%bfkr

81132354659728122017410167371072963615064214Somewhat useful (3)
55%58%57%54%63%54%73%67%65%55%37%60%T50%37%68%Tde56%51%61%Ta50%57%

7132576-1-1951515410113620Not very useful (2)
5%6%3%6%8%4%-7%-6%18%5%1%18%4%6%1%5%5%5%

111-1---111-11--1112Not at all useful (1)
1%*2%-1%---3%m*4%-1%4%--1%*1%1%

13921459808612811163029720262732010116168233121354NET: Very/ Somewhat
94%94%95%94%91%96%100%93%97%94%78%95%97%78%96%94%97%94%94%94%useful

8143586-112061526410214722NET: Not at all/ Not
6%6%5%6%9%4%-7%3%6%22%5%3%22%4%6%3%6%6%6%very useful

3.333.30r3.323.333.193.37ru3.273.203.253.323.143.293.433.143.243.323.42f3.273.383.31rMean

0.600.590.620.590.610.570.470.560.630.600.870.560.600.870.510.580.600.580.620.60Standard deviation
0.050.040.090.070.060.050.140.130.110.030.160.030.070.160.050.040.080.040.050.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 376
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

66303413405421211032725711311713811111499637812383Unweighted base

6430037*3385420**22**11**32125011510714011410498678012**377Weighted base

63289393255119201031324510811313210511094617411365Effective base

1612271312711961128747415041403724275140Very useful (4)
25%41%Tt19%39%r50%Tk57%42%61%35%35%41%39%36%36%38%38%36%34%37%37%krt

381681919524712418914861618264605638476214Somewhat useful (3)
60%56%51%58%45%36%54%33%59%T59%53%57%59%56%57%57%57%59%47%57%

99101121-11814656105535220Not very useful (2)
13%Ts3%27%Tq3%4%7%-6%6%6%5%5%4%8%5%5%4%7%16%5%qs

11111-1-111-2---2--2Not at all useful (1)
2%*3%q*2%-5%-**1%-1%---3%T--1%q

5429026327511821103022351081021321049993627410354NET: Very/ Somewhat
85%97%Tt70%97%Tr94%93%95%94%94%94%94%95%94%92%95%95%93%93%84%94%rtuseful

1010111231111915758105555222NET: Not at all/ Not
15%Ts3%30%Tq3%6%7%5%6%6%6%6%5%6%8%5%5%7%7%16%6%qsvery useful

3.093.37Tt2.873.35Tr3.423.503.333.553.293.283.343.343.283.273.333.323.253.273.213.31rtMean

0.670.560.750.560.660.640.720.640.580.580.620.570.610.610.560.570.680.580.730.60Standard deviation
0.080.030.120.030.090.140.160.200.030.040.060.050.050.060.050.060.090.070.210.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 377
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

5330032420824923360383Unweighted base

5429331920325022**355377Weighted base

5128630919923822343365Effective base

18116130841081139140Very useful (4)
33%40%41%T41%43%T4%39%T37%

3216117911413715199214Somewhat useful (3)
59%55%56%56%55%68%56%57%

31485661420Not very useful (2)
6%5%3%2%2%27%4%5%acde

1111--22Not at all useful (1)
2%***--1%1%

5027830919824416338354NET: Very/ Somewhat
92%95%97%T97%T98%T73%95%T94%useful

41596661622NET: Not at all/ Not
8%5%3%3%2%27%5%6%acdevery useful

3.233.34T3.38T3.38T3.41T2.773.34T3.31Mean

0.650.590.550.560.540.530.580.60Standard deviation
0.090.030.030.040.030.110.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 378
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/Female

FurtherMale AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary16-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

14587621232129271413334456277882357253160Unweighted base

11**548518**20**22**31**29**15**18**26*42*6033**758633*7354161Weighted base

14577421232129271413324355267579347050154Effective base

3193975811146119132517254016252465Very useful (4)
27%35%46%38%25%38%37%48%41%61%36%32%42%52%34%46%49%34%44%40%

6334310141218157714273414444415452989Somewhat useful (3)
60%62%50%56%71%57%59%52%45%39%55%64%56%42%59%52%44%62%53%55%

122111--2-22-2422226Not very useful (2)
13%3%2%6%4%4%--14%-9%g4%-6%6%2%7%2%3%4%

--1---1-----1-1--1-1Not at all useful (1)
--1%---4%-----2%-2%--2%-1%

9528217192130291318244059316984317053154NET: Very/ Somewhat
87%97%96%94%96%96%96%100%86%100%91%96%98%94%93%98%93%96%97%95%useful

1231111-2-2212522327NET: Not at all/ Not
13%3%4%6%4%4%4%-14%-9%4%2%6%7%2%7%4%3%5%very useful

3.133.323.413.323.213.343.293.483.273.613.273.283.383.463.253.44e3.413.283.403.35eMean

0.650.530.620.590.510.570.670.510.710.500.630.540.600.620.640.540.630.600.560.59Standard deviation
0.170.070.070.130.110.120.130.100.190.140.110.080.080.120.070.060.110.070.080.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 379
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Media - print/broadcast media

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGRegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

5710328293568137121324576288476160Unweighted base

659632**33**31*6513811936*42*7631**8477161Weighted base

5610027283466131117314474278272154Effective base

20459111134584520103418362965Very useful (4)
31%47%T27%34%36%52%Tv42%38%54%25%45%f58%43%37%40%f

424720221829726914294011454489Somewhat useful (3)
65%q49%63%66%58%44%52%58%40%69%T52%35%54%56%55%qu

242-23651321346Not very useful (2)
3%5%6%-6%4%4%4%3%7%3%3%3%5%4%

1-1---1-1--1-11Not at all useful (1)
2%-4%---1%-3%--4%-2%1%

629229332963130113344074298173154NET: Very/ Somewhat
95%95%91%100%94%96%95%96%94%93%97%93%97%94%95%useful

343-23752322357NET: Not at all/ Not
5%5%9%-6%4%5%4%6%7%3%7%3%6%5%very useful

3.243.42T3.143.343.313.48Tv3.363.333.443.183.42f3.473.403.303.35fMean

0.600.580.690.480.580.580.610.560.720.540.560.760.550.630.59Standard deviation
0.080.060.130.090.100.070.050.050.130.080.060.140.060.070.05Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 380
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Media - print/broadcast media

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

2512915145351015124985653485451422732160Unweighted base

26**13014**14735*10**16**125101555050*5549*43*28**34*161Weighted base

2412414140341015119945551465249402631154Effective base

125236220674542232021221922101265Very useful (4)
45%40%23%42%56%Tk63%47%36%42%41%39%42%40%39%52%36%35%40%

1273107814477456282827312720171989Somewhat useful (3)
47%56%73%53%39%37%45%59%p55%52%56%54%56%56%48%61%56%55%p

15161--6333213-126Not very useful (2)
2%4%5%4%2%--4%3%5%5%4%2%5%-3%6%4%

1--11-1--1--1---11Not at all useful (1)
5%--1%3%k-8%--2%--2%---4%1%

2412513140341015119985148495346432731154NET: Very/ Somewhat
93%96%95%95%95%100%92%96%97%93%95%96%96%95%100%97%91%95%useful

25172-16343223-137NET: Not at all/ Not
7%4%5%5%5%-8%4%3%7%5%4%4%5%-3%9%5%very useful

3.333.373.183.373.473.633.323.323.393.323.343.383.343.333.52Tb3.333.223.35Mean

0.760.550.510.600.710.510.850.560.550.670.580.560.630.580.510.540.720.59Standard deviation
0.150.050.130.050.120.160.220.050.060.090.080.080.090.080.080.100.130.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 381
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Media - print/broadcast media

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

28116147110118156160Unweighted base

28**117148111121157161Weighted base

27112141106114150154Effective base

8556443566465Very useful (4)
30%47%T43%T39%46%Td41%40%

17598063608789Somewhat useful (3)
62%50%54%57%50%55%55%c

1344456Not very useful (2)
4%3%2%3%3%3%4%ae

1-11111Not at all useful (1)
4%-1%1%1%1%1%

26113143106117151154NET: Very/ Somewhat
92%97%97%T96%96%96%95%useful

2355567NET: Not at all/ Not
8%3%3%4%4%4%5%every useful

3.183.44T3.39T3.333.41T3.363.35Mean

0.710.560.580.600.600.590.59Standard deviation
0.130.050.050.060.060.050.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 382
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Media - print/broadcast media

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

191011062216424638451119398883301131264511976240Unweighted base

14**9512015**14**37*46*39*49*12**26**30*838839**10413547*11875240Weighted base

19991032216414537441119388682291091224311572230Effective base

539624616182120718103341254762215831109Very useful (4)
35%41%52%26%44%42%39%53%42%54%68%33%40%47%64%45%46%44%49%41%46%

852501062027162547174741115165255438117Somewhat useful (3)
59%55%r41%68%44%53%59%42%51%35%27%58%57%47%29%49%48%53%46%51%49%r

144122121-1333155-469Not very useful (2)
6%4%3%5%13%5%2%5%2%-5%9%3%3%3%4%4%-3%8%4%

--4-----31---311313-4Not at all useful (1)
--3%-----5%11%---3%3%1%2%3%2%-2%

1391112141236453745112527808336981274511269226NET: Very/ Somewhat
94%96%93%95%87%95%98%95%93%89%95%91%97%94%93%94%94%97%95%92%94%useful

1481221241133536816613NET: Not at all/ Not
6%4%7%5%13%5%2%5%7%11%5%9%3%6%7%6%6%3%5%8%6%very useful

3.303.373.423.213.313.373.373.493.293.333.633.253.373.383.543.393.393.393.413.343.38Mean

0.590.560.720.540.710.580.530.600.760.970.590.610.550.690.730.640.650.640.660.620.64Standard deviation
0.130.060.070.120.180.090.080.100.110.290.130.100.060.080.130.060.060.100.060.070.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 383
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

811594338609910162101817547187310246123116240Unweighted base

9314749*44*559210**15**21016**17153*16**6810352*123116240Weighted base

79154423758961015201171684517719845118111230Effective base

46642224214348977752772847274959109Very useful (4)
49%43%45%54%38%46%34%54%46%45%44%51%45%41%46%52%40%51%46%

417721192848661018892083851206948117Somewhat useful (3)
44%52%44%43%52%52%58%41%48%50%52%37%50%56%50%38%56%Ta42%49%a

373-511181621241459Not very useful (2)
3%5%q6%-10%Tqsu1%8%5%4%6%4%4%6%3%4%2%3%5%4%

4-31----4--4---4134Not at all useful (1)
4%u-5%qu3%----2%--7%Tk---8%Tef1%2%2%

86140434349911015198151654715669947118108226NET: Very/ Somewhat
93%95%r89%97%90%99%Trtu92%95%94%94%96%Tj88%94%97%96%90%96%93%94%useful

775151111216612455813NET: Not at all/ Not
7%5%q11%q3%10%qu1%8%5%6%6%4%12%k6%3%4%10%4%7%6%kqvery useful

3.383.393.293.483.293.453.263.493.393.393.403.323.393.393.423.353.343.423.38Mean

0.740.570.810.660.640.530.620.620.650.610.560.870.610.540.580.860.600.690.64Standard deviation
0.080.050.120.110.080.050.200.150.050.140.040.130.140.060.060.130.050.060.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 384
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

5518028211531424131861478378807676584152240Unweighted base

5318226**2135313**25**12**18614685748476735844*52240Weighted base

5317327203501323131791418076777374553950230Effective base

2086129824811585723536393236302116109Very useful (4)
38%47%45%46%46%60%42%42%46%49%41%48%47%42%49%b52%b49%31%46%b

23931010623510693704134374333261934117Somewhat useful (3)
43%51%40%50%44%40%40%50%50%48%48%47%44%56%46%44%43%64%Tcde49%

82374-3154544241139Not very useful (2)
14%Ts1%10%3%8%-12%8%3%3%6%6%5%2%6%2%2%5%4%s

31131-1-3-4-4--13-4Not at all useful (1)
5%s1%5%1%3%-5%-1%-5%Tj-5%T--2%6%Te-2%s

4317922204471321121781427670767569564050226NET: Very/ Somewhat
81%98%Tt85%96%T90%100%83%92%96%97%Ti89%94%91%98%94%96%92%95%94%ituseful

1034105-41849482424313NET: Not at all/ Not
19%Ts2%15%4%10%-17%8%4%3%11%Tj6%9%2%6%4%8%5%6%jqsvery useful

3.143.45Tt3.253.403.333.603.203.353.403.47Ti3.263.423.333.403.433.463.343.263.38itMean

0.850.560.840.620.730.510.860.640.620.550.770.600.770.530.600.650.800.540.64Standard deviation
0.110.040.160.040.100.140.180.180.050.050.080.070.090.060.070.090.130.080.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 385
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

62145211150161230240Unweighted base

64142212150165230240Weighted base

60139203144155221230Effective base

24671027388107109Very useful (4)
38%47%48%T49%54%Te47%46%

3071976670110117Somewhat useful (3)
48%50%46%44%43%48%49%ce

6398599Not very useful (2)
10%Tg2%4%5%3%4%4%

3143144Not at all useful (1)
4%1%2%c2%1%2%2%

55138199140159217226NET: Very/ Somewhat
86%97%Th94%93%96%Tde94%94%huseful

94131061313NET: Not at all/ Not
14%Tg3%6%c7%c4%6%6%cgvery useful

3.203.43h3.413.403.49Tde3.393.38hMean

0.790.590.660.670.600.650.64Standard deviation
0.100.050.050.050.050.040.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 386
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Total
(T)

15Unweighted base

15**Weighted base

14Effective base

6Very useful (4)
40%

8Somewhat useful (3)
55%

1Not very useful (2)
5%

-Not at all useful (1)
-

14NET: Very/ Somewhat
95%useful

1NET: Not at all/ Not
5%very useful

3.35Mean

0.59Standard deviation
0.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 387
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Other

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age
D3.of Parent

RegionII
England35-54Total

(m)(k)(T)

131515Unweighted base

13**15**15**Weighted base

121414Effective base

566Very useful (4)
39%40%40%

788Somewhat useful (3)
55%55%55%

111Not very useful (2)
6%5%5%

---Not at all useful (1)
---

121414NET: Very/ Somewhat
94%95%95%useful

111NET: Not at all/ Not
6%5%5%very useful

3.333.353.35Mean

0.610.590.59Standard deviation
0.170.150.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 388
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Other

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D8.
Ethnicity
Parent
WhiteTotal

(k)(T)

1415Unweighted base

13**15**Weighted base

1314Effective base

46Very useful (4)
32%40%

88Somewhat useful (3)
62%55%

11Not very useful (2)
6%5%

--Not at all useful (1)
--

1214NET: Very/ Somewhat
94%95%useful

11NET: Not at all/ Not
6%5%very useful

3.263.35Mean

0.580.59Standard deviation
0.150.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 389
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Other

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Q11. UseKnowledge
of tools/of tools/
controlscontrols

NET: UsedAnyTotal
(e)(a)(T)

111315Unweighted base

10**13**15**Weighted base

101214Effective base

466Very useful (4)
40%46%40%

568Somewhat useful (3)
53%48%55%

111Not very useful (2)
7%6%5%

---Not at all useful (1)
---

101214NET: Very/ Somewhat
93%94%95%useful

111NET: Not at all/ Not
7%6%5%very useful

3.333.403.35Mean

0.640.620.59Standard deviation
0.190.170.15Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 390
Q24. How useful did you find the information/guidance in this format?
Base: All who have received ...
Other

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



InformationDirectArticles, blog
Word-of-mouthleaflets, printmessages,posts, user

adviceor digitalemails, letterscomments/ posts

13242413Unweighted base

13222212Weighted base

13232312Effective base

1124It was too complicated
7%4%9%36%

3995It was too basic
25%39%40%37%

5463My child was too old
41%16%28%24%

121-My child was too young
10%10%4%-

3784There's so much
23%30%37%34%information out there,

it's confusing

1612It wasn't relevant to
10%26%5%17%my child

-111Other (to be specified)
-3%4%7%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 391
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Summary table

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.

Prepared by Yonder



Total
(T)

13Unweighted base

12**Weighted base

12Effective base

5It was too basic
37%

4It was too complicated
36%

4There's so much
34%information out there,

it's confusing

3My child was too old
24%

2It wasn't relevant to
17%my child

-My child was too young
-

1Other (to be specified)
7%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 396
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Articles, blog posts, user comments/ posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age
of Parent

II
35-54Total

(k)(T)

1113Unweighted base

10**12**Weighted base

1112Effective base

55It was too basic
44%37%

44It was too complicated
43%36%

44There's so much
34%34%information out there,

it's confusing

23My child was too old
16%24%

22It wasn't relevant to
20%17%my child

--My child was too young
--

11Other (to be specified)
8%7%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 397
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Articles, blog posts, user comments/ posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D8.
Ethnicity
Parent
WhiteTotal

(k)(T)

1213Unweighted base

11**12**Weighted base

1112Effective base

45It was too basic
32%37%

44It was too complicated
39%36%

44There's so much
37%34%information out there,

it's confusing

33My child was too old
26%24%

22It wasn't relevant to
18%17%my child

--My child was too young
--

11Other (to be specified)
7%7%
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Table 398
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Articles, blog posts, user comments/ posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Total
(T)

13Unweighted base

12**Weighted base

12Effective base

5It was too basic
37%

4It was too complicated
36%

4There's so much
34%information out there,

it's confusing

3My child was too old
24%

2It wasn't relevant to
17%my child

-My child was too young
-

1Other (to be specified)
7%
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Table 399
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Articles, blog posts, user comments/ posts

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS2a.S1. No.
YearS2b. AgeGender ofof
Childof ChildChildChildren

Aged 12-2
Secondary15MaleChildrenTotal

(s)(h)(d)(b)(T)

1715131424Unweighted base

16**13**13**13**22**Weighted base

1715131423Effective base

76559It was too basic
48%47%40%42%40%

65758There's so much
40%39%51%42%37%information out there,

it's confusing

43226My child was too old
24%19%14%16%28%

112-2It was too complicated
6%7%15%-9%

11111It wasn't relevant to
7%9%9%9%5%my child

---11My child was too young
---7%4%

11-11Other (to be specified)
5%6%-6%4%
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Table 404
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. AgeD1.
D3.of ParentGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIParent
ABC1England35-54FemaleTotal

(u)(m)(k)(b)(T)

1721181624Unweighted base

15**20**16**15**22**Weighted base

1720181623Effective base

59659It was too basic
35%45%34%36%40%

76868There's so much
49%33%50%42%37%information out there,

it's confusing

36456My child was too old
22%31%27%30%28%

22222It was too complicated
13%10%12%13%9%

-11-1It wasn't relevant to
-6%7%-5%my child

11--1My child was too young
6%5%--4%

1-111Other (to be specified)
5%-5%5%4%
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Table 405
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q4.
Q6. EaseConfidenc

ine knowingD7.
supportinwhatImpacting

g childchild/
to staydoesD8.limiting
safeonlineEthnicitycondition

onlineParentParents Parent
EasyConfidentWhiteNoneTotal
(s)(q)(k)(j)(T)

1616191724Unweighted base

15**15**18**16**22**Weighted base

1616181723Effective base

65869It was too basic
41%34%45%35%40%

46688There's so much
29%36%36%52%37%information out there,

it's confusing

55546My child was too old
30%30%25%24%28%

12222It was too complicated
6%12%11%12%9%

11111It wasn't relevant to
8%8%7%8%5%my child

11--1My child was too young
6%6%--4%

11111Other (to be specified)
5%5%4%5%4%
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Table 406
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20.
Seen/Q10.

receivedQ11. UseKnowledge
guidanceof tools/of tools/

aboutcontrolscontrols
YesNET: UsedAnyTotal
(g)(e)(a)(T)

15131624Unweighted base

14**12**15**22**Weighted base

15131623Effective base

5569It was too basic
36%42%42%40%

4448There's so much
32%31%25%37%information out there,

it's confusing

3556My child was too old
18%38%34%28%

1222It was too complicated
6%15%12%9%

1-11It wasn't relevant to
8%-8%5%my child

1111My child was too young
7%8%6%4%

1111Other (to be specified)
6%6%5%4%
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Table 407
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Direct messages, emails, letters

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5.
SchoolS1. No.
YearS2b. AgeS2a. Gender ofof
Childof ChildChildChildren

Aged 12-2
Secondary15FemaleMaleChildrenTotal

(s)(h)(e)(d)(b)(T)

161412121324Unweighted base

15**13**10**12**12**22**Weighted base

161412121323Effective base

445469It was too basic
30%33%45%34%54%39%

552547There's so much
31%34%15%42%32%30%information out there,

it's confusing

332426It wasn't relevant to
21%23%18%34%15%26%my child

3221-4My child was too old
21%17%24%10%-16%

--11-2My child was too young
--9%11%-10%

11-111It was too complicated
6%7%-7%8%4%

1-1-11Other (to be specified)
4%-6%-5%3%
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Table 408
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. AgeD1.
D3.of ParentD2. AgeGender of

D4. SEGRegionIIof ParentParent
ABC1England35-5435-44FemaleTotal

(u)(m)(k)(e)(b)(T)

162216111524Unweighted base

14**20**15**10**14**22**Weighted base

152115101523Effective base

697639It was too basic
41%43%49%60%22%39%

575257There's so much
39%33%37%21%37%30%information out there,

it's confusing

343326It wasn't relevant to
21%18%21%29%15%26%my child

131134My child was too old
5%13%4%6%21%16%

221112My child was too young
16%11%9%13%7%10%

111111It was too complicated
6%4%6%9%6%4%

111111Other (to be specified)
5%3%4%6%4%3%
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Table 409
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease
inD7.

supportinImpacting
g child/
to stayQ4. ConfidenceD8.limiting
safeknowing what childEthnicitycondition

onlinedoes online ParentParents Parent
Not

EasyconfidentConfidentWhiteNoneTotal
(s)(r)(q)(k)(j)(T)

111212201624Unweighted base

10**11**12**19**15**22**Weighted base

111112191523Effective base

345959It was too basic
27%34%44%45%35%39%

234667There's so much
24%26%33%30%38%30%information out there,

it's confusing

415546It wasn't relevant to
38%9%42%25%27%26%my child

34-324My child was too old
29%34%-16%12%16%

--2222My child was too young
--20%12%15%10%

--11-1It was too complicated
--8%5%-4%

-1--11Other (to be specified)
-6%--4%3%
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Table 410
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20.
Seen/Q10.

receivedKnowledge
guidanceof tools/

aboutcontrols
YesAnyTotal
(g)(a)(T)

161724Unweighted base

15**16**22**Weighted base

161623Effective base

669It was too basic
37%38%39%

547There's so much
33%25%30%information out there,

it's confusing

466It wasn't relevant to
25%36%26%my child

234My child was too old
14%17%16%

222My child was too young
15%14%10%

1-1It was too complicated
6%-4%

111Other (to be specified)
4%4%3%
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Table 411
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Information leaflets, print or digital

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Total
(T)

13Unweighted base

13**Weighted base

13Effective base

5My child was too old
41%

3It was too basic
25%

3There's so much
23%information out there,

it's confusing

1My child was too young
10%

1It wasn't relevant to
10%my child

1It was too complicated
7%

-Other (to be specified)
-
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Table 416
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D3.
Region

EnglandTotal
(m)(T)

1113Unweighted base

12**13**Weighted base

1113Effective base

55My child was too old
40%41%

33It was too basic
22%25%

23There's so much
20%23%information out there,

it's confusing

11My child was too young
11%10%

11It wasn't relevant to
11%10%my child

11It was too complicated
8%7%

--Other (to be specified)
--
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Table 417
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease
in

supportin
g child
to stay
safe

online
DifficultTotal

(t)(T)

1013Unweighted base

10**13**Weighted base

1013Effective base

45My child was too old
36%41%

33It was too basic
25%25%

33There's so much
30%23%information out there,

it's confusing

11My child was too young
13%10%

-1It wasn't relevant to
-10%my child

11It was too complicated
9%7%

--Other (to be specified)
--
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Table 418
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q11. Use of tools/of tools/
controlscontrols

Prev-
iously

NET: Usedused anyAnyTotal
(e)(d)(a)(T)

12101313Unweighted base

13**10**13**13**Weighted base

12101313Effective base

5555My child was too old
43%53%41%41%

3333It was too basic
27%33%25%25%

2133There's so much
18%13%23%23%information out there,

it's confusing

1111My child was too young
10%13%10%10%

1-11It wasn't relevant to
10%-10%10%my child

1111It was too complicated
7%9%7%7%

----Other (to be specified)
----
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Table 419
Q25. In what way was this information not useful?
Base: All respondents who found ... not at all/ not very useful
Word-of-mouth advice

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

6635235479801411451321415549160288273104407415152413260825Unweighted base

4832440256661231451401556270*123270295132381436151410259819Weighted base

6534334478791391431301395448156282268101391398146398246789Effective base

4127333645571071231111295562103232239117318371121354216692NET: Any action
85%84%83%81%86%87%85%79%83%88%89%84%86%81%89%83%85%80%86%84%84%

3721722740498010183912741891821746823028290257167514Spoke to your child/
76%Tr67%Tr56%71%k74%Tklm64%k70%k59%59%44%58%73%Tfg68%Tfg59%52%60%65%60%63%65%63%fkrchildren about

online safety

13951401618384342522331348195541201444614078263Looked for more
27%29%35%29%27%31%30%30%34%38%44%27%30%32%41%Thi31%33%30%34%30%32%information or

guidance

1183123815324045461626237491421021264311968230Installed a parental
23%26%31%15%22%26%28%q32%q30%q27%37%q18%28%i31%i32%i27%29%29%29%26%28%iqcontrol tool on your

child/ children's
mobile devices

8541116122321234719271746694670106368756178Shared this
17%17%27%Ts10%18%19%14%16%30%Tmnopq31%mnq39%Tmnopq14%17%24%i35%Tghi18%24%e24%21%22%22%ehinqsinformation with

other parents/
guardians

-33-1-21--2121214-235Other (please
-1%1%-1%-1%1%--2%1%1%*1%*1%-1%1%1%specify)

747621091618272568193452145960285140119Did not take any action
13%15%15%17%14%13%13%19%16%10%11%16%13%18%10%15%14%18%13%16%15%

1341--3211-1331442429Don't know
2%1%1%1%--2%2%1%2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%
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Table 424
Q27. What action, if any, did you take on seeing / receiving information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

296528139157209319263266701586171505825835914010479344825Unweighted base

34347616118218629025**32*65697515991705123936015614**471346819Weighted base

288512135153203310253164669565921455624934513610459328789Effective base

277414131145158256192757588424991514219930113714385306692NET: Any action
81%87%Tsv82%80%85%88%Tsv76%84%87%84%82%83%89%82%83%84%88%100%82%88%Tb84%bv

19831591107128187151642441333879433157230868303211514Spoke to your child/
58%66%Ttv56%59%69%Tstv65%61%50%64%63%65%65%j56%65%65%d64%55%60%64%61%63%djvchildren about

online safety

99164465451113982122612175761268108724126136263Looked for more
29%34%r28%29%28%39%Trstuv36%24%32%32%24%29%45%Tkl24%28%30%46%Tefg31%27%39%Tb32%bkinformation or

guidance

81149404146104691719811157621154103557113117230Installed a parental
24%31%Trsv25%22%25%36%Trstuv25%29%26%28%22%26%36%Tk22%23%29%35%Tf50%24%34%Tb28%bfkvcontrol tool on your

child/ children's
mobile devices

76102344329736311158711358732815368395178Shared this
22%21%r21%24%16%25%ru25%11%16%23%14%19%34%Tkl14%14%22%f34%Tefg40%18%27%Tb22%bfkrinformation with

other parents/
guardians

333--3---51311131-425Other (please
1%1%2%--1%---1%2%1%1%2%*1%1%-1%1%1%specify)

605925352633558101992189385518-8038119Did not take any action
18%qu12%16%19%qu14%11%20%16%13%14%18%15%10%18%16%15%11%-17%Ta11%15%aqu

6351211--7-71-341-629Don't know
2%1%3%Tqu1%1%*5%--1%-1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 425
Q27. What action, if any, did you take on seeing / receiving information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

16264110471613242552768854724824130424923322313118720825Unweighted base

1606399571813341*5826**68254025122330925721722313719320**819Weighted base

1556139968612640532665952423723229123822521312617919789Effective base

1475328460311935552356944821818626421818119111616416692NET: Any action
92%Ts83%88%84%90%85%96%Tkp87%83%83%87%83%85%85%84%86%84%85%80%84%

11039171441832438174303371621392071481361498511212514Spoke to your child/
69%61%75%Tq61%63%58%66%66%63%62%64%62%67%f58%63%67%62%58%60%63%qchildren about

online safety

62200232386114281720116589879178856845526263Looked for more
39%31%24%33%46%Tk35%48%Tk67%29%31%35%39%Tfg29%30%39%Tb30%33%27%31%32%kinformation or

guidance

3419312219421121918714873728173706235536230Installed a parental
21%30%Tt12%30%Tr32%28%36%35%27%27%29%32%26%28%32%28%26%27%28%28%rtcontrol tool on your

child/ children's
mobile devices

34140111664713171313212252605360595220366178Shared this
21%22%11%23%Tr35%Tk31%30%51%19%23%21%27%Tg17%23%27%Tbc23%15%19%30%22%cgkrinformation with

other parents/
guardians

242322--4231141--5-5Other (please
1%1%3%Tq*1%4%Tk--1%*1%**1%*--2%Td-1%qspecify)

1310011108136131058632354436343119264119Did not take any action
8%16%t12%15%10%m15%m2%13%15%m16%13%16%14%14%16%14%14%14%20%15%mt

-7-71-1-8522242122-9Don't know
-1%-1%1%-2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*2%1%-1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 426
Q27. What action, if any, did you take on seeing / receiving information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1965342169147952249776825Unweighted base

20152219**69147553246*774819Weighted base

1885102066145750248742789Effective base

1714411360541847534658692NET: Any action
85%84%65%88%T88%T89%Te74%85%b84%b

1073441143729433729485514Spoke to your child/
53%66%Th58%63%62%63%63%63%63%hchildren about

online safety

6717022541752105258263Looked for more
34%33%10%37%T37%T40%Te11%33%Tb32%binformation or

guidance

5515212251401994227230Installed a parental
27%29%6%33%Td29%37%Tde8%29%Tb28%bcontrol tool on your

child/ children's
mobile devices

3412311681201434174178Shared this
17%24%5%24%T25%T27%Te9%23%Tb22%binformation with

other parents/
guardians

15-312155Other (please
*1%-***2%1%1%especify)

2580683555410110119Did not take any action
13%15%29%12%c12%10%21%14%15%cde

511322269Don't know
2%g*7%***5%Ta1%1%acdeg
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 427
Q27. What action, if any, did you take on seeing / receiving information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who have seen or received information or guidance about keeping your child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

382262644539891019510137478619119684265288111267180557A search engine (e.g.
65%56%53%64%kp48%55%59%55%56%45%52%56%57%55%49%55%55%58%54%54%55%Google or Bing)

211251752321445858683228461031266015717668161106335My child's school
35%31%35%33%27%27%34%34%38%o40%31%30%31%36%35%32%34%36%33%32%33%

191181462226445657511628471001094413916151143107300From online apps or
33%29%29%31%32%27%33%33%k28%20%31%31%30%31%26%29%31%27%29%32%30%sites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/site)

15911261820343833461940387280591051444411690249My internet service
25%23%25%25%25%21%22%19%26%24%44%Tklmno25%22%23%35%Tgh22%28%Te23%24%27%25%eprovider

pq

14871261723294335422034407377531001414611581242Information provided by
25%22%25%24%28%18%25%20%23%24%37%Tlmo26%22%22%31%Tgh21%27%Te24%24%24%24%eothe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

97799131225384136171324647731961003411250196Other parents
15%19%20%18%14%16%22%24%20%22%15%16%19%22%18%20%19%18%23%Ta15%19%a

10561021113202643281721254671389288269163180Social Media
18%14%21%s16%17%12%15%25%Tlno16%21%23%16%14%20%h22%h19%17%14%19%19%18%hos

84682613231820281422194148376481267643145My mobile phone
14%12%17%s9%16%15%10%12%15%18%24%Tmnq13%12%14%21%Tghi13%15%14%16%13%14%sprovider

64463103181620211414133441276154215539115Charity websites
10%11%13%14%p4%11%9%12%p12%p17%p15%p8%10%12%16%i13%10%11%11%12%11%p

-7-1451----56--5516410Other (please specify)
-2%r-1%5%Tjklmn3%Tlm1%----3%Tfg2%g--1%1%1%1%1%1%r

2.392.182.382.342.152.052.312.352.322.312.72Top2.242.182.332.53h2.242.362.252.332.292.30osMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 428
Q28. Where would you be most likely to try to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe when they are online in the future?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

241316122119129187102953465334299533178251914337220557A search engine (e.g.
53%57%55%51%60%55%37%61%61%55%54%58%Tj44%54%62%Td56%d45%26%58%Ta51%55%adjGoogle or Bing)

12720862658112614142228519247691988159645209126335My child's school
28%37%Tstv28%28%37%stv37%Tstv52%29%25%34%31%34%32%31%31%35%32%34%36%Ta29%33%av

1301706268651057162125516219651690129623154146300From online apps or
29%31%28%29%30%31%27%34%25%30%27%30%30%27%32%29%31%20%27%34%Tb30%bsites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/site)

1101395258439668202151616568166797626109140249My internet service
24%25%r23%25%20%28%Tru23%16%23%25%27%22%32%Tk27%24%22%31%Te40%19%33%Tb25%bkprovider

98145554349965102320418165591860105554122119242Information provided by
21%26%s25%18%23%28%Tsv19%20%27%24%30%22%27%30%21%23%27%28%21%28%Tb24%bsthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

801163842486710311171131453713509636111779196Other parents
18%21%17%18%22%20%37%6%13%20%o21%20%17%21%17%21%18%9%20%18%19%o

7310738354266649160511461532825659090180Social Media
16%19%17%15%19%19%21%9%11%19%T8%16%28%Tkl8%11%18%fg28%Tefg31%15%21%Tb18%bfgkl

727333392747411312789641835613835689145My mobile phone
16%13%15%16%12%14%13%3%15%o15%o13%13%19%k13%12%14%19%f20%10%21%Tb14%boprovider

43721727284425129638330329542916154115Charity websites
9%13%t8%11%13%13%9%11%14%11%4%11%14%l4%10%12%14%g9%11%13%11%

553232--1937-343--6410Other (please specify)
1%1%1%1%1%1%--1%1%5%Tjk1%-5%Tde1%1%--1%1%1%

2.152.43Tsv2.172.122.382.46Tstv2.381.882.152.342.202.272.432.202.222.312.452.182.172.48Tb2.30bvMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 429
Q28. Where would you be most likely to try to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe when they are online in the future?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

114418834698882733214663771611482141721431539113512557A search engine (e.g.
58%54%60%54%56%70%55%50%62%55%55%54%54%55%55%54%57%50%57%47%55%Google or Bing)

64259313024951518112862309488117116878851888335My child's school
33%34%22%35%Tr31%42%30%28%32%34%34%32%33%30%37%33%32%28%37%29%33%r

5323643254644222216235196968311596817653796300From online apps or
27%31%30%29%40%Tk33%45%Tk34%48%Tk28%29%32%31%30%31%31%28%29%34%22%30%ksites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/site)

431933221561516251518717174779468756843456249My internet service
22%25%23%25%38%Tk38%32%39%Tk45%Tk22%25%25%28%24%21%29%b25%24%19%24%25%bkprovider

501832421751613171419116271738972706343527242Information provided by
25%24%17%25%Tr32%Tk50%27%27%43%Tk22%24%24%27%23%23%26%23%24%22%28%24%krthe government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

46145261683311213716314350556174536035384196Other parents
23%19%18%19%21%7%25%20%21%19%21%17%20%16%23%Tg20%22%19%16%15%19%g

281431616153516221112612745516953504927425180Social Media
14%18%12%19%r33%Tk38%32%Tk33%Tk34%Tk15%19%15%19%18%17%19%18%15%18%20%18%kr

17122161274011516710310437406535404232233145My mobile phone
9%16%Tt12%15%25%Tk11%31%Tk25%Tk21%12%15%12%15%17%f11%15%16%18%b10%12%14%bfktprovider

248613972927119857733483429472515233115Charity websites
12%11%9%11%18%Tk18%14%17%26%Tk10%11%11%18%Tfg9%9%18%Tbcd9%8%10%12%11%k

1747211--964451423--10Other (please specify)
1%1%3%1%1%7%2%--1%1%1%2%1%*2%1%2%--1%

2.252.322.062.342.94Tk3.142.94Tk2.72Tk3.32Tk2.182.332.242.46T2.232.272.47T2.322.172.232.082.30kMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 430
Q28. Where would you be most likely to try to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe when they are online in the future?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

1742991644028433637521557A search engine (e.g.
49%57%h56%55%53%55%46%56%55%hGoogle or Bing)

94209628318821919316335My child's school
27%40%Th22%36%T35%36%24%34%33%h

82176825517020012289300From online apps or
23%33%Th29%32%T32%33%T15%31%Tb30%bhsites themselves (e.g.

help page or set up
instructions on the
app/site)

8213442181521828241249My internet service
23%25%13%27%T28%T29%Te10%26%Tb25%bprovider

73129420513916615227242Information provided by
21%24%15%26%T26%27%T19%24%24%the government or

regulator (e.g. Ofcom)

57112216810613712183196Other parents
16%21%7%21%T20%22%T16%20%19%

6895515411412410170180Social Media
19%18%17%19%T21%Te20%T13%18%18%

51775126891063142145My mobile phone
15%15%20%16%T17%T17%Te4%15%Tb14%bprovider

316739973752113115Charity websites
9%13%11%12%14%T12%3%12%Tb11%b

28-6422910Other (please specify)
*2%-1%c1%*2%1%1%c

2.022.48Th1.902.45T2.46T2.51T1.522.37Tb2.30bhMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 431
Q28. Where would you be most likely to try to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe when they are online in the future?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S3/S5. School YearS2a. Gender of
ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Female
Aged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

SecondaryPrimary1512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(s)(r)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

4855201620191210183639226649225538115Unweighted base

44*6318**16**20**21**14**14**13**34*41*27**6154*21**5539*115Weighted base

4754201620191210183538226347215336110Effective base

2432810139488182212322913282061NSPCC
54%51%45%61%65%44%32%58%66%53%54%45%52%53%61%51%52%53%

22247989457161810252513211650Internet Matters
49%39%38%57%42%43%32%39%54%47%42%35%41%46%63%38%41%43%

112343711353619816209161237Action for children
26%36%21%17%35%54%22%39%27%19%45%Th31%27%38%41%29%31%32%h

12223469453715915197151334Children's society
27%34%15%26%29%43%30%39%26%20%36%34%25%36%31%27%34%30%

7212478444515814186141233Parent Zone
16%34%s9%23%34%38%30%29%34%15%36%29%24%34%30%25%32%28%hs

10204366274612914171113731Beatbullying
22%31%21%17%28%29%17%49%33%19%28%33%23%31%53%23%18%27%

131455543439971414614828Barnados
29%22%27%28%25%17%22%32%23%27%21%27%23%26%26%27%20%24%

81633633536981313613826Children England
19%26%15%20%28%15%22%39%22%17%22%31%21%25%27%23%20%22%

91615552626108916612825Kidscape
20%25%5%30%25%23%17%42%16%17%24%29%15%30%26%21%21%22%e

715333624369691569924Stop It Now
15%24%16%19%14%28%17%29%25%17%21%23%16%27%27%17%23%21%

39114-15-2466623712ECPAT UK
7%15%5%7%20%-7%39%-6%10%23%10%12%9%5%19%b11%

281-312311456444211British Association for
4%14%5%-14%5%15%19%11%2%9%17%10%8%19%8%6%9%Fostering and Adoption

35-3221-1341453429NCB
8%8%-17%9%11%7%-5%8%10%4%6%9%13%8%4%7%

--------1---1--1-1Other (please specify)
--------5%---1%--1%-1%

574-134-144493210112Don't know
11%11%21%-5%14%29%-6%11%9%15%15%6%7%18%Ta3%11%a

3.314.042.773.213.864.063.804.533.693.013.964.223.463.964.623.673.293.71Mean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 432
Q29. Which charity websites would you like to use to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who will use charity websites to find information or guidance about keeping their child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D2. Age of ParentD1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionIID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABScotlandEngland35-5418-3445-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(n)(m)(k)(j)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

377813243147139486263254256253115Unweighted base

43*7217**27**28**44*12**968330**29*5429**6154115Weighted base

367513233045139082253152246050110Effective base

214051615266494713173011372461NSPCC
48%56%29%59%52%59%53%52%57%42%58%56%40%60%44%53%

14366812244423314112214262350Internet Matters
32%50%T38%29%44%54%35%44%40%48%38%41%50%43%43%43%

12255712133312798199231437Action for children
28%34%31%26%42%30%24%32%32%29%27%35%31%38%25%32%

1025366192312113101113152034Children's society
23%34%21%24%20%44%Tu16%32%25%42%34%20%44%24%36%30%ek

725351015625181381013161633Parent Zone
17%35%T16%18%36%35%51%26%22%45%28%19%47%27%30%28%ek

922468142272197137141731Beatbullying
22%30%22%22%27%33%15%28%25%29%26%25%26%23%32%27%

1019466133222077135171128Barnados
22%26%24%21%21%29%23%23%24%23%23%25%19%29%20%24%

5213161512415104119111526Children England
11%29%Tv21%4%23%34%Tv7%25%18%34%15%20%31%18%28%22%kv

916733131221583128121425Kidscape
21%22%40%10%10%30%7%23%18%28%12%22%29%19%26%22%

10145531112310134611111324Stop It Now
24%19%29%20%12%24%8%24%12%42%16%10%40%17%25%21%ek

2101146111661557612ECPAT UK
6%14%7%4%15%13%8%12%8%20%3%10%17%11%10%11%

-11--56-11831733811British Association for
-15%Tv--17%13%v-11%9%10%3%12%11%4%15%9%bFostering and Adoption

171-26-781531639NCB
3%10%8%-6%13%-8%9%3%17%T5%3%9%5%7%

-1--1--11--1-1-1Other (please specify)
-1%--2%--1%1%--1%-1%-1%

763442112943647512Don't know
16%8%16%16%13%4%7%12%11%12%9%11%13%11%10%11%q

3.034.08T3.392.813.774.27v2.653.893.364.513.293.394.433.653.783.71kMean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 433
Q29. Which charity websites would you like to use to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who will use charity websites to find information or guidance about keeping their child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupAsianWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(m)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(T)

23881398261088753549342948251422115Unweighted base

24**8613**9729**11**857733*48*34*29**47*25**15**23**115Weighted base

2284129425984723447332746241421110Effective base

1446654114493621271717251641461NSPCC
57%54%47%55%38%32%57%47%65%55%49%59%54%65%27%62%53%

1139247824235152316923127650Internet Matters
44%45%14%48%T28%14%49%T46%45%47%47%31%49%47%45%28%43%

927531124232213161191596537Action for children
35%31%35%32%43%33%27%28%39%33%33%29%31%35%44%24%32%

8255289-2625919691954734Children's society
34%29%39%29%31%-30%33%28%39%19%32%40%21%25%30%30%

725328103221913169715102533Parent Zone
29%29%25%29%35%25%26%24%39%33%26%24%31%40%16%22%28%

822526113201910146101463731Beatbullying
33%26%39%27%37%26%23%25%31%30%18%36%31%25%22%32%27%

423226852019911791163528Barnados
16%27%15%27%27%44%24%25%27%23%21%30%24%25%23%21%24%

7181241031619613571362426Children England
27%21%8%24%34%28%19%25%18%28%15%25%29%24%14%20%22%

5185198518177105101054525Kidscape
20%21%35%19%27%48%21%22%20%21%16%34%21%22%25%21%22%

221122831518511481142724Stop It Now
10%25%8%22%29%25%17%23%16%23%13%28%24%15%16%29%21%

39210419102652615112ECPAT UK
10%10%17%10%12%12%10%14%6%11%14%7%12%4%34%4%11%

271102-973614641-11British Association for
9%9%8%10%7%-10%10%10%12%2%15%12%16%7%-9%Fostering and Adoption

-9171186351252-19NCB
-10%10%7%3%8%9%8%8%11%4%6%11%9%-4%7%

-1-1--1-1-1--1--1Other (please specify)
-1%-1%--1%-2%-2%--3%--1%

110-11221083344332412Don't know
5%11%-11%8%21%12%10%9%6%10%15%6%10%12%16%11%

3.413.812.993.853.823.713.673.673.923.923.094.193.943.913.373.553.71Mean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 434
Q29. Which charity websites would you like to use to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who will use charity websites to find information or guidance about keeping their child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q10.
Knowledge

Q20. Seen/receivedof tools/
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlscontrols

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(a)(T)

3069997375113115Unweighted base

31**67997375113115Weighted base

2966947072108110Effective base

11405645416061NSPCC
36%60%57%T62%T54%53%53%

10334936415050Internet Matters
33%49%49%T49%55%T44%43%

10203425263737Action for children
32%30%34%34%34%32%32%

8202921233234Children's society
26%30%29%29%30%29%30%a

6233124223333Parent Zone
20%34%31%32%29%29%28%

6222922243131Beatbullying
18%32%30%31%32%28%27%

5202618212728Barnados
16%29%26%25%28%24%24%

7152420182526Children England
23%22%24%27%24%22%22%

6172317192525Kidscape
18%26%24%23%26%22%22%

3182318192424Stop It Now
11%26%23%24%25%21%21%

4811891212ECPAT UK
14%12%11%11%12%11%11%

4711891111British Association for
12%10%11%11%12%9%9%Fostering and Adoption

2587889NCB
7%8%8%9%10%7%7%a

-111-11Other (please specify)
-1%1%1%-1%1%

647741212Don't know
19%6%7%10%6%11%11%ceg

3.293.933.854.073.933.733.71Mean no. of Mentions
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 435
Q29. Which charity websites would you like to use to find information or guidance about keeping your child safe online?
Base: All respondents who will use charity websites to find information or guidance about keeping their child safe online

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

221442363032556582764050631201588920622366205160430Man
39%36%47%Ts42%40%34%38%48%o42%49%o55%Tno41%36%45%h52%Th43%42%34%42%48%Tc42%chos

3525726240491071059010641419021419582277301124284173581Woman
60%64%Tr53%57%60%66%Tjkm61%j52%58%51%45%58%64%Tfg55%48%57%57%65%Ta58%52%57%afjr

11-1--1----11--1111-2Non-binary
1%Tr*-1%T--1%----1%*--**1%*-*
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 436
D1. Gender of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

17925184967617410124036839283108391141699611-430430Man
39%45%Tr38%41%35%51%Trstuv36%24%46%o43%o64%Tjk38%50%Tk64%Tdef40%38%48%e74%-100%Tb42%bekor

27430613613814016618364648121451109211702811054581-581Woman
60%q55%q62%q59%q65%Tqu49%64%76%Tmn54%56%35%61%Tjl50%l35%60%g62%Tdg52%g26%100%Ta-57%agjlq

2-11-----211-11-----2Non-binary
*-1%*-----*1%*-1%e*-----*
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 437
D1. Gender of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

9331362361845233719344303110149162108147121637612430Man
47%41%44%42%53%Tk42%47%57%Tk57%41%44%i37%55%Tfg42%f34%56%Tbcd45%bc35%32%46%42%bcfiks

1034577850174726281450237918512222420811714911715814581Woman
53%59%T56%58%47%58%53%43%43%59%Tmp55%63%Tj45%58%h66%Tgh44%55%e65%Te67%Tde54%57%ehmp

-2-2-----211-11--11-2Non-binary
-*-*-----***-**--1%*-*
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 438
D1. Gender of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

1741911235825029020410430Man
49%Tg36%45%45%T47%T47%Te26%44%Tb42%bg

1793361543928432559522581Woman
50%64%Th55%55%c53%53%74%Ta56%57%acdeh

11-111-22Non-binary
**-***-**
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 439
D1. Gender of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

-114--1-11-12-1312213-1141518-24
-*3%Ts--*-1%1%-13%Tklmnop-*1%7%Tghi*2%Te-*4%Tbc1%behs

q

13516223161744533433533976796105291017220225-34
2%9%33%Tst3%4%10%q10%q26%Tnopq29%Tnopq42%Tmnopq36%Tnopq3%10%i27%Thi39%Tghi20%20%15%21%21%20%hinopq

st

191722352530677389853842561411748021923010522412045035-44
33%43%47%t36%37%42%42%52%Tpq47%47%46%36%42%49%Ti46%45%44%55%Tab46%a36%44%ait

241617932326568343994651347313141143511429328545-54
41%Tr40%Tr16%46%Tjklm40%Tjklm40%Tjklm40%Tjklm20%j21%j11%5%43%Tfg40%Tfg21%f8%29%27%27%29%28%28%fgjklm

r

142981014111235--26248-2531619325755-64
23%Trs7%r2%15%Tjklmno18%Tjklmn7%jklm7%jkm2%3%--17%Tfgh7%fg2%-5%6%3%4%10%Tbc6%bfgkmr

o

-3-1112----23--23-32465+
-1%r-1%1%*1%----1%g1%--*1%-1%1%*

13617623171746543444534997998118291028621718-34
2%9%35%Tst3%4%10%q10%q27%nopq30%Tnopq42%Tmnopq49%Tlmnop3%10%i28%Thi46%Tghi20%23%15%21%26%Tc21%chinop

qqst

43333314586213314112312347461212752469336037215636621373535-54
74%83%Tr63%81%Tjkl77%jk82%Tjklm82%Tjklm72%jk68%j58%51%79%Tfg82%Tfg70%f54%74%71%82%Ta75%a64%73%afjkr

143281115121435--27268-2734622346155+
23%Trs8%Tr2%16%Tjklmno19%Tjklmn8%jklm8%jklm2%3%--18%Tfgh8%fg2%-5%6%3%4%10%Tbc6%bfgjkl

omr

48.42Trs44.42Tr37.5347.58Tjkl47.23Tjkl43.98Tjkl44.41Tjkl39.05jk39.07jk36.18j33.8347.47Tfgh44.21Tfg39.06f34.9441.4641.1641.3441.2741.4341.34fgjkMean
mnomnommlmr

7.537.317.327.997.977.357.246.907.436.636.737.947.287.176.768.098.576.407.899.888.35Standard deviation
0.850.350.350.800.810.540.560.540.580.790.850.560.390.400.580.360.390.470.360.540.26Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 440
D2. Age of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

874316--312--15----154111518-24
2%1%2%1%1%2%--3%1%--7%Tkl----100%1%3%Tb1%befk

102100534930693411183--202---202-1059620225-34
22%r18%r24%r21%14%20%r12%9%13%21%To--93%Tkl---100%Tefg-18%22%20%efgklr

u

20124791111102145152632377-450---450--28116945035-44
44%44%41%47%47%43%53%55%37%44%-61%Tjl---100%Tdfg--48%Ta39%44%adfgjl

1211656160669971734227-285--285---17011428545-54
27%30%27%26%30%29%26%36%39%Tm27%-39%Tjl--100%Tdeg---29%27%28%degjlm

2235111115203-54957--57----21355755-64
5%6%5%5%7%6%9%-6%6%93%Tjk--93%Tdef----4%8%Tb6%bdefjk

232-21--134--4-----4465+
**1%-1%*--1%*7%Tjk--7%Tdef-----1%Tb*

110107575232753414195--217---2021510910821718-34
24%r19%r26%r22%r15%22%ru12%9%17%23%To--100%Tkl---100%Tefg100%19%25%Tb21%befgkl

oru

322412151171168243224366603-735--285450--45128373535-54
71%74%68%73%78%Tt72%79%91%Tmn76%71%-100%Tjl--100%Tdg100%Tdg--78%Ta66%73%adgjlm

2438131116213-65361--61----21396155+
5%7%6%5%8%6%9%-7%6%100%Tjk--100%Tdef----4%9%Tb6%bdefjk

40.7541.81Tq40.8340.6742.82Tqst41.1742.7642.5643.08Tm41.0458.48Tjk43.15Tj30.3358.48Tdef48.71Tde39.62d30.9521.9641.4341.1641.34dejmMean
uv

8.388.318.708.097.798.577.796.028.808.414.245.253.474.242.742.852.671.617.199.698.35Standard deviation
0.420.330.630.570.500.441.450.890.950.290.500.190.250.500.160.140.200.490.300.470.26Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 441
D2. Age of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

114-155-33-1014-21032634-1518-24
1%2%-2%3%k-5%Tk4%-1%2%i-1%3%T1%1%2%2%2%-1%ik

37156171825141619121511316239837439583756820225-34
19%20%12%21%Tr32%Tk35%33%Tk29%k37%Tk18%19%21%14%22%h24%h15%21%20%24%e29%20%ehkr

913394839568516301737729713712516015111911682109945035-44
46%44%35%46%r43%41%33%46%50%44%44%46%46%41%48%45%43%46%46%36%44%r

57213622243131014425319978871077584744955628545-54
29%28%44%Tq26%19%24%20%21%13%30%Tlp29%26%32%f28%24%32%b28%27%23%23%28%fpq

84613434-4--534017182510171510835755-64
4%6%9%5%3%-9%mp--6%m6%6%7%6%3%7%5%5%4%11%6%f

13-4-----43211311-3-465+
**-1%-----1%*1%**1%**-1%-*

38170171975641921121601446241947741644060821718-34
19%22%12%23%Tr35%Tk35%38%Tk33%Tk37%Tk19%21%21%15%24%h24%h16%24%e22%25%e29%21%ehkr

1485521106189882644216304962152112672262041901311641573535-54
76%72%79%72%62%65%53%67%63%74%Tnp73%73%78%Tg69%72%77%T71%73%70%59%73%np

95013484-4--5742191926131816101136155+
5%6%9%6%3%-9%mp--7%m6%6%7%7%4%7%6%5%5%11%6%

41.3941.2744.43Tq40.8638.0039.5038.6637.4437.5941.96Tlmn41.3741.5142.58Tfg41.1240.1742.54Tbc41.1340.7640.1841.2541.34bflmMean
pnpq

8.138.458.078.318.016.659.238.196.128.298.458.227.848.937.887.838.538.258.519.548.35Standard deviation
0.580.300.670.280.641.921.311.041.060.280.320.480.460.460.450.470.520.630.571.870.26Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 442
D2. Age of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

85-15912-151518-24
2%1%-2%2%2%-2%1%

899031681131451218920225-34
25%Tg17%11%21%21%24%Te16%20%20%g

161228163622422753141945035-44
46%43%57%45%45%45%39%45%44%

7717182131421532925728545-54
22%33%Th27%27%c26%25%36%27%28%ceh

173013726287505755-64
5%6%5%5%5%5%9%5%6%e

13-333-4465+
*1%-*1%*-**

989531831221571220421718-34
28%Tg18%11%23%T23%25%Te16%22%21%g

238400235743844296067573535-54
67%76%Th84%72%c72%70%75%72%73%ch

183314130307546155+
5%6%5%5%6%5%9%6%6%e

39.7942.18Th42.9740.73c40.89c40.2543.86Ta41.1241.34acehMean

8.448.207.148.278.348.228.038.358.35Standard deviation
0.450.351.320.290.360.330.890.270.26Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 443
D2. Age of Parent
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

-2747191814131711410313015434312393586Scotland
-7%t9%t2%11%q11%q8%q8%9%q14%q5%6%9%8%9%9%8%6%8%11%9%qt

1142433494114561315916274211843North East
2%4%5%5%4%3%5%3%6%5%5%4%4%4%5%3%5%2%4%5%4%

75165101122162626115213851167058286237127North West
12%13%13%15%j14%14%9%15%j14%14%5%14%11%15%9%14%11%15%13%11%13%

631385913914164714222911364014372676Yorkshire and the
11%8%8%8%11%8%5%8%9%5%7%9%7%8%6%7%8%7%7%8%8%Humber

72554567121415121611192928394911383988West Midlands
12%6%11%Ts7%8%5%7%8%8%15%To17%Tno7%6%8%16%Tghi8%9%6%8%12%Tc9%hos

33725422112109477341811383019331770East Midlands
6%9%Tr5%6%3%13%Tlmp7%6%5%5%8%5%10%Tgi5%6%8%6%10%a7%5%7%r

-21222751161052816177182911231448Wales
-5%t4%2%8%3%6%4%6%6%2%5%5%5%4%4%6%6%5%4%5%

842379815171517541733329434718462791East of England
14%r10%7%13%10%9%10%8%9%6%5%11%10%9%5%9%9%10%9%8%9%

849951010232035251325194360388280278649161London
14%12%19%Ts14%12%14%12%20%n14%17%27%Tlnopq13%13%17%22%Thi17%15%14%17%15%16%s

8545691117271921714214439215272245744125South East
13%13%11%13%13%10%16%11%11%9%15%14%13%11%12%11%14%13%12%13%12%

535269313131214421227255373214352169South West
9%9%T5%12%Tjp4%8%8%7%8%5%2%8%8%7%3%8%6%7%7%6%7%

41683231143-1514711018714728Northern Ireland
6%Tr4%r2%4%3%2%6%Tklo3%2%-1%4%4%2%1%2%3%3%3%2%3%r

5533742065631361361481526583130274299148413434160414276851NET: England
94%Trs84%84%92%Tknp78%84%79%86%84%80%92%np85%82%85%86%85%83%84%85%83%84%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 444
D3. Which of the following describes where you live?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

424427161826--86-6661463432113464086Scotland
9%8%12%7%8%8%--100%Tmo-10%9%7%10%12%Tde7%6%19%8%9%9%mo

2122138913---4322812282112-232043North East
5%4%6%3%4%4%---5%Tn4%4%6%4%3%5%6%-4%5%4%

646332332835---12713961913385819-7651127North West
14%11%14%14%13%10%---15%Tno21%Tj13%9%21%Td13%13%9%-13%12%13%no

344220141725---764571542334133423576Yorkshire and the
8%8%9%6%8%7%---9%Tno7%8%7%7%8%8%6%18%7%8%8%nHumber

424616261531---884483641631297493988West Midlands
9%8%7%11%7%9%---10%Tno6%6%17%Tkl6%6%7%14%Tef49%8%9%9%fkno

313814181326---70254142203414-462370East Midlands
7%7%6%7%6%8%---8%Tno3%7%7%3%7%8%7%-8%5%7%n

29181910810-48---434-17264-361248Wales
6%qu3%9%Tqru4%4%3%-100%Tmn---6%Tjl2%-6%dg6%g2%-6%Ta3%5%ajmnqu

424922192029---91673126314212-543691East of England
9%9%10%8%9%9%---11%Tno10%10%6%10%11%9%6%-9%8%9%no

4611515313481---16169660634625917190161London
10%t21%Trstv7%13%tv16%tv24%Trstuv---19%Tno10%13%28%Tkl10%12%14%29%Tefg5%12%21%Tb16%bfknot

v

556926302940---12599521937581917352125South East
12%12%12%13%13%12%---15%Tno14%13%10%14%13%13%10%9%13%12%12%no

373217201814---696575621365-472269South West
8%q6%q8%8%q9%qu4%---8%Tno11%j8%Tj2%11%d7%d8%d3%-8%5%7%djnq

121621051128---322337153-181028Northern Ireland
3%t3%1%4%t2%3%100%---4%3%2%4%3%3%2%-3%2%3%m

372478173199185293---851536031955322737718312481368851NET: England
82%86%Tt78%85%85%86%t---100%Tno86%82%90%Tk86%79%84%91%Tef81%83%86%84%fknot
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 445
D3. Which of the following describes where you live?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

127110776114-80582722382522221722286Scotland
6%9%7%9%4%8%2%6%-9%Tp8%9%8%10%8%8%8%9%9%10%9%p

7347358-233353112121416126813443North East
4%4%5%4%5%-5%4%8%4%4%4%4%4%5%4%2%4%5%14%4%d

241011810822-41361058538254950222929377127North West
12%13%13%13%14%-7%20%17%12%12%13%9%13%16%h8%11%16%e16%e28%13%eh

126476913164263482517312417122120376Yorkshire and the
6%8%5%8%8%10%12%6%7%7%7%9%6%8%8%6%4%11%Td9%10%8%dHumber

1074482161313-70632021372420341019-88West Midlands
5%10%t3%9%Tr10%8%5%20%Tklnp-8%9%7%8%10%8%7%13%Tc6%8%-9%rt

204412556311163422515252715211217270East Midlands
10%Ts6%9%6%4%22%2%2%3%7%6%9%5%6%9%6%8%6%7%9%7%s

9321038-----48291852121519714248Wales
5%4%7%4%-----6%Tp4%6%2%5%h7%h2%7%Te4%6%e8%5%ehp

1767157511123580583125402125331711191East of England
9%9%11%9%7%11%3%5%15%9%9%10%9%10%7%9%12%Tb9%5%3%9%b

40116241376042519129811735645241633325352161London
21%15%17%16%38%Tk36%52%Tkmp28%Tk37%Tk12%17%i12%24%Tfg13%13%24%Tbcd12%14%15%6%16%ik

2494171071214531128736424531422917283125South East
12%12%12%12%8%7%8%7%8%13%13%12%16%f12%10%16%T11%9%12%10%12%p

165115544-21265462114292413221615169South West
8%7%11%6%3%-3%1%6%8%Tp7%7%5%8%7%5%8%9%6%2%7%p

424226-----28199105129944-28Northern Ireland
2%3%1%3%-----3%Tp3%3%4%1%4%g3%4%2%2%-3%gp

1706461197231531148613369257724323532325822721915319521851NET: England
87%84%85%84%96%Tk92%98%Tk94%Tk100%Tk82%84%82%86%83%82%86%81%85%83%82%84%k
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 446
D3. Which of the following describes where you live?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

3441174485738386Scotland
10%8%4%9%9%9%4%9%9%

1822130212224143North East
5%4%3%4%4%4%3%4%4%

4267699737213115127North West
12%13%21%12%14%12%16%12%13%

3235159335286976Yorkshire and the
9%7%5%7%6%8%d10%7%8%Humber

3346278486538588West Midlands
9%9%8%10%T9%11%T3%9%9%

30261463134135770East Midlands
9%g5%3%6%6%5%16%Ta6%7%aceg

1722234262084048Wales
5%4%6%4%c5%c3%9%Ta4%5%ac

2951473455858691East of England
8%10%16%9%8%9%7%9%9%

528821279110713148161London
15%17%6%16%17%17%16%16%16%

3476310572797118125South East
10%14%Th12%13%13%13%9%13%12%

2538551343546569South West
7%7%17%6%6%6%5%7%7%

816-22131722628Northern Ireland
2%3%-3%2%3%2%3%3%

2964482566744952267784851NET: England
84%85%90%84%84%85%84%84%84%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 447
D3. Which of the following describes where you live?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

541516810201716817153033254261204439103A
8%10%10%9%10%6%12%10%9%10%19%Tlo10%9%9%15%9%12%11%9%12%10%

111021101220454130382524328868491131233812673237B
19%25%22%17%25%28%mq24%18%21%32%mq26%21%26%g19%29%g23%23%20%26%22%23%g

22841011920353336471016416782261001153210777216C1
37%Trs21%20%27%k24%22%19%21%26%k13%17%26%f20%23%15%21%22%17%22%23%21%

11961161716434345391615338784311211134711276234C2
19%24%23%24%19%27%25%26%21%20%17%21%26%24%18%25%22%24%23%23%23%

75786119212529301717194559347880317453158D
11%14%17%15%11%13%14%17%16%21%19%13%13%17%20%16%15%16%15%16%16%

32033686111513421417276303321271563E
6%5%7%8%10%jo4%6%9%7%5%2%9%f5%8%3%6%6%11%Tab5%5%6%

161421611829566147543441471181017415418459170112340NET: AB
27%35%32%26%36%34%35%27%30%42%mq45%lmq31%35%29%43%Tgi32%35%31%35%34%34%g

10771191617273544432119336286401081135210168221NET: DE
17%19%24%23%21%17%20%26%o23%26%21%22%18%24%23%22%22%27%T21%20%22%

37227263374891938310044578818618310025429991277189557NET: ABC1
64%57%53%53%60%56%54%48%55%54%62%57%55%52%59%52%57%48%56%c57%c55%c

211732353332707889813734661481707122922699213144455NET: C2DE
36%43%47%47%40%43%46%52%45%46%38%43%44%48%41%47%43%52%T44%43%45%

-1---1------1--1-1--1DK/Ref
-*---1%------*--*-1%--*
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 448
D4. SEG
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

-103---1035-69257028522482534954103A
-18%Trstv---30%Trstuv17%-8%11%o9%9%13%9%8%11%12%18%8%13%Tb10%borstv

-237---237610192021617448167797443117120237B
-43%Trstv---70%Trstuv22%22%22%24%26%24%22%26%27%22%22%23%20%28%Tb23%brstv

-216--216-58181851616832166610230114076216C1
-39%Tqstv--100%Tqstuv-19%17%21%22%27%j23%Tj15%27%d23%d23%d15%9%24%Ta18%21%adjqst

v

234--234--1010161991117152116011149313896234C2
51%Tqrtu--100%Tqrtuv--35%21%18%23%18%23%24%18%21%25%24%23%24%22%23%qrtu

158-158---191912910107401039693739166158D
35%Tqrsu-71%Tqrsuv---3%19%22%15%17%15%18%17%14%15%18%20%16%15%16%qrsu

63-63---1108442441722222161461863E
14%Tqrsu-29%Tqrsuv---4%21%Tm9%5%4%6%8%4%8%5%8%8%8%Ta4%6%amqrsu

-340---34011102629321243752199145696166174340NET: AB
-61%Trstv---100%Trstuv39%22%30%34%35%33%35%35%35%32%34%40%29%41%Tb34%brstv

221-221---21927173131515713619153413684221NET: DE
49%Tqrsu-100%Tqrsuv---7%40%Tm31%Tm20%20%21%26%20%21%20%26%28%23%19%22%mqrsu

-557--21634016184447838412107381652471007306251557NET: ABC1
-100%Tstv--100%Tstv100%Tstv58%39%51%56%o62%56%49%62%58%55%49%49%53%58%55%ostv

455-221234--12294237224322110241212011028274179455NET: C2DE
100%Tqru-100%Tqru100%Tqru--42%61%Tm49%44%38%44%51%38%42%45%51%51%47%42%45%qru

---------1-1---1--1-1DK/Ref
---------*-*---*--*-*
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 449
D4. SEG
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

2080139021-31448179196225166123910-103A
10%10%9%10%13%-7%21%Tknp12%10%12%Ti6%23%Tfg7%5%23%Tbcd8%5%4%-10%bcfgi

5217932204474151415187173571018440987030271237B
26%23%23%24%30%Tk29%31%21%46%Tkmp22%25%Ti19%37%Tfg22%f13%37%Tbcd26%bc17%11%3%23%bcfik

4516030186353157918014265499766485640626216C1
23%21%22%22%22%m26%31%m11%28%m21%21%22%18%25%Th21%18%21%22%26%Te23%21%m

291942920221-612321315964509871478344414234C2
15%25%Tt21%23%13%-12%19%8%25%Tlnp23%22%18%25%h23%18%31%Tbe24%18%17%23%behlpt

3711127125314817112611246107172103654503158D
19%14%19%14%20%l37%17%26%Tkl4%15%16%16%4%18%h23%Th4%13%e30%Tde21%Tde12%16%ehq

134885641111591745-1250-24441263E
7%6%5%6%3%7%3%2%3%7%Tp3%15%Tj-3%h16%Tgh-1%2%e19%Tcde45%6%cdeghj

p

722594529468418271926925276163109561599339371340NET: AB
37%34%32%34%43%Tk29%38%42%58%Tk32%37%Ti26%60%Tfg28%f18%60%Tbcd34%bc21%16%3%34%bcfgik

5015935181365101821851299110831221038589415221NET: DE
26%21%25%21%22%l44%20%28%l7%22%l19%31%Tj4%21%h38%Tgh4%14%e32%Tde40%Tde57%22%dehjl

11741976480103733342844939414121220612220714979997557NET: ABC1
60%54%54%56%65%Tkm56%68%k53%86%Tkmp53%58%Ti48%78%Tfg53%f39%79%Tbcd55%bc43%42%26%55%bcfik

793536438256515315398288155601811935712110213519455NET: C2DE
40%46%46%44%35%l44%32%47%lp14%47%Tlnp42%52%Tj22%47%h61%Tgh21%45%e57%Tde57%Tde74%45%ehjlp

-1-1-----11---1---1-1DK/Ref
-*-*-----**---*---*-*
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 450
D4. SEG
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

286019157813100103A
8%11%2%11%T11%13%Tde3%11%Tb10%b

78140519812715615222237B
22%27%T20%25%24%25%19%24%23%

69121617311612713203216C1
20%23%22%22%22%21%17%22%21%

92110917412013127208234C2
26%21%31%22%22%21%33%Ta22%23%a

62664115858816142158D
18%g13%14%14%16%14%20%15%16%g

2530347313265863E
7%6%11%6%6%5%7%6%6%

106200628918423718323340NET: AB
30%38%Th22%36%T34%38%Tde22%35%Tb34%b

8796716211612022199221NET: DE
24%g18%25%20%22%19%27%21%22%ceg

1753211246230036431526557NET: ABC1
50%61%Th44%58%T56%59%T39%56%Tb55%bh

1792061533523625148407455NET: C2DE
50%Tg39%56%42%44%41%61%Ta44%45%aceg

-1-1-1-11DK/Ref
-*-*-*-**
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 451
D4. SEG
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

--1------1----11---11None
--*------1%T----1%*---**

30949929372747243313316775574492148-12422431
52%Trs23%20%41%Tklmno45%Tklmno16%27%mo14%18%17%34%klmo44%Tfgh22%g16%26%g19%28%Te-*73%Tbc24%bcegmo

r

161922592423858210093483547168192832572331418724912
27%48%t52%t35%28%53%pq48%pq58%Tjpq51%pq59%jpq39%31%50%i54%Ti48%i53%Td44%1%85%Tac22%c48%acdipq

t

10881021117373434431122287076339211613161162083
17%22%21%15%22%23%20%20%23%14%24%18%21%22%19%19%22%69%Tab12%a5%21%ab

222305211812116271823834224692564
4%6%6%7%2%7%4%7%6%7%2%5%5%6%4%7%T4%24%Tab2%1%6%ab

-23111-111-2121426--65
-*1%1%1%*-1%1%2%-1%*1%1%1%*3%Tab--1%

-34112111-123314471-86+
-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%1%4%Tab*-1%b

1.722.15t2.17t1.971.882.26Tnpq2.042.26Tnpq2.21pq2.142.001.912.15i2.24Ti2.072.20Td2.073.42Tab2.17a1.322.13aiptMean

0.880.960.921.071.010.960.920.930.880.890.951.040.940.910.920.960.930.820.510.590.95Standard deviation
0.100.050.040.110.100.070.070.070.070.110.120.070.050.050.080.040.040.060.020.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 452
D5. How many people under the age of 18 live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

-1---1---1-1---1---11None
-*---*---*-*---*---**

101142445864785826204341634634867735111311122431
22%25%20%25%29%Ttv23%19%17%30%24%55%Tjk22%21%55%Tdef30%Tde17%17%75%23%26%24%dek

212279103109108171142440414223581122213622210842742174912
47%50%47%46%50%50%51%49%46%49%35%49%l52%l35%48%49%g54%g25%47%50%48%gl

97110445437735121517541634145211041-127802083
21%20%20%23%17%21%20%26%17%21%7%22%Tl19%l7%18%g25%Tg20%g-22%19%21%gl

3619251171214545242122103112-3916564
8%Tqrsu3%11%Tqrsuv5%3%4%3%9%6%5%3%6%6%3%4%7%6%-7%a4%6%aqu

4222-2---6-42--42-4265
1%*1%1%-1%---1%-1%1%--1%1%-1%*1%

4431132--6-54-144-7286+
1%1%2%**1%8%--1%-1%2%-*1%2%-1%*1%

2.22Trsu2.05r2.33Tqrsu2.121.962.112.382.262.002.131.572.16l2.20l1.571.97g2.27Tfg2.27Tfg1.252.20Ta2.032.13afglrMean
u

1.000.891.090.890.850.911.290.840.860.950.750.921.030.750.860.941.030.451.010.840.95Standard deviation
0.050.040.080.060.050.050.240.120.090.030.090.030.070.090.050.040.080.130.040.040.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 453
D5. How many people under the age of 18 live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

-1-1-----11-1--1----1None
-*-*-----**-*--*----*

4119047194402141592021587857150244969436182431
21%25%34%Tq22%25%13%30%23%29%24%23%26%21%f39%Tfh7%19%26%e24%26%e31%24%efq

105365624257062133104163341351412001271411338710164912
54%47%44%49%44%46%44%51%29%49%l49%46%52%f52%f40%54%Tb49%48%43%25%48%fl

4615425182395813121681416258361105853374792083
23%20%18%21%24%41%17%21%37%Tkn20%21%21%21%g9%35%Tgh22%20%21%20%34%21%g

2494498-43248421314-4214911202564
1%6%Tt3%6%5%-8%4%5%6%6%5%5%g-13%Tgh5%3%6%9%Td7%6%gt

15242-11-433--6-212165
1%1%2%*1%-2%2%-1%*1%--2%Tgh-1%1%1%3%1%

-8-8-----8441-71313-86+
-1%-1%-----1%1%1%*-2%Tgh*1%1%1%-1%

2.062.151.952.16Tr2.132.272.082.112.182.132.142.132.11g1.702.71Tgh2.142.082.142.212.252.13grMean

0.730.990.890.950.890.710.970.860.920.960.931.020.820.631.090.810.950.921.111.090.95Standard deviation
0.050.040.070.030.070.210.140.110.160.030.040.060.050.030.060.050.060.070.070.210.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 454
D5. How many people under the age of 18 live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

1--1-1-11None
*--*-*-**

1001087185131123182252431
28%Tg21%26%23%c24%c20%23%24%24%cg

17425414385263319394524912
49%48%50%48%49%52%Te50%48%48%

631245174112133121962083
18%23%Th18%22%21%22%15%21%21%

15321412431848564
4%6%5%5%4%5%10%5%6%

22-534-665
1%*-1%1%1%-1%1%

-7-6342686+
-1%h-1%1%1%2%1%1%

1.992.23Th2.012.142.112.162.252.122.13hMean

0.831.000.810.940.920.881.160.920.95Standard deviation
0.040.040.150.030.040.040.130.030.03Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 455
D5. How many people under the age of 18 live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

1147691392016232710132237492365652360481311
18%12%14%18%n11%12%10%13%15%13%14%14%11%14%14%13%12%12%12%14%13%

2927536642391091241241336268822352571303373641353642057042
50%68%t74%Tt59%48%68%p73%pq72%pq73%pq77%pq75%pq53%70%i73%i76%i70%69%71%a74%Ta62%69%aipqt

15613712232625151661365231759662045611263
27%Trs15%Tr7%16%j29%Tjklmn16%jlm15%j9%j9%j7%1%23%Tfgh15%Tfg9%4%12%13%11%9%18%Tbc12%bfgjr

oq

1131737437614107136152051813364
2%3%3%4%8%Tno2%2%4%3%2%5%6%Th2%4%3%3%4%2%4%4%4%

14413121--3431337434115
2%1%1%2%l3%Tl*1%1%--3%l3%Tg1%*2%1%1%2%1%1%1%

-24--2-1-12-213424-266+
-*1%--1%-1%-1%2%-1%*2%1%*2%Tb-1%1%

2.212.152.062.132.44Tjklm2.152.132.092.012.032.132.30Tfgh2.132.052.082.112.132.182.062.17b2.12bglrMean
noq

0.860.740.740.830.920.760.640.750.600.690.950.890.700.680.840.760.750.910.640.800.75Standard deviation
0.100.040.040.080.090.060.050.060.050.080.120.060.040.040.070.030.030.070.030.040.02Standard error
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 456
D6. How many people, including yourself, aged 18 and over live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

587343154528391010961012463269222102281311
13%qs13%qs19%Tqsuv6%21%Tqsuv8%10%20%12%13%10%14%11%10%11%15%11%14%18%Ta7%13%aqs

297405125172136270193065590334991723317732216393843187042
65%t73%Trtv57%74%rtv63%79%Trtuv70%62%75%69%54%68%l79%Tkl54%62%72%fg81%Tefg60%66%74%Tb69%bfglrt

v

6858323625336571082096102057397467591263
15%qu10%14%15%12%10%20%10%8%13%32%Tjk13%j5%32%Tdef20%Tde9%d3%25%12%14%12%dejqu

231215875-34282258214128-2016364
5%Tqu2%7%Tqu3%3%1%-6%5%3%3%3%4%3%5%3%4%-3%4%4%qu

562324---11-92-452-65115
1%1%1%1%1%1%---1%-1%1%-2%1%1%-1%1%1%

424-11-1-5-6--24--2466+
1%*2%Tu-**-2%-1%-1%--1%1%--*1%1%

2.19Tru2.062.192.20ru2.022.092.102.102.062.132.29j2.132.042.29de2.26Tde2.052.032.112.052.21Tb2.12beruMean

0.830.680.980.660.780.610.550.910.620.760.690.790.630.690.830.750.630.640.760.740.75Standard deviation
0.040.030.070.050.050.030.100.130.070.030.080.030.050.080.050.040.050.190.030.040.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 457
D6. How many people, including yourself, aged 18 and over live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

21106211082341252109784919535711201967111311
11%14%15%13%14%32%24%Tkmp8%7%13%11%16%Tj7%14%h18%Th4%8%11%e29%Tcde41%13%dehj

13853389609102825472259948419920030217720020513213747042
71%69%64%71%64%n68%51%73%n66%71%n71%67%74%f78%Tf56%76%Tb76%Tb73%b58%16%69%bfn

23962310320-84710388313730513731232161263
12%12%16%12%13%-17%7%23%m12%13%11%14%g8%16%Tg14%12%13%9%22%12%g

9267267-14128221310221109482364
4%3%5%3%4%-3%6%4%3%3%4%4%g1%7%Tg4%3%2%3%8%4%gq

56-114-32-7834-742212115
2%1%-1%3%Tk-5%Tk3%-1%1%1%2%g-2%g2%1%1%*7%1%gk

-6-63--3-3422-422--266+
-1%-1%2%k--4%Tk-*1%1%1%-1%g1%1%--7%1%k

2.172.112.112.122.221.682.152.36Tk2.242.102.132.092.22Tg1.952.22Tg2.25Tbc2.16b2.10b1.882.442.12bgkMean

0.770.760.710.760.960.491.001.090.640.710.740.800.750.490.970.730.690.650.731.590.75Standard deviation
0.050.030.060.030.080.140.140.140.110.020.030.050.040.030.060.040.040.050.050.310.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 458
D6. How many people, including yourself, aged 18 and over live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

44694104697371241311
13%13%14%13%13%12%9%13%13%

25437018559368444596457042
72%70%66%70%69%72%Tde74%69%69%

4061695716791171263
11%11%21%12%13%11%12%12%12%

1117-282220333364
3%3%-4%4%3%4%4%4%

28-848110115
1%2%-1%1%1%1%1%1%

23-534-666+
1%*-1%1%1%-1%1%

2.092.112.072.112.132.122.142.122.12Mean

0.720.760.590.750.750.750.670.760.75Standard deviation
0.040.030.110.030.030.030.070.020.02Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 459
D6. How many people, including yourself, aged 18 and over live in your household?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

14118146192451514758242143104104451411545414499296NET: Any impairments
24%29%29%27%30%32%30%27%32%30%23%28%31%30%26%29%29%28%29%30%29%

21415146646246131071421817935Hearing: Poor hearing,
4%4%3%2%5%4%4%2%3%3%5%4%4%3%4%3%4%4%4%3%3%partial hearing, or

are deaf

41917439668327151352119527940Eyesight: Poor vision,
6%5%4%5%4%5%4%3%4%4%2%5%5%4%3%4%4%2%5%T3%4%colour blindness,

partial sight, or are
blind

42722781377151-1520221283012271958Mobility: Cannot walk
7%7%4%10%jk10%Tjkmn8%j4%4%8%j2%-10%Tf6%f6%f1%6%6%6%5%6%6%fat all/ use a

wheelchair or mobility
scooter etc., or
cannot walk very far
or manage stairs or
can only do so with
difficulty

21813538555-381311317173171535Dexterity: Limited
4%4%3%7%k4%5%3%3%3%-3%5%4%3%2%4%3%1%4%4%3%ability to reach/

difficulty opening
things with your
hands/ difficulty
using a telephone
handset/ television
remote control/
computer keyboard etc.

42319538137436821109232511181948Breathing:
7%6%4%7%l4%5%7%l4%2%4%6%5%6%g3%5%5%5%6%4%6%5%gBreathlessness or

chest pains

2191223106454-5169419157171034Mental abilities: Such
3%5%2%2%4%6%Tj4%2%3%5%-3%5%2%2%4%3%3%3%3%3%as learning,

understanding,
concentration, memory,
communicating,
cognitive loss or
deterioration

1231413910492-51913217226171639Social/ behaviour:
2%6%Tr3%2%4%6%j6%j3%5%3%-3%6%Tf4%1%4%4%3%3%5%4%Conditions associated

with this such as
autism, attention
deficit disorder,
Asperger's, etc.
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 460
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

55891610212928411211165268236790337254160Your mental health:
8%14%18%t8%13%13%17%16%22%Toq15%12%10%16%19%Ti13%14%17%17%15%16%16%iqtAnxiety, depression,

or trauma-related
conditions, for
example

232194717127317123010830295312460Other illnesses/
4%8%Tr4%6%l9%kl11%Tklm7%l4%2%1%8%l8%g9%Tg3%5%6%6%3%6%7%c6%cglrconditions which

impact or limit your
daily activities or
the work you can do

4327133649541031151191205367105219239120325356135323225683Nothing - no
73%68%68%69%67%64%67%70%66%66%74%68%65%68%70%67%68%71%66%68%67%impairments or

conditions impact or
limit your daily
activities or the work
you can do

1101022554411411821313217725Prefer not to say
1%2%2%3%3%3%3%3%2%1%1%3%3%2%1%3%2%1%3%2%3%

125112-1-31121462-628Don't know
1%1%1%1%1%1%-1%-3%Tln1%1%**2%1%*-1%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 460
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

15514191646576918272431921562197813762-185110296NET: Any impairments
34%Tqsu25%q41%Tqrsuv27%30%qu22%31%38%31%29%31%29%29%31%27%31%31%-32%Ta26%29%aqu

171799981-2325237512117-171735Hearing: Poor hearing,
4%3%4%4%4%2%3%-2%4%8%Tk3%3%8%Te4%2%3%-3%4%3%partial hearing, or

are deaf

22199128111-3362354212224-221840Eyesight: Poor vision,
5%3%4%5%4%3%4%-4%4%3%5%2%3%4%5%2%-4%4%4%colour blindness,

partial sight, or are
blind

42162616106256465458522228-392058Mobility: Cannot walk
9%Tqru3%12%Tqru7%qu4%2%6%10%7%5%9%6%4%9%8%5%4%-7%5%6%quat all/ use a

wheelchair or mobility
scooter etc., or
cannot walk very far
or manage stairs or
can only do so with
difficulty

201413759132283265311155-231235Dexterity: Limited
4%3%6%Tu3%2%3%4%5%3%3%6%4%2%6%4%3%3%-4%3%3%ability to reach/

difficulty opening
things with your
hands/ difficulty
using a telephone
handset/ television
remote control/
computer keyboard etc.

29191711109222423397311287-272148Breathing:
6%qu3%8%Tqu5%5%3%6%5%2%5%4%5%3%4%4%6%3%-5%5%5%quBreathlessness or

chest pains

2014146863242412112151612-231134Mental abilities: Such
4%qs2%6%Tqu3%3%2%10%4%5%3%1%3%6%1%2%4%6%Tf-4%3%3%quas learning,

understanding,
concentration, memory,
communicating,
cognitive loss or
deterioration

192010910102223312711132411-261339Social/ behaviour:
4%4%4%4%5%3%7%4%2%4%2%4%5%2%1%5%f5%f-4%3%4%fConditions associated

with this such as
autism, attention
deficit disorder,
Asperger's, etc.
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 461
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

926759332641212161293119383338538-11544160Your mental health:
20%Tqrsu12%27%Tqrsuv14%12%12%7%26%19%15%4%16%l18%l4%12%19%Tfg19%fg-20%Ta10%16%afglquAnxiety, depression,

or trauma-related
conditions, for
example

302917141613438466494622284-392160Other illnesses/
7%5%q8%6%7%4%13%6%9%5%10%j7%j2%10%d8%d6%d2%-7%5%6%djqconditions which

impact or limit your
daily activities or
the work you can do

288394129159142252192958577424961444219929713114379303683Nothing - no
63%71%Trtv58%68%66%74%Trtuv69%61%67%68%69%67%67%69%70%66%65%91%65%70%67%tvimpairments or

conditions impact or
limit your daily
activities or the work
you can do

9171889-1124-196-81151131325Prefer not to say
2%t3%t*3%t4%t3%-2%1%3%-3%3%-3%3%2%9%2%3%3%t

44-413--17-44-144-448Don't know
1%1%-2%1%1%--1%1%-1%2%-*1%2%-1%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 461
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

582323426339291811257-296451171224565639517296NET: Any impairments
30%30%24%30%25%13%18%27%35%30%-100%Tj17%30%h39%Tgh17%24%e35%de40%Tde65%29%dehj

7274318-22427-359121494128235Hearing: Poor hearing,
4%3%3%4%5%-4%3%14%Tkmp3%-12%Tj3%3%5%3%2%6%Td4%7%3%jpartial hearing, or

are deaf

6357345121136-40101514109611240Eyesight: Poor vision,
3%5%5%4%3%7%4%2%3%4%-14%Tj4%4%4%4%3%3%5%9%4%jcolour blindness,

partial sight, or are
blind

9484546-23152-5852625581623458Mobility: Cannot walk
5%6%3%6%4%-4%5%3%6%-20%Tj2%7%h8%h2%3%9%de10%Tde15%6%dehjat all/ use a

wheelchair or mobility
scooter etc., or
cannot walk very far
or manage stairs or
can only do so with
difficulty

7276285-31129-353181235913335Dexterity: Limited
4%4%4%3%3%-6%2%3%3%-12%Tj1%5%h4%1%2%5%e6%de10%3%ehjability to reach/

difficulty opening
things with your
hands/ difficulty
using a telephone
handset/ television
remote control/
computer keyboard etc.

6435439124140-48518224111017248Breathing:
3%6%4%5%5%7%5%7%4%5%-16%Tj2%5%h7%h2%4%5%e7%Te7%5%ehjBreathlessness or

chest pains

5292324112-30-344101846216434Mental abilities: Such
3%4%1%4%3%7%2%4%-4%-11%Tj1%3%6%Th1%2%1%7%Tcde16%3%ehjas learning,

understanding,
concentration, memory,
communicating,
cognitive loss or
deterioration
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 462
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

13265356-23134-397121979318139Social/ behaviour:
6%s3%3%4%4%-3%5%3%4%-13%Tj3%3%6%Th3%3%2%8%Tce4%4%jConditions associated

with this such as
autism, attention
deficit disorder,
Asperger's, etc.

2713021139121165147-1601965711931336011160Your mental health:
14%17%15%16%8%7%2%9%14%n17%Tnp-54%Tj7%17%h22%Th7%12%18%e26%Tde42%16%dehjnpAnxiety, depression,

or trauma-related
conditions, for
example

9497538231252-6014281414111511560Other illnesses/
5%6%5%6%5%13%7%2%7%6%-20%Tj5%7%5%5%4%8%5%18%6%jconditions which

impact or limit your
daily activities or
the work you can do

1325171005761088384220574683-2142651832082011151309683Nothing - no
67%67%71%67%68%71%78%64%61%68%100%Ti-79%Tfg68%f58%79%Tbc74%Tbc63%55%35%67%bfiimpairments or

conditions impact or
limit your daily
activities or the work
you can do

6195199124111--9578436-25Prefer not to say
3%2%4%2%5%Tk5%5%7%k4%1%--3%1%2%3%1%2%3%-3%gijk

-41631-1-6--3-43--4-8Don't know
-1%1%1%2%11%-2%-1%--1%g-1%g1%--2%d-1%j
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 462
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

100164924217018318278296NET: Any impairments
28%31%32%30%32%30%23%30%29%

1118127192113435Hearing: Poor hearing,
3%3%4%3%4%3%1%4%3%partial hearing, or

are deaf

1024-38262513940Eyesight: Poor vision,
3%4%-5%T5%4%1%4%4%colour blindness,

partial sight, or are
blind

1734151334145458Mobility: Cannot walk
5%6%3%6%6%7%5%6%6%at all/ use a

wheelchair or mobility
scooter etc., or
cannot walk very far
or manage stairs or
can only do so with
difficulty

1020-30192443035Dexterity: Limited
3%4%-4%3%4%5%3%3%ability to reach/

difficulty opening
things with your
hands/ difficulty
using a telephone
handset/ television
remote control/
computer keyboard etc.

1627243313414748Breathing:
5%5%8%5%6%6%1%5%5%Breathlessness or

chest pains

1515-28212133134Mental abilities: Such
4%3%-4%4%3%3%3%3%as learning,

understanding,
concentration, memory,
communicating,
cognitive loss or
deterioration

2018131202633739Social/ behaviour:
6%4%2%4%4%4%4%4%4%Conditions associated

with this such as
autism, attention
deficit disorder,
Asperger's, etc.
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 463
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

4994412988999150160Your mental health:
14%18%16%16%17%16%11%16%16%Anxiety, depression,

or trauma-related
conditions, for
example

1636248283735760Other illnesses/
4%7%7%6%5%6%4%6%6%conditions which

impact or limit your
daily activities or
the work you can do

2463481952834641558625683Nothing - no
69%66%68%66%65%67%73%67%67%impairments or

conditions impact or
limit your daily
activities or the work
you can do

712-21151422425Prefer not to say
2%2%-3%3%2%2%3%3%

13-744178Don't know
*1%-1%1%1%2%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 463
D7. Which of these - if any - impact or limit your daily activities or the work you can do?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

5134740161701361521401556663133290295130404440156415277848NET: White
88%87%Tr81%86%j86%j84%j89%j82%86%j82%70%87%f87%f84%f76%83%84%82%85%83%84%fjr

4731937057661251361351465956125263281115376404144380261784English, Welsh,
80%80%74%81%j81%j77%j80%j79%j80%j73%61%81%f79%f79%f67%78%77%75%78%78%77%fjScottish, Northern

Irish, or British

25722-3111343245938213Irish
4%1%1%3%o2%-2%1%1%2%3%o2%1%1%3%1%2%2%2%1%1%

-13-11--11-1111221215Gypsy or Irish
-*1%-1%1%--1%2%-1%**1%**1%***Traveller

22221121012474532311920268251346Any other white
4%6%4%2%2%6%7%m3%4%5%5%2%7%Tgi3%5%4%5%4%5%4%5%ibackground (Please

specify)

75294911232031221428204354427880347055159NET: Any Ethnic
12%13%19%Ts13%14%14%11%18%12%18%30%Tlnopq13%13%15%24%Tghi16%15%18%14%17%16%sminority

110221262673727131015171291233NET: Mixed or Multiple
2%2%4%1%2%3%1%4%4%4%7%n2%2%4%6%3%3%6%Tb2%3%3%bethnic groups

123-1111-111212334116White and Black
1%*1%-1%*1%1%-1%1%*1%*1%1%1%2%Tab**1%Caribbean

-28--2--511-252371449White and Black
-*2%--1%--3%Tmn1%1%-*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%African

161111315214247510865718White and Asian
1%2%2%1%1%2%1%3%1%1%4%1%1%2%3%2%1%3%b1%2%2%

---------------------Any other Mixed or
---------------------Multiple background

(Please specify)

2213926611139810817221830359352165NET: Asian or Asian
4%5%8%3%7%4%6%8%5%10%11%o5%5%6%11%h6%7%5%7%6%6%British

2111013445322488412123111024Indian
3%3%2%1%4%3%2%3%2%3%2%3%2%2%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%

-61913146355459101215516627Pakistani
-1%4%s1%3%1%2%3%2%6%o6%o2%1%2%6%Th3%3%3%3%2%3%os

1-31---111-1-213113-4Bangladeshi
1%s-1%1%---1%1%1%-*-1%1%1%**1%-*

-45--1311-3-42327-459Chinese
-1%1%--1%2%1%1%-3%-1%1%2%*1%-1%2%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 464
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

--1----1-----1-1--1-1Any other Asian
--*----1%-----*-*--*-*background (Please

specify)

2182643105105387151512272210182149NET: Black, Black
4%5%5%6%4%6%3%6%3%4%9%5%4%4%7%6%4%5%4%6%5%British, Caribbean or

African

1752232221-54418645614Caribbean
2%2%1%3%3%2%1%1%1%2%-3%1%1%1%2%1%2%1%2%1%

110211-727328110111018146121432African background
1%2%4%2%-5%p1%4%p2%3%9%Tlnp1%3%3%6%i4%3%3%2%4%3%i

-2-11-1----11--121112Any other Black,
-1%-1%1%-1%----1%*--******Black British, or

Caribbean background
(Please specify)

2462-2221-324336638212NET: Other ethnic
3%1%1%3%-1%1%1%1%-3%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%2%*1%group

-251--211-312232626-8Arab
-1%1%1%--1%1%1%-3%*1%1%2%*1%1%1%a-1%

2212-2-1---221-4-1224Any other ethnic
3%Trs**2%Tln-1%-1%---1%**-1%Td-1%***group (Please

specify)

-231-2--4--124-241516Prefer not to say
-*1%1%-1%--2%T--*1%1%-1%1%1%1%*1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 464
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

398449185213180269284880692576301605725337715110502344848NET: White
87%Tqu81%84%91%Tqrtuv83%79%100%100%Tm93%Tm81%93%Tj86%Tj74%93%Td89%Td84%d75%65%86%Ta80%84%adjmqu

361422168193170251214672645545771535423334414310461321784English, Welsh,
79%76%76%83%Tqu79%74%75%97%Tmn83%76%87%Tj79%j71%87%Tde82%Td77%71%65%79%75%77%djmqScottish, Northern

Irish, or British

76522451-711031373-8613Irish
2%1%2%1%1%1%17%3%-1%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%-1%1%1%m

5-41----13-31-121--55Gypsy or Irish
1%u-2%Tqu*----2%*-*1%-*1%1%--1%Tb*Traveller

25219167142-7373404316234-331346Any other white
6%4%4%7%3%4%8%-8%4%4%5%Tj2%4%6%d5%2%-6%3%5%djbackground (Please

specify)

5610336213568--615349856431685157484159NET: Any Ethnic
12%s18%Tsv16%sv9%16%s20%Tsv--7%18%Tno7%13%26%Tkl7%11%15%25%Tefg35%13%20%Tb16%bfgklnminority

osv

52823919---33-2112-41712-141933NET: Mixed or Multiple
1%5%Tstv1%1%4%stv6%Tstv---4%T-3%6%-1%4%6%Tfg-2%4%3%fstvethnic groups

-6--42---6-51-141-156White and Black
-1%Tv--2%Tstv*---1%-1%*-*1%*-*1%1%bCaribbean

18-1-8---9-64--64-279White and Black
*1%-1%-2%Trtuv---1%-1%2%--1%2%f-*2%b1%bAfrican

3142159---18-108-378-11718White and Asian
1%3%Tv1%1%2%3%v---2%-1%4%-1%2%4%T-2%2%2%v

---------------------Any other Mixed or
---------------------Multiple background

(Please specify)

31341812727--461-4421-1430193283765NET: Asian or Asian
7%6%r8%r5%3%8%ru--5%7%T-6%l10%Tl-5%7%g9%g18%5%9%Tb6%bglrBritish

111382212--123-186-4146-121124Indian
2%s2%r4%r1%1%3%r--1%3%-2%3%-1%3%3%-2%3%2%r

141477311--324-198-71263121627Pakistani
3%2%3%3%1%3%--4%3%-3%4%-2%3%3%18%2%4%3%

131-12---4-22-112--44Bangladeshi
**1%-**---*-*1%-**1%--1%b*

452223---9-54-324-459Chinese
1%1%1%1%1%1%---1%-1%2%-1%*2%-1%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 465
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

1--1-----1--1---1--11Any other Asian
*--1%-----*--1%---1%--**background (Please

specify)

15331061518--1484261941016163262349NET: Black, Black
3%6%Ts4%2%7%sv5%--1%6%T7%4%9%Tk7%3%4%8%Tef18%4%5%5%kBritish, Caribbean or

African

593263---142852175-8614Caribbean
1%2%2%1%3%1%---2%3%1%2%3%f*2%2%f-1%1%1%f

102264814--13131614388113161632African background
2%4%3%2%4%4%--1%4%4%2%6%Tk4%3%2%5%e18%3%4%3%ek

-2--21---2-2--12--212Any other Black,
-*--1%*---*-*--**--***Black British, or

Caribbean background
(Please specify)

575-34--111-84-354-7512NET: Other ethnic
1%1%2%s-1%1%--1%1%-1%2%-1%1%2%-1%1%1%group

252-24--17-34-124-258Arab
1%1%1%-1%1%--1%1%-*2%k-**2%T-*1%1%

323-2----4-4--23--4-4Any other ethnic
1%*1%q-1%----1%-1%--1%1%--1%-*group (Please

specify)

15-123---6-6--25--526Prefer not to say
*1%-*1%1%---1%-1%--1%1%--1%*1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 465
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

146667113728-----84857425722233026521523415219520848NET: White
75%86%Tt81%84%-----100%Tlmnp84%87%82%85%84%82%87%84%83%80%84%lmnpt

130624100678-----78452824020529925019921413918220784English, Welsh,
66%81%Tt72%79%T-----92%Tlmnp77%81%76%77%79%76%79%77%77%80%77%lmnptScottish, Northern

Irish, or British

39211-----13764543433-13Irish
1%1%1%1%-----2%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%2%1%-1%

2232-----53123-21-1-5Gypsy or Irish
1%*2%Tq*-----1%**1%1%-1%*-1%-*qTraveller

1132837-----463591123111115109-46Any other white
6%4%6%4%-----5%Tp5%3%4%6%3%4%5%6%4%-5%pbackground (Please

specify)

501002513015912496533-10839475748453529375159NET: Any Ethnic
25%Ts13%18%15%100%Tk100%100%Tk100%Tk100%Tk-16%13%17%15%15%17%13%16%16%20%16%ksminority

131872633---33-201112101012965-33NET: Mixed or Multiple
6%Ts2%5%3%21%Tkmn---100%Tkmnp-3%4%4%3%3%5%3%3%2%-3%ksethnic groups

14156---6-33222222--6White and Black
**1%1%4%Tk---17%Tkmnp-*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%--1%kCaribbean

36189---9-716216-12-9White and Black
2%1%1%1%6%Tk---28%Tkmnp-1%*2%Tg**2%Td-*1%-1%kAfrican

8851318---18-1074674733-18White and Asian
4%Ts1%4%2%11%Tkmn---55%Tkmnp-1%2%2%2%2%2%3%2%1%-2%ks

---------------------Any other Mixed or
---------------------Multiple background

(Please specify)

2239105265--65--42182217212110916465NET: Asian or Asian
11%Ts5%7%6%41%Tkln--100%Tklnp--6%6%8%4%7%8%d4%5%7%14%6%dgksBritish

91351824--24--1756595525224Indian
5%Ts2%3%2%15%Tkln--36%Tklnp--3%2%2%1%3%2%2%1%2%10%2%ks

71822327--27--16897109448127Pakistani
3%2%2%3%17%Tkln--42%Tklnp--2%3%3%2%3%3%2%2%3%5%3%k

22-44--4--221121111-4Bangladeshi
1%*-*2%Tk--6%Tk--*1%**1%**1%1%-*
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 466
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

45369--9--624414-32-9Chinese
2%1%2%1%6%Tk--14%Tklnp--1%1%2%1%*2%d-1%1%-1%k

-1-11--1--1-1--1----1Any other Asian
-*-*1%k--2%Tk--*-*--*----*background (Please

specify)

113754349-49---38911231211121211149NET: Black, Black
6%5%4%5%31%Tklm-100%Tklmp---6%3%4%6%4%4%4%7%5%3%5%kBritish, Caribbean or

African

21221314-14---1135545-45-14Caribbean
1%2%1%1%9%Tkm-30%Tklmp---2%1%2%1%1%2%d-2%d2%d-1%k

82442832-32---265618761185132African background
4%3%3%3%20%Tklm-66%Tklmp---4%2%2%5%2%2%4%4%2%3%3%k

11-22-2---11-11-1-1-2Any other Black,
**-*1%Tk-5%Tk---**-**-*-*-*sBlack British, or

Caribbean background
(Please specify)

46391212----821641314112NET: Other ethnic
2%1%2%1%8%Tkm100%----1%1%*2%1%*1%1%2%3%1%ksgroup

423588----6-12312-3-8Arab
2%Ts*2%1%5%Tk63%----1%-*1%1%*1%-1%-1%ks

-4-444----32-41-11214Any other ethnic
-1%-1%3%Tk37%----*1%-1%*-*1%1%3%*group (Please

specify)

-625------1-3-431-3-6Prefer not to say
-1%1%1%------*-1%-1%g1%*-1%-1%jk
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 466
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

3004452766043651073774848NET: White
85%84%97%83%81%83%92%Ta83%84%ad

2804112760840047372712784English, Welsh,
79%78%97%76%75%77%91%Ta76%77%adScottish, Northern

Irish, or British

75-12810-1313Irish
2%1%-2%1%2%-1%1%

4--553-55Gypsy or Irish
1%g--1%1%1%-**Traveller

1029-36242414546Any other white
3%5%-4%4%4%1%5%5%hbackground (Please

specify)

52791131971016153159NET: Any Ethnic
15%15%3%16%18%T16%8%16%Tb16%bminority

1018-272022-3333NET: Mixed or Multiple
3%3%-3%4%4%-4%3%ethnic groups

22-524-66White and Black
1%*-1%*1%-1%1%Caribbean

34-877-99White and Black
1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%African

512-141011-1818White and Asian
1%2%-2%2%2%-2%2%

---------Any other Mixed or
---------Multiple background

(Please specify)

2433154434246165NET: Asian or Asian
7%6%3%7%8%T7%5%7%6%British

715-20151512324Indian
2%3%-3%3%2%1%2%2%

1013-23181812727Pakistani
3%3%-3%3%3%1%3%3%

21-433-44Bangladeshi
1%*-*1%*-**

521655279Chinese
1%*3%1%1%1%2%1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 467
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

-1-111-11Any other Asian
-*-***-**background (Please

specify)

1525-40293124749NET: Black, Black
4%5%-5%5%5%3%5%5%British, Caribbean or

African

56-14139-1414Caribbean
1%1%-2%2%T1%-2%1%

918-25152223032African background
2%3%-3%3%3%3%3%3%

21-221-22Any other Black,
**-***-**Black British, or

Caribbean background
(Please specify)

24-1066-1212NET: Other ethnic
1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%group

13-845-88Arab
*1%-1%1%1%-1%1%

12-221-44Any other ethnic
**-***-**cgroup (Please

specify)

23-635-66Prefer not to say
1%1%-1%1%1%-1%1%
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Table 467
D8. Which one of these groups best describes your ethnic group or background?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

599465233121076313133111226Up to £199 per week/ Up
9%Trs2%2%5%8%Tlmn3%1%2%1%2%2%6%Tfgh2%2%2%3%2%2%2%4%3%to £10,399 per year

(5.2)

21830217111110553182010252611281251From £200 to £299 per
4%4%6%3%1%4%6%p6%5%6%5%2%5%6%i6%5%5%6%6%4%5%ipweek/ From £10,400 to

£15,599 per year (13)

11601051611262136431911294778309786387274184From £300 to £499 per
20%15%21%Ts23%n14%16%12%21%n23%n24%n12%19%14%22%Th18%20%16%20%15%22%Tb18%bhnsweek/ From £15,600 to

£25,999 per year (20.8)

666997132730303811242058683575105349552181From £500 to £699 per
10%16%20%t10%16%17%17%17%21%q14%27%q13%17%19%21%15%20%18%19%16%18%eiqtweek/ From £26,000 to

£36,399 per year (31.2)

17991412216354648482330408196521281405212494270From £700 to £999 per
29%25%28%32%20%22%27%28%26%28%33%26%24%27%31%26%27%27%25%28%27%week/ From £36,400 to

£51,999 per year (44.2)

6777371231362826149196755238083329142164From £1,000 to £1,499
11%19%T15%9%15%19%q21%jq17%14%18%10%12%20%Ti16%13%17%16%17%18%a12%16%aper week/ From £52,000

to £77,999 per year
(65)

650338132019131449213927134455175033100£1,500 or above per
11%13%Tr7%11%16%Tklm12%11%8%7%5%10%14%Tg12%8%8%9%11%9%10%10%10%rweek/ £78,000 or above

per year (81)

161123211--252-5513610Don't know
1%2%r*1%2%2%1%1%1%--2%2%1%-1%1%*1%2%1%r

416646941-311013151711316929Prefer not to say
6%r4%r1%6%Tlm7%Tlm5%Tlm3%l1%-4%l1%7%Tg4%g*3%g4%2%1%3%3%3%glmr

39.53545.016Trt39.54740.34144.80944.319l45.066Tl40.57239.50239.65741.14142.55544.667Tg40.01940.45341.60142.36141.29143.21040.53741.971grMean ('000)

22.6521.5919.3521.5524.0722.0620.9820.1019.5719.5419.2822.8521.4219.8119.3620.8920.7820.3520.9520.7920.80Standard deviation
('000)

2.651.070.942.232.571.691.641.591.532.372.451.691.171.101.700.940.951.500.971.170.67Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 468
D11. What is the combined weekly or annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

19715461-222131583698-141226Up to £199 per week/ Up
4%Tqsu1%q7%Tqsuv2%q3%qu*-5%3%2%5%2%3%5%2%2%4%-2%3%3%quto £10,399 per year

(5.2)

371428886-5343234152112315-391151From £200 to £299 per
8%Tqrsu3%13%Tqrsuv4%4%2%-10%4%5%3%5%7%3%4%5%7%-7%Ta3%5%aquweek/ From £10,400 to

£15,599 per year (13)

98856533543049191529130459448641411965184From £300 to £499 per
22%Tqsu15%q30%Tqsuv14%25%Tqsu9%14%19%22%18%15%18%21%15%15%19%20%25%20%Ta15%18%aquweek/ From £15,600 to

£25,999 per year (20.8)

10279584440394717153101314010498237311763181From £500 to £699 per
22%Tqu14%q26%Tqu19%q18%qu11%15%14%19%18%16%18%18%16%17%18%18%20%20%Ta15%18%aquweek/ From £26,000 to

£36,399 per year (31.2)

121149388356939192221916190641674116586149121270From £700 to £999 per
26%t27%t17%35%Tqrtuv26%t27%t34%41%Tm25%26%25%26%30%25%26%26%29%40%26%28%27%tweek/ From £36,400 to

£51,999 per year (44.2)

4811693931856417137613225656762418282164From £1,000 to £1,499
11%t21%Trtv4%17%tv14%t25%Trstuv21%8%19%16%10%18%Tj12%10%20%d17%12%5%14%19%Tb16%btvper week/ From £52,000

to £77,999 per year
(65)

991181774316901272161228431513565100£1,500 or above per
2%t16%Trstv*3%t8%stv22%Trstuv12%2%7%11%20%Tjk10%7%20%Tdef10%10%7%9%6%15%Tb10%bstvweek/ £78,000 or above

per year (81)

633313111727-243--7310Don't know
1%1%1%1%*1%4%2%1%1%4%Tjk1%-4%Tde1%1%--1%1%1%

151341149---291234112104-20929Prefer not to say
3%2%2%5%2%3%---3%T2%3%2%2%4%2%2%-3%2%3%

34.506t48.003Trs27.79241.058tv39.446tv53.527Trs47.74835.12540.68642.309o45.182j42.743j38.53345.182d44.080Td41.91938.42639.94938.66246.425Tb41.971bdjMean ('000)
tvtuvortv

17.1721.5114.2017.3120.0020.6519.2216.8620.0521.0623.7720.7319.8423.7720.6820.7420.0217.8519.4821.6820.80Standard deviation
('000)

0.890.881.051.261.291.093.632.512.190.742.930.771.452.931.221.001.515.380.831.060.67Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 469
D11. What is the combined weekly or annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

5197195114-20917--26----2626Up to £199 per week/ Up
3%2%5%2%3%7%2%6%-2%1%6%Tj--8%Tgh----100%3%bcdegto £10,399 per year

hj(5.2)

114064410-531412523-644---51-51From £200 to £299 per
6%5%5%5%6%-10%5%4%5%4%8%Tj-2%h14%Tgh---22%Tcde-5%cdeghjweek/ From £10,400 to

£15,599 per year (13)

3214527156284613415510471-42142---184-184From £300 to £499 per
16%19%19%18%17%37%12%20%12%18%15%24%Tj-11%h45%Tgh---78%Tcde-18%cdeghjweek/ From £15,600 to

£25,999 per year (20.8)

2414819160291129615211563-14635--181--181From £500 to £699 per
12%19%t13%19%18%10%24%14%18%18%17%21%-38%Tfh11%h--100%Tbde--18%bdefhtweek/ From £26,000 to

£36,399 per year (31.2)

54206332343531210923420165819269-270---270From £700 to £999 per
28%27%24%27%22%27%25%16%28%28%m29%Ti22%3%50%Tfh22%h-100%Tbce---27%bcefhimweek/ From £36,400 to

£51,999 per year (44.2)

3911627135291812713512236164--164----164From £1,000 to £1,499
20%15%20%16%18%11%17%18%23%16%18%Ti12%60%Tfg--62%Tbcd----16%bcdfgiper week/ From £52,000

to £77,999 per year
(65)

2572178316-38581868100--100----100£1,500 or above per
13%9%12%10%10%-6%13%15%10%13%Ti3%37%Tfg--38%Tbcd----10%bcdfgiweek/ £78,000 or above

per year (81)

-9-1011---945--------10Don't know
-1%-1%1%8%---1%1%2%--------1%

5194227-25-22177--------29Prefer not to say
3%2%3%3%4%-4%8%Tk-3%3%2%--------3%bcdefgh

44.857Ts41.19543.19141.78742.15632.89740.16642.35847.76741.89045.155Ti34.33170.253Tfg36.218f24.71171.059Tbc44.200Tbc31.200b19.1115.20041.971bcfgMean ('000)
dis

21.9720.4922.5820.5421.8117.4119.9423.9820.8520.5320.7118.548.938.7312.067.78*0.003.22*20.80Standard deviation
('000)

1.590.751.890.721.795.252.883.183.630.720.801.110.520.450.690.46*0.000.21*0.67Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 470
D11. What is the combined weekly or annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

71411813952026Up to £199 per week/ Up
2%3%4%2%c2%1%7%Ta2%3%acto £10,399 per year

(5.2)

2320332242464451From £200 to £299 per
6%4%12%4%5%4%8%5%5%eweek/ From £10,400 to

£15,599 per year (13)

649731459611517168184From £300 to £499 per
18%18%10%18%18%19%21%18%18%week/ From £15,600 to

£25,999 per year (20.8)

738891449211013168181From £500 to £699 per
21%17%31%18%17%18%16%18%18%week/ From £26,000 to

£36,399 per year (31.2)

92142522715217115255270From £700 to £999 per
26%27%17%28%T28%28%19%27%27%week/ From £36,400 to

£51,999 per year (44.2)

55876121829613150164From £1,000 to £1,499
16%16%20%15%15%16%17%16%16%per week/ From £52,000

to £77,999 per year
(65)

30581865775495100£1,500 or above per
8%11%3%11%11%12%Te6%10%10%week/ £78,000 or above

per year (81)

45-7731910Don't know
1%1%-1%c1%c*1%1%1%c

715117131352429Prefer not to say
2%3%3%2%2%2%6%3%3%e

40.78042.90937.94842.51742.42843.354Te37.25342.357b41.971bMean ('000)

20.2721.0520.0220.6420.7620.8921.5320.7020.80Standard deviation
('000)

1.110.933.780.740.910.862.490.690.67Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 471
D11. What is the combined weekly or annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

19116166252050476761301844961274817114511814355316Most financially
33%29%33%35%j24%31%27%39%Tjnp33%j38%j20%29%29%36%Th28%35%Td28%62%Tab29%a17%31%adjvulnerable

191322172425496260802953521131408216222121186180387Potentially financially
32%33%44%Ts34%32%30%36%35%44%op36%59%Tkmnop34%34%40%48%Thi33%42%Te11%38%c54%Tbc38%cehosvulnerable

q

1613010817285256434018184510883361301424814182272Least financially
27%32%Tr22%24%35%jl32%l33%l25%22%23%20%29%32%Tfg23%21%27%27%25%29%25%27%rvulnerable

423757126213112183522164201538Unallocated
7%r6%Tr1%7%lm9%Tjlm7%Tlm4%l1%1%4%1%8%Tfg5%g1%3%5%3%2%4%5%4%glr
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 472
D5/D6/D11. Financial vulnerability
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

19312212271665612212525813226771375151743208108316Most financially
42%Tqrsu22%q55%Tqrsuv30%qu31%qu16%43%45%Tm29%30%21%31%36%l21%26%34%fg37%fg17%36%Ta25%31%afquvulnerable

181206839897109521383232626794261071608310224162387Potentially financially
40%q37%q37%42%q45%Tqu32%18%43%44%38%42%36%43%42%38%36%41%69%39%38%38%kqvulnerable

602121050491631052223519211411987125392122149272Least financially
13%t38%Trstv5%21%tv23%tv48%Trstuv35%10%26%o28%o31%j29%Tj19%31%30%d28%d19%14%21%35%Tb27%bdjostvulnerable

v

2217715512111354304417134-271138Unallocated
5%3%3%6%Tru2%4%4%2%1%4%6%4%2%6%6%T3%2%-5%3%4%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 473
D5/D6/D11. Financial vulnerability
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

5724435276484122110265183122--316-693518626316Most financially
29%32%25%32%30%31%25%33%31%31%27%41%Tj--100%Tgh-26%e19%e79%Tcde100%31%cdeghvulnerable

j

6730856331576231710330265117-387--19214649-387Potentially financially
34%40%40%38%36%m51%47%mp26%32%39%m39%39%-100%Tfh--71%Tbe81%Tbde21%e-38%befhmvulnerable

661934522447111221222221445272--2638---272Least financially
34%Ts25%32%26%29%11%23%33%37%26%31%Ti15%100%Tfg--100%Tbcd3%bc---27%bcdfgisvulnerable

5274328125-302112--------38Unallocated
3%4%3%4%5%8%4%8%-4%3%4%--------4%bcdefgh
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 474
D5/D6/D11. Financial vulnerability
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

100175825316719831285316Most financially
28%33%30%32%31%32%39%31%31%vulnerable

1541821130820523023364387Potentially financially
44%Tg35%41%39%38%37%29%39%38%gvulnerable

89150721214417319252272Least financially
25%28%26%27%27%28%24%27%27%vulnerable

1120125201663338Unallocated
3%4%3%3%4%3%7%4%4%ce
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 475
D5/D6/D11. Financial vulnerability
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale
FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2

EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

794344331009718317016116471631993553251345154941894913331013Unweighted base

58401498718116117217218281911533353531724845251914903331013Weighted base

7842342198951801671581617062194348320130494473181472315968Effective base

23195276304273819310255437315619598251269105254163522Yes I am interested
40%49%55%Tst43%52%45%47%54%56%oq68%Tjnopq47%47%47%55%h57%h52%51%55%52%49%52%ht

352062224038889078792648811791587423325686235170491No I am not interested
60%Tr51%r45%57%kl48%k55%kl53%k46%44%32%53%k53%53%Tfg45%43%48%49%45%48%51%48%kr
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 476
R1. Would you be interested to take part in future follow-up research as a result of your participation in this survey?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3936191892042453742946858537175119171307444180115844271013Unweighted base

45555722123421634028**48*86851617352176128545020215**5814301013Weighted base

382600184199238362284482814687191856829642517511559407968Effective base

20731410510212518917264843129375118291382371144329193522Yes I am interested
45%56%Tstv47%44%58%Tstv56%Tsv62%54%56%51%48%51%54%48%48%53%56%26%57%Ta45%52%asv

248243116132921511122384203236099321482128811252237491No I am not interested
55%Tqru44%53%ru56%Tqru42%44%38%46%44%49%52%49%46%52%52%47%44%74%43%55%Tb48%bqru
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 477
R1. Would you be interested to take part in future follow-up research as a result of your participation in this survey?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupOtherBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

19877014785715712506233849686292293374305283267170226261013Unweighted base

19677214086315912**49*6533*84868329627238731626327018123526**1013Weighted base

1897361398211501147593281165428028235729227325516321724968Effective base

1063967344878427311544234316413819817213513410212413522Yes I am interested
54%51%52%52%49%37%56%47%46%52%50%55%51%51%55%51%50%56%53%51%52%

90376674158182234184053401321341891441291357911113491No I am not interested
46%49%48%48%51%63%44%53%54%48%50%45%49%49%45%49%50%44%47%49%48%
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 478
R1. Would you be interested to take part in future follow-up research as a result of your participation in this survey?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

34653929794538603819321013Unweighted base

35452728**798536616799341013Weighted base

3315152876051358077890968Effective base

1822871342229131641481522Yes I am interested
51%54%46%53%54%51%51%52%52%

1722401537624530039452491No I am not interested
49%46%54%47%46%49%49%48%48%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 479
R1. Would you be interested to take part in future follow-up research as a result of your participation in this survey?
Base: All respondents

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

3121224743518480909349319416618380266255104254165523Unweighted base

23*19527630*4273819310255*43*7315619598251269105254163522Weighted base

3020624142508379899148319216218078256246100246157503Effective base

-412--1134-7-277412-10616PR, marketing or market
-2%4%--1%1%3%4%-17%Tklmnop-1%3%8%Thi2%5%e-4%c4%c3%eresearch

q

19121-24612616781011214621Media/ social media,
4%5%4%3%-2%5%6%1%4%13%Tlop1%4%4%8%i4%4%2%5%4%4%journalism or

broadcasting

1917122266183411910172141228Tech
3%5%6%4%4%2%2%6%6%2%19%Tklmnop4%3%6%10%h4%6%2%6%7%5%

339546615161820119123238195050225525102Education or social
12%20%20%21%14%21%19%19%20%20%20%16%21%19%20%20%19%21%22%15%20%care

191482112236576369804330581201487319120882191126399None of the above
82%76%76%73%85%78%77%74%78%78%70%80%77%76%75%76%78%78%75%78%76%
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 480
R2. Do you or any of your friends and family work in any of the following fields?
Base: All respondents interested in taking part in the follow-up research

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

N.
C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABIrelandWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal

(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

17934390891372061725464353438310634146237103328195523Unweighted base

20731410510212518917**26**48*43129*37511829*138237114329193522Weighted base

17533388871332001724454173336910333140229100316187503Effective base

97-9341-114-611-241151116PR, marketing or market
5%t2%-9%Tqrtuv2%2%5%-2%3%-2%9%Tk-2%1%9%Tef2%6%Tb3%bekresearch

714165101-219-1110-471081321Media/ social media,
3%t5%1%6%4%5%5%-4%4%-3%9%Tk-3%3%9%Tef3%7%Tb4%bkjournalism or

broadcasting

622146161-126-1513-7811111728Tech
3%7%Ttv1%4%5%9%Ttv5%-2%6%-4%11%Tk-5%3%9%e3%9%Tb5%bktv

3170121925457510804772142652196339102Education or social
15%22%Ttv12%18%20%24%tv40%18%21%19%14%21%18%14%19%22%17%19%20%20%tcare

1712289180951339213733125286882510618087260139399None of the above
82%Tqu73%86%Tqu78%76%71%55%82%77%77%86%76%75%86%77%76%76%79%72%76%qu
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VSP Parental Guidance Research
ONLINE Fieldwork: 7th to 17th June 2022

Absolutes/col percents
Table 481
R2. Do you or any of your friends and family work in any of the following fields?
Base: All respondents interested in taking part in the follow-up research

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

10839477445792830164423461611501951641461349711913523Unweighted base

106396734487827**31**15**44234316413819817213513410212413**522Weighted base

10338072429762629154253311561451881581411299411412503Effective base

-16-1611--151324654245-16PR, marketing or market
-4%Tt-4%2%5%--3%4%1%3%3%3%3%2%3%4%-3%research

220120211-191648568236-21Media/ social media,
2%5%1%5%3%5%3%-4%5%3%6%3%4%6%2%3%5%-4%journalism or

broadcasting

522424522123226101169756128Tech
5%6%6%5%7%9%7%5%5%6%4%7%6%4%7%5%5%5%5%5%

19821488832194703030363330281725-102Education or social
18%21%19%20%10%10%8%5%21%Tp20%18%22%18%19%22%21%17%20%-20%pcare

83297553436622271433125813010215213599101829412399None of the above
78%75%76%76%84%80%87%95%75%75%79%74%77%78%74%75%80%76%95%76%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 482
R2. Do you or any of your friends and family work in any of the following fields?
Base: All respondents interested in taking part in the follow-up research

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
NeveriouslyCurrently

NoYesUsedNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

1812921442129131141482523Unweighted base

18228713**42229131641*481522Weighted base

1752801340527930040463503Effective base

511-161514-1616PR, marketing or market
3%4%-4%5%T4%T-3%3%research

1012-211718-2121Media/ social media,
5%4%-5%T6%T6%-4%4%journalism or

broadcasting

721-26222012728Tech
4%7%T-6%7%T6%2%6%5%

35603836362696102Education or social
19%21%25%20%22%20%14%20%20%care

1382151031821423935364399None of the above
76%75%75%75%73%76%86%76%76%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 483
R2. Do you or any of your friends and family work in any of the following fields?
Base: All respondents interested in taking part in the follow-up research

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

251601883143656166723822741261386020019881189128398Unweighted base

19**14821122*36*5763698043*30**581201487319120882191126399Weighted base

251551843042646065713722721231365919319178183122383Effective base

1210714215244345505330183988102481381395314183277Family with 2 parents
61%72%68%68%66%76%72%72%66%70%58%67%74%69%65%72%67%65%74%66%69%living together

6284769911121791115202920364824273484Single parent family
31%19%22%26%26%17%17%18%21%20%38%26%17%20%27%19%23%29%b14%27%b21%b

281312346611361131013213823Family with a step-
8%5%6%3%6%5%6%8%7%3%4%5%5%7%4%5%6%2%7%6%6%parent

-461-22-43-14435636211Family with step-
-3%3%4%-3%3%-4%6%-1%3%2%4%3%3%4%3%1%3%siblings/ half siblings

-12-1-111--112-13-4-4I would describe our
-1%1%-2%-2%2%1%--1%1%1%-1%1%-2%-1%family differently:

(please specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 484
R3. Which of the following would best describe your family situation?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1482507771105145213533329289802911017979256142398Unweighted base

17122891809513321**37*33125**2868825**10618087260139399Weighted base

1452437570102141203432028278782810517377246137383Effective base

11216549636010612232341821049187513549163114277Family with 2 parents
65%t72%rt54%79%rtv63%79%Trtuv56%62%71%70%73%Tj56%70%70%75%Td57%63%82%Tb69%bdjtliving together

364827925236869456244233324691584Single parent family
21%s21%30%Tqsv11%26%s18%27%23%21%17%20%27%17%22%19%27%27%Ta11%21%as

13107663221938113441016723Family with a step-
8%4%8%8%7%3%7%7%6%13%3%13%Tk13%4%2%12%Tef6%5%6%ekqparent

735231226-83-3537411Family with step-
4%2%6%qu2%3%1%9%6%2%-3%3%-3%3%3%3%3%3%mqusiblings/ half siblings

222-2--13-31-121314I would describe our
1%1%3%-2%--3%1%-1%1%-1%1%1%1%1%1%family differently:

(please specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 485
R3. Which of the following would best describe your family situation?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

842955833967232615329259127111149127108101778912398Unweighted base

83297553436622**27**14**33125813010215213599101829412**399Weighted base

80285543276422251531724812310814312310597748612383Effective base

582033823847142110228190778210184828255444277Family with 2 parents
70%68%68%70%71%63%80%72%69%74%Ti59%81%Tfg67%62%83%Tbc81%Tbc67%b47%36%69%bfiliving together

15671372158246948351333381091541884Single parent family
18%23%23%21%23%37%6%28%21%19%27%13%22%28%Th10%9%19%43%Tcde64%21%deh

6163201-1-2215871247574-23Family with a step-
7%5%5%6%2%-4%-7%6%6%7%8%3%7%5%9%4%-6%parent

47283-3-846-47-434-11Family with step-
4%2%4%2%4%-10%-2%2%5%-3%5%h-4%e3%4%-3%siblings/ half siblings

-4-4----413-22-121-4I would describe our
-1%-1%----1%*3%j-1%2%-1%2%1%-1%jfamily differently:

(please specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 486
R3. Which of the following would best describe your family situation?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

13821731621323435363398Unweighted base

13821531821423935*364399Weighted base

13320930520522734349383Effective base

9115521915217228248277Family with 2 parents
66%72%69%71%72%e82%68%69%living together

354166374867884Single parent family
25%19%21%d17%20%18%21%21%d

109191611-2323Family with a step-
8%4%6%7%5%-6%6%parent

261074-1111Family with step-
2%3%3%c3%2%-3%3%siblings/ half siblings

-4433-44I would describe our
-2%1%1%1%-1%1%family differently:

(please specify)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 487
R3. Which of the following would best describe your family situation?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



S2a. Gender of
S3/S5. School Year ChildS2. Age within Gender ChildS2b. Age of ChildChildS1. No. of Children

Sixth
Form/FemaleFemale

FurtherAged 16-Male AgedAged 12-Male AgedFemaleMale AgedFemaleMale AgedAged 16-Aged 12-3+2
EducationSecondaryPrimary1716-171512-15Aged 8-118-11Aged 6-76-71715Aged 8-11Aged 6-7FemaleMaleChildrenChildren1 ChildTotal

(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

251601883143656166723822741261386020019881189128398Unweighted base

19**14821122*36*5763698043*30**581201487319120882191126399Weighted base

251551843042646065713722721231365919319178183122383Effective base

108815116213634475334223770100561321314812589263I am very confident
55%59%71%Ts71%59%63%54%68%67%78%n74%64%58%68%77%h69%63%59%66%71%66%hns

857596142027222598204747175873326435131I am somewhat confident
40%39%Tr28%29%38%35%43%k32%31%22%26%35%39%f32%23%30%35%40%33%28%33%r

131-112-1--131-141225I am not at all
5%2%1%-3%2%3%-2%--2%2%1%-1%2%1%1%2%1%confident
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 488
R4. How would you describe your own confidence when online and using the internet?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c - T/d/e - T/f/g/h/i - T/j/k/l/m/n/o/p/q - T/r/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



D1. Gender of
D4. SEGD3. RegionD2. Age of Parent IID2. Age of ParentParent

C2DEABC1DEC2C1ABWalesScotlandEngland55+35-5418-3455+45-5435-4425-34FemaleMaleTotal
(v)(u)(t)(s)(r)(q)(o)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(g)(f)(e)(d)(b)(a)(T)

1482507771105145213533329289802911017979256142398Unweighted base

17122891809513321**37*33125**2868825**10618087260139399Weighted base

1452437570102141203432028278782810517377246137383Effective base

10116251506110113232211318566136711864160103263I am very confident
59%71%Ttv56%62%64%76%Tstuv63%62%67%50%65%75%50%63%66%74%62%74%Tb66%bv

6764372934308131081210020123862209635131I am somewhat confident
39%Tqu28%q41%qu37%q36%qu23%37%34%33%46%35%j23%46%36%34%23%37%Ta25%33%adjqu

3221-2-1312212-2325I am not at all
2%1%3%1%-1%-3%1%4%1%3%4%2%-3%e1%1%1%kconfident
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 489
R4. How would you describe your own confidence when online and using the internet?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f/g - T/j/k/l - T/m/n/o/p - T/q/r/s/t/u/v
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q6. Ease inQ4. ConfidenceD7. Impacting/
supporting child toknowing what childlimiting conditions

stay safe onlinedoes online ParentD8. Ethnicity ParentParentFinancial vulnerabilityD11. Income
Poten-

LeasttiallyMost
finan-finan-finan-

Minorityciallyciallycially
NotEthnicvulner-vulner-vulner-£52,000£36,400 -£26,000 -£10,400 -Up to

DifficultEasyconfidentConfidentGroupBlackAsianMixedWhiteNoneAnyableableableor more£51,999£36,399£25,599£10,399Total
(t)(s)(r)(q)(p)(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

842955833967232615329259127111149127108101778912398Unweighted base

83297553436622**27**14**33125813010215213599101829412**399Weighted base

80285543276422251531724812310814312310597748612383Effective base

42211252385017201421216986769983746558555263I am very confident
51%71%Tt45%69%Tr77%T77%74%94%64%66%66%74%Tf65%61%75%Tb64%70%59%39%66%rt

378527103155711158641245349233624375131I am somewhat confident
45%Ts29%49%Tq30%23%23%26%6%35%33%32%24%35%36%h24%36%30%40%e42%33%ehqs

4132----5322-32--125I am not at all
5%Ts*5%Tq1%----2%1%2%2%-2%2%--1%19%1%qsconfident
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 490
R4. How would you describe your own confidence when online and using the internet?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b/c/d/e - T/f/g/h - T/i/j - T/k/l/m/n/o/p - T/q/r - T/s/t
Overlap formulae used.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder



Q20. Seen/receivedQ10. Knowledge of
guidance aboutQ11. Use of tools/controlstools/controls

Prev-
iouslyCurrently

NoYesNET: Usedused anyuse anyNoneAnyTotal
(h)(g)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)(T)

13821731621323435363398Unweighted base

13821531821423935*364399Weighted base

13320930520522734349383Effective base

9514421714117518245263I am very confident
69%67%68%66%73%Tde50%67%Tb66%b

416899716415116131I am somewhat confident
30%32%31%c33%c27%44%32%33%c

2322-235I am not at all
1%1%1%1%-5%Ta1%1%aeconfident
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 491
R4. How would you describe your own confidence when online and using the internet?
Base: All respondents qualifying for the follow up

Data suppressed where weighted base is lower than 10.  ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing, * small base (under 50).
Asterisks displayed in the data refer to the effective base, although displayed alongside the weighted base.
Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5% risk level) - T/a/b - T/c/d/e/f - T/g/h
Overlap formulae used.  * small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by Yonder


